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ABSTRACT 

Since the turn of the century Scottish drama has struggled to 

create drama distinct from England's. The four century dearth in 

playwriting is attributed to the antipathy of the Scottish Kirk holding 

sway in Scotland after King James moved his court to London in 1603. 

Inspired by Dublin's Abbey Theatre, the Scots' dream of a national 

theatre is traced through three major periods: Rebirth, Inter-war and 

Postwar. Analysis reveals organismic development where spurts of 

growth are followed by plateaus of consolidation. An early stage of 

Kailyard drama was followed by a return to the Scots dialect. Thus 

they created their own pseudo-indigenous drama. The national theatre 

torch first carried by the Glasgow Repertory Company in 1909 passed to 

the Scottish National Players in the 1920s before settling with the 

Citizens' Theatre in the 1940s. The Post-war Edinburgh Festival has 

acted like a pressure-cooker to drama. Two Scottish historical studies 

point to talented writers and theatrical craft in abundance. Neverthe-

less, first magnitude writers failed to emerge. Scholars identified 

major weaknesses as: writers poorly based in dramatic theory; bridging 

the gap between the parochial and universal; historical themes lacking 

cognizance of the present; and a reliance on derogatory comic 

stereotypes. This study of three recent Scottish plays, Chinchilla by 

David Robert MacDonald, Animal by Tom McGrath and The Jesuit, by Donald 

Campbell concludes that Scottish drama has overcome its weaknesses. It 

x 
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now passes the test of universality without loss of Scottish ethnic

ity. Dealing with man's relationship to art, his fellowman and God, 

all three proclaim their Celtic origins through the imaginative use of 

space, time and consciousness. The authors' sophisticated, poetic use 

of language indicates that Scottish drama has arrived at last on the 

threshold of maturity. 



PREFACE 

The genesis of this examination of modern Scottish drama took 

place in 1967-68 at Glasgow University, where I was attending both the 

"O,dinary" and the "Higher" courses in drama. Only the year before 

Professor James Arnott had, for the first time, established drama as a 

department of serious study separate from English literature. He took 

with him, from English studies, Jan MacDonald and Robert Trotter as 

lecturers and tutor:;'al leaders. Arnott's move away from the literary 

approach was based on the underlying principle of the interdependence 

between the theoretical and the creative in every art form. He had 

gained a working knowledge of this prnciple from his involvement with 

the Unity Theatre and the Celtic Ballet in the forties and his 

association with Bridie in the establishment of the Citizens' Theatre 

and later Glasgow's Royal Academy of Music and Drama. 

The courses themselves were masterpices in creativity designed 

to provide students with a broad historical base beginning with Greek 

drama. The "Ordinary" studies concentrated on tragedy, while the 

"Higher" focused on comedy. Our three professors interspersed their 

own lectures with guest professors from such as s~ecific areas as the 

department of French for Moliere, Norwegian studies for Ibsen, and 

Classical Studies for Greek drama. We went to plays, saw movies, wrote 

term papers and six-hour exams. The practical aspects of acting, 

directing and theatre management were conducted at the Royal Academy of 

xii 
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Dramatic Art to help prepare us for our ass.i.gnments in performance. 

And once a week the seventy or eighty students divided into smaller 

groups for discussion tutorials. 

Woven into this varied and multi-colored fabric was a bright 

thread of Scottish drama. Along with Aristophanes The Birds, for 

instance, we studied Andrew Young's 'Braid Scots' translation called 

The Burdies, reeling with Glaswegian street humor. For a morality play 

we took up Arnott's own translation of Ane Satyre of the Thrie 

Estaites. When the French scholar had finished leading us through The 

Would-be Gentleman, Arnott introduced Kemp's translation of School for 

Wi ves, re-titled ]~et \oJi ves Tak Tent. Arnott claimed both Kemp and 

Young achieved better translations into the Scottish vernacular than 

was possible in contemporary English. 

I saw McLellan's Toom Byres (Empty Stalls) produced by the 

Drama Academy and thought I was seeing an authentically old play. 

Guthrie's last Scottish production, a revival of Bridie's The Anatomist 

also occurred that year, and I watched from the theatre balcony as 

Guthrie worked with students one cold damp afternoon. 

I am most indebted to Professor Arnott for the high quality and 

uniqueness of my theatre history education; to Bob Trotter, my tutorial 

leader, for insightful conversations on topics ranging from drama to 

Viet Nam; and to Jan f-1acDonald, who first recognized in me a kindred 

spirit. I am grateful to all three for their encouragement upon my 

ret urn in 1979. 

Some of my happiest memories at the Uni versity \~ere in the 

company of Terry Branston, classmate and neighbor, who had taken Illl' 
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under her wing. She welcomed me home as if no time had elapsed since 

our last visit. 

In 1967, I had arrived at the close of one Festival and left 

before the beginning of the next. My return a dozen years later was 

intended to fill in that gap, as well as investigate the progress of 

Scottish drama in the interim. I settled in Edinburgh and began the 

research that would take me from the Festival and Fringe Offices, to 

bookstores and libraries, to theatres, to BBC-Radio, to universities 

and to people's homes. The most cheerful, helpful people in the world 

live in Scotland. Most will point to Glasgow as the friendliest city. 

But Edinburgh folk are, in their own unique way, just as gracious. If 

that were not so my work in Scotland could not have progressed as 'it 

did. 

I am pleased to acknowledge my gratitude to Alastair Moffat, 

Fringe director, for generously granting me interviews at a very busy 

time in his life and for arranging with the National library for me to 

see the Traverse Theatre Club papers, to Bill Paterson for seeing me 

backstage at the Savoy Theatre in London during a forty-five minute 

break between shows of Whose Life Is It Anyway, and for his invitation 

to the BBC-Radio Scotland taping of The Game's a Bogey by John McGrath. 

The invited audience was select, the show exciting, the feelings 

intense. That Sunday evening in Glasgow got me to the actors, writers 

and directors I had been reading about. From then on, doors I"ere 

opened to me. Stewart Conn, director of radio drama, was very helpful, 

as was his colleague in educational radio, David Campbell. Donald 

Campbell (The Jesuit) made sure I attended a readers theatre productioll 
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of Northern Echo, a book by \.,r. Gordon Smith, and a poetry reading in 

which he performed, sponsored by the Heretiks Club. I am grateful to 

professor-critic J. T. Low for inviting me to attend the Festival press 

interviews as they occurred and for our delightful conversations on the 

way. The Scotsman drama critic Allen Wright and I found ourselves in 

agreement too often to doubt each other's judgement. I called on the 

Donald MacKensies for an afternoon interview and was invited to stay 

for supper. Albert and Jennie MacAdam adopted me briefly into their 

family and allowed me to introduce them to their own dramatic heritage. 

The handsome senior playwright Alexander Reid with the still vibrant 

dark eyes, the vibrant and versatile young actor- playwright John Bett, 

the brilliant Stanley Eveling and W. Gordon Smith, George Byatt, 

Marcella Evaristi, John Milligan, Arnold and David Kemp, Charles Hart, 

Alan Cochrane, lain Crawford, to all who engaged with me in a sharing 

of the spirit, I give my thanks. 

Originally I wanted to include many more plays, but that would 

have been greedy. I was advised to leave something for the rush of 

scholars who will follow in my wake. Besides, it might just have taken 

forever. 

November 21, 1983 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Scottish drama is little known throughout the world outside of 

the plays of James Barrie. Yet in the last eighty years there has been 

a dramatic revival in Scotland, ending nearly four hundred years of a 

self-imposed theatrical exile. 

The exile began in 1603 when James VI moved his court from Edin

burgh to London upon his ascension to the English throne. Without 

court patronage, drama had little chance to survive the annihilating 

forces of Scottish Presbyterianism. The hostility of the Kirk in 

effect destroyed indigenous drama. When theatrical activity did begin 

to creep slowly back into Scotland in the late seventeen hundreds, the 

plays were English, performed by English touring companies (Cording, 

1974, p. 2). 

Not until the twentieth century did Scottish playwrights try 

seriously to overcome their lack of dramatic tradition. The success of 

Dublin's Abbey Theatre inspired them with a vision of a Scottish 

national theatre. From this vision came a thriving repertory system, a 

group of professional actors and a flood of ne\, playwrights, of whom 

James Bridie (1888-1951) is the key figure. 

By the 1950s three different schools of drama celebrating the 

Scottish identity and accent had emerged. The first, Kailyard drama 

from early in the century, was similar to American melodralllLl in j ts 
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overly sentimental view of life. The second phase, plays in Lallans 

(Lowlands Scots) were characterized by historic settings and wit. The 

third category was the popular tradition of translating the classics 

into the old Scots vernacular. Moliere has long been a favorite but 

the Bible, Shakespeare, Ibsen, and Greek drama are popular too; nothing 

is sacred. From this activity, a kind of pseudo-indigenous drama was 

created (Cording, 1974, p. 160). 

The trend in the 1960s was to view this period as experimental, 

a necessary though rudimentary step in development. The dramatists 

began the struggle eagerly by writing about their own generation, the 

war, alcoholism, religious bigotry and political independence. 

Scottish Drama was progressing well until a change occurred in English 

drama in the sixties decade that was baffling to the Scots. Osbourne's 

cynical Look Back In Anger started a trend of "angry young men" drama, 

projecting the new English sense of loss without a sense of mission, a 

cry of pain without the imperial symbol to heal. Neither by heredity, 

inclination nor experience were the Scots suited to write this type of 

play. The period was one of discouragement and retrenchment. However, 

the influx of experimental theatre evccy year to the Edinburgh Festival 

Fringe (a kind of off-Broadway) soon put an end to the slowdown. 

Revitalizing Scottish playwriting were such groups as the La Nama 

Experimental Theatre Club, University of Southern California's Drama 

Festival Workshop, Joan Littlewood's Theatre Workshop and the Oxford 

Theatre Group, playwrights like Sam Shepherd and Tom Sloppard, and 

performers such as Dudley Moore, Jonathan Miller, Peter Cook and Alan 
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Bennet t, as well as the influence from the Scot tish Renaissance of 

Lettres. 

Major writers in the decade of the seventies demonstrated their 

craftsmanship and individuality, gaining recognition often from their 

own critics, but seldom from abroad. When an artist has made the 

transi tion to London or Hollywood he has soon been absorbed into the 

broad category of "English drama." 

Indications of growing merit in Scottish drama have increased. 

The 1979 Edinburgh Festival Committee, for instance, commissioned three 

new Scottish plays for the main stages, usually reserved for English 

and European companies, a phenomenal number compared to only four new 

works from the preceding nine years. In America two Scottish plays 

were performed in 1979, and in 1981 Norfolk, Virginia hosted the first 

Scottish Music and Drama Festival in America premiering a new play by 

Donald Campbell. But for the most part, Scottish drama continues 

unknown to most of the world. 

The Scots often compare their work to that of the Irish and the 

French. The English compare Scottish drama to their own and generally 

find it wanting. The time appears ripe for an examination of Scot

tish drama not as compared to that of another culture, but rather as a 

theatrical experience in its own right. 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this dissertation is to examine in depth three 

recent Scottish plays in an attempt to discover the nature of their 

theatrical effectiveness. 
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Methodology 

By theatrical effectiveness is meant the way in which the play 

functions with an audience. In order to describe how the plays work, 

they will be analyzed in terms of their discrete elements of Plot, 

Character, Thought, Diction, Music and Spectacle. Each analysis will 

be preceded by a brief synopsis of the play and will be followed by a 

discussion of critical response. 

Dramatic Theory: A Neo-Aristotelian approach was chosen 

because the six tenets of drama found in the Poetics are the founda

tion of dramatic theory and the common denominator best understood when 

discussing drama. Nevertheless, modern theorists continue to reinterp

ret the Poetics in light of current usage and the inevitable changes 

that occur over time. They include: Elder Olson's Tragedy and the 

Theory of Drama (1961), The Elements of Drama by J. L. Styan (1960), 

and Playwriting, the Structure of Action by Sam Smiley (1971). 

Because the dynamics of audience participation is a force in 

the nature of drama itself, no play is complete until it is performed 

before an audience. The skilled dramatist structures into his play the 

responses he hopes to elicit from the audience. Rather than treating 

audience response as a separate category, it has been incorporated into 

each section whenever appropriate. 

A drama is an action representing a human crisis portrayed on 

stage by actors intending to depict life or character or to tell a 

story through action and usually through dialogue, though not neces

sarily. 
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Plot is the overall organization of the action or the arrange

ment of the incidents by which the dramatist controls the emotional 

response of the audience. Plot is most often rendered through a story 

or a vestige of a story. 

Character is an agent carrying out the action of the drama but 

stands in proxy for something it represents for the author. Characters 

will be observed with regard to their function within the world of the 

drama, their credibility and consistency as demonstrated by their words 

and activities. 

Thought is the abstract, unifying idea of a play perceived in 

all that is said and done, and inextricably bound to plot and 

character. 

Diction refers to the clear, appropriate and vivid choice of 

words and the mode of their deli very. Verisimilitude to human speech 

is an important consideration of diction in this study. The discussion 

of diction will include accent, grammar, new words, and delivery. 

Music is the abstract language resulting from all of the 

auditory material of a play--the actor's voice and the melody of human 

speech, movement and all mechanical, incidental and accidental sounds 

that contribute to the overall rhythms and tempo of the play. 

Spectacle is all that is visually generated by the blending of 

words and pictures into present action. A marriage of the poetic with 

movement compels others--directors, actors, designers to display 

creatively that which is appealing to the eye through mass, proportion, 

color, motion, and all other dramatic qualities. 
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Criteria for Dramatic Selections 

The major drama of the Western world has been performed and 

reviewed, academically studied, ranked, and catalogued for decades. 

Thus, standards for selection and evaluation are readily available. 

But when a literature is studied for the first time outside the milieu 

of its origins, no ri1nking or placement exists. The first selection 

becomes a standard against which later studies may then compare. 

The criteria for selecting the plays of this investigation are 

both internal and external. Besides the subjective appeal to the 

author of the study, the plays chosen had to have been written by 

playwrights born and living in Scotland and not covered in a previous 

study. The final measure, a professional production, is a recognition 

of worth which hones a play to a producible quality and length. Other 

commonalities emerged and are charted in Table 1 with the plays and the 

major criteria. 

Each of the three plays adopted for study is broad in scope and 

representati ve in theme of a major societal concern. The aesthetic 

region of man's existence is the theme of Chinchilla, by Robert David 

MacDonald. Animal by Tom McGrath depicts man's relationship to man, 

while The Jesuit by Donald Campbell explores man's relationship to God 

and society. In the latter play Scot~jsh ethnicity is clearly evident 

through its historical theme, place and voice. 

chosen in part for their covert ethnic qualities. 

The other two were 
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Table 1. Selection Criteria for Scottish Drama. 

Criteria Chinchilla Animal The Jesuit 

Author born and lives in X X X 
Scotland 

Not covered in previous X X X 
studies 

Professional playwright X X X 

Professional production X X X 

Produced at the Edinburgh X X X 
Festival 

Produced outside of Scotland X X 

Radio or television production X X 

Toured X X 

Published X X 
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Sources 

The primary sources for this analytical-critical study are the 

Secondary sources are di vided into three parts: historical, 

current and dramatic theory, explicated previously on page 4. 

Historical: Two recent theses from Glasgow University provide 

the background information concerning Scottish drama. Alastair Cord

ing's three volume unpublished dissertation entitled "Twentieth Century 

Scottish Drama" (1974) was also a source for David Hut.chison's Master 

of Literature thesis, "Scottish Theatre and Drama in the Twentieth 

Century: A Critical and Historical Study" (1975). Hutchison later 

published The Modern Scottish Theatre (1977) based on that work. 

The history of the Edinburgh Festival is detailed in two books. 

The first, The Fringe, was written by Alaistair Moffat, former admini

strator of the Fringe (1978). The second, Festival of the North: Story 

of the Edinburgh Festival, by George Bruce (1975) was commissioned by 

the Festival Committee. 

The situation currently is found in periodicals, newspapers, 

and through interviews with people prominent in the arts, in the 

Festival, or as critics. 

The periodicals include Akros, the Chapman, the Nevis Quar

terly, the New Edinburgh Review, the Scottish Society of Playwrights 

Newsletter, later called The Scottish Theatre News. 

The two Edinburgh daily papers, The Scotsman and the Edinburgh 

Evening News make the tremendous effort of reviewing every offering of 

both the Festival and the Fringe. 
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An important perspective of the current dramatic climate in 

Scotland was gained through personal interviews with Alistair Moffat, 

director of the Fringe and author of The Edinburgh Fringe; with 

playwrights Donald Campbell, W. Gordon Smith, John Bett, Marcella 

Evaristi, Stewart Conn, Stanley Eveling, Alexander Reid, John McGrath, 

John Milligan, and Donald MacKensie; with publicity directors lain 

Crawford of the Festival, Ken Black of the Traverse; with critics Allen 

Wright, The Scotsman, David Campbell, BBC Educational Radio, and J. T. 

Low, professor of English literature at Edinburgh University; with 

professors James Arnott and Jan MacDonald of Glasgow University's Drama 

Department; with David and Arnold Kemp, sons of deceased playwright 

Robert Kemp; and with actor Bill Paterson. 

Two unpublished Ph.D. dissertations on theatricality must also 

be included: "The Theatricality of James M. Barrie: An Analysis of His 

Plays to Determine the Source of Their Effectiveness in the Theatre" by 

William McGraw (1958), and "Theatricality in Contemporary Drama" by 

Alice Benston (1962). 

Review of the Literature 

No evidence has been found of previous studies on modern Scot

tish drama in this country, although six unpublished dissertations 

exist on earlier, specialized areas of Scottish theatre and drama. 

These include: "Two Restoration Adaptations of Shakespearean Plays-

Sauny the Scot or The Taming of the Shrew by John Lacy, and The History 

and Fall of Caius Marius, Thomas Otway's Appropriation of Romeo and 

Juliet (Denver, 1952) by Joseph Spring; "Priestley, Bridie and Fry: The 
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Mystery of Existence in Their Dramatic Work" by Anne Green (Wisconsin, 

1957), "James Bridie, Clown and Philosopher (Osbourne H. Mavor) (Helen 

Luyben, Pennsylvania, 1961), "Scots Abroad: A Consideration of Selected 

Plays by Scottish Dramatists Concentrating on Drama Which Appeared in 

London, 1660-1800" (Tobin, 1967), "The Edinburgh Stage: 1715-1820, A 

Bibliography" (Author, 1969), and "The Theatricality of James M. 

Barrie: An Analysis of His Plays to Determine the Source of Their 

Effectiveness in the Theatre" (McGraw, Minnesota, 1958). 

Only recently has Scottish drama become an area of research for 

Scottish scolarship. Two unpublished historical theses from Glasgow 

University cover about the same period of time. Alastair Cording's 

three volume survey, "Twentieth Century Scottish Drama" (1974) traces 

and evaluates the movement to establish a drama distinct from English 

traditions, from the turn of the century through the sixties. Cording 

introduces the issues germane to Scottish drama today, concluding that 

the failure to develop a mature national theatre despite evidence of 

artistic power, is due to a complex of problems which served to inhibit 

normal growth and development. New talent dedicated to a more healthy 

commitment to contemporary international drama is the hope of the 

future. 

"Scottish Theatre and Drama in the Twentieth Century: A Criti

cal and Historical Study" (Hutchison, 1975), a Master of Litterature 

thesis, differs in that it concentrates on different dramatists of the 

same period, and follows only the non-commercial theatre. Hutchison 

reiterates many of Cording's conclusions, finding a high degree of 

technical craft, but an inability to bridge the "aesthetic and physicnl 
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gaps between the local and universal" themes. Two years later he 

published The Modern Scottish Theatre (1977) based on that research. 

The panoramic sweep of the Scottish theses spans four 

centuries; their critical assessment of drama over sixty years. The 

breadth of these studies precludes deep analysis. 

This investigation proposes a restricted view, narrowed to a 

relati vely short period since the historical works terminated, namely 

1976 to 1979. The reduction to three plays makes possible an in-depth 

examina tion of the drama. Secondly, the intent of this study is to 

discover some of the characteristics that are unique or distinctive to 

selection and how they function in the theatre, leading perhaps to an 

increased appreciation of Scotland's drama. 

Finally, the study may elucidate the extent to which these 

later plays have dealt with the traditional limitations of Scottish 

drama as detailed by Cording and Hutchison. 

Preview of Chapters 

Chapter 2 covers the history of Scottish drama. Chapters 3, 4 

and 5 are devoted to a discussion of Chinchilla, Animal and The Jesuit, 

respectively. Chapter 6 summarizes and concludes this examination of 

modern Scottish drama. 



CHAPTER 2 

HISTORY OF SCOTTISH DRAMA 

Overview 

Scotland's native drama at the beginning of the twentieth 

century was virtually nonexistent. This state of affairs came about 

after James VI ascended the English throne and moved his court to 

London in 1603. The hostility of Scottish Presbyterianism wiped out 

nearly all vestiges of a once thriving indigenous drama. When the 

stage was finally restored in the late seventeenth century it was as an 

extension of the English theatre. The lack of court patronage, the 

Kirk's ongoing opposition and Scotland's depressed economy, continued 

to suppress theatrical activity until the latter part of the eighteenth 

century. 

In the twentieth century Ireland's Abbey Theatre inspired 

efforts to develop a Scottish national theatre and a drama distinct 

from English traditions. Such works as Fiona MacLeod's dramatizations 

of Celtic myths and Graham Moffatt's popular Kailyard melodramas were 

produced. Alfred Wareing, who had worked with the Abbey, was enough 

encouraged to establish the Glasgow Repertory Theatre in 1909. The aim 

of the group was to bring to Scotland the best of international drama 

as well as to foster new work from native authors. 

The amount of new drama coming in after five seasons was lhin 

but encouraging. In 1914 the company broke even for the firsl time. 

12 
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The outbreak of World War I, however, forced the Glasgow Repertory into 

suspension. When the war was over efforts to create a Scottish Abbey 

were resumed by the Scottish National Players, formed in 1921. Made up 

of amateur actors with professional management and directors, the 

Players became the hub of the amateur drama movement that kept Scottish 

drama alive for the next twenty years. While ne\y playwrights seemed to 

favor historical romance, the scope of their work ranged from highland 

cottages to industrial slums. They wrote both tragedies and comedies, 

in verse and prose, in Scots and in English. 

Notable among them were John Brandane, George Malloch, J. A. 

Ferguson and Joe Corrie. Although most of the work from this group of 

wri ters has been considered of mediocre quality, some plays achieved 

higher standards, suggesting the aim of a Scottish Abbey was now at 

least a possibility. 

in the thirties by 

Pursuit of that goal by the Players was curtailed 

increasing financial problems which dictated a 

policy of producing fewer new plays, but staging more of London's 

successes. The cause of ethnic drama had already passed to the Curtain 

Theatre, although its production was even further reduced by the start 

of the Second World War. 

The decline of the Players was somewhat balanced by the rising 

star of the new playwright, James Bridie. 

Barrie, Bridie wrote successfully for 

Like his predecessor, James 

London's West End. Unlike 

Barrie, however, he continued to live in Glasgow; more importanlly, he 

wrote as a Scotsman. Although the settings of Bridie's plays were nol 

always in Scotland, he nonetheless confronted the average Scol \,ilh 

recognizable human problems. For his conlri bulions lo Scoltish drama. 
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Bridie is ranked as the outstanding Scottish dramatist of the first 

half of the twentieth century (Low, 1978, p. 5). 

As the key figure in the movement toward a national theatre 

during the dark days of the Second World War, Bridie founded the 

Glasgow Citizen's Theatre. He began with a company of professional 

Scottish actors whose ambition was to stimulate native drama. Besides 

the Theatre, Bridie was also instrumental in the establishment of the 

drama college (as part of the Glasgow Music Academy), thus insuring a 

continuous flow of Scottish-trained actors and directors. 

The rush of new drama inspired by the Citizens' Theatre d is-

played new styles as well as new subject matter. Translations of 

French classics into Scots became a popular exercise that enhanced the 

writer's use of his native tongue, creating as well a pseudo-indigenous 

drama that seemed to fill the void left by four centuries of 

repression. Authors of this period such as Alexander Reid, Robert 

Kemp, Alexander Scott and Robert McLellan combined the Scots' language 

with excellent poetry, fantasy and satire, hallmarks of Scottish 

writing. The flourishing of social and political drama inspired the 

opening of more theatres such as Glasgow's Unity Theatre, and the 

Gateway in Edinburgh, later the Royal Lyceum. 

This period terminated in the late fifties with the introduc

tion of absurdist drama in Europe and the "new wave" of angry young men 

in the English theatre. No titans had come forth from the developing 

core of Scottish writers versatile enough to keep pace with these new 

demands. Scottish drama was "dated" and carried the reputation of 

"death at the box office" (Campbell, Nevis Quarterly, p. 60). Native 
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playwrights were disheartened, and for a time drama was again dormant 

in Scotland. 

The Edinburgh International Arts Festival, begun by Rudolf Bing 

in 1947 to help rejuvenate a war-weary Europe, brought by invitation 

outstanding theatrical companies to its main stages. Simultaneously, 

in the venues of the Fringe could be seen the avant-garde drama from 

allover the world. The stimulation from this sudden influx of 

enormous theatrical activity has yet to be measured. Nevertheless, the 

number of offerings in terms of new drama as well as new Scottish drama 

has, increased every year. Moreover, 1962 marked the opening of the 

Traverse Theatre whose raison d' etre was the production of Scottish 

drama at the Festival. Throughout the year, professional staging is 

given the new drama from which their Festival presentations are chosen. 

Although usually performed on the Fringe, Traverse productions have 

often received more attention than those of the main stages. In 1979, 

by invitation, the Traverse Theatre became an official part of the 

Festival for the first time in twelve years. 

New authors maturing in the last ten years whose work is seen 

often at the Festival, again hold promise that a new Abbey may at last 

be at hand. By bridging the period of writing mainly for Scotland and 

bringing the Scots character and accent past the stereotype of the 

"Scotch comic," (Cording, 1974, p. 156), they have given Scottish drama 

new stature. The assumption of a more universal role to which the rest 

of the world can more easily relate has not caused the latest school of 

playwrights to lose the traditional characteristics long identified 

with the Scottish culture. The use of strong spirits for releasing 
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emotions and imagination is still the most common and easily recogniz

able feature. The difference is that modern authors have avoided the 

humorous, though self-denigrating drunken stereotype from the past. 

Fantasy is a highly distinctive attribute allied by Cording to the 

Scots' apparent preference for historiesl themes (Cording, 1974, p. 

157), and by Hutchison to the high degree of technical craft in the 

Scottish theatre (Hutchison, 1975, p. 148). Probahly the most profound 

effect, however, seen "over the whole course of Scottish drama" 

(Cording, 1974, p. 160), and certainly related to alcoholism, is the 

warped aftermath of Calvinism. The satirical flavor in even the light

est of comedies is generally the resul t of this dark seasoning. The 

heightened sense of artifice, so apparent in Barrie and Bridie, is a 

general trait directly r~lated to the traditional Scottish dissociation 

of intellect and emotion known as anti syzygy • The antisyzygenous 

qualities, so difficult for the writers of prose, appear to have been 

less of a problem for drama. Indeed, they may actually prove to be a 

natural expression for the stage. The artificiality of the theatrical 

medium that allows for the· fiiO:ot" daring imaginative flights also 

delineates the Scottish separation of mind and spirit. Talented new 

writers constantly appear on the contemporary scene able to demonstrate 

all of these traits. Among the well established names are Robert David 

MacDonald, Donald Campbell, John Byrne, Tom McGrath, W. Gordon Smith, 

C. P. Taylor, and John Bett. 

The relentless comparison to the Abbey in which the Scots still 

engage may never be concluded satisfactorily because the interpretation 

of what the Abbey entails for Scotland appears lo be conslanlly chang-
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ing. Nonetheless, the dialogue and self-examination keep the spirit of 

the Abbey a living entity; the search for fulfillment keeps them 

striving. 

Scottish drama can be divided chronologically into four dis

tinct periods: the period of Repression, the period of Rebirth, the 

Between-war period, and the Post-war period. The first, covering 

everything up to the late nineteenth century, is a period fraught with 

the hostility of the Scottish Kirk toward theatre and native drama. 

The period of Rebirth begins at the turn of the century, when 

theatre-going was little more than a pleasant way to spend an evening, 

and concludes with the start of the first World War. In this phase 

Scotland was influenced, like the rest of the world, by the dramatic 

changes initiated by Ibsen and the "new stagecraft." The Scots' 

efforts to create a national drama began by adopting Ireland's Abbey 

Theatre as their ideal. Their first venture, the Glasgow Repertory 

Company, began in 1909, and ended when war broke out in 1914. 

The Inter-war period is the third phase, encompassing the years 

between two world wars. Influencing Scottish drama significantly was 

the literary revival known as the Scottish Renaissance. Inspired by a 

growing spirit of nationalism, the modern-day renaissance was led by 

Hugh MacDiarmid's publishing of the literary journal, the Scottish 

Chapbook. Theatrical development, damaged by the inroads of radio and 

the cinema, was promoted and kept barely alive by the amateur drama 

movement, led by the Scottish National Players. 

strengthened. 

Repertory theatre 

The ongoing Post-war period is marked by the beginni ng of the' 
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Edinburgh Festival and Festival Fringe and the encouragement &iven to 

all of the arts in Scotland by that event. Bridie initiated the 

Citizens' Theatre, and the drama academy to train its actors. 

Subsidizing the arts was fully accepted in this period, and the present 

repertory theatre system was established. 

dramatists and producers emerged. 

Period of Repression 

An intelligen~sia of 

The revival of interest in theatre at the beginning of the 

twentieth century found Scotland without an indigenous drama on which 

to build. The moralities, folk plays and court entertainments ~hat had 

criss-crossed England with strolling players failed to develop in 

Scotland due to the suppression of the post-Reformation church. 

Only one play from a much earlier period survived the e~mity of 

the Kirk, Ane Pleasant Satyre of the Thrie Estaites by Sir David 

Lyndsay. Once viewed as an isolated phenomenon of sophisticateq stage

craft, The Thrie Estaites is now believed to be the lone survivqr of an 

at tempt to annihilate a fairly heal thy theatrical tradition (qording, 

1974, p. 1). Lyndsay's play may have escaped destruction bec.ause he 

was an aristocrat in the service of the monarchy. 

The first recorded performance of the satyre was at Liqlithgow 

in 1540 for the wedding of James V to Marie de Lorraine. An expanded 

version was produced at Cupar in 1552 and again in 1554 in Edinburgh. 

The Thrie Estaites was not seen again until 1948, when Tyrone Guthrie 

directed Robert Kemp's revised version for the second Edinburgh 

Festival (Official Festival Program, 1973). 
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The antipathy of the clergy toward theatre was temporarily 

inacti ve during the reign of James VI after he crushed opposition to 

Edinburgh's permanent acting company in 1601. When James moved his 

court to London, he left the Scottish theatre without its most powerful 

patron (Cording, 1974, p. 1). 

During the next fifty years, theatrical activity was reduced to 

the pageantry of a kingly visit in 1617 and the coronation of Charles I 

in 1633. The few dramatists left in Scotland, understandably, directed 

their work toward the London stage. 

Similar to colonial America's dramatic experience, the stage 

returned to Scotland in the form of English touring companies. The 

relatively tolerant Stuart theatrical council granted permission for a 

stage in Edinburgh's Blackfriars Wynd in 1663, and playgoing subse

quently increased. The year 1690 marked the end of the Stuart line and 

the beginning of the reign of William of Orange. Scottish theatre 

again felt the weight of religious constraints, this time of the 

Puritans. 

Although The Beaux' Stratagem (17lS) and The Beggar's Opera 

(1728) were both shown, Scotland did not have a theatre of its own 

until Allan Ramsay's The Gentle Shepherd opened in 1736. Continual 

persecutions forced his theatre to close within the year (Cording, 

p. 3). 

Nevertheless, theatre was functioning again in 1741 under the 

guise of a musical concert followed by a "freeplay," much like the froC' 

plays offered by America's Boston Museum. An unbroken line of theaLri

cal performances has gone on in Edinburgh since thaL time. In GLasgow, 
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theatre fared less well. Religious antagonism persisted through the 

eighteenth century and well into the nineteenth. A theatre was finally 

established in 1781 after a succession of theatres had been burned to 

the ground by religious fanatics. John Home, a clergyman who did not 

share in the general antipathy for drama, dared to write a verse play 

called Douglas, which provoked such tirades from the pulpit that Home 

was forced to resign. The clergy was fond of representing the 

playhouse as the actual temple of the Devil. Anyone who attended was 

naturally presumed to be one of his worshippers (Cording, 1974, pp. 

3, 4). 

The prolonged conflict with the Kirk had stamped out nearly all 

efforts to re-establish a native theatrical tradition. Religious perse-

cut ion of the stage at this time was not exclusively Scottish, however. 

These ideas were prevalent in Christian religions everywhere yet 

through such circumlocutions as "free plays" at the Boston Museum and 

Chautauqua's dramatic "entertainments," theatre survived in America. 

The difference in Scotland was that the middle and lower classes 

supported rather than opposed the Kirk's stand on theatre. Christopher 

Small theorizes that the Kirk itself satisfied any need for drama the 

Scots might have had by offering from the pulpit an acceptable 

substitute. 

When we take a retrospect of Scotland's ecclesiastical and 
theological history of four centuries and see the furious 
contentions and schisms, the confrontations and departures, the 
overflowing polemics with which they have been marked; when we 
consider • • • the scale of emotions from extremes of hatred to 
extremes of 
commentary • 
wonder tl,at 

love, concentrated and poured out in unceasing 
from the pulpits of Scotland . . • we need not 

the nation took the disappearance of mere secular 



drama without protest or regrets. Who, when the churches were 
packed and ten thousand preachers were debating the issues of 
Heaven and Hell each Sabbath day, would bother with a pal try 
playhouse? (Small, in Hutchison, 1977, p. vi). 
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Playwrights who continued to write under such adverse conditions for a 

nearly non-existent theatre, understandably aimed their work toward 

London even in the eighteenth century. 

The dearth of Scottish drama in the nineteenth century is 

attributed to three factors: economic conditions, London's dominance, 

and the lack of theatrical tradition. By then theatre was expanding 

wi th the formation of Scottish stock companies. The poor economic 

conditions of the period, however, limited their number and variety. 

In the l860s, by the time the economy had improved, Scotland had become 

thoroughly dependent on London's theatrical fare (Hutchison, p. 11). 

Scotland had over twenty-five theatres toward the end of the 

nineteenth century, more than at any time in her history. Neverthe-

less, they were almost entirely occupied by the presentations of 

London-based companies. In the 1890s, the Glasgow Herald often 

remarked on the way London "gives the law to the provinces," and to the 

highly centralized organization of the theatre. Some of the theatrical 

companies visiting Scotland were those of Henry Irving, F. W. Benson, 

Beerbohm Tree, John Hare, Charles H. Hawtrey, Hubert O'Grady's Irish 

Company and the D'Oyly Carte Opera Company. Scotland also saw her 

share of current successes by such writers as H. J. Byron, T. \1. 

Robertson, Tom Taylor, and Dion Boucicault (Hutchison, p. 4). 

Stage adaptations of Scott's novels were numerous during the 

period. Their popularity continued into the twentieth century, cspo-
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cially in Scotland with such favorites as Rob Roy, The Lady of the Lake 

and Marmion. Commenting on the worth of such "Scottish" plays, the 

Glasgow Herald said: 

Rob Roy is simply a Scotch Showpiece for the delectation of 
England and American tourists--the same tourists who find the 
Dungeon of Buchan 'so picturesque' and, sustained by aerated 
beverages and faith in dear delightful Mr. Barrie, try through 
the Window in Thrums to witness the tragedy of humble Scots 
life. Major Galbraith and Andrew Fairservice have been 
converted into sheer "flagrant examples" of the mischief done 
by Scotch drink, while Diane Vernon and Francis Osbaldistone, 
with their weakness for bursting into song at the most critical 
moments, are simply walking illustrations of the beauty of 
Scotch melody (Hutchison, 1977, p. 5). 

Scottish drama of the late l800s in the professional theatre is 

difficult to find. What there was appears to have been patterned after 

the plays presented in London. Since most English plays of thi~ period 

were of. little merit, the Scots' were no better (HutchisOll, p. 6). 

The amateur drama movement, so significant after World War I, 

has its roots here in the later part of the nineteenth century although 

it, too, is in the image set by the professional English theatre. 

Worth mentioning are the dramatizations of Celtic myths by Fiona 

MacLeod along wi th the Kailyard melodramas of W. Graham Moffat. In 

1893, the Glasgow Junior Club put on his play entitled The Fifth Act or 

a Drama Rehearsed. Another of his plays, Bunty Pulls the Strings, 

premiered in London in 1911 and ran for over 600 performances 

(Hutchison, p. 7). 

Perhaps the most discernable Scottish influence is found in 

pantomime, which was immensely popular throughout Britain at the time. 

Even though this form of theatre also imitated London sue ccsses, <I 

greater effort was made to localize scripts by the lise of tilt' Scots 
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vernacular and with Glasgow and Edinburgh street humor. During the 

1895-96 season, pantomime claimed over 60,000 people in weekly atten

dance according to the Glasgow Harlequin (Hutchison, p. 8). 

Another thriving form of theatre closely linked to the panto

mine in which native Scottish humor flourished was the music hall. A 

tradition of drawing their material from urban working-class life was 

being built by Scottish comics. The two-way traffic between theatre, 

pantomime. and the variety theatre, produced a core of professional 

actors thoroughly trained in all comic traditions. These same comic 

traditions may have been a prime influence on the dramatists who later 

translated the classics into Scots. 

The flurry of activity in the music halls and theatres notwith

standing, a survey of the end of the nineteenth century reveals meagre 

evidence of dramatic art in Scotland. By the time theatre business was 

profitable enough to support playwrighting, Scottish. authors, like 

their American counterparts, had already adopted London plays as their 

models. Contemporary critics of the day questioned why the dramatic 

muse in Scotland was so silent. Dramatist Charles Waddie suggested the 

reason might be because there was no resident drama company and that 

native theatre needs a vigorous indigenous drama with a strong sense of 

identity in order to prosper. Still others believed Scotland's poetic 

genius was more lyrical than dramatic. Hhatever the reason, Scottish 

drama was almost non-existent and what did exist was weakly patterned 

after the English (Hutchison, p. 11). That the question was asked, and 

the loss was felt, is perhaps the foundation of the achievements of the 

next century on which attention is now focused. 
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Period of Rebirth 

Scotland entered the twentieth century with more than thirty 

theatres in operation. In the first decade that figure increased by at 

least twenty. In the midst of this growing theatrical activity, the 

Glasgow Repertory Company was established in 1909 by Alfred Wareing. 

Leading up to that event were some theatrical changes taking place in 

London. Not only was theatre-going increasing, but theatrical taste in 

Britain was improving as well. Because of Ibsen and Chekov, plays were 

becoming less melodramatic, more realistic (Hutchison, 1977, p. 12). 

Serious writers began turning their attention to drama. This, 

in turn, seemed to draw the upper classes into theatres again after a 

period of abstinence. Ibsen I s plays, although rewritten with happy 

endings, were being performed by 1880. Even in this altered form, they 

met with objections. "New" drama was defended in a journalistic debate 

by Scotland's William Archer of the Edinburgh Evening News, while 

Clement Scott of the Daily Telegraph fought for plays that told pleas

ing stories. The limited commercial value of literary drama led to the 

principle of the independent theatre that gave productions a run of 

three matinees a week for two weeks in order to secure the services of 

West End actors already performing nights. Vedrenne-Barker seasons are 

regarded by some to be the first repertory system in Britain 

(Hutchison, 1975, p. 14). 

The Glasgow Repertory Company 

The theatrical model for the Scots, however, came from Ireland. 

The Abbey Theatre in Dublin opened in 1904, and from it came a revival 
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of Irish drama that is still unprecedented. Miss A. E. Horniman, who 

bought and equipped the Abbey, opened a similar repertory theatre in 

her native Manchester in 1908. Among her associates was Alfred 

\vareing. Wareing arranged a British tour for the company that took 

them to Aberdeen, Edinburgh and Glasgow, as well as to England. The 

Glasgow Repertory Company was a direct result of Wareing's involvement 

with the Abbey (Hutchison, p. 16). 

Nevertheless, without the increased interest in serious drama 

sensed by Wareing, the Repertory Company could never have been success

ful. On February 19, 1909, Waring met with several prominent Glasgow 

residents and proposed a citizens' theatre independent of London, whose 

objecti ve would be "the initiation and development of purely Scottish 

drama by providing a stage and acting company which will be peculiarly 

adapted for the production of plays national in character, written by 

Scottish men and women of letters" (Glasgow Herald, 19 March 1909). 

The Glasgow Repertory Theatre adopted the innovative ideas of 

ensemble playing, essentially a no-star system. Among the plays first 

produced were Shaw's You Never Can Tell, Ibsen's An Enemy of the 

People, Galsworthy's Strif~ and Arnold Bennett's Cupid and Commonsense 

(Hutchison, p. 18). The theatre was at last established; turning it 

into a National Theatre was now in the hands of the playgoers. 

In five seasons the Glasgow Repertory produced over one hundred 

plays, thirty-three of them new to the stage. Sixteen of the plays 

were Scottish. The company is credited with the first British produc

tion of Chekhov's The Seagull, and the first presentation of a censored 
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play outside of London, Mrs. Warren's Profession (Hutchison, 1975, 

p. 20). 

The encouragement given to Scottish writers is considered to be 

one of the theatre's most significant contributions. Nevertheless, 

cri tics complained the Scot ti sh material was not enough, a complaint 

still voiced over the dramatic choices of contemporary theatres. 

Producing Scottish drama must have conflicted a times with the 

company's efforts to maintain international standards in choice and 

production of plays. One has only to read this comment from the Times: 

"There is no great enthusiasm in Glasgow about a Scottish Theatre; 

Glasgow men prefer to see English plays. Scotch writers are too 

sentimental for the Scotch: they have to go to London" (Hutchison, po. 

26). Of the sixteen Scottish plays presented by the Glasgow Repertory 

Company, Hutchison mentions only Campbell of Kilmohr by J. A. Ferguson 

and Jean by Donald Colquhoun as being dramatically rendered without 

relying on the standard cliched characterizations. More importantly, 

perhaps, the theatre inspired writers whose work was yet forthcoming, 

among whom was a young James Bridie (H~nry Mavor) (Low, 1978, p. xi). 

Criticisms of Glasgow Repertory should be tempered by the knowl

edge that they performed always in the shadow of the Abbey Theatre. 

They worked under the assumption that regardless of cultural and 

political differences, the Irish experience was repeatable. Thus, the 

development of Scottish drama became dependent upon how well the les

sons and ideals of the Abbey were understood (Cording, 1974, p. 154). 

Unlike the Abbey, the venture begun by \~areing could not withstand the 

vicissitudes of war, and in 1914 was forced into suspension. 
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Inter-war Period. 

The Inter-war period in Scotland was marked by renewed interest 

in the theme of Scottish identity found in drama at the close of the 

nineteenth century and attributed in part to the decline of the British 

Empire. The literary revival known as the Scottish Renaissance of 

Lettres gave further evidence of a growing spirit of nationalism. 

Although drama and the renaissance developed independently of each 

other, the renaissance nonetheless influenced dramatic writing, 

particularly in the use of the Lallans dialect (Mackie, in Wilson, 

1977, p. 39). 

Theatre-going remained a minority interest as mass support went 

to radio and films. Because efforts to establish professional theatres 

in Glasgow and Edinburgh failed, the stage continued through touring 

companies and a few repertory theatres. Scottish drama, meanwhile, 

stayed alive largely within the amateur theatre movement which was 

firmly established among all social classes by the end of the First 

World War. Nevertheless, the amateur movement has been the object of 

both praise and blame--as a lifeline to drama on the one hand, and a 

promoter of mediocrity on the other. 

The Curtain Theatre, like the Scottish National Players, 

assumed the task of presenting the work of new dramatists, producing 

many theatrical professionals for a later time. From the ranks of 

these two companies came Tyrone Guthrie, James Bridie, Duncan Hac Rae 

and Robert McLellan, to mention a few. The Scottish National TheaLre 

venture was about as successful as it had been before the war in Lhe 
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hands of the Glasgow Repertory Company. But a decade later, Bridie's 

efforts would bring Scotl':md closer to theatrical independence than 

ever before (Hutchison, 1977, p. 34). 

The Renaissance of Lettres 

The cause of a revi ved national cuI ture was renewed in 1922 

when poet C. M. Grieve, under the pen name Hugh MacDiarmid, published 

the first issue of The Scottish Chapbook. Concerned that nothing of 

consequence had been written since the death of Robert Burns in 1796, 

MacDiarmid wrote: 

In my opinion, for several generations, Scottish literature 
has neither seen, nor heard, nor understood what was taking 
place around it. For that reason it remains a dwarf among 
giants. Scottish writers have been terrified to appear incon
stant to established conventions • • . they have stood still 
and consequently been left behind in technique and ideation 
(Bruce, 1968, p. 3). 

MacDiarmid believed that Scotland could only recover its soul 

by revitalizing the language and the "Scotticisms" cut out by the 

literati of earlier times. He influenced many writers to produce all 

or part of their work in the synthetic accent previously referred to as 

Lallans. Used by both Burns and Stevenson, Lallans drew its colorful 

expressions from all parts of Scotland. 

The establishment of a national theatre was among the prinCipal 

aims set forth by Grieve in the 'Chapbook Programme' of the first 

issue: 

To report, support and stimulate, in particular, the activities 
of the Franco-Scottish, Scottish-Italian, and kindred Associa
tions; the campaign of the Vernacular Circle of the London 
Burns Club for the Revival of the Dodc; the movement towards a 
Scots National Theatre; and the 'Northern Numbers' movement in 
contemporary Scottish poetry. To encourage and pub1 ish t IH' 



works of contemporary Scottish poets and dramatists, whether in 
English, Gaelic, or Braid Scots. To insist upon truer evalua
tions of the work of Scottish writers than are usually given in 
the present over-Anglicised condition of British literary jour
nalism, and, in criticism, elucidate, apply, and develop the 
distinctively Scottish range of values. To bring Scottish 
Literature into closer touch with current European tendencies 
in technique and ideation. To cultivate 'the lovely virtue.' 
And generally, to 'meddle wi' the Thistle' and pick the figs 
(Hutchison, 1975, pp. 27-8). 
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Credited with initiating the renaissance movement, Grieve 

contributed hugely to it throughout his life as a poet, a critic and as 

a propagandist. The magazines edited by Grieve, such as The Northern 

Review gave space to original scripts and dramatic criticism as well as 

to articl~s about the theatre. Other magazines of the period were also 

generous to the Scottish theatre and the work of its playwrights. 

The reinstatement of the Scottish vernacular as a serious 

literary language enhanced the range of Scottish poetry, "giving it 

place in the European scene for the first time since the death of 

Burns" (Bruce, 1968, p. 4). Prose writing benefitted as well. This 

early period of the Scottish renaissance produced a higher degree of 

refinement in the novel and poetry than in drama (Hutchison, p. 78). 

The Scots' explanation again refers to the meagre base from which drama 

began whereas the cause may actually have been more a matter of 

economics. Poetry and prose need only a one-to-one encounter within 

the imagination of the reader to find success. Once in print, they are 

not dependent, as drama is, on the collective imaginations of a group 

of artists to reach an audience. 
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Curiously, the progress of drama in America was comparable to 

Scotland's in that it was surpassed by writers of prose and poetry. 

The professional theatre too was controlled by businessmen, who were 

more interested in giving the public what they wanted than in 

developing American drama. Until George Pierce Baker's Writer's 

Workshop at Yale early in the century gave aspiring playwrights a 

chance to see their own work in action, they had no opportunity to 

improve. Without improvement, there was no demand, and without 

performance before an audience, no drama is complete (Hartnoll, 1951, 

p. 47). 

The literary revival took place at a time when the film and 

broadcasting industries were in their infancy. The British Broad-

casting Company began operating in Glasgow in 1923. Radio stations in 

Edinburgh and Aberdeen soon followed. License holders increased 

steadily throughout the Inter-war period. Within weeks after the 

Glasgow station opened, an adaptation of Rob Roy was on the air. In 

1932 Scotland's first Radio Drama Festi val was mounted (Hutchison, 

1977, p. 28). While some loss of popularity occurred with the introduc

tion of television, radio drama has remained a viable theatrical 

resource in Scotland, particularly in the hands of Stewart Conn. 

State of the Arts 

The popularity of the cinema was even more remarkable than that 

of radio. Movie houses began to appear shortly after the turn of the 

century. By 1920, they numbered 557. The effect on theatre wus disast

rous. The music hall, which had grown rapidly before the war, declined 
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just as rapidly after. Many of the music halls were converted to the 

more lucrative cinema. 

The professional theatre in Scotland after the war was still 

,represented by English touring and repertory companies, bringing mostly 

the musical and variety shows that had grown extremely popular during 

the war. Variety shows were considered more respectable than the old 

music hall entertainment. Nevertheless, Scottish comedians like Tommy 

Lorne, Harr'y Lauder, Harry Gordon, Dave Willis and Tommy Morgan kept 

the tradition of the music hall alive in their work (Hutchison, 1977, 

p. 31). 

The repertory theatres of this period were a retreat from the 

position of the Glasgow Repertory Company before the war. The Scottish 

element in them was not large but did have a place in their repertoires 

as it does today. Besides helping to keep professional theatre alive 

and building patronage, these companies were a forerunner to the 

present repertory system throughout Britain. 

Community Drama 

In the twenties, associations of amateur clubs were formed 

throughout Britain. The Scottish Community Drama Association (SCDA) 

'f,as begun in 1920 primarily by the Scottish National Players for the 

purpose of encouraging original drama and organizing festivals. The 

popularity of the movement in Scotland can be estimated by the number 

of entries in the one-act play festivals. Beginning with 48 in 1926, 

they had exceeded 400 in approximately six years (Roy, 1979, p. 25). 
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Newspapers in the thirties carried a regular column devoted to the 

amateur scene, with reviews of their productions. 

Their rapid growth has been attributed in part to the success 

of the Ardrossan and Saltcoats Players in 1928, when they became the 

unofficial world champions of amateur drama by winning first place in 

an international "Little Theatre Tournament" held in New York (Roy, 

1979, p. 25). Apart from the Scottish National Players, amateur clubs 

were virtually the only outlet for playwrights to see their work 

produced. 

Al though Hutchison credits the amateur movement with keeping 

ethnic drama alive in Scotland during this period, he also blames it as 

the "major factor in preventing the growth of a Scottish drama totally 

worthy of respect between the wars" (Hutchison, 1979, p. 34). Cording, 

on the other hand, seems to draw a more balanced conclusion. 

• . . The Scottish National Players . • . was responsible for 
the creation of a native acting company who rapidly proved to 
be above-average ability, and, for a time at least, a verit
able flood of new Scottish plays. The subject matter of these 
plays ranged over industrial slum and highland cottage, histor
ical romance and contemporary "commitment" pursuing comedy and 
tragedy in verse and prose, Scots and English. While the 
dominant impression is of lightweight domestic comedy and 
romance, there were frequent examples of work of a far higher 
standard, attempting seriously to confront deeply felt emotion 
(Cording, 1974, pp. 5-6). 

Comparisons of Community drama to the Abbey Theatre brought a 

rejection of the analogy from writer Clyde Irvine entitled "Drama for 

Dumb Bells." "These 'sappy' plays are writ ten by people who bel ievL' 

that the average Scots audience is composed of dumb bells . . . we are 

content to see season after season the amateur stage of Scotland madl' a 

penny geggie for the perpetuation of as crass and ignorant a policy as 
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ever disgraced any national attempt at self-expression" (The Scots 

Magazine, 1938). To the idea that the SCDA was at I least perhaps win

ning people over to "good" plays, playwr:j.ght Joe Corrie suggested the 

groups were more interested in drama as amusement than as art 

(Hutchison, 1977, p. 33). Regardless, Corrie wrote extensively for the 

festivals. 

Scottish National Players 

The Scottish National Players were, part of the amateur movement 

and a direct outgrowth of the Glasgow Re,pertory CQmpany whose assets 

they inherited as well as the goal of d~veloping a national theatre. 

A. P. Wilson, the first producer for the Players in 1921, had been the 

manager for Miss Horniman's Manchester Ab~ey Theatre~ He advocated the 

"realistic plays of peasant or folk charaqter" as a means of expressing 

Scotland's "national soul" (Hutchison, p. 43). \~ilson left the company 

two years later, regretting that "no Doric drama had yet developed" 

(Hutchison, p. 43). The effort to be "nat .. ional" rather than "regional" 

resul ted in the Players giving short se'Flsons in Glasgow part of the 

year and touring the country with one nig~t stands the other part. The 

tours bringing drama to the rural distric~s of Scotland have since been 

assessed as one of the most important contributions of the S.N. P. 

(Hutchison, p. 45). The first summer cqmping tourl was led by Tyrone 

Guthrie in 1927. Later he wrote that some, of his happiest professional 

memories were of his first two years spe,nt in Glas'gOloJ. Guthrie, \oJho 

had directed Bridie's first play, The Sunlight Sonal~ (Ilutchison, 1977, 
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p. 46), renewed his relationship with Scotland and with Bridie from 

time to time for the rest of his life. 

The amateur standing of the actors in the Scottish National 

Players caused a rift in the company at a time when they were hard

pressed for capital. Some of the members of the governing committee, 

James Bridie and John Brandane among them, believed the company would 

never be fully established without professional status for all. The 

risk proved to be too strong a deterrent for the actors; they voted to 

retain their amateur standing (Cording, 1974, p. 6). Bridie withdrew 

from the board rather than continue with a policy he found to be 

unacceptable. Despite cutting back on their 1932 season, the Players 

were forced to cease operations entirely two years later. \~hen the 

company resumed production, they were no longer "national" in 

character. Wi th the Scottish element greatly reduced, they relied 

heavily on already proven work, generally light British comedy 

(Hutchison, p. 75). Al though the company carried on throughout the 

war, the torch of national drama had long since passed to the Curtain 

Theatre. 

The contributions of the Scottish National Players are best 

appreciated by a brief examination of its major writers and their 

goals. Among the expec tations for Scottish drama was the notion that 

plays should embody recognizable human experience reflecting, in some 

measure, the Scots' temperament, rather than "escaping into a 

non-existent Scottish fairyland (Hutchison, p. 57). John BrandLll1c, 

George Malloch, Joe Corrie and James Bridie were among the dramatists 

whose writing seemed most often to fulfill the requiremcl1l. Bot 11 
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Brandane and Bridie were doctors by profession, who contributed to 

running the company's affairs while writing a number of plays for 

performance. Brandane's work is representative of "the light, 

undemanding, but effective type of play which predominated in the 

repertoire of the S.N. P." (Hutchison, 1977, p. 47). Although writing 

for an urban audience, he set most of his plays in the Highlands. At 

his best, as in The Glen is Mine, Brandane attempted to confront the 

contemporary world. His plays were noted for having "lively, theatri

cal action" and dialogue that was "unpretentious, conversational and 

functional" (Hutchison, p. 50). Both Cording and Hutchison conclude, 

however, that Brandane's work did not represent a great contribution to 

Scottish theatre. 

Malloch typifies a strand of Scottish writing opposite to Bran

dane's light, popular humor. His dark and brooding themes were "stodgy 

and untheatrical" (Hutchison, p. 52) in his early writing. The Players 

produced five of Malloch's plays of which Soutarness Water is deemed 

his best. In it Malloch explores the subject of incestuous marriage 

framed by the Calvinist doctrine of predestination, creating "a truly 

Scottish play, not because it is set in Scotland, but because its prin

cipal and subordinate concerns are rooted in the Scottish psyche" 

(Hutchison, p. 56). Malloch and Brandane together seem to exemplify 

the "dichotomy of heart and mind consistent with the Scottish tempera-

ment which has always been able to encompass the seemingly 

irreconcilable (the famous 'Caledonian antisyzygy')" (Norman \~ilson, 

1977, p. 10). Only two plays of Joe Corrie's prolific output \"prc 

produced by the Players. In Hutchison's estimation. Corrie I s tendency 
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to aim for laughs "continually stunted his growth as a dramatist" 

(Hutchison, 1977, p. 63). Although his plays "went down well, and 

still do at one-act festivals • and women's guilds," they show 

lit t1e resemblance to real life despite his working-class background 

(Hutchison, p. 63). In a Glasgow speech in 1949, Bridie said of him: 

If I am asked whether I admire Messrs Corrie and Watson, I 
reply that I do; and that I continually mourn over them and 
pray that they may see the light. It is as if Dickens and 
Thackeray, knowing themselves to be masters of the anecdote, 
had written nothing but magazine stories till the greater 
constructi ve virtue went out of them. If I were in the mood 
for casting blame, I should blame the SCDA Festivals for 
robbing Scotland of two rare dramatists. They are not the only 
ones (Dramaturgy in Scotland) (Hutchison, p. 63). 

James Bridie. "The most distinguished man of the theatre that 

Scotland has produced" was James Bridie, born Osborne Henry Mavor 

(1888-1951) (Hutchison, p. 79). His success as a doctor allowed him 

the luxury of gradually perfecting his craft as a playwright until he 

was able finally to give up medicine altogether and support himself 

entirely by his writing (Low, 1978, pp. xi-xiv). 

Although Bridie was first inspired by the Glasgow Repertory 

Company, his work was not produced until after the First World War. In 

all, four of his plays premiered with the Players, while nearly 

two-thirds opened in England, making him Scotland's most commercially 

successful dramatist (Low, pp. xi, xiii). After Bridie opened the 

Glasgow Citizen's Theatre in 1943, his plays premiered there or at the 

Edinburgh Festival. 

Like Barrie, he has been criticized for aiming so much of 

writing toward London.and for not writing in the Doric or lowland Scots 

(Hutchison, 1977, p. 95). His supporters suggest that by background 
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and degree of sophistication, Bridie was unsuited for that style of 

writing; nevertheless, most of his settings are Scottish. His own 

middle class Glaswegian background worked best for Bridie (Low, 1978, 

p. xii). He was able to use his environment without becoming submerged 

in it. Thus, his characters were generally convincing without 

resorting to the cliches of a stage Scot. 

Whether Bridie's settings were Scottish or Trojan, or apocry

phal did not seem to affect the Scottishness of his attitudes and 

themes. Although generally considered a writer of social drama, 

Bridie's work has been divided into four main groups: medical, 

religious, portrait and experimental (Low, pp. xv, xix). Three plays 

with a Biblical background, Tobias and the Angel, Jonah and the Whale 

and Susannah and the Elders, along with Daphne Laureola, explore man's 

limitations individually and as a species. Hutchison finds this 

recurring theme of acceptance of limitations as growing out of "a 

society which derides claims to anything better than the humdrum • 

and in some ways, the most Scottish thing about him" (Hutchison, 

p. 81). 

Bridie used the theme of Calvinism directly only once, in Mr. 

Bolfry. Nevertheless, Calvinism prevails over much of his writing. 

Small regards Bridie's most significant contribution to be his intense 

aversion to "the narrowness and philistinism of the Lowland 

working-class life" (Hutchison, p. 97). The Anatomist, based on the 

historical Burke and Hare body-snatching case, is one of Bridie's most 

famous plays, while The Queen's Comedy is often considered his best. 
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Hutchison chides Bridie for "his constant reluctance to make 

any very substantial claims for his work," and accepting too easily his 

own limitations, perhaps out of fear "to attempt the grandoise or 

magnificent" (Hutchison, pp. 80-81). But Bridie believed that the first 

responsibility of the dramatist was to entertain and divert the 

audience for a couple of hours with a "bit of wit and a dash of philo-

sophy." In a statement of his dramatic philosophy, still supportable 

today, Bridie said: 

A stage play is a method of passing an interval of time by put
ting . • . actors on a platform and causing them to say certain 
things. If it is amusing, that is to say if it succeeds in 
making the spectators unconscious of the passing of time, it 
fulfills its function and has merit. If, on the other hand, 
the spectators are conscious of the passing of time, of the 
dreadful progress of the Universe toward destruction and 
nothingness, the play has failed and has no merit, or at least, 
no merit as a play. Other qualities of a play--its educative, 
its thought-provoking, its exciting, its poetic qualities--are 
not basic (Hutchison, p. 80). 

"Substantial claims" for any art are generally considered the preroga-

tive of the audience and critic rather than of the artist himself. 

The Curtain Theatre 

The contributions of the Curtain Theatre to amateur drama were 

distinctly different in both aim and substance from the drama so 

severely criticized in the thirties. Like the Provincetown Players in 

America during the same period, they wanted to allow dramatists to see 

their work performed (Wilson, 1973, p. 314). The Curtain began in 1933 

in the L-shaped drawing room of a Glaswegian home, seating a mere 

sixty-fi ve guests. In two years time, they had moved to a regular 
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theatre, the Lyric, where they remained until 1940 (Hutchison, 1977, 

p. 85). 

The risk in producing new drama is always high, even in optimum 

economic conditions. In Scotland, finding worthwile native work may 

have been more difficult than elsewhere. At any rate, the encourage-

ment they gave to new writers was commendable. 

Robert McLellan, Scotland's foremost exponent 

One of that group was 

of Lallans in the 

theatre. He is one of the few authors to support himself most of his 

life by his writing and is still performed with regularity. His 

success with dialect has been attributed to his avoidance of the syn

thetic constructs used by many of the poets. McLellan's dialect, 

though old, is based on a spoken language. As the linguistic trend 

moved away from Lallans in favor of English, McLellan's work decreased. 

According to Hutchison, his few efforts to writ( in English were "limp 

and . quite lacking the theatricality of his Scots" (Hutchison, p. 

37). 

Although never mistaken as a member of the Kailyard school, 

McLellan is nonetheless criticized for his penchant for historical set

tings, as all writers who use them appear to be. Perhaps to avoid the 

pitfalls and stereotypes of the Kailyard, Scottish critics tend to 

suggest that current themes and problems can best be rendered in a 

current setting, despite examples to the contrary. Nevertheless, 

Jamie, the Saxt is considered by many to be McLellan's best play. It 

is also his best known. Included among his most successful are The 

Flowers a Edinburgh, Toom Byres, Torwatletie, The Hypocrite and Young 

Auchinleck, a play about James Boswell. Characteristics of McLellan's 
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plays besides the historical set ting are a harsh, realistic world, 

broad physical comedy, a concentration on character over theme, a 

dislike of Calvinism, and intricate plotting (Hutchison, 1977, pp. 

37-42) • 

However natural and vigorous McLellan's Scottish dialogue may 

be, it remains a barrier in the contemporary theatre in Scotland. The 

average Scottish audience has almost as much difficulty understanding 

the dialect as foreigners. The Scots themselves now poke fun at this 

particular period in their development. Nevertheless, the "Braid 

Scots" vernacular adds the stamp of authenticity to McLellan's drama. 

His work has joined the museum of rewritten classics to become part of 

Scotland's twentieth century indigenous drama. 

Post-war Period 

The war failed to devastate Scottish theatre in 1939 as it did 

in 1914. Although there was a brief period of government closure at 

the start of the Second World War, most companies re-opened and some 

new ones got started. After the war the rapidly expanding television 

industry hurt movie and theatre attendance. Movie theatres declined 

from 617 in 1950 to 254 by 1970, while theatres dropped from 29 in 1950 

to 15 in 1970 (Hutchison, p. 110). Most frequently closed were the 

large theatres whose variety show offerings were in direct competition 

with television for viewers. The repertory theatres, although subsi

dized, have survived because their professional, middle-class audiences 

were devoted to drama as a serious art-form; television did not compete 

for their time. Theatres at Perth and Dundee, at Hutherglen and Sc. 
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Andrews' Little Byre Theatre, all struggled through and survived the 

war to become the nucleus of the present subsidizert repertory system. 

As might be expected, touring also declined with the rise of 

television. The old complaint that Scottish theatre was dependent on 

London's touring companies is no longer valid. On the positive side, 

the broadcasing industry provides many opportunities for Scotland's 

writers, directors and actors. BBC Radio Scotland, directed by Stewart 

Conn, poet and dramatist in his own right, regularly presents 

adaptations of current drama as well as plays written expressly for 

radio. Despite television, interest in theatre grew and new theatres 

opened. The strength of today' s theatrical interest is due in large 

measure to the amateur movement and to the formation of the Council for 

Encouragement of Music and the Arts (Hutchison, p. 98). But surely 

such a statement overlooks the impact of the Edinburgh International 

Arts Festival and the burst of creativity it engenders every year, not 

only for writers, but for native playgoers as well. By now the influ

ences on drama are so intertwined, separation is impossible. 

The Theatres 

The closing of the Curtain Theatre was offset by the opening of 

two new theatres, the Glasgow Citizens' and the Unity, both dedicated 

to promoting ethnic drama. The most significant was Glasgow's 

Ci tizens' Theatre opened by Bridie in 1943. He had pulled together a 

company of actors, many of whom were trained in the theatre ventures of 

the Inter-war period; they included Duncan MacRae, Nolly Urquhart and 

James Gibson (Hutchison, p. 103). 
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Unity. A theatre movement called the Unity Theatre, politi-

cally aimed at the proletariat had been gaining momentum throughout 

Britain. When they reached Glasgow in 1941, they drew membership from 

various other small amateur clubs such as the Workers' Theatre Group, 

the Clarion Players, the Transport Players, and the Jewish Institute 

Players. The amatet1r Unity group succeeded for a time in making 

theatre meaningful to ordinary people. They extended the range of 

serious drama in Scotland through regular tours and in choosing to 

perform relevant material from Clifford Odets, Sean O'Casey and Maxim 

Gorky in productions "related to the Scottish context" (Hutchison, 

1977, p. 105). During the depression their own playwriting took on the 

Clydebank and the world of the shipyard worker, the underworld of 

professional football, the exploited nursing profession and 

homosexuality (Hutchison, p. 105). 

The Unity, along with seven other companies, initiated the 

Festival's fringe at the first Edinburgh Festival performance in 1947. 

They arri ved without official support and presented McLellan's 

Torwatletie and their Scottish version of The Lower Depths (Hutchison, 

p. 105). Plagued by the usual financial problems, along with gross 

mismanagement, the Unity "petered out at the end of the forties leaving 

their objectives to be taken up by the 7: 84 Company" (Hutchison, p. 

105). To the professional theatre, they left actors Russell Hunter, 

Andrew Keir, Roddy McMillan and Marjorie Thomson, to the acader·;:':'c wor Id 

Professor James Arnott, founder of the Drama Department at Glasgow 

University (MacDonald, STN, June 1983, p. 28). 
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Gateway. The Church of Scotland acquired a theatre through 

donat~on. After filling it fitfully with movies and stage productions 

for a few years, the Church leased it in 1953 to a repertory company 

callel1 the Gateway. The Gateway was chaired by Robert Kemp, who is 

best ~nown for his adaptation of The Thrie Estaites. Kemp continued to 

lean toward historical themes in such plays as The Saxon Saint, Master 

John Knox, The King of Scots, and That Other Dear Charmer (Robert ---,--" 

Burns). Current interest in Kemp's work investigates the significance 

of hi~ place in Scottish drama. 

Kemp's contribution to Scottish drama goes beyond the body of 

plays he left, to the career choice he made to remain in Scotland. His 

succe~s in broadcasting and journalism gave him the opportunity to move 

his ~ami1y permanently to England. He chose, instead, to raise his 

children in the land of their birth and to continue his career as a 

Scottish dramatist living in Scotland (interviews with Arnold and David 

Kemp). 

The Gateway Company was Edinburgh's only professional repertory 

theatre for the next twelve seasons until the Edinburgh Civic Theatre 

Trust was organized in 1965. Besides Kemp's own prolific output, the 

Gateway is remembered for making a great effort to present the plays of 

contemporary dramatists as well as new international drama during this 

period. Among the authors they supported were McLellan, Alexander 

Reid, A. B. Paterson, T. M. Watson and James Scotland. The company of 

Scottish performers included professionals such as Duncan MacRae, Roddy 

MacMillan, Lennox Milne and Tom Fleming, as well as the many young 

actors they trained (Hutchison, 1977, p. 117). 
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The Royal Lyceum. The Edinburgh Civic Theatre Trust which 

succeeded the Gateway performed in the old Royal Lyceum Theatre. The 

planners envisioned Scotland's national theatre in this venture. 

Controversy over that issue has been with the Lyceum since its incep-

tion. Stephen MacDonald, former artistic direc.tor commented on the 

occasion of the council's redecorating efforts: 

The blue and gilt Persian whore house of a theatre reopened 
with Princess Margaret in attendance to the emotional 'I have a 
dream about a National Theatre' speech by Ludovic Kennedy. If 
a theatre is concerned for posterity it has died before it is 
born. • • . A theatre is not a building, but a company with an 
audience. A national theatre is a monument of foolishness 
which cannot--should not exist (Scottish Society of Playwrights 
Newsletter (SSP), 1979, p. 4). 

Ironically, a lack of Scottish drama has been one of the major criti-

cisms of the Lyceum. Choice of artistic director, his choice of drama 

and the quality of production are the other areas most often censured. 

Less obvious a problem has been the interference from the board of 

directors (Hutchison, 1977, pp. 118-26; SSP, December 1979, p. 8). 

The Pitlochry Festival Theatre. The Pitlochry Festival Theatre 

in 1951 erected a temporary tent theatre until permission to build a 

permanent theatre could be obtained. The tent-theatre seating 500 was 

so successful as a summer theatre that the operation continued for the 

next thirty years. Only recently did they acquire a permanent building 

similar to the modern new theatres found at Stirling and Inverness 

(SSP, May 1981, p. 6). 

The Citizens' Theatre. The progress of the Citizens' Theatre 

has been a disappointment to most Scotsmen interested in ethnic drama. 

Artistic directors after Bridie tended to be Englishmen nmre interested 
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in international drama than Scottish, for which the Citizens' was 

intended. 

In the early years several new Scottish plays premiered each 

year from such authors as Alexander Reid, James Scotland, Robert Kemp, 

Eric Link1ater, George Munro, Alexander Scott, Robert McLellan as well 

as from Bridie himself. But the current director, Giles Havergal, with 

the company since 1969, speaking about developing new Scottish writers, 

said "I just don't have the feel about it. It doesn't mean anything to 

me and it would be hopeless to pretend it did" (Scottish Theatre News 

(STN), June 1982, p. 8). 

Although situated in one of the most run-down parts of Glasgow, 

the Gorbals, the Citizens' Theatre plays to full houses. Havergal's 

policy of making the price of tickets accessible to the working classes 

is generally credited with reversing the trend of low box-office 

receipts. A few critics maintain the large attendance is due to the 

largest available audience in Scotland with the least amount of choice. 

Whatever the reason, large audiences allow Havergal, designer Philip 

Prowse and Scottish dramaturge Robert David MacDonald to produce what 

they want to produce. They make no attempt to include box office hits 

or to run a subscription season in order to attract people to plays 

they might not otherwise have chosen. 

The three have also succeeded where so many have failed in 

working out a smooth relationship with their board of directors (STN, 

November 1981, p. 6). Maintaining that rapport has been crucial to tho 

artistic freedom which allows them to engage in one demanding, 

experimental production after another. The Citizens' product ions h<1\'e 
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brought international recognition as a theatrical phenomenon despite 

the local complaint that they "cannot find it in their hearts to show 

us anything that is vaguely life-threatening • a set that makes you 

gasp until you find you have plenty of time to sit there examining it, 

while people walk about saying lines • and certainly we can no 

longer be shocked or outraged by occasional flashes of flaccid tit, 

thin bum or drooping jock-strap" (SSP, January 1980, pp. 8-9). In 1981 

the company represented Britain at theatre festivals in Venice, the 

Netherlands, Cologne and Caracas (STN, November 1981, p. 4). 

The three directors believe a theatre must have a creative 

person at the center or it becomes like any other business. Therefore, 

they make all of the decisions concerning the theatre from "the clean-

ers wages to the cost of sets to the price of a cup of coffee". 

Although the administrative chores cut into their acting and directing 

time, they prefer it over turning decisions over to the money men, for 

"in no time they're making all of the key decisions and telling you 

what production you can do" (STN, November 1981, p. 8). 

Regarding the often criticized acting style of Citizens' produc-

tions, Havergal has said: 

The point is that what we're after from actors isn't what other 
people are after. We don't place much emphasis on a detailed, 
naturalistic form of characterization. We aim for what the 
Americans call a "presentational" kind of acting . • . a style 
that requires the actors to turn outwards towards the audience, 
and to remember all the time that they are acting. We're great 
believers in the audience as a presence, an entity, and we 
don't try to create a self-contained, naturalistic world behind 
the proscenium arch. The Germans pick up on it, of course, 
they see it as the theatre of Brecht (STN, June 1982, p. 7). 
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Havergal attributes to· his co-directors, the company's commitment to 

the stylized approach which makes them unique among large-scale British 

theatres. "It's the kind of theatre Philip and David were interested 

in and I've become interested in it too" (STN, June 1982, p. 7). The 

presentational mode is suitable for the number of old, classic plays, 

generally re-written by MacDonald, that they choose to perform. The 

joint leadership offers strength to their collective belief that 

realism is not what theatre "is all about now. Realism has been taken 

over by TV drama and it's so well done there" (STN, June 1982, p. 7). 

The Citizens' lives constantly under indictment for not being 

open to other Scottish playwrights, besides MacDonald. The triumverate 

is adamant, however, in maintaining their right of decision. Out of 

pique, perhaps, MacDonald has been slighted as being somehow less than 

Scottish. When the number of new Scottish plays and Scottish revivals 

are tallied each year, the fact that MacDonald is a Scotsman writing 

new plays as well as breathing life into old plays, just as Shakespeare 

and other dramatists have done, goes uncounted. One example is found 

in David Hedley's dismal assessment of Scottish drama for the 1978-79 

season, in which he overlooks Chinchilla after its main stage produc-

tion at the Festival: 

The remaining 24 break down again, for nine of them were given 
by independent groups that exist specifically for that 
purpose--7:84, Wildcat, Fir Chlis etc. So we are with 15 new 
Scottish plays given by the regional subsidized companies 
(including Pitlochry). It seems respectable enough un til one 
realizes that, of the fifteen, nine emanated from the Traverse, 
Dundee managed two. • Pitlochry, Perth and the Eyre, one 
each; while the Royal Lyceum, the Citizens' and Borderline did 
no new adult work (SSP, December 1979, p. 10). 
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MacDonald's cosmopolitan background, universal themes and English asso

ciates may account in part for the detachment from his Scottish 

heritage in people's minds. Nevertheless, setting up such an obstacle 

course of discounted categories seems self-defeating when counting new 

Scottish drama. Authorship would appear to be the only relevant consid

eration. 

7:84 Scotland. The 7:84 Theatre Company is a political agit

prop (agitation-propaganda) theatre begun in London in 1971. The unu

sual name represents the 1966 statistic that claimed seven percent of 

Britain's population controlled eighty-four percent of the wealth 

(McGrath, 1974, p. 4). Their polished, exhilarating productions toured 

all of Britain ::;uccessfu11y enough for the company to spli t in 1973 

into two factions. John McGrath took 7:84 Scotland and traveled north. 

Writing about the goals of the company, McGrath discussed two kinds of 

theatre in Scotland, saying that the dominant one confirmed the middle 

class values of its supporters while patronizing the working class with 

sentimentality and humor: "The other kind of theatre, which 7:84 has 

done a great deal to establish, is there to present the realities of 

working class life and history directly to working class audiences 

. . • it has its roots in the popular tradition of entertainment, and 

it takes the values of the working class very seriously" (Alistair 

Moffat, 1978, pp. 89-90). 

7:84's commitment to the left-wing ideals of their predecessor, 

the Unity Theare, is even more openly Marxist, according to Hutchison 

(Hutchison, 1977, p. 117). A good example of 7:84 style may be found 

in their first and perhaps greatest success, The Cheviot! the Stag and 
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the Black Black Oil. The script, relating the Highland clearances of 

1816 to the current boom in North Sea oil, is in the form of the tradi

tional Highland ceilidh, an evening's entertainment with storytelling, 

song and dance. The form is not unlike many theme-oriented readers 

theater productions seen in America. Many of McGrath's plays evolved 

as this one did, from a rough script fleshed out later by the research 

and improvisation of his gifted cast and musicians (McGrath, 1974, 

p. 4). Propaganda plays, written as they are for a specific place and 

cause, may be even more dependent than artistic drama for theatrical 

enactment. 

Current response to political theatre in Scotland is difficult 

to gauge. If letters to the monthly publication Scottish Theatre News 

are representative, then interest seems to have waned. Young people, 

in particular, reflect a desire to be entertained but a marked disinter-

est in politics as indicated by this typical letter. " . for a 

theatre company to think that young people are going to fall for their 

adversarial preaching and easy solutions just because we like their 

music, is plain daft!" (STN, November 1981, p. 12). 

Fir Chlis. Scotland's first Gaelic repertory company, Fir 

Chlis, was established in 1978, and is similar in intent to 7:84. 

Generally traveling within the Western Isles, Skye and the west coast 

of the Highlands, the company tends to experiment with unconventional 

dramatic material, again using the ceilidh format. For English 

speaking audiences, directors Mairead Ros and Norman Macdonald hope to 

guide the company with such sensitive writing and imaginative slaging 

and acting that the language barrier is transcended in performance. 
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Scottish Community Drama Association. To the SCDA, the advent of 

television after the war was nearly fatal. Although they report 

"something of a revival" in recent years (Roy, 1974, p. 25), only six 

original one-act plays were presented in district festivals in 1979. 

Of the six, two were entered in the playwriting competition. 

The Association offers many services to its 300 member clubs 

such as libraries of plays, an advisory service on production and the 

quarterly publication Scene which reports on SCDA activities. To their 

regular playwriting competition and one-act festival, they have added a 

festi val for full-length productions and occasional conferences and 

courses (Roy, 1979, p. 25). 

Community drama is not subsidized, and members are proud that 

they operate the way theatres have always had to in the past--by pleas

ing the public (Cochrane, interview, 1979). During the Edinburgh 

Festival, the clubs in the area usually offer one of the "Scots 

Classics" or an historical play such as Kemp's That Other Dear Charmer. 

The Festival play usually will finance the rest of their season of 

predominantly British and American modern drama (Roy, p. 25). 

Scottish Youth Theatre. The Scottish Youth Theatre was initi

ated in 1976 by Gareth Wardell to provide opportunities for people aged 

fifteen through nineteen to gain theatrical experience and to develop 

creative, linguistic and social skills (interview, Aug. 25, 1979). 

Because of the success of the program, a young playwrights' workshop 

and annual conference on Theatre for Youth were added to their 

activities in 1978 (Roy, p. 26). 
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Participants are drawn from all parts of Scotland through a 

series of auditions. Some grants are available for those unable to pay 

the $250.00 workshop fee. The five and one-half week course fills each 

day from 9:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. with classes, workshops, lectures, 

rehearsals and plays (STN, February 1982, pp. 29-30). 

Youth Theatre has gained in popularity. The organization and 

professional training Wardell gives to the Youth theatre movement has 

produced many professional performances and insures more professional 

theatre people for the future. 

The Edinburgh International 
Festival of the Arts 

"When the Edinburgh Festival began in 1947, it was a gesture of 

cuI tural defiance in a world made weary by war, misery and destruc-

tion" (Crawford, 1978, p. 1). The idea originated with Rudolf Bing, 

then general manager of the Glyndebourne Opera. Knowing that musical 

festivals would be slow to return to the great cities of Europe, Bing 

wanted to start one in Britain. Finding no interest in England for the 

project, he discovered on a chance visit to Edinburgh that it was 

better suited in halls, theatres and hotels for mounting a festival 

than the English cities he's investigated (Crawford, p. 1). 

The first meeting to plan the Festival included James Bridie 

and J. M. Watson, playwright and editor of The Scotsman, along with the 

Countess of Rosebery, H. Harvey Wood, Scottish representaive of the 

British Council and Sir John Falconer, Lord Provost of Edinburgh 

(Bruce, 1968, p. 5). A pattern of excellence for ensuing festivals was 

established largely because of Bing's stewardship. His internntional 
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reputation and knowledge of music attracted companies and artists of 

the highest calibre from all over the world. To that first Festival 

came the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, the Glyndebourne Opera, Sadler 

Wells Ballet, the Old Vic and la Compagnie Jouvet de Theatre de 

L'Athenee as well as individual artists such as Bruno Walter, Elisabeth 

Schumann, and Kathleen Ferrier (Crawford, p. 2). The Festival has 

continued to honor the idealism established by its founders "that the 

programmes should be of the highest possible artistic standards 

presented by the best artists in the world; that the festival should 

enliven and enrich the cultural life of Europe, Britain and Scotland 

and that it should provide a period of flowering of the human spirit" 

(Crawford, 1978, p. 2). 

Bing stayed through 1949, long enough to see the Festival estab

lished. Ian Hunter followed from 1950 to 1955. Robert Ponsonby took 

over for the years 1956-60. Lord Harewood succeeded Ponsonby, 1961-65. 

Peter Diamand had the longest appointment, 1966-78, followed by John 

Drummond in 1979 (Crawford, pp. 2-17). 

Although in music the Festival goals have been handsomely 

fulfilled, in drama leadership failed to emerge, particularly in the 

realm of ethnic drama. Of the first Festival, Kenneth Tynan said 

"Drama came less well out of this there were four dramatic offer-

ings" (Hutchison, 1977, p. 122). The situation seemed unimproved by 

1959 when he wrote ". . the Festival Society gives an impression of 

disinteresting itself in the theatre except as a testing ground [or 

subsequent London productions, or a shopwindO\v for Scot tish reperlory 

companies" (Hoffatt, 1978, p. 38). The pattern of bringing rcnowlll'd 
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drama companies was criticized that same year by playwright Hugh Ross 

\oJilliamson when he wrote "Nobody in their senses would go to the 

official Festi val. I think it is scandalous that • . . they must put 

on this old 'ham.' What I would like to see is the Edinburgh Festival 

reassert itself by refusing, for instance, to have the Old Vic unless 

the Old Vic does something new. All of the Festival drama this year is 

very dull" (Moffat, p. 38). 

The Festival's contribution to Scottish Theatre, Hutchison 

calls "disappointing. The emphasis has always been musical and its 

achievements in that sphere remain substantial. The plastic arts on 

the other hand have played an increasing subsidiary role". Moreover, 

he suggests that all too often the Scottish plays are "such that they 

would never have appeared were there not the necessity to put on 

Scottish work of some description" (Hutchison, 1977, p. 122). 

Some substantiation to these claims is found in the Festival 

history written by publicity manager lain Crawford (Crawford, 1978). 

For instance, Crawford offers no criteria for choosing Festival drama. 

Diamand's method, he said in a personal interview, was usually to dele

gate the decision to a staff member, sometimes himself (interview, June 

15, 1979). From 1969 to 1978, only five Scottish plays were officially 

presented at the Fe~tival (Bain, 1979). The Thrie Estaites, presented 

for the fifth time, was one of that group, leaving four modern plays 

presented in nine years. An examination of Crawford's history reveals 

no mention of the critically unsuccessfully plays The Knife by lan 

Brown (1973), Random Happenings in the Hebrides by John McGrath (1970), 

and Confessions of a Justified Sinner (1971), brillajntly ndapteu from 
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Hogg's novel by Jack Ronder. The well written and reviewed play by 

John Morris, How Mad Tulloch Was Taken Away, did receive mention, 

however (interviews with J. T. Low, Allen Wright and Donald Campbell, 

July/August 1979). 

The necessity of including Scottish work was made apparent to 

the directors by the complaint that the first Festival lacked "an iden

tifiably Scottish element" (Alistair Moffat, The Edinburgh Fringe, 

1978, p. 22). The following year the Festival had added at the 

Assembly Hall Tyrone Guthrie's "superb production of The Thrie 

Estaites, adapted by Robert Kemp from 16th Century Scots playwright Sir 

David Lindsay's seven hour epic" (Crawford, 1978, p. 3). The satire 

was so well received that it was repeated in 1949, 1951, 1959 and again 

in 1973 (Edinburgh International Festival--official programme, 1973, p. 

50). The play has been more than historically significant, however, 

for Guthrie's imaginative staging in the thrust acting space of the 

Assembly Hall, "reintroduced the large-scale, open stage principle to 

the theatre after a lapse of hundreds of years" (Crawford, p. 3). 

A summary of the Festival's theatrical accomplishments includes 

with the names of many famous people. T. S. Eliot, for example, was 

commissioned to wri te on three occasions. The Cocktail Party, The 

Elder Statesman and The Confidential Clerk were the results. Bridie's 

The Queen's Comedy and novelist Eric Linklater's The Atom Doctor both 

premiered at the Festi val. Richard Burton and Claire Bloom played in 

Hamlet. The celebrated collaboration of Jonathan Miller, Peter Cook, 

Dudley Moore and Alan Bennett began in the 1950s as a late-night 

entertainment to "prick the pompousilies" of the Festival itself 
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(Crawford, p. 5). Their revue, Beyond The Fringe was hailed by the 

critics as "revolutionary" and "shattering all the old conceptions of 

comedy." They did for comedy what the Beatles did for modern music in 

the view of the critics. "Both were a part of a liberating and 

intoxicating thaw" (Saturday Review of Literature, June 1982, p. 33). 

Poetry reading made a comeback in the 1960s with writers such 

as Lawrence Durrell, Dylan Thomas, W. H. Auden, Allen Tate, Hugh 

MacDiarmid, Stevie Smith, Norman McCaig and John Betjeman reading their 

own work. The International Writers' Conference held in 1974 made head

lines with a nude streaker. Rex Harrison, in "August for the People," 

helped also to popularize the art (Crawford, 1978, pp. 6-7). Poetry 

readings continue throughout the year in Scotland, as well as at the 

Festivals. 

All of the arts in Scotland were stimulated by the presence of 

the Festival in Edinburgh. Both the Scottish Opera Company and the 

Edinburgh Festival Chorus debuted in 1967. Next came the Scottish 

Ballet, the Scottish National Orchestra, the Scottish Chamber Orchestra 

and the Scottish Baroque Ensemble, all groups which have won interna

tional recognition (Crawford, pp. 8-18). 

Mindful of public censure and local sensitivity to Festival 

drama in general, John Drummond began his office in 1979 with three 

Scottish productions on the main stages of the Festival: Chinchilla by 

Robert David MacDonald (Glasgow Citizens' Theatre), Red Runner by Billy 

Connelly and Animal by Tom McGrath (the Traverse Theatre). 

The Fringe. "The Edinburgh Fringe is the largest arts festival 

in the world, yet grew up spontaneous} y, without direc tion or design" 
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(Moffat, 1978, p. 9). When the eight theatre groups (six of them 

Scottish) turned up at the first Festival, the best of Edinburgh's 

theatres and concert halls were already occupied. The unofficial 

performers, forced to help themselves, found old theatres and small 

halls which they adapted according to the dictates of their needs. 

Thus, from the beginning the defining features of the Fringe were estab

lished: unsponsored groups acting in small, intimate performing space 

on a first come, first served basis. Survival depended on how enter

prising the groups were at advertising and selling their own tickets. 

The first year the press gave them good notices, thus boosting atten

dance and lending encouragement for another year. 

An unidentified critic coined the name for the Fringe when he 

remarked "it was a shame the production of Everyman at Dunfermline 

Cathedral was so far out on 'the fringe of the Festival'. The 

following year playwright Robert Kemp picked up on the term again at 

the end of a Festival drama preview in the Edinburgh Evening News, 

"Round the fringe of official Festival drama there seems to be more 

private enterprise than before" (Moffat, 1978, p. 17). As the term 

caught on, the original 'Festival Adjuncts' quietly died. One of the 

first groups to appear in 1947 was the Marxist Glasgow Unity Theatre. 

In 1949 Joan Littlewood's Theatre IVorkshop arrived with four 

productions, one of them written by a Scot, Ewan McColl. The following 

year poetry readings by politically minded Hugh MacDiarmid and Sidney 

Goodsir-Smith were added. By 1951 the political wing of lhe Festival, 

now organized by Labour M. P. Norman Buchan and his wife Janey, had 

added a cooper a ti ve choir, more poets and lec lures, lo become the Ed.i 11-
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burgh's Peoples' Festival. In general the press ignored the political 

wing, valuing the Fringe most for adding to the lighter side of the 

Festival. The Edinburgh Peoples' Festival lasted only two years. 

Nevertheless, political theatre in one form or another continues to be 

a part of every Festival (Moffat, p. 20). 

In its early years the relationship of the Festival to the 

Fringe was friendly, even though they generally treated it as "a poor 

but sometimes inspiring relation to the festival" (Moffat, p. 23). 

Eventually requests for subsidy and recognition came from a group of 

companies performing regularly on the Fringe. The Festival" director 

denied the requests, adding to the whole controversy over the continu

ing lack of a Scottish element in the official program (Moffat, p. 26). 

As it became clear that the Fringe was not gqing to become a 

part of the official Festival, unexpected help was forthcoming from a 

variety of sources. For instance, in an omnibus Festival program pro

duced by John Menzies a section was compiled called "Other Events," 

where Fringe groups could advertise. By 1954 the Fringe performers 

were printing their own program in which they asserted the Fringe to be 

independent from the official Festival. The International Student 

Services of Edinburgh University set up a reception center providing 

meals and cheap accommodations for students attending or performing on 

the Fringe. In 1955, students again took the initiative to set up a 

central box office to sell Fringe tickets for any group that wanted to 

register with them. 

Clearly the Fringe was dominated in its infancy by uni vcr sHy 

groups from England as well as Scotland. Their commitment to doing new 
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or seldom performed drama established another significant Fringe 

characteristic. The Oxford Theatre Group always did British drama or 

British premieres such as Storm in Shanghai by Andre Malraux (1957), 

Corruption in the Palace of Justice by Ugo Betti (1958), The Disciples 

of \.Jar by Willis Hall (1959). A play by James Bridie, The Baikie 

Charivari, found in a desk drawer after his death, was produced by the 

Edinburgh University Graduate Theatre (Moffet, 1978, p. 36). In 1959 

The Scotsman used the Edinburgh University Dramatic Society's 

pioneering work to chide the Festival for its conservative taste in 

drama: 

Among the Shakespearean plays there have been no unusual 
revivals. . The Fringe, however, has given us Philotus, 
The Flying Doctor, The Dog Beneath the Skin, The Tricks of 
Sca pin, Miss Julie, Ral ph Roister Doister, The Tro jan WOl/len, 
The Spanish Tragedy, Lysistrata and other plays not normally 
seen. And in this respect the Festival authorities can hardly 
be said to have taken the hint (Moffat, 1978, p. 26). 

By 1959, when the number of performing groups had risen to nine-

teen, a preference for Fringe productions was beginning to emerge among 

regular attenders. Moffat suggests that the cautious attitude of the 

Festival may in part have been due to the heavy losses suffered when a 

commissioned play such as The Hidden King by Jonathan Griffin had been 

"savaged by the critics." The consequences of failure on the Fringe 

were less severe. "Can we afford to take risks at a Festival? Risks, 

of course, will be taken and are taken every time with many Fringe 

productions and if they result in failure, no one will grumble much. 

But is it not difficult with a Festival play?" (Moffat, p. 38). 

Student and professional groups discovered a need for a light 

relief entertainment largely among people, particularly critics, 
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devoted to the Festival proper.· Thus was born the late-night revue, 

now a fixed attribute of the Fringe. The first revue appeared in 1952 

with a series of sketches by London's New Drama Group called "After The 

Show." Because it was such a hit, they offered their new revue the 

following year to Festival director Ian Hunter. Although the revue 

starred the Scottish-trained professional, Duncan MacRae, Hunter 

refused it as part of the main Festival. Later when a picture of a 

scantily clad performer appeared in the paper, Hunter la belled it 

"smutty," saying "\oJhen I see these 'sexy sketches' of the Fringe . 

it is a little bit discouraging. While I have anything to do with the 

Festi val, we will keep to the articles of association to present the 

very highest art. If certain sections think this stuffy, then there it 

is" (Hoffat, 1978, p. 26). With that statement, Hunter set the course 

of separation from the Fringe for the coming years. 

With the Fringe too "risky and risque to be absorbed into the 

official programme," the unofficial Fringe was left to stand or fall on 

its own. Giving encouragement to the performers of the Fringe, the 

Scotsman commented "Indeed the Fringe plays a valuable part in the 

Edinburgh Festival. Its lack of responsibility to authority gives it a 

latitude which within reason allows it to experiment" (Moffat, p. 26). 

As th~ Fringe became more independent and more radical, it enjoyed less 

cooperation but more artistic freedom. 

The declining good will between the two organizations was 

evidenced by the "continued omission of the merest mention of the 

Fringe in any of a variety of official publications" (Moffat, p. 51). 

The Council argued that any other entertainments in Edinburgh during 
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the Festival would pose a threat at the box office. Frequent petitions 

for recognition were refused for such reasons as lack of space in their 

hundred-page souvenir brochure and possible low standards with which 

the Festival could not be associated. 

Fringe entertainment included the visual arts, poetry, 

concerts, mime, dance, film, revues, solo performance, children's 

theatre, puppetry and drama. The great diversity in types of enter-

tainment was equally diverse in quality, especially as the number of 

professional groups diminished and uni versi ty drama increased. The 

appeals for official acceptance of the Fringe and subsequent refusals 

reported by the press may have added "fuel to the fire" as the fight 

wore on. Despite director Ponsonby's acknowledgment in the 1950s with 

late-night spoofs such as Beyond the Fringe as an official part of the 

Festival, the connection between the two factions continued to 

deteriorate. Not until Peter Diamand' s appointment in 1966 did the 

relationship improve (Moffat, 1978, p. 48). 

Diamand's actions showed determination to end the hostilities. 

He attended the opening Fringe party that year and every year he held 

the office, in spite of criticism from the Council (Moffat, p. 52). 

Fringe posters suddenly appeared in the Festival office and recognition 

in official publications began. Further commendation came in 1967 when 

Diamand showed three Fringe productions (under the Traverse Theatre 

banner) in his drama program. Diamand' s policy of good relations 

continued throughout his tenure as director, which came to an end ill 

1978. Regardless of his efforts, FesUval drama continued to be lhe 

prime target of the critics. Diamand's successor, John Drummond, begall 
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office in 1979 with three Scottish plays on the main stages of the 

Festival, Animal, Chinchilla and Red Runner. 

Thus, the experimental opportunities of the Fringe afforded the 

Scots occasion to develop themselves in all of the arts. For drama 

that means a proving ground for writers on which to come of age. With 

the capability of providing a complete alternative to official offer

ings, the Fringe may be the distinctive feature that makes Edinburgh's 

Festival unique among the art celebrations of the world (Moffat, 

p. 52). 

The Traverse Theatre Club. The Traverse Theatre has been 

called "the most enduring legacy of the Edinburgh Festival Fringe. 

Throughout the year it keeps alive the adventurous spirit of the Fringe 

and when August comes around it functions as a base for the fountain of 

theatrical activity" (Wright, in Wilson, 1970, p. 53). 

The Traverse began back in 1960 with a little group calling 

themselves "The Skeptics," who performed in a paperback book shop run 

by an American, Jim Haynes. 

Artistically successful, the Traverse was nonetheless "broke 

from the day it opened. With the seating capacity of only sixty, even 

their most successful productions were never economically sound. The 

theatre lurched from one crisis to another through the 1960s. Head

lines like 'Traverse Faced with Closure' appeared regularly" (Moffat, 

1978, p. 61). Their grants were often jeopardized by the artistic 

freedom exercised in some of their productions. Mass in P, [or 

example, produced for the Traverse by the Edinburgh Experimenlal Group, 

had an actress naked from the waist up recounling her sexual 
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experiences to the audience (Moffat, p. 61). Perhaps because of public 

outcry, the Lord Chamberlain's powers of theatrical censorship were 

suddenly extended to cover th2atre clubs as well as theatres. In 1964, 

amid mounting debts, artistic director Terry Lane left the theatre. 

Haynes himself left two years later, complaining of "creeping 

professionalism" (Moffat, p. 60). 

Gordon McDougall succeeded Haynes, the first of a series of 

short-lived artistic directors. McDougall left after two more hectic 

years, but not before comparing Edingurgh to a cultural desert: "To 

most people in Edinburgh, the Festival is a bore. To most of them, the 

Traverse is a strip club. If the Traverse was in London or in 

any other big provincial city, it would be appreciated a great deal 

more than it is" (Moffat, p. 62). From the beginning, a good many citi

zens thought it madness to "get themselves involved in the expense and 

complexity of producing the world's leading international festival in 

such parlous times" (Crawford, 1978, p. 1). In recalling his years as 

director, Lord Harewood said "While I respect the independent spirit, I 

used sometimes to wish that the people quoted in the press would some

times say they liked the Festival they found in their midst rather than 

dilating on the inconveniences it caused them" (Crawford, p. 7). 

Perhaps the disapproving Calvinist attitude toward entertainment in 

general is still in part responsible for the disdain with which so many 

Scots regard this most renowned arts festival. For many, it is part of 

Scotland's charm. Peter Diamand said, upon his retirement from office: 



The citizens of Edinburgh will continue to be splendid hosts to 
the artists and visitors--not the boastful, flashy, sometimes 
oppressive kind, more in that cautious yet reliable spirit in 
which one Edinburgh citizen summed up his feelings last year, 
'I quite liked the Festival. I even enjoyed it. All in all, 
we're none the worse for it' (Crawford, p. 19). 
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Although Haynes was responsible for bringing the famous La Mama 

Company to the Traverse, its working influence on the Traverse was 

through Max Stafford-Clark, artistic director in 1968-70 (Moffat, 1978, 

p. 62). 

Having actually worked with the company in New York, Stafford-

Clark invigorated Traverse productions by reaffirming its commitment to 

avant-garde theatre. He turned attention back to theatrical issues by 

introducing new plays such as Megan Terry's Comings and Goings. A 

regular company of six actors was formed that the Traverse might 

develop its own distinctive style instead of the old method of hiring 

an actor only for a play or two. New workshop techniques in script 

development followed when he hired a team of seven writers to work with 

the actors. They were Claris Erickson from La Mama, Stanley Eveling, 

University of Edinburgh philosophy professor, Bill Watson and Robert 

Nye, who later wrote Sawney Bean (or Sweeney Todd), Alan Jackson, 

author of Deaco~ Brodie, John Downie and David Mowat. Their first team 

effort produced Dracula. Eveling, an Englishman by birth, continued to 

write for the Traverse, as did several other members of the group long 

after Stafford-Clark left (Moffat, p. 63). 

Despite the "character and charm" of the old brothel, the 

sixty-chair capacity and cramped facilities were uneconomical. The 

move to a l20-seat theatre in the Grassmarket was made ill 1969. The 
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survival of Edinburgh's Traverse Theare has stimulated many small 

theatres to open. By the time Stafford-Clark left in 1970, the 

Traverse was used by many itinerant companies whose work was inter

spersed with their own. Some of the visitingtroups were from a London 

theatre group begun by Haynes after he left Edinburgh. Occasionally a 

production received recognition beyond the Festival. For instance, El 

Coca Cola Grande from the group called the Low Moan Spectacular was 

transferred in 1973 to Joseph Papp's Public Theatre in New York where 

it ran for two years (Moffat, p. 95). 

The Traverse prospered for three years under Michael Rudman, an 

American. Like his predecessor he produced new plays by the prolific 

Taylor and Eveling such as Next Year in Tel Aviv and Caravaggio, Buddy, 

respecti vely. Rudman also affirmed a policy of favoring Scottish 

writers, but not to the exclusion of other plays. Unlike his 

predecessors, however, he seemed to get along with everyone. He was on 

good terms with his managing committee, always got along well with the 

press, and "argued strongly for a conservative policy in the Arts 

Council." Under Rudman's guidance, plays were consistently well chosen 

and well mounted. Ticket sales increased as well as grants from the 

Corporation and the Arts Council. The Company's long-growing deficit 

was reduced from about 13,000 pounds to 7,000 pounds (~loffat, pp. 

64-5) . 

The Traverse continued to prosper from Rudman's policies under 

Mike Ockrent (1973-7), and for a while the deficit reduced still 

furt~er. Ockrent's emphasis was on new plays outside of Britain again. 

By the end of his stay, the company was in seriolls debt OIlCl' more 
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(Moffat, p. 66). In 1971, A. B. Young commented on the status of the 

Traverse: "And here a side-glance at Edinburgh's Traverse, arguably the 

most influential theatre in our island, from which so many of the 

Theatre Upstair's successes emanate, and others too, like those at the 

Open Space" (Moffat, p. 66). 

The Scottish playwright found a new mentor in 1975 when English

man Chris Parr became the artistic director. Firmly opposed to eroding 

the identity of the Traverse by allowing it to become just another 

touring venue, he began a policy of giving preference to Scottish play

wrights by adhering to a "constitutional clause stating [they] should 

present new work that would not normally be put on because of the 

commercial considerations of other theatres" (SSP, May 1979, p. 2). By 

1979 the Traverse was successful enough that Parr committed the theatre 

to staging new work continuously. Moreover, his tours of Scottish 

drama reached beyond the boundaries of tiny Scotland. Like many of his 

predecessors, Parr was responsible for developing several of the fine 

writers of this current period such as John Byrne, Tom McGrath, Donald 

Campbell, John Bett, Tom Kinnemont, and Tom Gallacher. 

Elsewhere on the Fringe, the French Institute in 1968 started 

the French Fringe to make up for "the disturbing absence of French 

drama." The following year they returned with a large program encompas

sing all of the arts. The French Fringe has continued since that time 

(~Ioffat, p. 77). 

The American Fringe began when the University of Southern 

California Theatre directed by Professor John Edward Blankenchip came 

in 1966. They performed Albee, \1i11iams and Wilder. ParUclll[1rl~' 
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memorable were productions of John Brown's Body and Roshoman. U.S.C. 

has been coming to the Fringe regularly since that time. In 1979 they 

brought a repertory of three productions, among them Sam Shepherd's 

Pulitzer Prize winning Buried Child. Shepherd has in the past brought 

other plays to the Fringe. 

Although La Mama came to Edinburgh through the Traverse, they 

are nonetheless part of the American Fringe. They had toured Europe 

extensively before coming to the Festival and had pioneered the work of 

Jean-Claude Van Itallie and Paul Foster. A performer with the Paris 

group, Nancy Cole, developed her solo performance, Gertrude Stein's 

Gertrude Stein, for the Fringe in 1969, the same year that the New York 

City Theatre Workshop arrived. She has since toured Europe and America 

with the show as well as bringing it back to the Festival (Moffat, pp. 

74-75). Hers is one of many solo performances now seen every year on 

the Fringe. 

Since Hal Holbrook's impersonation of Mark Twain, one-man shows 

have steadily gained in popularity in Europe as well as in America. 

The simple staging makes this type of show economical to produce and 

easy to tour. In Scotland the most popular one-man shows star veteran 

actor Russell Hunter. He began in 1970 with Cocky, a play about Lord 

Cockburn. Two years later Hunter joiried forces with dramatist 

W. Gordon Smith in Jock, the first of a series of one-man plays 

examining the Scots' attitude toward themselves. Knowing the enormous 

capabilities of the actor for whom he wrote, Smith peopled his pJays 

with a full cast of characters representative of Scottish attitudl's 

toward "religion, the Scottish inferiority complex, their fierll' 



patriotism, even our carbohydrate diet 
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that makes up the 

archetypal, but never predictable Scot" (Moffat, 1978, p. 102). In 

Jock, their most successful collaboration according to Hoffat, Hunter 

plays the keeper of a Highland regimental museum. In 1974 they 

produced Knox, in which the fearless reformer is held "ultimately 

responsible for much that is bad in present-day Scotland--the deathly 

Scottish Sunday, the hypocritical sanctimoniousness of some 

Presbyterians" (Moffat, p. 102). Hunter plays an amnesia victim in 

Xanadu (1978) struggling to reconstruct his identity through slivers of 

past experience, much like Scotland struggles to redefine itself. 

Smi th wrote a similar one-actor play, Marie, of Scotland, for Edith 

MacArthur, as successful for her as his other plays are for Hunter. 

Besides the plays I enormous popularity during the Festival, 

their tours drew audiences from allover Scotland, who found "this was 

drama about Scotland of the best sort--with far more to say to Scots 

th'an some of the admittedly funny or nostalgic Scots drama which one 

sees on the Fringe" (Moffat, p. 102). Smith, who works for the BBC 

Radio Scotland, has adapted his drama for television as well and is 

responsible for all phases of production and touring (interview, Smith, 

1979). Nevertheless, any play written for the tour-de-force talents of 

a single performer will probably never be in great demand by producing 

companies, regardless of how good it may actually be. 

The Fringe Society Limited 

By 1969 more than one hundred shows were produced on the Fringe 

by fifty-seven groups. The ever-expanding nature of the Fringe placed 
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a continual strain on the volunteer services of the Fringe Society. 

The board of directors hired John Milligan as a part-time administrator 

in 1971. In that year the number of companies rose to seventy-eight, 

amid cries that "the Fringe had reached its peak" (Moffat, 1978, p. 

84). A Fringe-of-the-Fringe was emerging. Milligan showed "complete 

impartiality in his treatment of the groups • the efficiency of the 

central administration" was encouraging to more and more groups to take 

the risk of doing their own thing in public and before leading critics. 

For instance, when Tom Stoppard's play Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are 

Dead was refused by several professional companies, he brought it to 

the Fringe with the Oxford Theatre Group. In the audience on opening 

night were six critics and a civilian. "The lone posi ti ve review from 

the Observer made the play," according to Moffat. He suggests that the 

Fringe did not discover Stoppard or his play since one critic is hardly 

the "glare of publicity" that some enjoy. "It was rather the fact that 

the Oxford Theatre Group had the intelligence to use the play and 

Fringe provided them with a ready opportunity to put it on" (Moffat, 

p. 71). 

Finding enough halls for the number of performers has always 

been the problem of the Fringe. When the Edinburgh Corporation allowed 

the use of schools, the problem was considerably eased. Milligan 

doubled the use through a system of sharing. By the end of his admini

stration in 1975 the Fringe had placed 123 performing groups. They 

gave 1971 performances to an average house of sixty. By 1974, the 

number of Fringe tickets .sold was more than that sold for the official 
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shows, and "that has continued to be the case ever since" (Moffat, 

p. 98). 

The proliferation of Fringe offerings has led to a Fringe 

program that is difficult to read, and "so mind-boggling that audiences 

were prone to search for a trusted revival or groups with established 

reputations" (Moffat, p. 95). 

On that subject, Cordelia Oliver, writing in the Guardian in 

1976, expressed the feelings of many natives and tourists alike: 

The Edinburgh Festival Fringe grows grosser every year like a 
fat old cat going to seed and not giving a damn • • • at best 
[the Fringe is] capable of matching· the best in the official 
Festival. But at its own worst--a far more common occurrence 
--the Fringe is bad beyond belief. . Some say the very 
essence of the Fringe is its free-far-all nature •.. that to 
change things is to tempt the fates. Others say nonsense. . 

So why not go further and devise some way of indicating 
value for ticket money (Moffat, p. 111). 

To encourage better material, the Scotsman began a policy of 

giving Fringe First Awards to the best performance of new work exclud-

ing revue. Critic Allen Wright suggested they be given for "enterprise 

and originality" (Moffat, p. 95). All new work would be reviewed in 

print as a guide to playgoers. If a critic was enthusiastic about a 

show, \~right sent out another critic. If they agreed, the show was 

given a "first." Between 1973 and 1977, fifty out of about 500 shows 

and dance pieces won awards. 

There can be no doubt that The Scotsman awards have stimulated 
much of this creativity since the total of new works has risen 
from 49 in 1973 to 138 in 1977. More new plays and dance 
pieces are done in three weeks in Edinburgh than are done in 
the \~est End [London] in the entire year. That fact alone 
makes the Fringe one of the most important Festivals in the 
English-speaking world. It acts as a lifeline of new Hriting 
talent for the theatre much more directly than it helps 
performers to be noticed or stimulated (Moffat, p. 98). 
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The key to all of that productivity is found in the simply 

stated rationale of the Fringe Society: 

Artists come to this city to do their own thing at their own 
risk, with the maximum of help and the minimum of interference 
from this Society. Any form of quality control is either by 
the artists themselves or their public, in a direct, immediate 
one-to-one relationship, with no middlemen. The essential 
quality of the Fringe is its spontaneity and complete artistic 
freedom, and any attempt to contain it within formal limits, 
either of size or quality, would be to kill its essential 
spirit (Introduction to 1976 Fringe Programme, Moffat). 

Thus, despite the frustrations of the Fringe, the fear that 

placing parameters on the marketplace might disturb the product, makes 

the current rationale likely to hold for some time. And to those 

disbelievers who scoff at the notion that the Festival and Fringe have 

significant effect, Richard Crane, former writer-in-residence at the 

National Theatre, has borne testimony to the role the Fringe played in 

his own successful career. 

I went there to do a play in June, 1971 for a fortnight and no 
money. Four months later, I had been premiered three times on 
the Fringe, acted with Lindsay Kemp, featured in the terminal 
episodes of STY's High Living, and made two films--with a bull 
at Cape Wrath, and with Bette Davis on the Isle of Mull. 
Edinburgh takes you by surprise and makes you work. It was a 
bump coming back to England. 

With the encouragement Crane received, he eventually turned to writing, 

bringing his plays to the Festival for several successive years. 

Summary 

Both Cording and Hutchison have concerned their work with Scot-

land's efforts to break free of English theatrical domination. From 

Wareing's first venture with the Glasgow Repertory Company to the 

latest achievement of the Traverse, the goal has been "the initiation 
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and development of purely Scottish drama." Part of the entire endeavor 

has been to provide a stage and a company "peculiarly adapted for the 

production of plays national in charact.er" (Hutchison, 1977, p. 16). 

The distinguishing features that are "purely Scottish" have been 

difficult to pinpoint. Hutchison and Cording have identified such 

traits as alcoholism, fantasy and Calvinism, all qualities easily found 

in drama from other English-speaking nations. 

MacDiarmid had said in 1924 that the profound psychological 

differences between the Scots and the English needed a distinctive 

form. R. F. Pollock, working with amateur companies in the thirties, 

believed the key was in the development of techniques suitable to 

Scottish characteristics. He described the Scotsman as feeling deeply, 

but terse in expression, making his speech brief but intense. He is 

also "imaginative, analytic, individual, starkly realistic, utterly 

independent and highly self-conscious," qualities that did not fare 

well in the conventional theatre according to Pollock. 

The form of drama would be more a commentary on an 
action, just like the ballad, than an episodic account of an 
action. Dialogue would be directed towards revealing psycho
logical truth, rather than recounting incident. The aim would 
be to portray thoughts and feelings, rather than episodes and 
actions (Scots Magazine, November 1930; Hutchison, p. 75). 

Hutchison interprets Pollock as saying that Scottish speech is 

"indicati ve of much more below the surface than is the case with other 

nationalities" (Hutchison, p. 75). Pollack suggests this quality is 

fundamental to a native theatrical technique and would require D 

particular approach on the part of the actor to convey the full force' 

of the Scot's use of monosyllables. 
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The intensity of Scottish words was heard in a revival in 1982 

of a Scottish play, The Man of the World, produced in London in 1781. 

The play contrasts aScot tish couple with an English couple. In his 

review of this production, Lindsay Paterson recalled poet Edwin Muir as 

saying "Scottish people think in English but feel in Scots." Paterson 

found the Scots' words to have an "emotional, dramatic intensity" which 

the "polite English mostly lacked." The impact, he said, was a "lively 

illustration of Scots having the courage of their own native emotions," 

which was later undone by the author's choice of endings (STN, April 

1982, p. 18). 

Modern critics such as Small, Cording and Hutchison tend to 

believe the popularity of the Kailyard form of drama reflected Scot-

land's conquered status. The emphasis, they say, on distinctly 

Scottish characteristics cloaked a hidden desire for their lost iden

tity. The industrial revolution is also believed to be responsible for 

further abnormalities by causing writers to focus on and exaggerate a 

way of life that no longer existed, if indeed it ever did (STN, April 

1982, p. 18). 

Novelist Neil Gunn decried the constant comparison with the 

Abbey, saying in 1938 that without the national conflict from which 

great drama grows, they should not expect their drama to be comparable 

to that of the Irish. "Great writing springs from a vigorous national 

life, and this cannot be guaranteed either by building national 

theatres, setting up academies and cultural committees or by declaring 

independence" (Hutchison, p. 74). 
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Playwright Donald Campbell expressed similar notions in 1979 

("Who Needs a National Theatre," The Nevis Quarterly, January 1979, No. 

2, p. 58). From these ideas he built a definition of a national 

theatre, calling it a "SOCIAL FORCE." A combination art form and commu

nication medium, a national theatre's prime function is to reflect and 

expose the community in which it has place, according to Campbell. 

Although theatre can be enhanced by subsidy, kept alive by enthusiasts, 

and win critical acclaim, if it loses sight of its community 

obligations, it becomes a "walking corpse." To the majority of Scots, 

he suggests drama is "stone dead, " not because television off ers 

overwhelming competition but because theatre offers no competition at 

all (Campbell, p. 59). 

In his critical assessment, Campbell called the Citizens' 

Theatre "a monumental irrelevance" because of its failure to reflect 

the concerns and mores of contemporary Scots or even the average 

Glaswegian (Campbell, p. 65). He finds Havergal's "art for art's sake" 

attitude without local commitment, an honest one which allows Havergal 

to do what he is trained to do, entertain the minority interest. To 

Havergal's credit, he has expanded that interest to its highest level, 

but though the Citizens' may succeed at the box office, the prime 

function as a theatre goes unfulfilled. Like other critics of the 

Citizens' Theatre, Campbell ignores or discounts MacDonald as a 

Scottish playwright, perhaps because he is the only Scotsman whose work 

the theatre is interested in producing. The exclusive attitude rankles 

more than the quality of his art with people interested in developing 

new writers. 
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On the other hand, Stephen MacDonald was fired as artistir: 

director in 1979 by the Royal Lyceum for "pandering to the lowest 

common denominator" of its potential audience (Campbell, p. 66). In 

defense of artistic directors, Campbell points to their training. 

They are generally hired on the strength of an admirable career as an 

actor and director. They come ill-equipped to make the kinds of 

audience assessments demanded of them. 

Englishman Chris Parr, former director of the Traverse Theatre, 

spoke on the subject of a Scottish national theatre to the Conference 

of the Scottish Society of Playwrights in September 1977, saying: 

Aberdeen has no theatre. There is only one company occasion
ally touring the Highlands and Islands. No one in the borders. 
\<Ie need a bout five touring companies. Scotland is ideally 
suited to touring. \.Je must not talk about a national 
theatre, because I know where a national theatre will be--in 
Edinburgh, which already has the best theatre provision in 
Scotland ••• Glasgow is probably the most productive area in 
the British Isles for playwrights at the moment, but they are 
not represented here. These are priorities. Perhaps eventu
ually we can talk about a national theatre (Campbell, 1979b, 
p. 68). 

Although subsidized theatre has long been an accepted way of 

life, community drama clubs point with pride to the fact that they have 

to be self-sufficient. They have to make it at the box office in order 

to exist. Chairman of the SCDA, Alan Cochrane suggests that subsidized 

theatre actually inhibits great drama from emerging by encouraging 

experimental drama with little audience appeal (interview, Cochrane, 

1979). Even with subsidies, theatre is "permanently hardup," according 

to Hutchison as are all of the arts in Britain (Hutchison, 1977, p. 

123). All.theatres depend on public finance either from the Scottish 

Arts Councilor the relevant local authority. A comparison to Eng] i sl1 
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theatres shows that while most English theatres recover at least fifty 

percent of their costs at the box office, only about half of Scotland's 

theatres recovered as much. With the exception of Pitlochry, most drew 

closer to sixty percent of their funds from subsidy (Hutchison, 1974, 

p. 124). 

An inherent danger of this large dependence on subsidy is the 

possible loss of artistic freedom through the pressures that often 

accompany the funds. None of the major theatres in Scotland has been 

exempt from angered board members' threats to cut corporation grants. 

The Citizens' production- of Chinchilla was even prevented from 

accepting an invitation to the Belgrade International Theatre Experi

mental Festival in 1979 by the British Council (responsible for all 

cultural work abroad) because of its questionable subject matter 

(MacDonald letter, August 7, 1980). 

When current writers like John Arden, C. P. Taylor, and Kenneth 

Ross left Scotland in order to gain recognition, they seemed to lose 

their identity as Scotsmen. Generally their work is subsumed into that 

great mass of writing known as English literature. Typical of the 

resentment over the loss was screenwriter Ross' comment from Los 

Angeles, the "pygmies libelled me by calling me an Englishman" (SSP, 

September 1979, Vol. 3, No.2, p. 5). Taylor, now deceased, developed 

his playwriting at the Traverse with such plays as Walter and Bread and 

Butter. Eventually he moved to England, writing for the London market 

until his death in December 1981. Bandits and Good both played in New 

York, the latter receiving an outstanding review from Brendan GHI (Ne" 

Yorker, October 25, 1982, p. 160). 
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Hutchison contends that place of residence does not matter as 

long as the drama reflects life in Scotland and its base for 

performance is the Scottish theatre "since plays cannot have a real 

existence outside the theatre" (Hutchison, 1977, p. 148). 

The belief among the practitioners of dramatic art generally is 

that until they can make an adequate living in Scotland, drama will not 

thri ve. James Barrie, one of the few Scottish playwrights to achieve 

international success, is seldom treated as a favorite son in his 

nati ve land. He is seen rather as one who forsook Scotland for the 

glitter and fame of London, tailoring his work therefore to the tastes 

of audiences in the West End. Although certain traits such as his use 

of fantasy and theatrical space are identifiably Scottish, the Scots 

feel Barrie's plays lack ethnicity (McGraw, 1958, p. 196). His plays 

have worn well over the years in production, despite the criticism of 

literary critics. McGraw concludes that Barrie's sense of theatrical 

space and his ability to blend dialogue with dramatic action are the 

keys to explaining the disparity. In his best plays, Barrie evokes his 

underlying message by focusing chiefly upon physical action. "His 

skill was sufficient that he could write scenes with a playing time in 

excess of five minutes without one word of dialogue" (McGraw, p. 193). 

The high degree of technical craft found by Hutchison and 

Cording in Scottish production generally coincides with the dramatic 

use of fantasy and other antisyzygenous qualities discussed earlier. 

Theatrical space is a tool all dramatists must learn to use as they 

give action to ideas, how Scottish drama performs in the theatre is the 
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chief focus of the following examination of representative Scottish 

drama. 

The major writers of the last seventy years were found by 

Cording and Hutchison to be "least successful in bridging the aesthetic 

and physical gaps between the local and the uni versal, moving from 

documentation to metaphor" (Hutchison, 1977, p. 149). Yet during the 

period of time the Scots have gathered and written their sparse 

history, have built up its new traditions, experimented, analyzed their 

faults, perfected their draft and kept alive their dreams. 

Nearly ten years have elapsed since the Scots sweeping histori-

cal studies. New dramatists have emerged whose work appears to have 

bridged the parochial liability of past drama. The three selected for 

this investigation live and produce their work professionally in 

Scotland. Yet their themes of art, society and religion are universal. 

Only one of the plays uses a Scottish setting and dialect, yet each has 

achieved critical acclaim both in and out of Scotland. The drama could 

be produced and understood anywhere in the English-speaking world. 

Rather than analyzing strictly from a literary perspective, the plays 

will also be described from the point of view of how they perform in 

the theatre. The first play appropriately concerns the collaborative 

nature of performance--Chinchilla by David Robert MacDonald. 



CHAPTER 3 

CHINCHILLA 
• • • FIGURES IN A" CLASSICAL LANDSCAPE WITH RUINS 

By Robert David MacDonald 

Background 

Robert David MacDonald is co-director of the Citizens' Theatre 

with Giles Havergal and Phillip Prowse. Born in Elgin and originally 

trained as a musician, MacDonald spent some years working as a transla-

tor for the United Nations. His career in the theatre began as an 

assistant director at Glyndebourne and Covent Garden Opera House. 

MacDonald has directed plays and operas in places as far apart as 

Amsterdam, Atlanta, Berlin, Boston, Bristol, Brussels, Houston, Minne-

apolis, Nottingham and Vienna. 

Since joining the Citizens' Theatre, MacDonald has written 

Dracula (1972), Camille (1974), De Sade Show (1975), No Orchids for 

Miss Blandish (1976), Chinchilla (1977), Summit Conference (1978), A 

Waste of Time (1980), and Don Juan (1981). 

As a translator, he is best known for his work from the German, 

notably Rolf Hochhuth's The Representative (R.S.C., 1963) and Soldiers 

(London/New York, 1969). He also translated Goldoni' s The Venetian 

Twins for the Guthrie Theatre in Minneapolis, and his version of 

Gogol's The Government Inspector has been twice performed by the 

Citizens' Theatre. In 1978 MacDonald translated and directed Balzac's 
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Vautrin and Chekov's The Seagull. His translations of Goldoni include 

La Villegiature (1979), The Good-Humoured Ladies (1979), and The 

Battlefield (1981). 

His adapted War and Peace ran for two seasons on Broadway, 

receiving an Emmy Award for its television presentation. The first 

English presentation of Lermontov' s Maskerade .. ms ~1acDonald' s in 1976. 

Mr. MacDonald has been dramaturge of the Citizens' Company since 1973. 

Chinchilla received its world premiere at the Citizens' 

Theatre, Glasgow, on April 29, 1977. The next two productions occurred 

in June 1979 at the Phoenix Theatre in New York City and the Phoenix 

(no connection) in Toronto. The 1979 Edinburgh Festival was dedicated 

as a tribute to the great Russian impressario Diaghilev, after whom the 

character of Chinchilla was loosely patterned. The Festival Committee 

requested Chinchilla as a main stage production. The BBC broadcast 

Chinchilla in November 1980. Belgrade's International Experimental 

Theatre Festival invited the production to their stages in 1979 but was 

turned down by the British Council because of the homosexual subject 

matter. Chinchilla was first published in the 1977 July and August 

issues of Plays and Players (London). 

Synposis 

Chinchilla is the nickname of the artistic director of an 

exiled Russian ballet company, acquired because he wears a chinchilla 

coat in summer and winter. The action takes place on a Venetian beach, 

the Lido, in 1914 on a perfect day when the company is at the height of 

success. Nevertheless, Chinchilla announces that he is a "lonely man 
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at a crossroads," in between productions and lovers. The non-dancing 

members of his company, Mimi, Levka, Ilya, Fedya and Gabriel know that 

these two conditions are indissol vably linked and on them hangs the 

life of the company. The well-established pattern of Chinchilla's life 

is that in order to work creatively he must also be in love. 

Chinchilla's longest relationship (ten years) and most artisti

cally productive period was with the now-deranged dancer Vatza, whose 

tortured and inarticulate genius still lives in memory within the 

"family" circle. Although the immediate conflict pivots upon Vatza' s 

successor, Maxim, Maxim's replacement is introduced as well. The task 

that company members set for themselves is to protect Chir.chilla by 

screening out possible faithless lovers. 

company and their own employment. 

Dramatic Analysis 

Plot 

Thus, they preserve the 

Dramatic theorist Elder Olson suggests the difference between 

plays that offer an intense experience and those that offer significant 

experience is that the latter promote perceptions based on feelings 

(Olson, 1966, pp. 158-9). Smiley defines the difference in a 

discussion of didactic drama by saying, "~Iimetic drama at its best 

gives an audience an intense experience; didactic drama at its best 

stirs an audience emotionally in order to lead its individual members 

through a pattern of concern, realization, decision and action in their 

own lives" (Smiley, 1971, p. 49). Because Chinchilla is prirnari ly 

constructed to persuade audiences to evaluate artistic performance OIl 
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its own merit rather than on the mores of the artists, the play is 

designated didactic in form. Thought functions as the main organizing 

element in persuasive d~ama according to Smiley (1971, p. 50). Using 

description to inform the audience about the nature of artistic life, 

MacDonald focuses intently upon a small group of artists as they 

collaborate to produce ballet, using their world of performing art to 

serve as a microcosm of creative worlds in general. The structure of 

the play is static, circular and abstract. The motivation of character 

is not always apparent; the atmosphere is dreamlike. Incidents and 

characters arc important more for the clarity they bring to some facet 

of artistic collaboration than for the development of the story, as.is 

more often the case in mimetic drama. Story is so incidental to the 

plot of Chinchilla that the three lines of action use the same story, 

with only slight variations. Repetition becomes the medium to dissolve 

surface meanings and open the way for deeper penetration into the 

artistic soul. 

Like many modern plays, Chinchilla possesses qualities from the 

three major dramatic forms: tragedy, comedy and melodrama.. The play 

begins like a Greek tragedy with the high-born protagonist and artistic 

genius at the peak of his career. What might be viewed by some as a 

tragic flaw, his homoaexuality, is well within the morality established 

by the play. Chinchilla suffers, yet the traditionally tragic forces 

of pity and fear are strangely absent, having been systematically 

aborted through the careful use of humor. 

Chinchilla is not changed by his suffering; instead he just j

fies his moral choice made long before the curtain went up. Two minor 
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figures, Vatza and Nina, are tragic in the classical sense that they 

move from ignorance to self-knowledge. Their minor posi tion in the 

drama, however, prevents Chinchilla from beng a tragedy. 

The play exhibits melodramatic elements such as the previously 

established moral choices. Sexual morality is never at issue. Charac

ters are morally static in that heterosexuals remain devoted to the 

opposite sex and homosexuals to each other; the faithful find reason to 

remain so, while promiscuity continues to hold sway with the promis

cuous, whatever the sexual preference. All types are present under the 

broad umbrella of art. Other melodramatic elements are Gabriel's 

efforts to change Chinchilla on the grounds of expediency, contending 

that presenting one's lovers on stage was bad box-office as well as in 

bad taste. Nevertheless, several major melodramatic elements are 

missing: the building of suspense, a clear triumph of good, the punish

ment of evil. Nor can the play be called a comedy, despite many comic 

features. MacDonald writes in the style of satire often reminiscent of 

Oscar Wilde and Bernard Shaw, whose purpose was to instruct by exposing 

societal norms. This drama proposes to teach by painting a picture of 

the artist that is sometimes crude, often ludicrous, but nonetheless 

eloquent and serious, a picture whose wry humor elicits a muffled laugh 

without the prevailing comic mood necessary for true comedy. 

MacDonald, rather, uses his considerable gift for the well-turned 

phrase to control the intellectual flow of ideas and to keep the vision 

of his audience unclouded by emotion that they might better realize 

that art is an end in itself to the artist, created for his own 

enjoyment first, not theirs; that love is a necessary and motivating 
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force to his creative spirit, and searching for fulfillment of that 

need often leads to excess and explorations into deviance. 

~1eaning in any art object is transmitted by the artist in a 

variety of ways, one of which is the title. Most people will recognize 

in the word "Chinchilla" an expensive fur made into coats and collars. 

A few might know that the animal is small and ratlike. -The fur is 

really no good to man until someone with imagination and skill trans

forms it into a coat. No two are exactly alike. The coat is beautiful 

and complete, unique, warming and expensi ve--all of the requirements 

for a piece of art, the subject of the play. The subtitle, Figures in 

a Classical Landscape with Ruins, sounds more like the title of a 

painting, which it is. The classical landscape is provided in the 

physical sense by Venice, "the most beautiful city ever erected by man 

or God" (Act 1, p. 39). MacDonald presents the intellectual ideas 

about art found in classical writing, setting his play at a time when 

the world was approaching great turmoil. Revolutions in governments 

and revolutions in art were stirring. MacDonald further prepares the 

audience for intellectual activity with a piece of information not 

within the context of the play. He says in a program note: "While it 

would be pointless to deny that this play is based on the career of 

Serge Diaghilev, it is in essence and intention a fiction anchored to 

no more than a few facts" (Program Note). Besides restating the theme 

of art, MacDonald seems to ask people to recall whatever vague knowl

edge they might have heard about Diaghilev, and to compare it to whdt 

they are about to see. The author foreshadow,s the logjcal conclusion 

he would like the audience to retain: that. artists of flesh and bOIlC's 
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die. Their legend lives after them but not always their art. In the 

performing arts, one must see it while the art is available. 

MacDonald's arrangement of events on the stage covers less than 

a day. Through his artful manipulation of time, the audience is given 

a "panoramic view" of the artist. The incidents can be reduced to 

three distinct, though similar lines of action from the past, the 

present and the future. The past involves Chinchilla's long 

association with Vatza; the present, his immediate search for Vatza's 

replacement, Maxim; the future occurrence sees the end of that 

relationship and the beginning of a new collaboration with the young 

composer, Konstantin, a relationship that will end with Chinchilla's 

death. 

In the folloWing excerpt from the beginning of the play, 

MacDonald initiates the three events almost simultaneously. 

Maxim, 
Present 
Lover 

Foreshadows 
Climax 

PRESENT: 
CHINCHILLA: That boy over there is really very 

beautiful. Sad that I can do 
nothing for him that anyone of my age 
and income cannot do just as well. If 
only they had talent. 

MAXIM: In that case, if you don't need me, I 
shall go for a swim. (HE SULKS OFF.) 

CHINCHILLA: 

MIMI: 

CHINCHILLA: 

ILYA: 
CHI NCHI LLA : 

How can anyone with the slightest imagi
nation can set one foot in the sea I 
shall never know. I would as soon 
trust myself to a flying machine. 
Just because I read your hand and told 
you to beware of water. 
Remember you refused to tell Vatza what 
was in his hand. 
Superstition. 
I am a lonely man at a crossroads. We 
are all superstitious. 



Vatza, 
Past 
Lover 

Konstantin, 
Future 
Lover 

AN INTERVIEW--PAST: 
ILYA: Did you love him, Vatza? 
VATZA: I love everyone. 
JLYA: That is not an answer, and you know it. 
VATZA: I worked hard. I was always tired. I 

was afraid of him. I would not show I 
was tired. • • • 

PRESENT: 
CHINCHILLA: 
FEDYA: 

CHINCHILLA: 

Is that boy a waiter at the hotel? 
They all are. No, one is a Russian boy 
staying there. 
Which one? 

(Act 1, p. 39) 
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The episodes begin in a natural and probable fashion, leading 

the audience to believe that if they could be present in the glittering 

world of the Russian ballet, the artists would probably interact much 

as these characters do. The concurrent progress of the three lines of 

action impresses the pattern of Chinchilla's life upon the viewer. 

ILYA: 
LEVKA: 

ILYA: 

Now what? 
Change of life. Nothing catching. It's happened 
before. 
Not like this. 

(Act 1, p. 39) 

The similarities in each case are these: Chinchilla chooses 

always to love a beautiful, talented young man, develop his talent, and 

display it to the world, only to be "betrayed" for a woman. The 

differences are more easily measured in degrees of attachment. His 

deepest involvement is with Vatza, whose troubled genius he unlocked 

for a few brief years before mental illness incapacitated the young 

dancer completely. 

GABRIEL: Sergei, I must beg you to sink any differences, 
real or imagined, and ask Vatza to come back. But 
only to dance. 

CHINCHILLA: It is his betrayal, not mine. What did I do to 
deserve it from him? 
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GABRIEL: Stop being self-pitying. It doesn't become you at 
your age. 

CHINCHILLA: Don't talk to me like that. 
(Act 2, p. 43) 

From the onset, the Maxim affair is placed on a mercenary 

level, perhaps by Maxim's insistence on a contract. 

MAXIM: 
CHINCHILLA: 
~lAXIM: 

CHINCHILLA: 
MAXIM: 

Ilya tells me you haven't made a contract for me. 
Contract? Contract? Why do you need a contract? 
It's just that the only quarrels I have ever had in 
my life have always been about money. 
Are you including this one? 
I'm doing my best to avoid it. 

( Ac t l, p. 45) 

Perhaps the blame, in truth, belongs to Chinchilla himself for 

a remark prostituting their relationship. Used to Vatza's inarticulate 

acceptance, Chinchilla is cut to the quick by Maxim's sharp words even 

though he himself provoked them. 

MAXIM: Are you invulnerable? 
CHINCHILLA: No, you just haven't found the weapon to hurt me. 
MAXIM: I don't wan t to do that. Please gi ve me a 

contract. 
CHINCHILLA: It would be a lot cheaper. Under the present 

arrangement, I calculate, it costs me .•. about 
fi ve thousand francs to spend the night with you. 
And that is a great deal more than the going rate 
on the piazza. Or so I am reliably informed. 

MAXIM: Then I'd better go and wait in the hotel: it will 
give you a chance to reduce your overhead. 

MIMI: Don't go. 
CHINCHILLA: Love pulls me down. I wanted to crush him just now 

--that was cruel. I bore him, Mimi. 
MIMI: Adonis, savaged by bores. Run along. 

( Ac t l, p. 40) 

The irony of "Adonis, savaged by bores" thwarts a natural 

tendency to sympathize with Chinchilla, bringing a smile instead of a 

tear to the viewer 

The Maxim and Vatza liaisons are summed up by the group j n 

Konstantin's interview as they prepare for Maxim's coming defection. 



AN INTERVIEW--FUTURE: 
MIMI: Will you love him, Konstantin? 
KONSTANTIN: What kind of a question is that? 
ILYA: A pertinent one. 
KONSTANTIN: Did the others? 
GABRIEL: Vatza worked for ten years without a contract and 

without a salary--so he must have done. Maxim 
isn't making the same mistake. And if you do, you 
will probably turn it into a virtue. 

(Act 2, p. 48) 
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The most striking unifying feature about the play is the posi-

tioning of the present to past and future which occurs as easily as a 

car with automatic transmission shifts gears. This shifting of gears 

requires that the audience accept the idea that under certain 

conditions the past can be brought to life. Because the real and play-

going experience of most people includes indulging in the past, the 

task is not difficult. The shift into the future, however, not as a 

fantasy of what might happen but rather of what will happen, for some 

viewers may stretch credibility. Natural probability must now embrace 

the notion that under rare and specialized conditions, looking into the 

future is possible. 

The shifts occur without warning or special preparation. The 

playgoer becomes aware, after the first two or three shifts, that the 

play is moving in a different gear. The recognition of time change is 

enhanced sometimes by the entrance or exit of a character, sometimes by 

the introduction of a topic into current time that had previously been 

mentioned in the past tense. Eventually the same pat tern of events 

begins to emerge in each line of action, and time zones overlap like a 

stream-of-consciousness novel. The intricacies of the intersecting 

lines of action are suggested in Figure 1. 



A. Meet 
B. Work 
C. Betrayed 
D. Exiled 

Vatza (past) ~ 
Maxim (present) ~ 
Konstantin (future) ~ 

Past Characters 
Vatza Fedya 
Nina Gabriel 
Tamara Ilya 
Mimi 

Present Characters 
Maxim Fedya 
Konstantin Mimi 
Ilya Gabriel 

Future Characters 
Maxim Mimi 
Fedya Tancredi 
Konstantin Ilya 
Gabriel 

Vatza (past) 

Maxim 
(present) 

Konstantin 
( future) 

Figure 1. Intersecting Lines of Action. 
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This dextrous management of time has an infinite variety of 

uses. The play begins with a foothold in the present when a word or 

phrase triggers a change, and the scene, almost imperceptibly, begins 

traveling in a different gear. 

PRESENT: 
ILYA: 

GABRIEL: 
PAST: 
CHINCHILLA: 
VATZA: 
CHINCHILLA: 
VATZA: 

I'm going back to the hotel. He may not have made 
up his mind whether or not he has a lover, but I am 
a married man, and this is simply a waste of time. 
Just like the last waste of time. 

And what do you propose to do about the end? 
\",hat you saw. 
Is that all? 
What more does it need? 

( Ac t 1, p. 40) 

After Gabriel's ironic "just like the last waste of time," the 

audience immediately is transported into the midst of their greatest 

triumph. MacDonald resists the temptation to fall into a recognizHb]p 
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transition pattern by varying the approach. At times, for example, the 

shift occurs through only one speaker, lending a stream-of-conscious-

ness effect. 

PAST: 
CHINCHILLA: But beauty is the most difficult thing to survive. 

PRESENT: 

If you can survive beauty, you can survive any
thing. 

CHINCHILLA: I have a great wish to sell everything I own and 
start again. Is it always like that after doing 
something successful? 

(Ac t 1, p. 40 ) 

Here, Chinchilla's remembered remark to Vatza relates to his present 

feeling, calling him back to the moment. As a tool for skipping over 

trivial detail, a "future" sequence simply resolves the question, does 

Chinchilla take Maxim or doesn't he? 

PRESENT: 
GABRIEL: 
LEVKA: 

FUTURE: 
CHINCHILLA 

FEDYA: 
CHINCHILLA: 
FEDYA: 
CHINCHILLA: 

Confidentially, is Maxim that good? 
What does it matter? In the end, he is the image 
Chinchilla wants, and when he dances, it will be us 
out there on the stage: overweight, balding, 
furtive, unattractive us. 

(TO FEDYA, WHO IS TYPING): For goodness sake, stop 
making that noise. What are you typing anyway? 
There are no letters. We're on holiday, so called. 
Something for Maxim. 
Can't he write? No, I suppose not. 
He seems to have so little time these days. 
I hope he's doing some work for next season. 

(Act 2, p. 46) 

Incidents from the past and future appearing randomly through a 

variety of characters rather than through the mind of one, seem to pull 

the group together like a Greek chorus, into a whole unit. In essence, 

the group at times thinks as one and performs as one, organic and inter-

dependent. 



AN INTERVIE\~--PAST: 

ILYA: Did you love him, Vatza? 
VATZA: I love everyone. 
ILYA: That is not an answer, and you know it. 
VATZA: I worked hard. I was always tired. I was afraid 

of him. I would not show I was tired. 
MIMI: You should have. 
VATZA: I know how he felt. He could not understand me. 

(Act 1, p. 39) 

AN INTERVIEW--PRESENT: 
GABRIEL: Do you love him, Maxim? 
MAXIM: Mmmm? 
GABRIEL: You heard. 
MAXIM: Yes. 
GABRIEL: Yes, you heard, or yes, you love him? 
MAXIM: Must I? 
MIMI: Yes, you must. If we are all to survive, includ

ing you. 
FEDYA: You are an.artist. There is no reason for you to 

do anything you do not want to do. Ever. 
( Ac t 1, p. 47) 
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Although they perform as a unit, group members retain their ability to 

act as individuals as both Gabriel and Miml demonstrate in the follow-

ing exchange. 

CHINCHILLA: 
GABRIEL: 

CHINCHILLA: 
GABRIEL: 

ILYA: 
LEVKA: 
GABRIEL: 
MIMI: 

How dare you speak to me like that? 
Someone has to, and I can't see any of that sloe
eyed Pretorian Guard of yours taking the great 
step. I'm not talking to you as the man who has 
just lost a great deal of money in trying to 
realize your grandoise schemes to make your lover a 
great choreographer. I'm talking as the man who 
first made you believe a European audience would 
ever sit through an entire evening of ballet. True 
or false? 
True. 
I don't like delivering ultimata, but I simply must 
demand. . this modest industrious debutant is 
not going to be presented as the eighth wonder of 
the \~estern world. Am I being unduly predatory? 
Levka? Ilya? Mimi? Do you want him? 
No. 
No. 
Mimi? 
Don't be unfair! Yes. 

(Act 1, p. 50) 
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This blending of past, present and future also imparis a sense 

of wholeness to time. Gabriel verbalizes the impression near the end 

of the playas he remarks upon the joys of middle age. 

GABRIEL: Oh, I love being middle-aged, the old say I was, 
the young can only say "I shall be" and that with 
no great degree of certainty. Only the middle-aged 
can say 'I am,' rather like God, living in a total 
present, still, endless. Hasn't it been a lovely 
day? Nothing happening. 

(Act 2, p. 50) 

Through the artful contrivance of fusing time into a total 

present, the audience is granted a godlike, omnipotence to see and to 

hear and to know the total existence of the company, telescoped into 

one 'lovely day' and presented in a mere two hours playing time on the 

stage. 

The subtle lines of demarcation between time warps result in a 

most important effect: they become a part of the action. The unfolding 

of incidents in each treatment of Chinchilla's love life is essentially 

the same, predictable and of little consequence. The audience knows 

that to the end, his behavior is fixed; he will continue in this 

pattern until his death. To ~ake up for the lack of observable action 

on the stage, MacDonald has crafted a method of presentation that 

creates a flurry of activity in the minds of the audience. This action 

is inherent in every transition, that moment when the observer must 

determine which particular time-frame is before him. 

PRESENT: 
CHINCHILLA: ... I bore him, Mimi. 
MIMI: Adonis, savaged by bores, run along. 
PAST: 
TAMARA (TO MIMI): Mimi, darling. 

but I cannot believe 
I have just heard . . 
Nina Karlovna 

(Act I, p. 47) 



PRESENT: 
CHINCHILLA: That was the day before yesterday. We must keep 

moving. 
PAST: 
CHINCHILLA: What were you in such a hurry to bring that you had 

to delay by taking a gondola? 

FUTURE: 
VATZA: 

PRESENT: 

(Act 1, p. 49) 

You did not want to understand me, to live with me 
in true friendship. I wish you everything good. 

CHINCHILLA: Sixteen years old and you have never been • to 

PRESENT: 
GABRIEL: 

PAST: 
LEVKA: 

an opera? I am astonished. What have they been 
teaching you at the ludicrous conservatoire? 

(Act 2, p. 48) 

Don't be such a stuffy shirt, Ilya. 

So you have your scandal at last, Vatza. 
(Act 1, p. 42) 
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The decision-making process demanded by the technique engages 

the audience in a constant intellectual challenge. The action taking 

place in their minds thus becomes their personal contribution and as 

much a part of the plot as the action on the stage. 

Important as intellectual engagement is, particularly when the 

intention of the author appears to be to instruct, a play must also 

engage the emotions. Pathetic tension is injected through converging 

or overlapping lines of action. 

The simplest, most logical way to present Chinchilla's three 

love affairs would have been in a life-like, chronological, cause-and-

effect arrangement where the action moves in a linear direction. 

MacDonald's choice to run them concurrently in ever-tightening circles 

around the same classical landscape focuses attention succinctly and 

unrelentingly upon the solitary, unchanging image of the artistic 
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genius. Each trip reiterates Chinchilla's need for love, the pain of 

separation wounded ego and his subsequent sublimation in creativity. 

Through repetition comes the realization that what happens is 

not as important as the clarity of our vision to see the artist truly, 

with all of his virtues and sins intact. Thus, a fragment of experi-

ence here, a brief encounter there, may be enough be complete some 

facet of the personality without the full event in a realistic setting, 

or peopled by well developed characters in a logical sequence. No one 

asks the painter how long it took to paint his masterpiece or how many 

pictures he had to paint first. Time is irrelevant to the portrait, 

just as time and story are of little consequence to understanding the 

artist. The slow pqce at the beginning produces a canvas of broad 

strokes and sturdy proportions. The finer lines of detail and bold 

flashes of color might be said in this analogy to come from placing the 

first emotional crisis in close proximity to the next. 

Audience attention, therefore, is directed toward a comparison 

of Chinchilla's attachments. For the loss of Vatza he entertains, at 

least, the idea of drowning. Al though Maxim's fate is the same as 

Vatza's, exile, Chinchilla takes his anger out on others rather than 

himself • 

CHINCHILLA: Ilya! Take this down. 'In reply to your tele
gram. • by missing a performance and refusing to 
dance jn the ballet Carnaval you have broken your 
contract stop we will therefore not require your 
further services stop.' No one is indispensable. 

GABRIEL: 
FEDYA: 

(HE WALKS TOWARD THE SEA, RENOVING HIS CLOTHES) 
Where are you going? 
He's going for a swim. 



MUH: 
GABRIEL: 

Impossible. 
Listen, if he isn't going to drown himself, which 
with his selfishness, I doubt, he's certainly going 
to create a considerable diversion. 

(Act 1, p. 49) 
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After a brief respite, the tension again accelerates, bringing 

Chinchilla this time to grips with Maxim's unfaithfulness. 

CHINCHILLA: 

ILYA: 
CHINCHILLA: 

ILYA: 

Fedya, you will furnish yourself with a 
small, but adequate quantity of chloroform •• 
you will ensure that . • • that ••. that filthy 
little tart is removed from Maxim's room, immobil
ized, and pitched naked into the street, preferably 
into a canal . • • 
Seriosha ... 
You think ruthless behavior 
young, like everybody else? 
someone showed them they do 
that tactic • • • 

is a privilege of the 
Well, it is high time 

not have a monopoly of 

The others are coming. For heaven's sake, 
control yourself. Sit down. Have a drink. 
eaten enough people for one day. 

try and 
You've 

(Act 2, p. 45) 

Each time a line of action made of up similar events circles 

around Chinchilla, the penetration into his artistic soul deepens. The 

audience, lulled into thinking they have figured out Chinchilla's 

lifestyle, is caught off guard by a double surprise ending. Evening 

has come; Chinchilla leads the young Konstantin down to the sea, 

talking romantically of Tristan and Isolde. They disappear. 

The rising action now plunges into a frenzied Walpurgis Night 

fantasy to which the audience reacts as if a string of firecrackers has 

just been lit. The nightmare begins when Chinchilla returns from the 

sea, not with Konstantin, but with Vatza in his arms, muttering words 

from the German opera Tristan to his dead lover. 
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A NIGHTMARE: 
(FEDYA GOES ON LAUGHING). 
ILYA: Stop that. 
CHINCHILLA: 'Ertrinken, Versinken, unbewusst, hoechste Lust!' 
NINA: Haven't you done enough? What is it you want? 
CHINCHILLA: More. 
(DIES) • 

(Act 2, p. 50) 

The first firecracker has gone off and the audience does not 

know whether to laugh or cry. This could be another joke. Mimi's 

sudden use of direct address is like another bang, jolting the audience 

into belief. 

HIMI (TO AUDIENCE): Go home, go home, you have no business 
here. 

FEDYA: What on earth do you mean, go home? How dare you 
drive away an audience? 

ILYA (TO AUDIENCE): The evening is over. 
( Ac t 2, p • 50) 

Emotional involvement is an asset to any play and MacDonald 

brings his audience to the brink of tears but wisely denies fulfillment 

through a series of tricks acceptable in dreams. To win tears when 

vision is clouded by Chinchilla's fantasy-death might leave the 

audience feeling foolish once reality has been restored. MacDonald 

preserves his artistic integrity by refusing to yield to the 

temptation, knowing that honest emotion must be preserved for the real 

occasion. 

Chinchilla's unexpected death scene is interrupted by Vatza 

rising from the dead, even more fragmented in speech than before. In a 

fit tingly bizarre tribute by his colleagues that Chinchilla himself 

would applaud, traditional feelings associated with death are averted. 



(THEY INSPECT THE DEAD CHINCHILLA). 
ILYA: God, he was difficult. 
GABRIEL: To know him was to dislike him. You had to know 

MIMI: 

FEDYA: 
GABRIEL: 
MAXIM: 
ILYA: 

FEDYA: 

GABRIEL: 

TAMARA: 

MIMI: 

him really well to despise him. 
Funny. Now he's dead, you can see how much make-up 
he's wearing. Rather a lot. I never noticed 
before. Funny. 
He only looked his best when he was working. 
All queens c.o. 
He looks like yesterday's gardenia. 
I'll be able to wear this jacket every day nOI., 
with a clear conscience. 
Anybody can keep their conscience clear provided 
they use it little enough. 
Great persuaders never have principle--sincerity 
stammers. 
Dinner? I'm so hungry I could pick at a quail. 
(ALL GO OUT EXCEPT MIMI) 
Thank you for being so very, very difficult. (SHE 
KISSES HIM). 

(Act 2, p. 50) 
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The black humor leads the audience to laughter instead of 

tears, preparing them for the climactic final explosion. Chinchilla's 

death was only a hoax, a dream, a sleep--from which he wakes like Sleep-

ing Beauty with Mimi's kiss. Upon learning that the others have gone 

to change for supper, he says, "Change, Change. I suppose we must. 

Not yet though" (Act 2, p. 50), a comment fittingly applicable to art, 

our attitudes toward art and to life itself. The rapidly intensified 

action has, in the main, two effects. First, a sudden spurt of growth 

in a vertical progression serves to complete the portrait of the 

artist. Secondly, the audience is catapulted out of the abstract limbo 

where time is irrelevant, back into a time-oriented reality. The 

series of explosions making up the climax must not only fuel the move-

ment, but must infuse the audience with a sense of urgency concerning 

the brevity of life and art, and the rarity of genius. 
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If he is successful in bringing the audience back to reality, 

perhaps t~ey will accept the logical conclusion to which they have been 

so painstakingly led: don't waste time trying to change the artist or 

even to understand him. Beauty is all that matters. Enjoy the art of 

the genius while you can. All too soon it will be over. 

Character 

Art is a man-made imitation of life, created to delight, to 

stimulate emotion, to make an image--in some way to intensify experi

ence. Most often the artist is viewed as a single individual. Artis

tic forms do exist, however, which require an aggregate of artists 

willing to integrate their talents to create an event. This broad 

spectrum, within whose parameters both ballet and drama are found, is 

known generally as the performing arts. 

Thus a play that proposes to delineate the artistic image will 

have broader resources to draw from by using such a group for its 

model. MacDonald appears to state his case in the opening lines of the 

play when Chinchilla says, "I hardly know where to begin. \.Jherever I 

look. Perhaps the panoramic view would be rewarded" (Act 1, p. 39). A 

seemingly casual, though steady stream of company members follows; each 

will be a part of the picture. 

Drama has been called character in action, for character is the 

medium through which plot is experienced by the audience and abstract 

thought is embodied and given substance. Except for analytical 

purposes, the two are interdependent and inseparable. Simi]nr1y, the 

characters in Chinchilla form an interdependent whole, but \~i til a 
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coherency that goes beymnd that found in a conventional cast of charac-

ters. In a specialized way, the group stands in proxy for a single 

character, the artist, :who is like a mosaic of empathic and conflict

ing character~stics. Despite Chinchilla's obvious function as protago

nist and initiator of action within the company, he cannot be separated 

from his artiptic cohorts. He is as dependent on them as they are upon 

him, 

The r,mainder o£ this section will discuss the functional compo

nents of cre(~ibility, attractiveness and role reciprocity wi thin the 

group and analyze individual characters as to their precise function in 

the plot. 

The 2j.verage playgoer has little experience in the artistic 

world, but l;ike Mimi, he generally has curiosity. When questioned 

about her aClJuisition IOf an inane fact, she replies, "Idle rentier 

women are jackdaws. Any fact as long as it glitters" (Act 1, p. 39). 

In short, the audience ~Iill have little to compare the artistic life on 

the stage wit,h, except I for the odd bits of information they may have 

picked up here and there out of curiosity. MacDonald expects to hold 

audience att~ntion, however, because like jackdaws, they will be 

fascinated by the glitter of the artists moving before them a little 

larger than :~if e: overdressed and vain, beautiful and tempermental, 

idealistic yet deviant dnd sensual. 

Chara~:ters in al play about art and artists should be attrac-

tive. MacDon.ald demonstrates two kinds of attractiveness: the visual 

and the attractive expression of ideas. Visually, the entire cast is 

attractive in. fashionable, well-fitted clothes designed in striking 
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shades of black and whi te. Besides being interesting to look at, the 

clothes make a statement about art, wealth, understatement and taste. 

Throughout the play are comments concerning the youth and beauty of the 

dancers and waiters used by the older members of the company as tools 

in the production of their art. Mimi reveals her wary attitude by 

declaring, "I don't think I like the young very much. They grab at 

anything you give them, and then force you to examine it again, by 

which time it's too late. They've taken it" (Act 1, p. 45). The 

contrast between youth and age is a constant reminder that as youth is, 

the old once were; and in the art of performance, the aging members 

recreate themselves in a heighten~d exchange of glamour. Levka 

explains the process: "Maxim is the image Chinchilla wants and when he 

dances, it will be us out there on the stage: overweight, balding, 

furtive, unattractive us" (Act 1, p. 45). Levka's physical descrip-

tion of the company is countered by the second kind of attractiveness 

found in their exchange of sympathetic feelings and attractive ideas, 

created with wit and style and poetic imagination, here described in 

the group image. 

Role Reci proci t y: Group Image. Statements depicting various 

facets of the group's image are scattered throughout the play. One of 

the first comes from the youthful Maxim voicing the rather distanced 

impression from one who is yet an outsider looking in: 

~lAXIM: . this company isn't a company, it's a snobbish 
clique parading their obsessions regardless of what 
anyone else may wish or think. Or suggest. First 
it was all Holy Mother Russia, then it tottered 
forward into the eighteenth century, and now . . 



When are you all going to realize the world is 
still turning? It's all so old-fashioned: just 
repeating what was successful once. Out of date 
and out of touch. 

(Act 1, p. 50) 
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The significant declarations describing how the machine and all 

of its parts work together come from Chinchilla. 

CHINCHILLA: This company is founded on the talents of every man 
and woman working in it, coming together to create 
something none of them could have conceived, let 
alone achieved, on his own. That is a miracle we 
pull off more times than we have a right to. 

(Ac t 1, p. 50 ) 

Most important perhaps is the perspective Chinchilla gives to their 

contribution to the world of art. 

CHINCHILLA: We have destroyed the whole of the old ballet, and 
created something quite new--a male dancer who does 
more than stand around in wrinkled tights . . • and 
more than that, we have created a dance theatre in 
which to show him off. • • • And you, my dear, are 
just as responsible for that as any of us. 

GABRIEL: Very well, then. And we made a revolution in a 
single e.vening. 

( Ac t 1, p. 50 ) 

\~ith genuine affection, Chinchilla verbalizes the bonds that attract 

and bind the group together. 

We are five people who have known each other since before we 
all started dying our hair. We have gone through trials and 
tortures that make the cellars of the Cheka look like a sanitor
ium, just as we have known pleasures which would make the 
ecstasies of Saint Francis seem a mere faint itch. And we have 
laughed; alone: at each other: all the time. We," together and 
apart, found so much in a scruffy and enchanting world, so much 
that made us so happy, that it was literally beyond our powers 
to keep it to ourselves. Everything in life leaves a taste 
which we want to recall and pass on. And, with the exception 
of Levka and his little paintbox, not one of us had the 
slightest talent for doing so. Chance, perhaps threw us in the 
way of one another, and together we found a way to rid 
ourselves of a desperate inaction. 

(Ac l 1, p. 50) 
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Moreover, he identifies the unique contribution of each indivi-

dual, including his own as composer. 

Gabriel can make money quicker than most people can forge it, 
Ilya can keep people together when most other people would be 
glad if they could keep them apart. Mimi is a supreme cata
lyst who can further human relationships without sacrificing an 
iota of her character, and I? I wanted to be an opera singer-
my teacher said: 'With a voice like yours, you should have been 
a composer.' 

(Act 1, p. 50) 

Chinchilla equalizes with the others by stressing their similarities: 

MIMI: Darling, you're a killer. 
CHINCHILLA: We're all killers, Mimi, or we wouldn't be here: 

now would we? We're the only people we can still 
stand, with any profit or pleasure. 

(Act I, p. 42) 

Nevertheless, their pattern of creative interaction is not 

equal; anyone of the group's members could be replaced without inter-

rupting a production except Chinchilla. "No one is indispensable," he 

said after dismissing Vatza (Act 1, p. 49). Clarification of Chin-

chilla's role in the company falls to Levka's discussion of genius. 

Genius is a very dangerous thing to possess anyway, but doubly 
so if it is not channeled in anyone direction. It comes from 
God. Talent merely comes from the devil and is therefore a lot 
easier to deal with. All that divine energy flashing in the 
void, either has to destroy itself, or since genius is always 
entirely self-centered, destroy other people. Now, since we 
are all an alliance of monsters, he has to get his teeth into 
something less tough .•. The wolf cannot help an appetite for 
meat. 

(Act 2, p. 45) 

As spelled out by Levka, the company is an "alliance" of killer mons-

ters, led by a genius. Occasionally, Chinchilla finds it necessary to 

remind one of his demon-colleagues of the nature of his contribution: 



CHINCHILLA: It would be most unwise to assume that any of them 
know anything about anything. But I do. Like the 
Vatican choir, I may not be able to do it myself, 
but I certainly know how it's done. One must just 
stay awake and ignore the demonic voices whispering 
that everything is all right. 

GABRIEL: There are worse Mephistos around you than I. 
(Act 2, p. 43) 
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When the bonds of dependence strain, Mimi, who truly loves Chinchilla, 

reminds the group in a practical way of his importance in their lives: 

"Has any of you thought what will be left of us when we haven't got an 

overweight Russian faggot around? He's right • • • he has no heirs. 

\ve are the only ones who really need him all the time" (Act 1, p. 42). 

Familial affection is demonstrated within the group through the 

frequent use of the diminutive form of their Russian names, such as 

Seriosha, Ilyusha, Levka Levushka and through Chinchilla's "my dear," 

to all. Both out of love and self-preservation, they try to protect 

Chinchilla by watching for the signs of defection in the current lover. 

They investigate each possible successor more as an endorseme.nt of Chin-

chilla's choice than with the expectation of affecting it. They worry, 

discuss and criticize in much the same manner that a caring family is 

involved with one of its members. 

mm: 
LEVKA: 
MIMI: 
LEVKA: 
FEDYA: 

LEVKA: 

ILYA: 

MIMI: 

Well, what do we think? 
Do we think anything? 
We'd be well advised to. I know the signs. 
What's his name and what is it he does? 
Konstantin, and he's a student of music, in that 
order. 
He'll have about as much love for Seriosha as Herod 
had for children. 
He's a killer, Mimi, got one of those frank, open 
faces to prove it. 
Well, at least we'll be able to talk to him then. 
I'm tired of all those weak people collapsing over 
one like deckchairs. 

(Ac 1 1, p. 42) 
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Chinchilla is 'the divine energy' directing their universe. 

Like a loving and forgiving father, he allows his followers the freedom 

to vent feelings of frustration and resentment within certain limita

tions. They are the elements shaped by their creator into a creative 

whole for the purpose of artistic production. 

The characters in Chinchilla can be grouped into a variety of 

opposites: artistic and inartistic, loving and indifferent, static and 

growing, principled and unprincipled, homosexual and heterosexual. The 

following summary identifies characters to groups and role function 

with regard to art. 

Chinchilla: Artistic genius and leader of the group. The divine energy 

Vatza: 

Levka: 

Tamara: 

that organizes the elements into artistic form. Omnipo-

tent, unchanging, loving, creator, homosexual, promiscuous. 

Artistic genius, a divine energy like Chinchilla but inar

. ticulate, without direction, without love, homosexual. A 

tragic hero moving in the direction of self-knowledge. 

Artistic set and costume designer for the company, and the 

intellectual voice for art, heterosexual. 

with love, especially self-love. 

Has difficulty 

Artistic tool of the creator, accepts her dependence and 

loves the creator as well as others; static, heterosexual, 

promiscuous. 

Maxim-Konstantin: Artistic tools of the creator, static, resentful of 

their dependence, rebellious (fallen angels), unprincipled 

and without love, heterosexual-homosexual, promiscuous. 



Gabriel: 

llya: 

Mimi: 

Nina: 

Fedya: 

Tancredi: 
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Inartistic financial patron of the arts. The voice of the 

public most listened to by the artist, often pedestrian in 

taste, bargains and compromises with the artist. Loves art 

and the artist, heterosexual, promiscuous. 

Inartistic, conventional business manager of contracts, 

salaries and engagements. Nai ve admirer of the artistic 

world, although awkward and ill at ease with it. Exhibits 

growth, loves Chinchilla, heterosexual and faithful. 

Inartistic follower of the creator. Loves unconditionally. 

When all others have forsaken him, she will still be there. 

She is a static character, clairvoyant, a peacemaker, 

loving, heterosexual, faithful, celibate. 

Inartistic, youthful repetition of Mimi, a loving satellite 

to Vatza as Mimi is to Chinchilla. A tragic figure moving 

from ignorance to knowledge, heterosexual, faithful. 

More than inartistic--the real enemy of art, a con artist, 

a xerox machine taking in an observable information, a 

computer programmed with the jargon, hoping to pass himself 

off as divine like Chinchilla. A negative element in the 

company, Fedya is a charlatan and a thief, without love or 

talent or moral principle (devotion to art). A 

Mephistopheles, homosexual, unfaithful. 

The artistic link to antiquity. A missionary from Tasso's 

"Jerusalem Deli vered" (l6th century). 
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Chinchilla. Chinchilla is the god of the artistic universe of 

the Russian ballet. As a god, he is empowered to make discoveries, 

decisions and to restore balance more often than any other character. 

As protagonist, more is said by him and about him. Chinchilla proves 

himself to be a god true to his purpose on earth: to create art, 

letting nothing interfere--not criticism, failure, loss of love, or 

betrayal. The one in terference to art he cannot control, and there-

fore does fear, is death. 

Chinchilla displays all of the heightened passions of a god, 

which he expresses frequently and with astounding clarity. He is 

loving, compassionate, c.1ever, wise and just; and like any just god, 

treats all of his children affectionately and with patience. To Tamara 

who fears she looks frightful, he says: 

CHINCHILLA: You could not look frightful even if you were run 
over by a bus. Here, blow. And for your entrance 
in the second half Levka will make you a wonderful 
costume. You will wear everything that gravity 
allows, and what you can't wear, you can carry. 
And what you can't carry, your maid can. I hope 
she's as strong as you are. 

TAMARA: You spoil me. 
CHINCHILLA: Don't I, though? Now I'll come and watch you so at 

least one of us will be having a nice time. 
(Act 1, p. 41) 

For Ilya, who lacks social grace, Chinchilla looks for the opportunity 

to reward appropriate repartee. 

ILYA: 

CHINCHILLA: 
ILYA: 

Nye po kharoshu mil, a po milu kharosh. (Beauty is 
in the eye of the beholder.) 
Always one with the ready phrase, Ilyusha. 
Why, thank you. 

(Act 2, p. 46) 

Chinchilla's sense of responsibility extends beyond the artists in his 

own company. 



CHINCHILLA: Did you look at that Spanish boy's work? 
LEVKA: Oh, yes. Load of pretentious rubbish. Technique 

of an ape .•• What lunatic underwrote it? 
CHINCHILLA: I did. Levka Levushka, I did. He will be as dead 

in fifteen years time as he is now, but he is my 
contemporary, so I must take notice of him. We 
none of us want to be caught by the tide, do we? 

(Act 1, p. 49) 
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With genuine regard for his followers' well-being, he nevertheless 

rebukes what seems to border on blasphemy. "Gabriel, now you are get-

ting unnecessarily hysterical. Nobody talks to me like that" (Act 1, 

p. 40). Yet another time he asks him, "How dare you speak to me like 

that?" to which Gabriel replies because he doesn't have to live with 

him. When he must, Chinchilla good-humoredly stills their nagging, 

"Grumble, grumble, grumble, and never a kind word for the poor woodcut-

ter. Will you all stop nagging me this instant?" (Act 2, p. 46). 

Gods have long been considered a jealous lot, demanding abso-

lute loyalty. Chinchilla is no dif ferent. The unforgivable sin is 

still betrayal and ends in banishment from his presence. About 

betrayal in general, Chinchilla says "Betrayal is never worth it" (Act 

1, p. 49). And of Vatza's, "Vatza's betrayal of his talent was even 

worse than his betrayal of myself" (Act 1, p. 39). Levka sums up 

several of Chinchilla's most outstanding personal characteristics 

shortly after that event: "I think we are in for the betrayal scene. 

But we should beware of taking it too seriously. Last year's failure 

in Paris didn't help. And success is often even worse--it takes people 

a\·.ray from him. Things only go well when he is needed to help" (Act I, 

p. 49). 
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Mimi, too, recognizes his need, knowing that gods live only for 

as long as they are needed or worshi pped. She knows that he will 

always be needed but never for long. Closely linked to jealousy is 

Chinchilla's fear of death, again pointed out by the intellectual in 

the group. 

LEVKA: PeG pIe will remember him only so long as he lasts. 
You can hang Pablo, or me in a pinch. • and 
music can be played. But the theatre dates so 
quickly and so badly. 

(Act 1, p. 42) 

The foreshadowing of Chinchilla's death comes in the opening scene of 

the playas already pointed out. Even a light banter about death is so 

distasteful to Chinchilla that he becomes petulant and refuses to stay. 

GABRIEL: 

HIMI: 
LEVKA: 
NIMI: 
CHINCHILLA: 

MIt1I: 
CHINCHILLA: 
MINI: 
CHINCHILLA: 

LEVKA: 
CHINCHILLA: 
FEDYA: 

GABRIEL: 

FEDYA: 
GABRIEL: 
MIMI: 

Yes, isn't it amazing? • . not one has any idea 
whose going to get it all when they're gone. 
I thought of taking it with me. 
You mean, just in case. 
You never knm.,r. 
Will you all stop talking about death. It is 
perfectly absurd. 
Have you made a will? 
No, I have not. Now shut up about it. 
No, no, why not? 
Because there is no one whom I consider my heir • • 
• I shall now go and watch those boys--they really 
seem indefatigable. I'm glad to say. Should you 
feel like taking a little time off from your morbid 
middle-class preoccupations, perhaps you would be 
good enough to send a runner to let me know, and I 
shall be delighted to address the assembled company 
on almost any other subject. 
Such as? 
You could try cock (Exit). 
God knows, he's tried enough of it in the last few 
days. 
And if that isn't a morbid preoccupation, tell me 
what is. 
But hardly middle-class. 
It could become so. 
He's really scared of dying. 

(Act 1, p. 42) 
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Beauty is Chinchilla's antidote for death as both observer and 

creator. His obsession with beauty is his most prominent trait, 

affecting all of his decisions and activities. 

CHINCHILLA: I will show what I love with ardour, style and 
impeccable bad taste, whether it is Utopia, or the 
death of Kings, or simply those beautiful young men 
without whom my life is as dryas a nut; so that 
for a moment we can see them, created in our image, 
in the glare of arc lamps, as we should; beautiful, 
clever, just, wise, and alive, and for that moment 
forget that we are ugly, crass, guilty, foolish and 
dying. 

(Act 1, p. 50) 

Chinchilla wishes contentment could be his by merely watching 

beauty when he tells his friends that he used to want three things: "to 

see ballets, to come to Venice every year, and to own a grey pearl. I 

ha ve done all three now. Hhy can't it stop here?" (Act 1, p. 40). 

Observing beauty is never enough; Chinchilla must create beauty as 

well. Hithout the necessary gifts himself, Chinchilla depends on 

others for the raw material. He defines himself to Maxim. 

I am a great charlatan, Maxim, with some charm, more cheek, 
much logic and no principles. In short, everything necessary 
to become a major force in the world of art. but I have no 
real gifts. You have. The gifts I need, the gifts I envy, the 
gifts I love. Show them to me, and I will show them to every
one else. I do not practice love like an anchorite mortifying 
himself, in secret and in silence. I am not a miser. 

(Act 1, p. 47) 

Gabriel, the angel who pays the bills, objects to Chinchilla's creative 

formula, fearing public censure, but reveals Chinchilla's background in 

the process: "I'm extremely sorry that a man of your wide culture, 

taste and education should find his amusements in presenting the spec-

tacle of his lovers, actual or desired, in states of more or less 

undress, on a public stage, and then calling it art" (Act 1, p. 40). 
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Gabriel, on moral grounds, does not care about his taste in lovers, 

saying "Seriosha, if you want to go to bed with the boy, I will buy him 

for you for your name-day" (Act 1, p. 50). With singleness of purpose, 

Chinchilla patiently tries to help his friend grasp artistic moti va-

tion. 

CHINCHILLA: . Share him I must, and when I .•. see him 
painted gold or covered in satjn and diamonds on a 
stage, I have the same excitement that you feel 
entering a restaurant with one of those exotic 
trulls you fill the front row of the balcony with 
every night. Everyone knows he belongs to me. And 
unlike you, I· let him go for three hours every 
evening so that the tide of adoration from two 
thousand people can wash over him. If it so 
happens that we create a fashion in the process, 
well and good. And if we can manage to create a 
work of art, better still. But you must under
stand that even if we did not, that is what I would 
still do, because that is what I want to do, and am 
lucky enough to have the money and the talent to be 
able to do what I want. 

GABRIEL: And, alas, the charm to persuade other people to do 
it. 

CHINCHILLA: Don't resent me, my dear, they tell me that no one 
under hypnosis can be made to do anything they 
would not do in ordinary, not to say normal life. 

(Act 1, p. 41) 

Vulnerability and intuition are traits often assigned as femi-

nine. They are, says MacDonald, traits of the artist as well. 

CHINCHILLA: 
MIMI: 
CHINCHILLA: 

You are a very clever woman. 
So are you. Stay vulnerable. 
None of us are much good if we're not that. 

(Act 1, p. 45) 

CHINCHILLA: He is the image I need. 
GABRIEL: I thought intuition was a woman's quality. 
CHINCHILLA: Then you see what you're missing, don't you? 

(Act 1, p. 50) 

Whether god or consummate artist-teacher, Chinchilla is endowed 

with a sexual curiosity and appetite to match the scale of his role in 
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the world of art. Having tried everything at least once, he is open 

about sharing the stories of his past with wry humor and an explicit 

vocabulary. MacDonald makes the point that the young men of his choice 

are willing partners, gaining more than they give to Chinchilla. In 

short, they are not portrayed as victims of a decadent roue, but rather 

as students who have chosen to follow the master-teacher. 

The components of artistic genius described in Chinchilla might 

be likened to a great work of art; however carefully observed and 

recorded, the mix is so uniquely individualized and rare as to escape 

detection. Though artisans and charlatans may ape the method, they 

only p~oduce genuine reproductions. Artistic genius has no heirs. 

Vatza. Vatza is the foil or contrasting companion of the pro-

tagonist, and like Chinchilla, he too is a god. 

NINA: Oh, he is a genius. As an artist he is incompar
able. But somehow I find it hard to believe that 
he is human. 

(Act 1, p. 42) 

He is that other "divine energy" described by Levka as "flashing around 

in the void" without direction, that will end in destruction either of 

himself or others. His lack of direction is indeed a tragic flaw 

stemming partly from his lack of human feeling. Banished from Chin-

chilla's presence, Vatza destroys himself by going crazy. 

CHINCHILLA (A SIGH): We'd save ourselves a lot of trouble, I 
suppose, if we all died at 30. Look at Vatza. 

MIMI: He did the next best thing. 
(Act 1, p. 45) 

Vatza is a chained and suffering spirit from beginning to end, 

freed only by death from his torment. The first comment about him 

informs the audience that he wanted to dance the "suffering of fettered 
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humanity." Vatza uses the same term, fetters, when describing the 

loneliness of performing. "We are chained to those performances like 

fetters which we do not want to shed; they possess us utterly" (Act 1, 

p. 43). He is imprisoned also by his decision to remain aloof, by 

never explaining himself. 

VATZA: 
NINA: 
VATZA: 

I do not have friends. 
You have talked to me. 
Perhaps because I think you do not understand all I 
say. I would like to talk but people always want 
to pin you down, and I become tired. 

(Act 1, p. 45) 

In contrast, Chinchilla is characterized as a great diplomat, tireless 

in his efforts to keep everyone in his entourage as comfortable and as 

happy as possibie. Chinchilla would teach Vatza the lessons of godhood 

and in fact tries, reaping a minor rebellion. 

CHINCHILLA: Now let us settle this, Vatza. Tamara Fyodorovna 
is deeply hurt. Explain yourself. 

VATZA: I do not have to explain myself to someone who is 
just a prima ballerina. . .• 

CHINCHILLA: •.. Tamara Fyodorovna is not just a prima baller
ina. She is a woman of enormous intelligence and 
distinction, and you are an ill mannered gut ter
snipe. You will apologize at once. 

VATZA: She doesn't understand. You none of you under
stand. 

(Act 1, p. 43) 

Perhaps Vatza' s vague awareness of his own godhood combined with his 

tragic inability to love prevents him from accepting instruction. 

Nevertheless, Chinchilla's love is gr~at enough to fill that void for a 

while. 

Gabriel presents a distanced view of the relationship during 

the early days of Vatza' s metamorphosis: "Reversing the na tural order 

is, God knows, a predilection of yours, and the fact that you have 
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transformed a butterfly of a dancer into a caterpillar of 'a choreo-

grapher must cause you untold pleasure. The boy is twenty-three. As a 

dancer, he is a genius, as a ballet-maker, barely a tqlent" (Act 1, 

p. 40). Chinchilla discloses his more accurate knowledg~ ofl the rela-

tionship. "Will you never under stand? Without me, j1e w,ould have 

remained nothing more, nothing less, I admit, but nothiijg more than a 

very good dancer" (Act 2, p. 43). He tried to help Vatza understand 

the nature of their collaboration: 

There are in the depths of the Brazilian jungle, orchids whose 
organs of generation are so placed that only one E}pecies of 
bee, whose tongue is equally abnormal, can fertilize them. The 
bee depends for its survival upon the orchid, and ~:he orchid 
upon the bee. In consequence, both are extremely I"are.! The 
bee is large, black, lumbering and ugly, but the orch~d, should 
it flower, is the most beautiful flower we can imagine.! Our 
meeting has been fortuitous, and we have shown the Iworld 
something whose rarity cannot be repeated. 

(Act 1, p. 40) 

Because of Vatza's often-rebellious attitude and his inability I to commu-

nicate with the rest of the world, Chinchilla told him, "OnlLy with me 

will you survive. I have never been wrong. Now do what I ask" (Act 1, 

p. 40). 

An easy flow of discussion exists within the grqup ttoncerning 

artistic decisions over set, costumes and dancers, with Chinchilla 

making the final decision. Vatza and Levka are the only two to ever 

challenge Chinchilla on artistic grounds. In the follm,~ing exchange, 

for the sake of expediency, Chinchilla has promised Gabriel he wi 11 

change the end of the ballet. Vatza remains unconvinced. 



CHINCHILLA: 

VATZA: 

CHINCHILLA: 
VATZA: 
CHINCHILLA: 

VATZA: 
CHINCHILLA: 

VATZA: 

That gesture at the end must go. I am aware I said 
it was alright but I'm changing my mind. 
Just because there were a few whistles after it, no 
one objected when the ballet was repeated. 
Yes. I did. 
I'm sorry. It stays as it is. 
Then the ballet will not be performed again. I am 
just as sorry. 
What is the mat.ter with you? Five years ago ••• 
Five years ago I made a revolution. Now it appears 
I have to be content with making a scandal. It is 
not enough. 
This is a revolution. Only you will not realize 
it. 

(Act 1, p. 42) 
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Vatza's inability to compromise deepens his isolation and his anger, 

strengthening his already mutinous spirit. And in rebellion, Vatza 

succumbs to Nina's confidence in her ability to replace Chinchilla's 

inspiration and guidance. Spoiled and tempermental Tamara, with 

surprising tenderness and understanding, tries to deter the ruinous 

event that ends Vatza's career. 

TAMARA: 

NINA: 

TAMARA: 

NINA: 

TAMARA: 

But, my darling, to get married . . . to a man you 
hardly know • • . a complete stranger rea] ly . 
why, you cannot even talk to him. 
I have seen him dancing many times •. I know his 
genius, everything. 
You do not know him as a man. He is utterly 
heartless, I remember telling him of the death of 
his brother ••• he laughed. He is without normal 
feeling. And... Vatza' s friendship with Chin
chilla is more than merely a friendship, you see. 
He cannot possibly be interested in you . • • 
I understand perfectly . but he will change. I 
will change him. 
Then it will be his life you will ruin. 

(Act 1, p. 47) 

Exiled from the only person whose genius matched his own, giving him a 

means of direction, artistic expression and communication, Vatza's 

fragile spirit deteriorates into insanity. 



VATZA: 

NINA: 

I want to cry but God orders me to go on. I am a 
part of God. He is the round complacency of the 
pebble, he is the grain of sand, he is in the water
drop, and in That Man's black hair-dye that used to 
come off all over the pillow; and the pillow was 
him too, and That Man, whose name I do not wish to 
remember how to spell, I love everybody. I live 
everywhere. I do not want possessions. You are 
dead because your aims are death. And I am man 
because God is alive. And in me. 
Come along, Vatza. It's time for your injection. 

(Act 2, p. 50) 
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Vatza's suffering equals now his stature as a god, expiating his 

betrayal, and in the end returns him to Chinchilla who always under-

stood and never stopped loving him. Vatza' s inability to communicate 

coupled with his hubris or pride is the tragic flaw leading to his 

downfall, but like his Greek counterpart, his suffering opens his eyes 

to a greater knowledge of himself. 

Mimi. In the artistic world of gods and followers, Mimi is the 

true believer. Having forsaken all other gods, she blindly follows 

wherever he may lead. She represents a necessity of life to the creat-

ive spirit, unquestioning love. 

CHINCHILLA: 

MUll: 
CHINCHILLA: 

No god was ever much of a marksman. So many people 
to love, and such an atmosphere. One could have 
fallen for anybody. 
I fell for you. 
The god with the arrows is the worst marksman of 
all. 

MIMI: We could have stood failure in one another. 
CHINCHILLA: Could we have stood success? 

( Ac t 2, p. 50 ) 

Loving him as a woman loves a man, Mimi nevertheless accepts willingly 

whatever conditions are necessary in order to remain in his presence. 

CHINCHILLA: I've a nasty suspicion you're trying to reform mc. 
MIMI: And do myself out of a lifelong occupation? 

(Act 1, p. 45) 
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She is singled out for her devotion by being the only person allowed to 

call him Chinchilla to his face. 

Mimi's actual contribution to the company is only vaguely clari-

fied as "the supreme catalyst who can further human relationships 

without sacrificing one iota of her character" (Act 1, p. 50). Her 

"furthering of relationships" seems to be only in Chinchilla's behalf, 

and although Mimi interacts with the rest of the company, her expres-

sions of affection are reserved exclusively for him. 

Gabriel defines her as the "only beautiful woman I know who can 

say 'shit' without putting the rest of her conversation permanently in 

the shade" (Act 2, p. 50). She, herself, obviously feels not quite on 

a par with the others when Gabriel polls them about taking Maxim as the 

star. 

MIMI: 
GABRIEL: 

... But it really has nothing to do with me. 
Rubbish. You're as important as any of us, and you 
know it. 

(Ac t 1, p. 50) 

Chinchilla reveals a loving, caring spirit to all. They in 

turn exhibit love for him and at least one other group member. Fur-

thermore, they talk openly of sexual involvement with someone; all do 

except Mimi. She represents those people who choose to remain sexually 

inactive. Her loving exchange is reserved only for Chinchilla, or in 

his behalf, although she interacts with all. With wisdom and insight, 

she discusses love in general. 

MIr1I: We always over-estimate the love we feel for 
others. 

CHINCHILLA: And underestimate the love others feel for us. 
MIMI: You know you do. 
CHINCHILLA: Where there is love. 



MIMI: 

CHINCHILLA: 

Oh, isn't there always? 
love is unlimited. It's 
ing it that lets us down. 
No, it's imagination does 
and fatal as cyanide. 

Our capacity for giving 
our capacity for receiv-

that. Real as gravity 

(Act 1, p. 45) 
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Appropriately, Mimi's kiss of love is reserved to waken Chinchilla from 

his fantasy death as she says, "Thank you for being very, very 

difficult" (Act 2, p. 50). 

Mimi watches Chinchilla's advances to the young men like an 

indulgent parent, hoping her child will soon grow up. 

CHINCHILLA: 
MIMI: 
CHINCHILLA: 
MIMI: 
CHINCHILLA: 

tvIIMI: 

CHINCHILLA: 
MINI: 
CHINCHILLA: 

MItvlI: 

CHINCHILLA: 

Did I misbehave? 
Would it do any good if I said yes? 
Yes. No. 
Did you have a nice time? 
Over there? Oh yes. So did they. They began 
showing off like baboons the moment I arrived. 
For such a clever man, you're really • • . How can 
you? 
With difficulty, but I still can. 
They're all so worthless. 
To whom? Much depends on whether we are looking 
for similarities or the differences between people. 

They are so pale and helpless. Children. 
Pale and helpless? Those children are black as 
gypsies, in their early twenties, and more than usu
ally tough for their age • of such is the 
Kingdom of Hell. 
To me they are all pale and helpless, and all 
exactly the same. Helplessness is the most attrac
tive quality in those we desire; and the most unat
tractive in those we don't. 

(Ac t I, p. 45) 

Mimi is separated from the others by her clairvoyant vision. Her 

ability to see into the future is referred to in relation to Chin-

chilla's fear of water and a past occasion when she refused to read 

palms. Mimi had warned Chinchilla about watcr but had refused to lell 

Vatza his future. Chinchilla obviously bclieves in her ability to 

foresee the future. She has recognized the god in Chinchilla and his 
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mortality. "He has no heirs," she tries to warn the others. As Chin-

chilla relates an escapade, she replies: 

MIMI: I can see it all. 
CHINCHILLA: You always can, my dear. 

one-eyed, close an eye. 
But in the country of the 

It's a maxim of mine. 
(Act 1, p. 39) 

Chinchilla seems to be warning her not to see too much; to know the 

future is painful. Mimi is a little like the stage manager in Our Town 

who knows that living in the total present is the only way to enjoy 

what life has to offer. She made her decision long ago to be .p 

partaker of the feast. and ignore the sewers. 

MIMI: 

CHINCHILLA: 
MIMI: 

I, for one, intend to eat a very great deal and 
very, very soon. Oh, the wind must be blowing this 
way. You can just her the music from the Regata. 
You can also just smell the sewers. 
Rossini, too. Oh, how lovely. I wonder if anyone 
will ever realise how wonderful it all was. 

(Act 2, p. 50) 

Nina. Like Mimi, Nina is an inartistic woman of feeling. Sh~ 

identifies herself by announcing, "I do always say what I think anp 

feel" (Act 1, p. 47). She too recognizes a god and decides to fo11o\'l 

him. Levka describes her character as "that dear, sweet girl" (Act 1, 

p. 43), while Chinchilla provides the visual image: "She is very beauti·.-

ful. She will wear costumes exquisitely, in the background. I neep 

pay her nothing, she will have a happy but hopeless affair, possibly 

one-sided, with one of the boys, and then she will leave. A perfectly 

acceptable pattern" (Act 2, p. 50). 

Even Chinchilla might under-estimate the power of beauty an~j 

innocence. lVi thout Mimi I s wisdom, however, Nina also represen ts tI](.~ 

childlike notion that art is the actuality, the very object il~ 
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replicates: "But I do know him. I have seen him dancing many times. I 

know his nature, his genius, everything" (Act 1, p. 47). She decides 

she would rather be miserable with Vatza than without him. 

Nina, like Vatza, is a tragic figure moving from youthful 

ignorance to a greater understanding. Her change may be viewed in four 

distinct stages. The first is a destructive, childlike stage in which 

she determines selfishly to possess her god. Thus, Nina separates 

Vatza from Chinchilla, believing that she can take his place and become 

his inspiration and guiding force. 

In her second stage, Nina finds Vatza has escaped the chains he 

forged with her by slipping away into madness. For a time, she 

searches for her lost god, in and out of scenes, calling "Vatza, Vatza" 

(Act 1, p. 47). Accepting her own inability to replace Vatza's loss 

indicates the realistic nature of Nina's third phase. Here, she 

attempts to pull her husband out of his delusions with reminders of 

Chinchilla. 

FUTURE: 
NINA: 
VATZA: 

Do you remember Chinchilla, Vatza? 
Remember . • . yes, yes .•• he •.. remarkable . 
•• he • • • I am different from him. I have a 
heart; I am no longer Vaslav of the Russian Ballet. 
I am Vaslav of God--I love him and God loves me . 
• I am love. You did not want to understand me. 

( Ac t 2, p. 48) 

Realizing, finally, that she cannot undo the damage, Nina tragically 

resigns herself to simply caring for the demented genius. "Come along, 

Vatza, it's time for your injection" (Act 2, p. 50). 

Ilya. Ilya, the practical business manager of contracts, 

salaries, engagements and travel, establishes himself as the conformist 
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in the company by announcing: "I'm going back to the hotel. He may not 

have made up his mind whether or not he has a lover, but I am a married 

man, and this is simply a waste of time" (Act 1, p. 40). With that 

statement, Ilya has declared that he represents those people in the 

arts who are actively engaged in a heterosexual, conventional marriage 

relationship. His clothes, picked out by his wife, are likewise 

conventional if not dowdy. A jacket that Chinchilla particularly 

dislikes becomes the butt of a running thread of humor. 

Li teral-minded Ilya never quite follows where the word-plays 

end up. He is always asking, who, what, why? Nor does he recognize 

the jest in Chinchilla's response to his comment that they must wait 

for Gabriel to tell them how much money they have before deciding on 

what to do next. 

CHINCHILLA: I almost wish he wouldn't come. 
ILYA: I feel I should remind you there is a company under 

contract which has to be paid, and paid for 
dancing. 

CHINCHILLA: Oh, send them all home. 
( Ac t l, p. 39) 

Again, Ilya reveals his naivete when Chinchilla's rage over Vatza' s 

marriage prompts him to fire Vatza by telegram for breach of contract. 

ILYA: 

GABRIEL 
ILYA: 

How can he have broken a contract? He has never 
had one. Why do I have to sign this? Cannot he be 
a ballet-master and still have a rich wife? 

(SAVAGE): Grow up, Ilya. 
What do you mean? I feel about twenty years older 
than I did five minutes ago. 

(Act 1, p. 49) 

Ilya's perceptions about people appear to be no keener than his 

perceptions concerning situations. About Maxim, for instance, he says: 



ILYA: 

LEVKA: 

I didn't feel anything special • you know, 
radiating from him, Maxim. Of course he was very 
shy. 
Shy? About as shy as Messalina on a warm night. 

(Act 1, p. 50) 
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Chinchilla never makes fun of Ilya; rather, he looks for ways 

to encourage his developing sense of humor. In the following exchange, 

he quickly silences Fedya' s unkind remark and compliments Ilya even 

further. 

GABRIEL: 

ILYA: 
CHINCHILLA: 

ILYA: 
FEDYA: 
CHINCHILLA: 

I imagine if you cut most of the juvenile male 
staff of this hotel open, you'd find your room 
number engraved on their heart. 
If they have any 
What I like about you, Ilya, is that underneath 
that fluffy bourgeois exterior you inflict on us, 
you are a real bitch. 
I have been taught by masters. 
That's a quotation. 
Don't spoil it. He must all pick up our cuI ture 
where we can . . • and Ilya is the only one of you 
with real tact. None of the rest of you could have 
stayed married for this long, and never tried to 
intrude their partners into our circle. 

Mimi, who is most like Ilya in gentleness of spirit, .comments on one of 

his most original efforts: 

LEVKA: 
FEDYA: 

ILYA: 
MIMI: 

What's his name and what is it he does? 
Konstantin, and he's a student of music, in that 
order. 
Probably more Inconstantin my opinion. 
Ilya, I really do believe you made a joke. 

( Ac t 2, p. 48) 

Ilya is one of the characters revealing inner growth. That 

growth is maximized in his astute recognition of Fedya's diabolic soul, 

when he says to him, "Did you start all this?" (Act 2, p. 4), following 

Chinchilla's reunuciation of Maxim. His persistent, supporti vc 

development in humor and perceptiveness results from Chinchilla's 

caring tutelage. 
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Gabriel. A bond exists between the artist and the public based 

upon a fair exchange of love and respect, money and art. Gabriel 

represents the public half of. that arrangement. An integral part of 

performance, he is an outsider-insider; as a spectator, often 

superficial, crude and hypocritical, he is nevertheless caring and lets 

the artist have his own way, though not without a struggle. 

The play begins with company members wondering what to do next 

but awaiting Gabriel's arrival to tell them how much money they have 

before deciding. He comes exuding an air of businesslike importance 

and proceeds to argue, demand, plead and bargain with Chinchilla over 

his use of Maxim, insisting "I don't like delivering ultimata •.. I'm 

only interested in saving money and his reputation . • but don't, 

don't, don't, I implore you, set the whole future of the company at 

risk, for someone who is, after all, at best a decorative joke" (Act 2, 

p. 43). The audience witnesses the control money and reputation wield 

over Gabriel's artistic attitude through the entire Vatza episode. 

What he would like to effect is a change in Chinchilla's predilection 

for combining love and art. Therefore, following a scandalous opening 

night, Gabriel's comment is crudely negative, "the only success Vatza 

is likely to achieve from now on is face down in your hotel room" 

(Act 1, p. 40). Much later, after Vatza is an established success, 

Gabriel pleads to get him back: "I must beg you to sink any 

differences, real or imagined, and ask him to come back . I'm not 

talking to you as the man who has just lost a great deal of money in 

trying to realize your grandiose schemes to make your lover [Maxim) 3 

great choreographer. I'm talking .... " (Act 2, p. LI 3). 
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Although Chinchilla stands his ground firmly over the point, he 

reassures Gabriel's importance when he tells him there is: 

CHINCHILLA: None I listen to more closely. You are sometimes 
wrong, but never mistaken. 

GABRIEL: And you? 
CHINCHILLA: You guessed. Sometimes mistaken, but never wrong. 

CHINCHILLA: You are obstinate. 
GABRIEL: No. You are obstinate. 

not the same thing. 
I am persistent. It is 

( Ac t 2, p. 43) 

Chinchilla's description of Gabriel, in a larger sense, might serve 

also to describe his relationship to the public: "Gabriel, I am only 

interested in people if they are either beautiful, clever, funny or 

rich. Now you are three of these things. Don't be greedy. I couldn't 

make you a great dancer. But someone with the other one anyone, 

if they needed me and I by implication loved them. \ve ha ve our new 

phenomenon" (Act 2, p. 43). In esse'nce, Chinchilla reminds Gabriel 

that inspiration does not come from the public. "It isn't everyone who 

can fertilize the sacred cow" (Act 2, p. 43). 

Not wanting to alienate the "angel" with the money, Chinchilla 

often details to Gabriel the artistic process of which sharing the 

loved one with the public is an important step. But when the "wheeling 

and dealing" is over, Chinchilla, that is to say the artist, must have 

his way on major issues if artistic integrity is to be preserved. 

Compromise on minor issues is well within his expectations. 

CHINCHILLA: We shall see each other at the theatre this even
ing, then. Oh, and Gabriel, if I tell Vatza not to 
use his hands, you will tell the guardians of 
public morals that he is doing press-ups and has 



GABRIEL: 

put the veil beneath him because the ground is 
damp. We have our scandal. 
You know, I had quite forgotten what I came for. 

(Act 1, p. 41) 

Gabriel's Jewish heritage is the source of some humor. 

Donald pays tribute of a kind through Chinchilla's comment: 

Still, how grateful we should be for the Jews. Apart from 
being the only people left in the world with any conception of 
charity, they are also the only ones who are still prepared to 
lift a finger for art in any practical sense. They're 
like actors. Whatever you can say about the one, you can about 
the other. That mixture of good manners and impertinence which 
comes of courting favour and accepting disrespect. 

(Act 1, p. 48) 
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Mac-

At one point, Chinchilla requests that Gabriel, the outsider, 

share a piece of gossip: 

CHINCHILLA: Oh, Gabriel has a story. 
GABRIEL: He has? 
CHINCHILLA: About Tamara Fyodorovna and the . (Gesture of 

decollete). Racontez. 
GABRIEL: Yes, yes. I was in Petersburg for the Gala last 

month, tremendous house. 
(Act 2, p. 46) 

As the man with his ear to the heartbeat of the public, Gabriel's place 

in the company has been reaffirmed. 

Levka. For every character, MacDonald provides a counterpart. 

The contrast between the two serves to clarify and more fully define 

both characters. Chinchilla and Vatza are such a pair, as are Mimi and 

Nina, or Tamara and Maxim. 

In the case of Levka, dialectical contrast is provide by both 

Gabriel and Chinchilla. Levka represents the artistic, intellectual 

Jew to Gabriel's rich investor-patron Jew. But whi Ie much is made of 

Gabriel's Jewishn~ss, Levka's is revealed only by implication, as Chill-

chilla recounts the evening of "missionary zeal" when Levka took Val2Ll 
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and him to a brothel. Chinchilla got even by telling Levka that "all 

great artists were queer, and he [Levka] retaliated by telling me they 

were all Jews. God, what an evening" (Act 1, p. 45). 

Levka's likeness to Chinchilla is apparent in Chinchilla's 

compliment to his superior intelligence: "Let us step into another 

world and talk of lighter things" (Act 2, p. 43), and to his talent: 

"with the exception of Levka and his little paintbox, not one of us had 

the slightest talent" (Act 1, p. 50). Levka himself knows that he is 

good enough to sell his work when he discusses the ephemeral nature of 

performance, saying that music can be played and art hung, his own 

included. 

Levka's superior talent and intellect make him a second foil to 

the protagonist. The depth of his understanding of artistic genius and 

talent and the origins of both, reveals also his knowledge of his own 

place in the scheme of things. Artistically, he strives to please Chin-

chilla, conceding usually to his judgment • 

LEVKA: 
CHINCHILLA: 

LEVKA: 

• • . I'm glad you like the set. 
Mmm. The house worried me. It's too grand. It 
should look more like Otto's house in Bloomsbury. 
That is a plain, and to be frank, poky London town 
house. Hardly the Great Outdoors you asked for. 
Anyway, if we like the trees like the ones I showed 
you on the way here, you'll only see the house as a 
shadow at the back. You may be right. Leave it to 
me. 

( Ac t 1, p. 47) 

Intellectually, Levka's is the aesthetic voice second only to 

Chinchilla's. But while Chinchilla's ideas ring with a variety of 

emotion from humor to wit to passion, Levka's speech is characterized 

by succinctly phrased bits of wisdom, often lacking jn humor: "The weak 
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have their weapons too, don't forget. They make themselves your 

responsibility by taking your advice" (Act 2, p. 48). In this 

instance, Levka's cool profundity closed the scene. His theorizing 

tends to distance or calm the emotional level being generated, as when 

Gabriel complains after a heated debate with Chinchilla . 

GABRIEL: 

LEVKA: 

GABRIEL: 

LEVKA: 

• The moment I come near him--worry, expense, 
friction. 
Friction is the mechanical principle of the uni
verse. Without it, everything just slides onto the 
floor. 
I feel this is a folly which I have not the right 
to commit. 
Very prettily put .... 

(Act 2, p. 45) 

MacDonald uses one of Levka' s mocking summaries as a lull before the 

storm to directly precede Chinchilla's explosive reaction to the news 

of Vatza's marriage, thus setting it up for greater impact. 

LEVKA: I think we are in for the betrayal scene, but we 
should beware of taking it too seriously. Last 
year's failure in Paris didn't help. And success 
is often even worse--it takes people away from him. 
Things only go well when he is needed to help. 
Anyway I think the bloom is rather off the grape as 
far as Vatza is concerned. Oh, he'll manage to put 
the whole blame onto the wicked foreign enchant
ress. He won't like to admit that the great diplo
mat has been outsmarted by a girl of twenty-three. 

CHINCHILLA: Ilya!! You will send a telegram full rate to the 
theatre in Montevideo. Take this down. In reply 
to your telegram I wish to inform you • the 
management considers that by refusing to dance in 
ballet Carnaval you have broken your contract 
we will therefore not require your further serv-
ices. 

(Act 1, p. 49) 

Near the end of the play, when emotions are building to a climact:ic 

pitch, Levka's usefulness as a cooling agent is essentially over. 

MacDonald simply removes him from the play, at least as a speaker. 
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The flippant sarcasm directed toward Chinchilla's emotional 

traumas is typical of much of Levka' s speech, pointing perhaps to a 

defense strategy hiding his own lack of feeling. On the surface, Levka 

appears as the least emotional member of the group even in his sexual 

preference which may be considered, by current standards, the most 

bizarre of the company. 

CHINCHILLA: • The fact that Levka finds his ecstasies in 
being tied up and lambasted by massive Teutonic 
wardresses in second empire corsets hasn't affected 
his sense of colour much, would you say, hardly 
indicative of an ongoing, loving relationship, 
regardless of the thrills. 

(Act 1, p. 41). 

Levka's rigid control only breaks down momentarily when Chin-

chilla casts aspersions on one of his creative efforts. 

LEVKA: I had an idea about Vatza in bed this morning. 
CHINCHILLA: How very suitable. If surprising. 
LEVKA: Here. It's just a scribble. 
(ILYA COMES ON). 
CHINCHILLA: Yes, yes, yeees .. nooo, noo. No, No. Quite 

impossible. _ 
LEVKA: . What do you mean? It's a very good costume. 
CHINCHILLA: I'm sorry Levushka. It won't do at all. It looks 

ridiculous. And those trousers will make his arse 
look like a sea-lion's. 

LEVKA: Oh, really. Seriousha. don't be so bloody irri
tating. If you've got enough talent to be able to 
see that I've got a good deal more, then for 
Christ's sake leave me to exercise it, and stop 
wafting Mitsouko down the back of my neck all the 
time. I'm sorry: I don't feel any too tightly 
wrapped today. It's the curse, or something. 

(Act 1, p. 47) 

In this brief display of emotion, Levka has been defensive 

about his art, angry at Chinchilla, then angry at himself for bping 

angry at Chinchilla, and apologetic, ending finally with a flippant 

whiplash for himself. One might derive from the speech. the brooding, 
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deeply sensitive nature of a maQ so fearful of emotional pain that he 

chooses to be an observer rather than a participator of life, a failing 

that denies him the genius statu~ of a god~ 

Maxim. 

LEVKA: .•• He has the body of a!god, certainly; the mind 
of a peahen, pro~ably; the constitution of a steam 
roller, with luqk; and . I. • perhaps. • the 
sense to do what he is told. 

(Act 2, p. 43) 

Maxim represents the begutiful, talented god-image Chinchilla 

needs to replace Vatza as lover and inspiration of his creative work. 

Right now he is provincial, Chiflchilla says, but "in six months time, 

his own mother won't know hinl," and "in nine months time," he joins 

Gabriel, "Nobody will know him" (Act 2, p. 43). 

Unfortunately for Chinchilla, Maxim loves only himself. 

AN INTERVIEW--PRESENT: 
GABRIEL: Do you love him, Maxim? 
MAXIM: Mmmm? 
GABRIEL: You heard? 
MAXIM: Yes. 
GABRIEL: Yes, you heard, or yes, you love him? 
MAXIM: Must I? 
MIMI: Yes, you must. If we are all to survive, includ

ing you. 
(Act 1, p. 48) 

Maxim also belongs to the category of fallen angels--those 

artists who have known and accep~ed the true god, and then denied him. 

He will end in exile, like Vatza. 

The first time Maxim op~ns his mouth, he marks himself as a 

rebel. "How can you say it's [the day] so Iperfect? We are exiles from 

our own land, which is being tora apart by: revolutionaries" (Act 1, p. 

39). Every speech Maxim utters i~ an argument. He dislikes rehearsing 
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and objects to traditional ballet: "I am suggesting that our work take 

some account of what is going on in the world. In Russia. Last year's 

revolution may have failed. Next year's won't" (Act 1, p. 45). Also 

objectionable to him is how much Chinchilla tips the waiters, audition-

ing to music, shaving the armpits, working without a contract, and 

dancing slave roles. 

Maxim is not well liked by the rest of the company. When 

Gabriel asks for a company vote, they do not support Maxim. Chinchilla 

overrides the veto and he is accepted. 

The major preoccupation of Maxim's life appears to be his body 

and getting a tan. 

MAXIM: Mimi, put some oil on my back. 
CHINCHILLA: Please? Please? Please? 
MAXIM: Please. 

. (Ac t 1, p. 45) 

He is always in a state of undress, eliCiting remarks about his good 

looks. 

(ENTER MAXIM) 
MIMI: I must say, people of that age do look nice wet. 
CHINCHILLA: Even wet people look nice at that age. 

(Ac t 1, p. 45) 

And when Levka says of him, "Very pretty, but what does it do?", Mimi 

replies, "Beautiful" (Act I, p. 50). Tamara, too, finds him attrac-

tive, calling him "Adonis." With Fedya' s encouragement, Maxim will 

eventually betray Chinchilla for a woman. 

Konstantin. The future line of action in which Konstantin 

figures as lover to Chinchilla is hazy. Likewise, Konstantin is a pale 

shadow of Maxim. He is not fleshed out as a character because each 

successive lover will have some characteristics of previolls lovers. 
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Thus, the carryover is sufficient. He is young, Russ,ian, a composer 

this time, and smart enough to recognize the shark in Fedya • 

FEDYA: 

KONSTANTIN: 
FEDYA: 
KONSTANTIN: 
FEDYA: 
KONSTANTIN: 
FEDYA: 
KONSTANTIN: 
FEDYA: 
KONSTANTIN: 
FEDYA: 

KONSTANTIN: 
FEDYA: 

KONSTANTIN: 
FEDYA: 

• . • I like your act, but don't give up your day 
job. 
What do you do here? 
Here? 
With them. 
See to things. 
Oh. 
How old are you? 
How old are you? 
You don't want to make an enemy of ~e. 
Statement or question? 
Statement. And don't get smart. I aan be very 
useful. 
Oh? 
There are sharks in these waters. Iii you can't 
swim, stay on land. 
Are you a good swimmer? 
I stay afloat. And I think that metalPhor' s been 
done to death now. .. Just mak~ sur!e you don't 
outstay your welcome. You need him, and he needs 
you, but if you haven't anything else to sell, 
don't try to put too high a price Qn your absence. 
He's not amenable to that sort of blackmail. The 
others never really found that out; love is vulner
able, but so is grief, and we forg~t both, however 
hard we try not to. 

( Ac t +, p. 48 ) 

Tamara. Tamara is the counterbalance to Ma,im, and like him is 

an artistic element used by the composer in the past. The following 

conversations describe her: 

CHINCHILLA: 
GABRIEL: 

CHINCHILLA: 
TAMARA: 
CHINCHILLA: 
TAMARA: 
CHINCHILLA: 
TAMARA: 

CHINCHILLA: 

Well, Tamara's pushing thirty. 
Pushing it? She's hanging on to it for: dear life. 
Poor Tamara. Hello, Tamara. . . . Tamara Fyodo
rovna, how divine. 
Overdressed as usual. 
I have responsibilities. 
To your dressmaker? 
To my lover. 
And who is he at the moment? 
I have no idea, but when he appears you ~ill be the 
first to know. 
What about the King of wherever it was? 



TA~IARA: 

CHINCHILLA: 
TAMARA: 

He made impossible demands of me. 
Really? You must be losing your touch. 
Darling, who else would I permit to 
things? 

say 

(Act 1, p. 41) 
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such 

She shares with Maxim certain superficial traits such as a 

preoccupation with her looks, excessive pride and promiscuity. She is, 

in fact, the epitome of the rich, famous, spoiled darling of the 

theatre. 

TAMARA: 
LEVKA: 
TAMARA: 

ILYA: 

Levka, what am I going to wear? 
I thought a few diamonds. 
Mine are traveling separately. But I have had two 
catalogues made, and the bank only needs to know 
the number for any piece to be sent at twenty-four 
hours' notice. Ilya, my one true friend, you will 
arrange everything beautifully as ever, I know. 
Princesse. 

(Act 2, p. 46) 

Unlike Maxim, however, Tamara thrives on love, and her love for 

Chinchilla is unquestioning. She tries to explain to him her diffi-

culties in trying to work with Vatza. 

TAt-lARA: 

CHINCHILLA: 

TAMARA: 
CHINCHILLA: 
TAMARA: 
CHINCHILLA: 

Even I cripple myself undoing years of train
ing. Because I love you. But he must love me too. 
I ask a simple question and he flies into a stupid 
sulk and leaves the room. 
He finds it hard to find the words sometimes to say 
what he wants. 
Indeed? I do not. 
He needs you. 
Like hole in sock. 
No, my darling, you are his lifeline. He is break
ing away from all the traditions, and only an 
artist of your calibre can keep his feet on the 
ground. 

(Act 1, p. 43) 

Fiercely loyal to her friends, Tamara has genuine affection for 

Nina. With her, she drops the affectations of the tempestuous artist. 
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TAMARA: I know your 
hospitality of your 
pest. You have been 
that, as you know • 
discreet service for 

pa ren t s, ha ve been gi ven the 
family in Vienna, even Buda
very kind to me, and more than 

you have performed a very 
me. 

( Ac t 1, p. 47) 

Tamara tries valiantly to dissuade Nina from her disastrous 

alliance with Vatza. When she realizes that is not possible, she holds 

out her arms to Nina, who is now in tears, and takes her out. The main 

difference between Tamara and Maxim is that he is a charlatan and she 

is not. 

Tancredi. Every civilization known to man has left artistic 

record of its culture. Some of the earliest comments about the artist 

are found in the writings of Plato. In the second act, MacDonald uses 

a quotation from Plato's the Phaedrus which functions as a link between 

the twentieth century artist and his ancient beginnings. The quotation 

read by Tancredi, a crusader out of Tasso's 16th century epic poem, 

"Jerusalem Delivered," is a statement of the very problem the play 

addresses. The artist is still promiscuous, given to excess, and in 

general, is an unworthy citizen. Must he again be cast out, or will 

man after 2500 years heed the crusader and decide to tolerate the 

unchanging artistic nature that he might enjoy the beauty of art? 

Tancredi's tenuous presence is foreshadowed only minutes before 

his speech when Chinchilla is left alone on stage, picks up a book and 

reads. Future sequences begin to intersperse with the present, in an 

event titled "A Dream." Tancredi appears for the first time, as if 

from nowhere, picks up a book and reads aloud. llya comes in looking 

for Chinchilla, sees Tancredi and demands "\.Jhat are you doing here?" as 
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though he knows him. Tancredi can only point and nod to Ilya's ques-

tions. As a representative of past literature, he is understandably 

distant, speaking only through the printed word. Yet he appears to 

wait for Chinchilla, perhaps to escort his passage into death, turning 

into a waiter when it becomes apparent that "it is not over yet." 

Fedya. Fedya, the nondescript secretary, secretive doer of 

foul deeds, unnamed charlatan and covetous hypocrite, is the antithesis 

of art. From Chinchilla's consummate genius to the composite perform-

ing artist comprised of the entire group, Fedya is a constant danger 

and a villain. As the antagonist, Fedya strengthens the position of 

art by disclosing how subtly the forces of evil thwart and destroy from 

within. Fedya is the unidentified enemy who reveals himself most by 

what he fails to do. He fails to exchange affection or even friendli-

ness with another person, and is equally reticent about his past. 

FEDYA: 
CHINCHILLA: 
FEDYA: 
CHINCHILLA: 
FEDYA: 

I felt like that when I was arrested once. 
You never told me about that. 
It never came up. 
Well, it has now. 
Has it? 

( Ac t 1, p. 40 ) 

Fedya's often fawning behavior goes unnoticed except by Chin-

chilla, who asks "Why doesn't someone give me a drink?" (Act 1, p. 39). 

While company members continue talking without interruption, Fedya 

quietly slips a drink into his hand. In a characteristically kind 

inquiry, the always observant Chinchilla suggests Fedya's negative 

role. 

CHINCHILLA: I never know what you're 
with us, but not of us. 
this crowd of ululating 
voice is apt to get lost. 

thinking. You seem to be 
Of course, surrounded by 

maenads, the still small 
Are you happy? 



FEDYA: Yes. 
CHINCHILLA: You're rapidly making yourself indispensable. And 

anyone who does that is up to no good. Are you get
ting what you want? 

FEDYA:. I am very happy. 
(Act 2, p. 45) 
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He cannot answer Chinchilla's question are you getting what you 

want, because he covets most to be Chinchilla himself. He prepares 

himself as heir-apparent by affecting all of the observable traits: 

Chinchilla does not swim, Fedya does not swim, Chinchilla has a grey 

pearl, after his death Fedya has the pearl, Chinchilla engages in 

clever repartee and gossip (but is never unkind), Fedya tries, 

interrupting for attention, scolding for silence and ends more caustic 

than funny. Chinchilla is openly and happily homosexual--Fedya is a 

closet homosexual within a group that could not care less what he is. 

The clues to his undeclared sexual status are given away by Chinchilla 

on several occasions. For instance, when he tells Fedya to call one of 

the waiters and Fedya asks "which one?", Chinchilla replies "You know 

perfectly well which one. Don't be irritating." Fedya talks to them 

in Italian and Konstantin enters (Act 2, p. 46). Another time Chin-

chi1la says: "You know, that boy is really very appetizing. I shall go 

and watch for a while. Fedya, come with me--if you're there he may 

look in my direction" (Act 1, p. 39). Chinchilla often declares that 

although he is an artist, he is without talent and must, therefore, 

draw upon the talents of others. Fedya offers a failure story, proving 

that he too is untalented. but in the telling divulges his own past 

infatuation with Vatza. 



I remember doing a painting of Vatza on the beach, exactly 
where we are sitting. I had been reading Death in Venice, on 
holiday in Lesbos, so suitable, and everything was classical 
and noble and pure and pretty boring in retrospect I suppose-
anyway there was Vatza in an orange bathing slip I had bought 
him the day before standing gesturing like the boy at the end 
of Death in Venice. . .. It would have done all right as a 
postcard. The only trouble was I painted it life sized. 

(Act 1, p. 42) 
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Fedya is marked an outsider to the group only by implication 

through exclusion from decision-making discussions and from Chin-

chilla's rundown of who does what for the company. Interestingly, in 

the three interviews with lovers, in which the group tries to insure 

some degree of security for Chinchilla, Fedya sows dissension when he 

makes concluding statements contrary to their purpose to each of the 

young men. 

To Vatza: 
FEDYA: 

To Maxim: 
FEDYA: 

Those qualities that went to make you a legend 
could hardly serve to make you a good companion. 

(Act 1, p. 39) 

You are an artist. There is no reason for you to 
do anything you do not want to do. 

(Act 1, p. 47) 

To Konstantin: 
FEDYA: It doesn't matter. As long as you retain the power 

to act on whatever decisions you make. 
( Ac t 2, p. 48 ) 

People like Fedya, devoid of human feelings as they are, may 

learn the jargon and the posturing of artists, but they will never be 

creators in their own right as long as self-aggrandizement is their 

motivating force. 

Konstantin perceives Fedya's resentment at his subservient 

position. 



FEDYA: 
KONSTANTIN: 
FEDYA: 
KONSTANTIN: 

• whatever you are, you need him. They all do. 
And you don't? 
Oh, yes. Me too. 
And you don't like it. 

(Act 2, p. 48) 
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As antagonist, Fedya introduces the major traumatic obstacles to Chin-

chilla and therefore to art. Like Christ, Chinchilla is not blind to 

the Judas in their midst. They acknowledge each other by name in their 

religiously connotative exchange. 

CHINCHILLA: Ah, the infant Mephistopheles, back from civili
zation .•. 

FEDYA: • deli vered in la vish if sca brous detail by 
what must be the most boring man in Europe since 
God, [TO CHINCHILLA] No, I don't mean you, of 
course, another one. 

(Act 1, p. 49) 

Fedya is the bearer of bad news whenever betrayal is in the air. The 

following dialogue suggests he even goes out of his way to be an 

informer. 

CHINCHILLA (LOOKING UPSTAGE): Oh, my God, they've got a girl 

FEDYA: 
CHINCHILLA: 
FEDYA: 

CHINCHILLA: 
FEDYA: 
CHINCHILLA: 
FEDYA: 
CHINCHILLA: 
FEDYA: 

CHINCHILLA: 

FEDYA: 

CHI N CHI LLA : 

FEDYA: 

now. 
Oh, that's the one Maxim •• 
The one Maxim what? 
Nothing. Oh, he was talking to her in the bar last 
night. 
When? He was with me all evening. 
I think it must have been after you went to bed. 
Who is she? 
I've no idea. Do you want me to find out? 
No. What on earth for? 
I could easily find out. If it would put your mind 
at rest. 
My mind is perfectly at rest as it is, thank you. 
Why ever not? Does Maxim know her well? 
I've seen him talk to her two or three times. No 
more. I think he lent her something to read. 
Don't be ridiculous. He can't read. \.JeU, he 
doesn't. 
Oh, quite a lot, I think. When he's on his own. 

(Act 2, p. 45) 
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By letting the arch enemy of art, and therefore of light and 

right, go unpunished, MacDonald suggests several possibilities. Sooner 

or later, some like Fedya will reveal themselves to the world as 

charlatans, while others will go on as quite useful tools of the 

artist. Many charlatans, of course, are never caught. They continue 

the deception: passing themselves off as a "real" artist. They either 

vulgarize or utterly destroy the artistic product. 

Summary 

A performing company is made up of individuals drawn together 

by common interests, love and chance. They work together under the 

guidance of benevolent dictator whose broad view of the artistic 

endeavor enables each one to achieve the intense concentration neces

sary to perform his specialized task. Those tasks include an 'angel' 

or backer to pay the bills, an honest business manager, a first-rate 

designer, talented performers, secretaries. Company members must func

tion, from time to time, in various group roles such as peacemaker, 

supporter, idea man, questioner. A creative director will capitalize 

on the talents of his staff, intuitively getting many of his best ideas 

from them in the give-and-take discussions in which he must be as open 

to their criticism as they are to his. They must feel their talents 

are appreciated and well used. Despite the need for equality on the 

one level, the truly artistic leader and teacher is watchful that no 

one usurps his power. 

Out of this mood of intellectual freedom and stimulation, 

discipline and love, high art is sometimes born, sometimes a scandal, 

sometimes merely a fashion, on rare occasions all three. Friction, 
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chance, intuition, talent, passion, money, ideas, organization, rehear

sal, laughter, audience: these are the ingredients for art. The exact 

formula is unknown. 

Thought 

The sources, nature and abuses of creativity are ancient themes 

found in the Socratic dialogue, the Phaedrus, by Plato. The issues 

raised in this ancient work are as compelling today as they were in 

Athens 500 years before the birth of Christ. MacDonald grapples with 

the same notions from his twentieth century perspective. Basic to both 

authors is the idea that the artist is gifted with a kind of divine 

madness. How he develops and uses his gifts is up to him. Plato sug

gests two available paths: one the path of surface art and technique 

led by the false wooer of the masses, the other the path of artistic 

integrity. Should the artist choose the latter, he again has two 

choies. He may be a seducer of his proteges and the masses, or 

ideally, he may elect to be their guide. 

Passion is always the end, in the pursuit of the higher art, 

but must be subject to the intellect. The test of the artist, then, is 

to subordinate passion and become a guide for the young initiates and 

an example to the public. The artist embracing the higher art becomes 

the divine teacher of lovers, poets, priests and prophets. The artist 

who does not adopt this view is condemned to the path of surface art 

and becomes the false wooer of the masses, confounder of their minds 

and corrupter of their spirits. Do not be seduced by outward 
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appearances is the message of the Phaedrus; rather, look for a balance 

between passion and intellect. 

Acquaintance with the Phaedrus is not mandatory to appreciate 

these concepts presented in MacDonald's modern dialogue. Chinchilla 

could stand alone, without reference to its ancient source. Mac-

Donald's inclusion of a passage from the Phaedrus, however, is struc-

tured into the play to achieve high dramatic value. The ideas found in 

the excerpt are reinforced by an enactment preceding delivery of the 

passage. The scene, a romantic idyll is in the grand manner of the 

German opera Tristan and Isolde. Chinchilla leads Konstan tin, the 

willing sixteen-year-old waiter of earlier scenes, across the moonlit 

sands to the edge of the sea and out of sight. With the stage cleared, 

Tancredi walks center stage. Using a Renaissance crusader to deliver a 

message in the heightened language from the past is like turning the 

theatre into a centuries-old cathedral and asking for a word of prayer 

from God himself. The playgoer may not recognize the speaker or the 

voice, but the ring of a higher authority is unmistakable. 

A DREAM: 
(TANDREDI 
TANCREDI: 

picks up a book and reads). 
Phaedrus, you must know that the only thing that is 
both divine and visible is beauty, and it is there
fore the artist's way to the spirit. But we cannot 
walk the perilous path of beauty without Eros as 
our companion and guide. We may be heroic, discip
lined, proud, but Love is always our craving and 
our shame. You will see from this, that no artist 
can ever be a worthy citizen. We must be promiscu
ous, roam wide over all the fields of sensation. 
Our mastery of style is folly, our reputation 
pretence, and other's belief in us a farce. Our 
concern with beauty leads us to detachment, and to 
preoccupation with form, and thence to intoxication 



and desire, and to an excess which is the very oppo
site of the beauty we admire. And that, too, leads 
to the pit. We who are artists, Phaedrus, have, by 
our natures, a treacherous proneness to side with 
beauty, not with excellence, but with excess. And 
now Ilea ve you. When you can no longer see me, 
you go too. 

(Act 1, p. 49) 
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By positioning the quotation in the quiet just before the 

climax, MacDonald has made it the "eye of the hurricane," insuring a 

much stronger impetus for the climax. Moreover, Plato's words serve as 

a rhetorical peroration by forcefully summing up the major arguments 

and giving the audience a moment to reflect upon them before the 

onslaught of the climax. 

This passage both parallels and contrasts with Chinchilla's 

curtain speech from the first act, where MacDonald directs the message 

of the play to that segment of the public engaged in criticism of the 

artist, not the art. 

I have now kept silent for a considerable time, while I allowed 
myself to be screamed at by a bunch of treacherous harpies whom 
I had hitherto erroneously supposed to be my closest friends, 
and I am now going to make a speech, of some length, and I 
hope, more clarity. I wish never to have to make it again, so 
you had better listen. 

(Act 1, p. 50) 

Plato's thesis that the pursuit of beauty leads to excess is reinforced 

by Chinchilla but carried a step further in logic by the suggestion 

that excess is not necessarily damaging to art, and just might be essen-

tial. 

Art can rest on sinister foundations, and has the most intimate 
knowledge of sickness. They are both the product of excess, 
and there is nothing anyone can do about that. The single
minded concentration of an artist works l.ike a cancer, and 
passion absorbs utterly. Passion for reform, passion for 



power, passion for beauty, a thirst to show, a lust to tell, a 
rage to love. It is the only voice we can still trust in a 
complicated expensive world. 

(Act 1, p. 50) 
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Plato pointed to the choices and balance by which the true art-

ist is recognized, while MacDonald's dialogue is aimed at the concept 

of art for art's sake. Perhaps his major contribution to artistic 

comprehension, whether audiences decide ultimately to heed or reject 

his argument, is the informed choice MacDonald offers. In his 

explication for the twentieth century, he discusses the artist-audience 

relationship, revolutions and scandals in art and pornography, sexual-

ity, beauty, artistic loneliness. 

MacDonald's dialogue is the distillation of a universe in which 

art is god and the artist-genius--the savior of the world, his 

disciples, the members of- his company, helping him spread the gospel of 

truth and beauty. In MacDonald's morality, love and passion go hand in 

hand with the artist as necessities of life, like food and drink to the 

rest of mankind. To whom or where the passion is directed must always 

be a matter of individual taste because "with passion, it is quality 

that counts" (Act 1, p. 42). If passion as an adjunct to art is moral, 

then immorality is anything that thwarts or destroys art. Immoralities 

may occur by chance or through ignorance. Evil in the world of art is 

knowingly committed by those charlatans who are devoid of talent or 

human feeling. Like Plato's ignorant wooers of the masses, they 

acquire enough of the accoutrements of art to deceive the public. In 

positions of power, they satanically wield death and destruction Lo 

art. 
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Balance between passion and intellect is a concept sometimes 

difficult for the public to grasp from the artistic point of view. Mac-

Donald tests Chinchilla's self-discipline in many ways. His loss of 

Vatza, for instance, causes him to entertain thoughts of drowning. But 

his commitment to life and to art persuade him to find another pupil he 

can groom to take Vatza' s place. Chinchilla gazes longingly at the 

beautiful young men on the beach, each capable of satisfying his phys

ical passion. Regretfully, he rejects all for lack of talent. Hhen 

11imi asks him what he is looking for her replies, "A star." "And must 

everyone else be rejected till you find one?" she asks. Chinchilla 

answers: "Everyone and everything" (Act 1, p. 45). His mission as 

master-teacher comes before personal desires. To consider Chinchilla's 

homosexual affairs as models of self-discipline under any circumstances 

would be a paradox for many, yet that is what they are. To name him 

divine teacher of initiates and example to the masses might strain even 

Plato. Yet all this MacDonald expects of the audience when he asks 

that they view the artist through the artist's own morality. 

Any theme that risks offending the audience is difficult to 

dramatize. Chinchilla's homosexuality is no exception. In Greek 

drama, battles and scenes of vengeance or treachery were often neces-

sary to the progress of the ac tion. Their dramatists, however, were 

careful never to offend the sensibilities of the audience with enact-

ment. Scenes of strong emotion or physical violence were usually 

reported by a messenger. 

tableaux. 

If shown at all, they were presented j n 
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MacDonald chooses to present the delicate subject of artistic 

sexuality with the same good taste. A god must be all-knowing, and 

knowing is best accomplished through experience. Yet never is the 

audience offended by explicit love scenes, nudity or even so much as a 

gesture. Words are the material elements of the dramatist. With them 

he paints pictures, suggests action, relives past action. With words 

describing past experience, MacDonald creates in Chinchilla a knowing 

god, but one who can la ugh at himsel f wi th good humor as he answers 

Levka's curiosity concerning "two at once": 

It was like musical chairs. Every time you looked round there 
seemed to be one less place to put it. And to cap all, they 
concei ved a violent passion for each other, and left me like 
some lugubrious voyeur thinking how idiotic they looked. Like 
peeled prawns. Did you think of anything for Vatza' s frock? 
The girls will do very nicely (Act 1, p. 47). 

MacDonald takes the audience through an exercise of taboo words 

in an effort, perhaps, to break down the mental blocks raised by sexu-

ally connotative words and topics. Chinchilla casually uses words like 

"fuck," "cock," "orgasm," "pervert" and "queer" at least once and 

nothing terrible happens; the roof of the theatre does not cave in, no 

heart attacks occur in the audience. \hth each successive word, some 

of their power to shock is lessened. They are, after all, only words. 

Sexuality has long been an accepted theme of beauty for the 

visual arts of sculpturing and painting. Although used in the perform-

ing arts, approval has been curiously delayed, often denied, perhaps 

because live bodies are too real, causing the theme to be less 

distanced. "But it would not be beautiful," says Vatz3, expressing tho 

commonly held belief that art must be beautiful. 



CHINCHILLA: 

VATZA: 
CHINCHILLA: 

Beautiful? Beautiful? 
being beautiful? 
ballets, I can go back 
understands. 

Who said anything about 
If I want beautiful 

to Mischa. It's all he 

The music does not say it. 
The music says nothing 9f what you have done. 
Where it flows, you jerk, where it moves, you stand 
still. This is the revolution you have achieved. 
How, it does not matter much. I beg you to recon
sider the end. 

(Ac t 1, p. 40) 
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Truth in art is a part of the beauty the artist strives for. Neverthe-

less, beauty itself is "the most difficult thing to survive. If you 

can survive beauty, you can survive anything" (Act 1, p. 40). And 

beauty is perplexing, having no set formula by which it can be recog-

nized. "You can never see beauty until it looks at you. Then the 

secret is out. It's too late to go back" (Act 1, p. 45). 

The debate between artistic and pornographic sexuality is 

never-ending. Chinchilla suggests the difference might be in the eye 

of the beholder. 

GABRIEL: 

CHINCHILLA: 

GABRIEL: 
CHINCHILLA: 

Just how do you imagine that sort of exhibition 
strikes an audience of people in evening dress? . . 
. sitting in a theatre, where they have paid fifty 
francs for a ticket. 
They could get it a lot cheaper in Montremartre, if 
that's what they came for. 
They didn't come for that. 
Ah, then you admit it isn't pornography. 

( Ac t 1, p. 40 ) 

Intellectualizing about pornography in general, Chinchilla believes it 

must "fit one's fantasies immediately or it is nothing. You can't grow 

into it" (Act 1, p. 49). The notion presupposes there is a place in 

society for pornography as well as for art--hardly an idea to win 

support from the masses. Chinchilla even suggests that after a certain 
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point, sex is removed from the realm of "good and evil," becoming more 

of an intellectual exercise than an emotional one. 

Yes. After a certain age sex doesn't really torment us, though 
we torment it in the hope that it will, constantly testing our 
powers on it, to see if we will come out unscathed, until it 
becomes not evil, but a sort of moral nullity, a mirage for the 
desperate. Misfortune in love is a sure sign that you want the 
success without the risk. 

(Act 1, p. 45) 

Crucial to separating art from the artist is the belief that 

sexual preference must be a mat ter of individual taste. MacDonald 

stresses the right of the artist to resist public pressure to conform. 

CHINCHILLA: There's nothing like sexual tastes for limiting a 
man's field of vision. It must be because they are 
more absorbing that anything else. But an orgasm 
is an orgasm is an orgasm wherever it is directed, 
and I am not about to have my good friends telling 
me how to conduct my life from the vantage points 
from which they conduct their own. 

(Act 1, p. 41) 

Oscar Wilde is cited as an example of an artist whose place in litera-

ture is unquestioned, but whose homosexual lifestyle made him an 

outcast. 

CHINCHILLA: It's the fashion now to sneer at Wilde, but only 
because he makes it all sound so easy. ' Particu
larly in England where they like their art the hard 
way ... But Wilde did us all a great service. He 
made the whole business of art disreputable once 
again. He down-graded the artist and up-graded the 
product. 

(Act 1, p. 49) 

The seamier side of homosexual assignations is represented by Fedya's 

unwitting revelation of his own preference for male prostitutes. 



PRESENT: 
CHINCHILLA: 
FEDYA: 
ILYA: 
FEUYA: 
CHINCHILLA: 
FEDYA: 
CHINCHILLA: 
ILYA: 

FEDYA: 
GABRIEL: 

PAST: 

You took your time. 
On the contrary, my time was taken. 
By whom? 
My gondolier. 
Some people have all the luck. 
You think so? You should have seen him. 
Give me his number and I probably shall. 
Gondolas. Gondolas. I never heard of such 
extravagance. Why did you not take the death
sbip? 
It had left, and I was in a hurry. 
So you took a gondola, which takes not much more 
than three times as long. Aah. 

CHINCHILLA: What were you in such a hurry to bring that you had 
to delay by taking a gondola? 

(Act 1, p. 49) 
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Looking into the future with the prophetess, Mimi, Chinchilla later 

predicts his own dependence on bought encounters. 

Scandal is an elusive concept most people try to avoid, except 

Chinchilla. He has indoctrinated his company with quite another view 

of artistic scandal, at least. In the following passage Levka sounds 

like it is the mark of arrival when he says: 

LEVKA: 
VATZA: 
MIMI: 

So you have the scandal at last, Vatza 
Is that what that was? 
Exactly. It has something for everyone to dislike. 
Chinchilla is delighted. 

(Act 1, p. 42) 

Chinchilla knows instinctively that art lives while being talked about, 

even if that talk is in opposition. Once an idea is universally 

accepted, though given lip-serVice, it is virtually dead dogma. There-

fore, a little scandal is good for business. 

The artist-audience relationship is a tenuous one, character-

ized by a listening detachment. The followers of surface art and 

technique falsely woo the masses by only giving them what they wan l . 
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Chinchilla contends "No artist is ever interested in the trouble he 

gives other people" (Act 1, p. 42). Nonetheless, he changed the 

offensi ve ending of a ballet on the ground that "Five years ago I made 

a revolution. Now it appears I have to be content with a scandal. It 

is not enough" (Act 1, p. 42). Vatza caps the scene with "This is a 

revolution, only you will not realize it." How artistic revolutions 

are made is described to Gabriel. 

CHINCHILLA: I am yolking fashion to passion. You, me and 
Vatza, at one stroke, we have destroyed the whole 
of the old ballet where it has to be put at the 
start of the Third Act of an opera and created 
something quite new--a male dancer who does more 
than stand around in wrinkled tights waiting to 
stop his partner falling over; and more than that, 
we have created a dance theatre in which to show 
off. 

(Act 1, p. 41) 

One might assume from this that art is a leader of change in the 

"vanguard of the fray." Yet to the rebellious Maxim, who thinks the 

company should be dancing Russia I s at tempted revolution, Chinchilla 

says when it succeeds is time enough for the artist to go into 

opposition "where he belongs." The timing must be right. He "belongs" 

in opposition but not too soon because: 

CHINCHILLA:. • Art responds to what is demanding people IS 

attention at the time, and to nothing else. And if 
that is drinking champagne out of Madonna lilies, 
or warm gin out of sailors I navals, then this is 
what will take place. 

( Ac t 1, p. 50). 

The seeming contradictions in these various statements need only a word 

of explanation for them to fall into place. Art generally reflects thc 

environment that spawns it. Not often does it lead a change. \~hile 

there will always be room for the classics, the public is too oftcll 
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glutted with facile repetitions from the false wooers. The true artist 

must "stay awake and ignore the demonic voices whispering that 

everything is all right" (Act 2, p. 43). He must be observant of all 

that holds public attention from fashions to revolutions, without being 

subject to them. Bold and tireless in his· search for new form, the 

artist is nonetheless protective of his roots in traditional art. 

The values of tradition in the world of art are many. Most 

important perhaps is the mainstay position traditonal art holds with 

the paying public. Maxim's objective, "Just repeating what was 

successful once. Out of date and out of touch" (Act 1, p. 45) is not 

true for the majority of art lovers. They are comfortable with what 

they know and understand, when it is well-executed. Gabriel speaks for 

business and the public when he says: "This business has its practical 

side, and it is idiotic to alienate a man like Mischa, who, whatever 

his faults, was the main reason for our initial success, and is still a 

very distinguished and professional artist" (Act 1, p. 50). For the 

company, Mischa choreographed the traditionally beautiful "sugarplum" 

ballets; for the play, he symbolizes the Victorian attitude toward art 

and artists: 

CHINCHILLA: Mischa has just made a scene of considerable propor
tions. He said we are dragging the noble art of 
the dance into the mud of perversion, with several 
comments of a specific, if unpleasing, nature aboul 
us. There are few things more ridiculous than a 
married man in a fit of morality discussing the 
sexual habits of other people. 

(Act 1, p. 42) 

Mischa denotes the traditional art oul of which new forms are born. 

Already heard was Chinchilla's explanation of Valza' s need for 
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tradition as he explores new form: "He needs you. my darling, you 

are his lifeline. He is breaking away from all the traditions, and 

only an artist of your calibre can keep his feet on the ground" (Act 1, 

p. 43). 

Maxim, a follower of surface art, bargains for creative free-

dom, a commodity he knows nothing about. Protesting the tradiUonal 

roles Vatza danced, he is reminded by Chinchilla that Vatza was free of 

them once he started composing his own ballet. Maxim continues to 

argue. 

MAXIM: 

CHINCHILLA: 
MAXIM: 
CHINCHILLA: 

I'm not too sure . he did exactly what you 
wanted him to. 
But he did it, not I. I hope you will too. 
Is that what you call artistic freedom? 
If you had that there would be no excuse for not 
creating masterpieces every time. You wouldn't be 
able to make up your mind to come to the first 
rehearsal. Be thankful for constraint and compro
mise; they give you something to break out of. 

(Act 1, p. 45) 

MacDonald has said "art responds to what is holding attention 

at the time," or phrased another way, "to what is fashionable." Fash-

ion is often belittled as a surface art, "Overdressed as usual," yet 

the prominence MacDonald gives to fashion suggests that perhaps it 

holds enthralled more than the public cares to admit. Fashion is an 

ever-recurring topic: "I t is fashionable to sneer at Wilde," "You'll 

never start a fashion without a country," "Why don't you burn thal 

jacket," "I am yoking fashion to passion," "I shall become older; my 

taste will begin to go. Little details will creep into my clothes 

which I should not allow." "Everything concerns him where taste is con-

cerned. And his taste is impeccable, even when it's bad." The end 
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result seems to be that today' s fashion becomes tomorrow's art and 

today's art may be tomorrow's fashion. 

The ingredients of art can be discussed and analyzed at great 

length. How they come together and in what proportions for the chem-

istry to balance is a mystery that artists themselves are at a loss to 

clarify. MacDonald suggests the "how" is not really important since 

art is not likely to occur the same way a second time. Nevertheless, 

he proposes a moment of reverie interrupted by a spontaneous encounter 

as a possible beginning. 

PAST: 
(A BALL BOUNCES ONTO THE BRIGHTLY-LIT S.TAGE BEn-mEN CHINCHILLA 
AND VATZA. CHINCHILLA REGARDS IT WITHOUT ENTHUSIASM, AND THEN, 
WITH RATHER MORE ENTHUSIASM, ITS OWNER, CLORINDO, WHO APPEARS). 
CLORINDO: La scusa, Sior, rna ga visto una palla? (NON-

COMPREHENSION FROM THE OTHERS). Sala, un . 
come si disse . • • rotondo • . • una . . • 

CHINCHILLA: Ah. (INDICATES VATZA, WHO HAS PICKED THE BALL UP 
AND IS LOOKING AT IT WITH MORE ATTENTION THAN IT 
DESERVES. CLORINDO TAKES THE BALL. CHINCHILLA 
HOLDS OUT A BANKNOTE.) Tieni. 

CLORINDO: Grazie, Sior, grazie mille. (EXIT PROVOCATIVELY). 
CHINCHILLA: That's how it should start, you know. 
VATZA (BALL BOUNCING ONTO A BRIGHTLY LIT STAGE): Games. 
GABRIEL: Games? 
CHINCHILLA: Sinister games. We could do it for London. 
GABRIEL: I don't think the English find games all that sinis

ter. 
CHINCHILLA: At least they see that they can be taken seriously. 

VATZA: 

CHINCHILLA: 
VATZA: 
CHINCHILLA: 

I take it something else is supposed to happen 
other than a ball bouncing onto a brightly lit 
stage. It might be thought rather shortweight. 
Yes. Someone comes on to pick it up and meets some
one else he hasn't seen before. They become inter-
ested in one another, forgetting the original 
partner who is waiting to go on with the game. 
Story of my life. 
I don't find that funny. 
Ah! No. 

(Act 1, p. 41) 
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Two people alert to each other and to images as metaphor, chance, fric-

tion, intellectualizing, and a b<:tllet begins to take form. Vatza's 

sudden departure from the company leaves it unfinished despite Chin-

chilla's intention to complete it. Without the artist who conceptual-

ized the idea, the ballet becomes aUjoke and is finally dropped. 

Every work of art eventually achieves a life of its own, reject-

ing its creator. 

CHINCHILLA: I have a great wish to sell everything I own and 
start again. Is it always like that after doing 
something successful? 

(Act 1, p. 40) 

Chinchilla is plunged into the loneliness of indecision. 

ILYA: 
LEVKA: 

ILYA: 
MIMI: 

ILYA: 

Now what? 
Change of life. Nothing catching. It's happened 
before. 
Not like this. 
Every time anything is a success it means he is no 
longer needed for it or by it. 
Or by him. 

(Act 1, p. 39) 

For the performer, the loneliness is of a different nature. Instead of 

rejection, the performer suffers a loss of identity to the perform-

ance. He is lonely as a prisoner chained to a wall is lonely. Vatza 

represents the master-performer just as Chinchilla represents the 

master-teacher. He describes the sameness of big cities, of railway 

stations and grand hotels, of crowds and of questions. 

VATZA: But the anxious time is when we go to a theatre we 
have never danced in before • • • when the place is 
dark and deserted and covered in dust sheets. A 
theatre without light is like a--a lake , ... ithout 
water. Then we rehearse, we go on the stage, we 
give a performance and we move on. We are chained 
to those performances, like fetters which we do not 
want to shed; they possess us utterly. 

(Act 1, p. 43) 
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Once the artistic product is completely finished, the true artist is 

perhaps like the Moa in Gabriel's little parable: "The Moa, a large, 

ungainly flightless bird, now happily extinct, used to swallow diamonds 

to help grind its doubtless disgusting food into a digestible condi-

tion. Its grave is now identified by nothing but a little pile of 

gems" (Act 1, p. 50). 

A summary of thought reveals that MacDonald values the tradi

tional sources of art just as his central character values traditional 

ballet. With dramatized specificity, he creates a Socratic dialogue 

for the twentieth century. Plato's notions concerning the artistic 

temperament and inspiration are personified in MacDonald's lonely 

Ii t tIe coterie of artists struggling to balance their passions with 

intellect. Their never-ending search for truth and beauty is sometimes 

blighted by the superficial, and often abused by mercenary considera

tions. Still, by chance and with luck, they muddle through the morass 

of problems, leaving in their wake a collection of high art, born out 

of friction and intuition, talent, passion and money, rehearsal and 

laughter. 

Diction 

Although dramatic speech has its basis in ordinary conversa

tion, it is, nonetheless, speech under pressure for a specific reason 

(Styan, 1960, p. 12). Words on the stage are written to be acted, seen 

and heard, thereby synthesizing all of the elements of drama. They 

must therefore contain an unwritten set of clues telling the actor how 

to think and feel, how to sound and how to move. Dialogue lIlllst be 
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vividly appropriate to the character for the same signs that instruct 

the actor, likewise instruct the playgoer on how to reconstruct the 

play in his own mind (Olson, 1961, p. 112). 

The difference between real conversation and speech on the 

stage, according to Styan, is that words have to go to some predeter

mined end that must advance the action (Styan, 1960, p. 12). The key 

to dramatic dialogue is economy. Carefully constructed dialogue may 

seem to stray in much the same manner as natural speech. In reality, 

however, the overlappings, fragments and repetitions are constantly 

building up the theme like the composition of a musical score (Styan, 

1960, p. 14). 

The epigrammatic style of the language generally reflects the 

artistic preoccupation with form and the desire to entertain. To be 

boring is the greatest sin in the world to the entertainer. Dialogue 

that constantly parries and plays with words may lose some of its 

verisimilitude to real speech from time to time, but in this instance 

serves as a reminder that these are not ordinary people in an ordinary 

world. They are, rather, artists, living in a crisis-oriented world of 

heightened feelings. 

Nevertheless, MacDonald presents events and people much as life 

does, without introductions or flashing lights of significance, without 

sub-titles or explanations of the foreign words. His dialogue is 

comparable to walking into a room full of people where conversations 

are already in progress. Viewers must simply join in the experience, 

observing, listening, making connections, until all the pieces of 
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personalities and events have been fit together, completing the puzzle. 

At times, the smart turn of phrase is an end in itself. 

CHINCHILLA: ••• What are your last words going to be? 
ILYA (ENTERING): I never thought. 
CHINCHILLA: Well, I do think you might give the matter some 

FEDYA: 

LEVKA: 
FEDYA: 

ILYA: 

attention. We're none of us getting any younger. 
I thought of:·'At last, something new; will it be 
fashionable?' 
'Very interesting--but is it Art?' 
Ilya would say: 'Ladies and Gentlemen, the perform
ance will begin in two minutes time.' 
Knowing me, it would be delayed owing to technical 
difficulties. 

MIMI: Have you made a will? 
(BLANK LOOK OF NEGATION ALL AROUND). 

(Act 1, p. 42) 

People speak in a variety of private languages that are simply 

understood. The listener makes a compact with the author and actors to 

accept what he hears the way he hears it (Styan, 1960, p. 25). For 

example, when the group was not entertaining their public, their 

favorite pastime was to amuse each other with a creative game of gossip 

or seemingly idle chatter. 

GABRIEL: 

LEVKA: 
GABRIEL: 
LEVKA: 
CHINCHILLA: 

mMI: 
GABRIEL: 

MIMI: 

• The overwrought cymbalist gave an 
almighty clash, the wretched Pavlov rose to his 
feet, catching the luckless Ekaterina a sharp blow 
on the point of the chin, sending her reeling into 
the prompt corner, where the stage manager, now 
thoroughly unnerved, brought in a backcloth of an 
Idyll in old Nuremberg, upside down. And nobody 
noticed a thing. 
I do love tradition. 
The Tsarina was most gracious afterwards. 
Probably homesick for a bit of Old Nuremberg. 
Silly Teutonic frump. If anyone ever deserved a 
revolution, she does. 
But what on earth set Tamara Fyodorovna off? 
My dear, Ekaterina A1exandrovna was standing right 
opposite the Prince's box, and adjusting her 
shoulder strap right at him. 
How very inflammatory. 

( Ac t 2, p. 46) 
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When Chinchilla, as the father figure, dispenses approval and encourage-

ment, or calls upon different members of his family to be heard, their 

repartee assumes an even deeper significance as it develops into 

patterns of communication and reinforcement similar to those found in 

families. 

PRESENT: 
FEDYA: 

MIMI: 

LEVKA: 

CHINCHILLA: 

LEVKA: 

CHINCHILLA: 
FEDYA: 
CHINCHILLA: 
FEDYA: 

CHINCHILLA: 

I heard something funny yesterday. Otto's husband 
died. 
I hope he went in the middle of a rubber with a 
good hand. Like dying on stage at your greatest 
performance. 
How anyone could spend so much time at the bridge 
table I don't know. 
Playing cards is the most interesting way of avoid
ing actually thinking. 
Married to a woman like Otto, I'm not surprised he 
wanted to avoid that. What did he get from it all? 
A lot of pleasure at the bridge table. 
Is anyone going to let me finish my story or not? 
Tutti, please. 
It seems that just before the end he rallied some
what and said, "We can't make it, partner, \"Ie never 
had enough hearts." 
Marvelous. How lucky to be able to say something 
right at last, even if at the last. 

(Act 1, p. 42) 

The quick pace of brittle small talk is not the only test of 

the actor's diction. Besides verisimilitude, sentence fragments help 

to create a sometimes dream-like, quiet indolence of people with 

nothing to do at the moment. 

GABRIEL: 
ILYA: 
CHINCHILLA: 
MAXItvl: 
CHINCHILLA: 
MUll: 

Isn't she wonderful? 
Dreadful. But, you know 
More champagne, Maxim? 
I'd rather have beer. 
Good heavens, you must be very rich. 
I shall take Levka for a healthy walk up and down 
the beach. 

CHINCHILLA: This morbid obsession with exercise will be the 
death of you. 

GABRIEL: And I shall kidnap Ily~ to talk about money. 
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CHINCHILLA: In that jacket? 
LEVKA: Shalom. 
GABRIEL: Shalom. 
(LEVKA AND GABRIEL GIGGLE). 

(Act 2, p. 48) 

Other times conversation sifts restlessly from topic to topic, 

characteristic of people geared to a frantic pace who suddenly find 

themselves with a day of rest. 

CHINCHILLA: 
LEVKA: 
CHINCHILLA: 

MAXIM: 

MIMI: 

This is a perfect day. Too good to last. 
What are we going to do next? 
Oh yes, that reminds me, I wanted to talk to you 
about . . 
How can you say it's so perfect? We are exiles 
from our own land, which is being torn apart by 
revolutionaries; the most you can worry about is 
whether . 
Learn the virtues of selfishness, young man. We 
are not all cut out to be nuns. It is not neces
sary to starve in order to be a revolutionary. 

(Act 1, p. 39) 

A play for a Glaswegian theatre about a group of Russians 

producing ballets in Italy might be wanting in probability, except that 

MacDonald, who is fluent in six languages, uses enough Italian to estab-

lish authenticity of place and enough Russian and French for 

authenticity of identity (after Peter the Great, French was the 

predominant language of the upper classes and of the ballet). 

CHINCHILLA: 

ILYA: 
CHINCHILLA: 

MIm: 

LEVKA: 
ILYA: 
GABRIEL: 
CHINCHILLA: 

Ah, Cherubino, vai cercare un po'di, ghiaccio, per 
gentilezza. 
Seriosha, you are making a spectacle of yourself. 
\-Jhat can you be talking about? I behaved impec
cably, as ever. 
Nonsense. You went into a perfect fandango of 
senile boyishness. 
Like a bird of paradise in heat. 
It does't become you. 
Cherubino forsooth. 
Grumble, grumble, grumble, and never a kind word 
for the poor woodcutter. Will you all stop nagging 



(KONSTANTIN 

ILYA: 

CHINCHILLA: 
ILYA: 
CHINCHILLA: 

at me, this instant, or perhaps you prefer your 
champagne at blood heat. Ah, you see, results. 
COM~S BACK WITH ICE BUCKET): Grazie, tesorino, 
mettilo, Ii. My Italian is really coming on by 
leaps and bounds. How's yours getting on, Maxim? 
Dupuskayetye, on ochyen preyekrassni'i, nye pravda? 
(Admit it, he's very pretty, isn't he?) 
Nye po kharoshu mil, a po milu kharosh. (Beauty is 
in the eye of the beholder). 
Always a one with the ready phrase, Ilyusha. 
Why, thank you. 
Tieni. (GIVE KONSTANTIN A TIP). 

(Act 2, p. 46) 
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The mode of delivery overall, however, appears best suited to 

the brisk pace of the English accent. Phrases such as "good heavens," 

"jolly useful," and "extraordinary" found in the following dialogue 

have a distinctly British ring. 

ILYA: Good heavens above, it's a Dutch cap. What an 
extraordinary thing to find on the beach. 
Jolly useful. You can't get them in Italy; they're 
illegal, you know. 

(Act 2, p. 45) 

Tamara Fyodorovna is the only character who clearly speaks with 

a heavy accent which is heard in an occasional awkward construction, a 

dropped article and her liberal interpretation of an obvious metaphor. 

CHINCHILLA: He needs you. 
TAMARA: Like hole in sock. 
CHINCHILLA: ••• only an artist of your calibre can keep his 

feet on the ground. 
TAMARA: Why he not lift me then? 

(Act 1, p. 43) 

Gabriel's exaggerated mimicking of Tamara's accent reinforces both 

their Russian heritage and the comic values in her short appearances: 

"She falls upon her in a fury in fishwife French: 'Enough of this 

feelth, 'arlot, 'Ow dare you dance niked? Where you think you are? ]n 

theatre of boulevard?'" (Act 2, p. L~6). 
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Just as language is an extension of a person's mind in real 

life, so dramatic dialogue exists as an extension of character. Al

though the English accent is the general mode of delivery for the play, 

each character displays personality traits through his own distinc-

ti ve pattern of speech, as already discussed individually. Gabriel 

mentions another category near the end of the play, significant because 

it again divides the cast into two groups. As one persuader about 

another, he says, over Chinchilla's body, "Great persuaders never have 

principle--sincerity stammers" (Act 2, p. 50). Chinchilla has declared 

himself with tongue in cheek early in the play: "I am a great 

charlatan, Maxim, with some charm, more cheek, much logic, and no 

principles. In short, everything necessary to become a major force in 

the world of art" (Act 1, p. 47). The sincere can be easily identified 

as Vatza and Nina, Ilya and Mimi. Even Levka' s confidently cool 

intellectual voice stammers. During Chinchilla's questioning of Fedya 

over Maxim's indiscretion, Chinchilla says, "If you lie to me, and I 

shall by your frank, steady gaze and fluent ut terance know that you 

have, I shall see to it that you· are expelled from Italy within 

twenty-four hours" (Act 2, p. 45). Fedya never stammers. Nor do the 

lesser figures of Maxim, Konstantin and Tamara. The talented know what 

they know and generally over-estimate the amount. Chinchilla, the god 

of art, cannot be wrong. Thus pitting one persuader against another, 

the main contest is between God and Mephistopheles. 
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Music 

The melody of language is as much the concern of the playwright 

as of the poet or musician. His script of words to be heard is cpmpar~ 

able to the musical score awaiting an instrument to bring the notes tb 

life. In a like manner, the actor's voice invests the play with ~ kind 

of interior music. The tempo and music are conceived when the idea is 

conceived according to Styan (1960, p. 162),. The tempo with which 

dramatic impressions follow each other also contributes to the interiot 

score. In a discussion of how audiences recreate the play, Styan 

proposes that impressions are received through a process of ironic 

deduction as shown in Figure 2 (Styan, 1960, _po 68). 

Development in time 

On the 
stage ------illllPsuggest ion -----Clli~ suggestion ----4Pa. sug!,}estion 

A" B 
" irO~~lay 

C 

/ In the 
audience ~ impre,,~ 75;ion 

the play's 'effect' 

Figure 2. Process of Dramatic Impression. 

Alone, each impression is static and of little dramatic value~ 

But when the playgoer is moved along a course of shifting impre~sions 

that initiate either harmonious or discordant images, single impresst 

sions are synthesized into the whole, thus gaining movemenl and. 

dramatic life (Styan, 1960, p. 68). 
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The orchestration of tempo, largely uncovered in the discussion 

of plot, is shown to move in large, slow, circular sweeps of past, pres

ent and future lines of action. From deep within emerge two similar, 

though discordant tempos. The first is the pat tern of Chinchilla's 

love life: he bestows stardom only to be betrayed, followed by renuncia

tion and exile. Discord with a lover is always followed by disruption 

in the company as the search for a new star begins. The quick-pace 

rise and fall of tempers occurs within the indolent sweeps that occa-

sionally intersect. Those moments of intersection give rise to even 

greater complexity of feeling when scenes of rejection or discovery are 

positioned in close proximity to each other. 

The tempo grinds almost to a halt with Tancredi's cathedral 

speech just prior to the climax, picking up with the speed of a missile 

careening crazily out of control in the futuristic dream sequence. 

Before the viewer has time to catch his breath, he is told the play is 

over and it is time to go home. Just as suddenly, the action resumes. 

Thus, MacDonald delivers his message with incredible subtlety in three 

different ways: in words, in action and in a tempo that lulls, careens 

and then jerks the viewer to reality. "Where tempo tends to be unreal, 

drama truly aspires to the condition of music" (Styan, 1960, p. 154). 

Aesthetically, the extreme shifts in the interior music reflect 

the tempo of creativity itself. The foreshadowing of an event or idea 

and its long reverie of incubation might be equivalent to the early 

tempo established in the play. Germination is follo\4ed by <l sudden 

burst of creative energy in \4hich the objec t is made whole. Once 
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completed, a brief period of relative calm ensues before the cycle 

begins again. 

Styan contends that a playwright uses verse when he wishes to 

extend the range of his play by making a more universal statement. 

So he rejects representational for 'presentational' dramatic 
form. Doing this may affect the whole treatment of his 
subject: the stage may become a platform for the angular and 
staccato presentation of an abstract idea, and the actor may 
become a marionette acing in a style suited to the degree of 
abstraction • • . it is likely that the language will lose its 
realistic appearance as well and, though not necessarily, take 
on verse form. When language in drama moves away from conver
sation, then, it is because the conception behind the play has 
demanded it (Styan, 1960, p. 46). 

From the epigrammatic mode to Chinchilla's beautifully poetic 

curtain speech at the end of Act 1, the language has declared itself 

and indeed, the entire play to be presentational. 

Spectacle 

In the sections of the play indicated by PRESENT, the action: 

takes place on the beach at Lido, Venice, on a day in 
early July 1914: A cloudless sky. Chairs, drinks, towels, 
Tauchnitz paperbacks, the paraphenalia of leisure. Down by the 
sea, several boys are playing with dedication and 
concentration, obscure games with a ball. The other sections, 
marked, for obvious reasons, PAST and FUTURE, take place on 
this and other battlefields, all transitory locations which, 
when not obvious, are optional (Act 1, p. 39). 

All of the author's suggestions for Spectacle are contained in 

the above paragraph. A literal translation of place is less necessary 

in the theatre than in the cinema, and in the case of Chinchilla, would 

not serve the surreal shifts in time that occur, seemingly Ivithollt 

warning. The stage must accommodate these movements in the proverbial 

twinkling of an eye. 
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In the three productions designed and directed by Phil~p 

Prowse, the staging was essentially the same, according to the author 

(letter, August 7, 1980). More than functional, his design embodies 

the very theme of the play, artistic creation, just as Diction reflects 

style and form. The elegantly draped and mirrored set, furnished in 

gilt and white velvet, reminiscent of old world opulence, rests on the 

white sands of the Lido. A casual mix of beach ramps and folding 

chairs suggests a dream-like quality to the world about to unfold. 

Like a dance studio, the walls are hung with mirrors. They are 

angled to reflect only the world of the stage, just as art reflects the 

milieu of the artist. Into this pristine atmosphere actors intrude, 

stylishly clothed in various shades of grey, black and white; amid the 

neutral colors one startling red. The hard brittle surfaces function 

almost like a moving picture, sending back an illusion of depth, move-

ment and crowd. A change of lighting and day becomes night; brittle 

walls gi ve way to sea and sand as the a udience is led, seemingly,' 

through the looking glass. The eye follows movement, and this mirrored 

stage at times appears alive with action directing the audience to 

look, now here, now there. Glass is an apt metaphor for the art that 

holds the mirror up to nature. The coalescence of set and movement, 

both on stage and within time, orchestrates a kind of action demanding 

immediate involvement from the audience. 

Response 

Chinchilla has had an uneven reception with the press on both 

sides of the Atlantic. Allan Wright, reviewing for the Scotsmun 
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conceded that the Festival audience, by their applatise, did not seem to 

concur wi,th his opinion that the play was a "travesty of art and 

history" (Aug. 29, 1979). In America, on the other hand, Jacques Ie 

Sourd assessed Chinchilla as "maybe the most literate play of this 

theatrical season ••• an ever-shifting prism of intellectual insight, 

lyrical poetry, razor-sharp humor and visual astonishment" (Gannett 

Westchester Newspapers, Tuesday, June 5, 1979). 

In general, critics are confused about the play's intention and 

disturbed by its lack of realism. The most serious problem stems from 

the genuine perplexity most critics experienced over the theme of Mac-

Donald's play. Their confusion is summed up by Allan Wallach: "The 

play's conversations seem to be about art and sex and decadence. But 

they simply circle around these subjects like seagulls that never land. 

Instead of illuminating the thinking and working processes of sign1fi-

cant 20th Century artists, 'Chinchilla' is content simply to make them 

look and sound artistic" (Newsday, Tuesday, June 5, 1979). He regret-

ted the author's "insipid" concentration on homosexuality while the 

superior theme of artistic revolution versus transient fashion was only 

superficially treated. Oliver agreed with the Scottish critic that the 

play was biographial: "the guessing game with the audience never lets 

up as we try to identify the actual counterparts of characters and 

ballets they are describing" (Phoenix Collection, 1979).1 

1. Refers to the Phoenix Theatre in New York, which produced 
Chinchilla on Broadway in 1979. They opened their files and allowed me 
to copy many reviews and articles. These were cut from newspapers with
out proper identification. 
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The inability to pinpoint thought or precisely tag the form of 

Chinchilla was not particularly disturbing to several critics, however. 

For instance, Rogoff suggested that although the play is not without 

its problems, Chinchilla was superior to "the domesticated junk that 

passes as comedy. • better their [Prowse and MacDonald] expansive 

mistakes than most directors' and dramatists' timid certainties" 

(Phoenix Collection, 1979). The theme was further described as 

"nothing so slight as a biography. This is a play about many 

things, including the very nature of art" (Phoenix Collection). 

Reviewers for the gay publications were in agreement that the "Sexual 

orientations and desires are operative elements in the drama, but not 

its soul. The thought, the language and the style raise Chinchilla so 

far above the level of plays like Boys in the Band that it is point

less to urge it as just another opus for a sexual minority" (Phoenix 

Collection) . 

The most overtly disturbing element to critics is the consis

tent lack of realism throughout the drama, particularly in the areas of 

character and dialogue. The actors "never become characters in a play: 

they're closer to canvas than humanity." These figures "strike effete 

poses [becoming] only a living statues display." These actors were 

"too obviously directed," "unrealistic," "dull marionettes," "creating 

tableaux" (Phoenix Collection). Even worse, the dialogue is as 

unrealistic as the movement and the set, according to Marilyn Stasio, 

who described it as "tortured, epigrammatic talking--and lots of 

it--people sipping champagne, waving their arms in attitudes of 

terminal langour and talking, talking, talking, director-designer 
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Philip Prowse has thoughtfully provided. them with lots of chairs so 

they can schmooze in comfort. And mirrors, so they can watch them

selves talk without straining" (Phoenix Collection). 

In a barrage of contrfldictions, 1 the acting was described as 

"better than the play deserves" and "not illP to the demands of the play" 

(Phoenix Collection). For one, the director rises above "limited campy 

material," while another saw ~hat might haVe been a "talky play of 

ideas" as "brilliant and spellb;inding" (Phoenix Collection). 

The one area of agreement seemed to be that "The set is a 

theatrical vision, sweeping, gleaming, languid, and fatally, more 

wonderful than the actors who ;inhC!bit it." Critics found Prose's set 

artistically satisfying, with its "ingenious blend of sand, mirrors, 

off-white draperies and chairs artfully interpenetrating or reflecting 

one another, against which the mostly white or black Prowsean costumes 

disport themselves with careful understatement" (Phoenix Collection). 

The failure of most critics to 1 view the blend of sand and 

mirrors, balletic movement and fepetitious dialogue as consistent links 

leading to the final portrait 9f the artist might be accounted for by 

the fact that the twentieth century has been predominantly the age of 

realism theatrically. 

audience are films and 

The chief compet i tors wi th 

televipion, both genres of 

1i ve theatre for 

realism. Thus, 

reviewers, born and bred to the represeJrltatonal mode of realism are 

largely inexperienced when responding to a differing style. Public 

adjustment to innovative artis1:ic forms lalso has a history of being 

hard-won in all of the arts. j<esistance to change, therefore, may be 

responsible for the generally n~gative response to the lack of realism 
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in Chinchilla. Likewise, the overwhelming approval of the unrealistic 

set may be explained by previously won battles over such artistic 

movements as Expressionism, Impressionism and Surrealism. 

reviewers, there seemed to be no middle ground. 

Summary 

Among 

Chapter 3 reveals Chinchilla to be a didactic drama. MacDonald 

appears to have created a unique form by combining elements from the 

three major forms, tragedy, comedy and melodrama. The presentational 

style of production, broadly hinted at in the title, is consistently 

reinforced by the dialogue, setting, character and plot. 

In this intricately structured plot, for instance, past, pres

ent and future lines of action defy a realistic approach by drifting in 

and out and round each other as if time stood still. By blending time 

into a complete whole, the feeling or impression is created that the 

high art of the dance company will last forever. Only by the 

clairvoyant peek into the future is the audience jerked back into the 

present and the realization that nothing lasts forever. Particularly 

vulnerable to the 'ravages of time' are the performing arts. And 

therein lies the message of the play--that time is of an essence when 

it comes to performance. MacDonald's method of per~uasion is to show 

the artist as he is, a combination of good and bad. Critics bent on 

forcing their own mores as a prerequisite to artistic acceptance are 

engaged in wasted effort that will end in their own separation from the 

art itself. Art \ViII go on \Vith or without the reformers because 

artists create first for their o\Vn amusement and only secondly for 
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others. Furthermore, they will continue to conduct their private lives 

in any manner they choose, as is the right of all men. Hithin the 

artistic universe, all possible sexual life styles are found: hetero-

sexual, homosexual and masochist as well as promiscuous, faithful and 

celibate. 

Such a large variety suggests that along with fashion, chance, 

talent and originality, love is also a necessary ingredient to artistic 

fruition. The point is further reinforced when MacDonald dips back 

into antiquity to one of the earliest writings on art available, and 

finds that the artist was ever thus. 

By demonstrating how the artistic universe functions, MacDonald 

also indicates for the audience their own special place in that 

universe, as shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 3. Order of the Artistic Universe. 
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In the center of the universe, the god of art is orbited like 

Saturn by four distinct rings. Closest to Chinchilla is the coterie of 

artists from which he draws his inspiration and his tools. The second 

orbit contains the inartistic workers necessary for the production and 

smooth running of the company. Artistic production itself is the 

content of the third ring, and is easily accessible from both sides--to 

the inner a well as the outer ring designated for the audience. The 

creative power in the center is virtually inaccessible to the outer 

ring, and visible only in fleeting glimpses. The position of the 

audience in the artistic universe makes clear their function. They are 

there to observe the art, not the artist. 

That the play failed to reach much of its potential audience 

may in part be due to MacDonald's sedulously unattractive portrait of 

the god. By upgrading the product, and downgrading the artist, Mac

Donald perhaps hoped to prove that great art is often built on 

execrable foundations. Being the fine craftsman that he is, he deftly 

nipped most genuine feeling of sympathy in the audience with a smartly 

turned phrase or an ourageous comment. 

His decision may be right for the fulfillment of his artistic 

concept. It may enable the audience to see how little they have in 

common with most artists if they were to interact. They might even be 

more content to stay orbiting in their place for the good of the 

universe. But however correct the decision to distance the audience 

might be dramatically speaking, it may have been the damaging factor 

for mass appeal. When viewers are distanced to the point of dislike 

from the play's protagonist, they are more likely to detach 
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intellectually, as well as to let their individual emotional biases 

cloud their vision. If his caretaking of others had been less subtle-

and if even once Chinchilla had responded \.,ith less of the righteous 

anger of a jealous god and more pain of a rejected lover he might have 

won the sympathy that would pave the way for acceptance. If that is 

pandering to emotional expectations, then MacDonald's rejection of that 

option was no doubt artistically correct. 



CHAPTER 4 

ANIMAL 

By Tom McGrath 

Background 

Tom McGrath, in his mid-forties, has been involved with some 

form of Festival art for the past twenty-five years. In the early 

1960s he worked as a journalist, a jazz musician and a poet in his 

nati ve Glasgow. He took part in the Albert Hall "Wholly Communion" 

poetry reading of 1965, which featured "Beat" poet Allen Ginsberg. 

McGrath was a features editor of "Peace News" in 1964. The next year, 

at the height of "flower power," he became the founder-editor of 

London's International Times. Returning from London in 1968 \ ... i th his 

wife and daughters, McGrath entered Glasgow University to take a degree 

in English Literature and Drama (Traverse Theatre Festival Programme, 

1978) • 

By 1972 McGrath had co-authored the outdoor extravaganza and 

Fringe hit, The Great Northern We11y Boot Show (Moffat, 1978, p. 94). 

Interest in the visual arts led him to open the Third Eye Centre in 

Glasgow in 1976, for the Scottish Arts Council. Mr. Laurel and I'lr. 

Hardy was produced the same year at the Traverse under the aegis of 

Chris Parr, and was later moved to London. Continuing to undenvri te 

McGrath's dramatic output, the Traverse presented The Hardman and The 

169 
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Android Circuit at the Festival in 1978 and Animal in 1979. The 

collaboration of the two men has persisted despite interruptions and 

Parr's move to television (STN, April 1982, p. 39). 

McGrath's plays, which he calls studies in alienation, have not 

all premiered in Scotland. The Innocent, for instance, was 

commissioned by the Royal Shakespeare Company, and Sisters, at Londons' 

Theatre Royal, where McGrath served as writer-in-residence for one 

year. Returning after one year in America as writer-in-residence at 

the University of Iowa, McGrath became involved with BBC Radio 

Scotland's Theatre 81 project. The result was a trilogy, Who Are You 

Anyway?, Very Important Business, and Moondog (STN, June 1981, p. 10). 

McGrath credits two sources for his inspiration in writing 

Animal: Jane Goodall's In the Shadow of Man, the famous study of 

chimpanzees in the Gombe Stream Reserve, Tanzania, and Eugene Marais' 

study of baboon behavior, The Soul Of The Ape (Program Notes, Edin

burgh International Festival, 1979). 

Synopsis 

The action takes place in a clearing in a jungle surrounded by 

areas where animals nest and feed. A bundle of camping equipment lies 

to one side of the campsite, indicating human presence. A tribe of 

chimp-like animals comes swinging in from all sides, hooting and 

hugging, shaking the trees for fruit, sharing, grooming and seemingly 

having a wonderful time. One of them, shivering and a lit tIe apart 

from the others, stands and turns toward the audience. Haltingly, he 

introduces himself. His name is Blue, and although he has a tongue he 
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cannot speak. Yet he will speak to tell his tale of what has happened 

to his tribe since the stranger came into their midst. Blue identifies 

the group as anthropoids, a bare-faced tribe. To each member he gives 

a tag name: Giant was chief, Beard his advisor, Spike was "he the other 

shat upon." The youngest male was Chancer, Nunko the oldest, mothers 

were Ma and Nerves, their daughters Chick and Lorne. Periodically the 

anthropoids war with a smaller, dog-like tribe called the Barbs. The 

Barb males are Bampot, Bebop and Boo, an adolescent, Barbie, their only 

female. The Barbs demonstrate in a brief skirmish how they steal food 

from the anthropoids. 

Here to observe the interaction of the tribes is a young woman 

of about thirty, Lynn. Although she admits she is no scientist, she 

hopes her observations might throw some light on the nature of stone 

age man. She stays in touch with civilization (Base) through her 

transmitter. Midway in the play, Lynn is joined by Dieter, a 

photographer sent out by their base because of her message that one of 

the apes has drawn the shape of a man. It was Blue, trying desper-

ately to communicate to Lynn his fear of her presence. He has a memory 

of others like her that left the tribe's young dying on the ground. 

Blue's attempts to warn his brothers are ignored. 

By the time Dieter arrives, Lynn has won over all but Blue with 

her endless supply of toad. She brought no weapons and is kind and 

gentle \,ith the animals. They come fearlessly to camp, spending much 

time with her. Even Blue admits "the new ape means no harm." Lynn so 

identifies with the tribe that during a storm she takes off her clothes 

and joins them in the rain. 
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The series of daily rituals, eating, grooming, playing, fight-

ing and mating, gradually begins to show aberrations. For instance, 

Nerves, always rougher with her daughter Lorne than Ma with Chick, 

becomes vicious. When Chancer attempts to mount his mother, a thing 

forbidden in the tribe, he is chasti zed by Giant. In frustration over 

Giant's cuffing, Ch.ancer goes off to brood. Seeing Lorne at play with 

Barbie from the enemy tribe, Chancer attacks and kills the defenseless 

foreigner. Blue is horrified to see yet another tradition broken when 

the tribe joins Chancer in cannibalism. Now the recognized breaker and 

maker of rules, Chancer mounts his mother without opposition. 

Spike learns from Dieter he can scare 

large paraffin cans together. With them, 

others by banging two 

he challenges Giant's 

leadership and wins briefly. Spike kills Nerves, a member of his own 

tribe, for her fruit. In grief and anger, her already alienated 

daughter Lorne takes over as leader. Limping and weak, the males 

slowly drag themselves in as Blue announces, "We are dying" (Act 2, Sc. 

6, p. 30). They are touched by a weakness none of them can understand. 

"But I almost knew," Blue says, "The enemy was not the Bar bs. Not the 

males and not the females. I knew our \veakness had come from the 

strangers" (Act 2, Sc. 6, p. 28). The sickest, Beard, is killed by 

Dieter. Led by Lorne, the tribe closes in as though to attack. Blue 

makes a last rasping effort to speak. Then, begging the loaded gun 

from Lynn, he turns it on himself and commits suicide. 

Enter the Barbs, ready to at tack the crippled males, which 

sends Dieter eagerly to his camera to record their destruction. Lorne 

leads the females, followed by Chancer, to safet.y, thus informing the 
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audience that the tribe may yet survive. Lynn, who cradled the dying 

Blue in her arms, lays him down and begins to take notes. 

Dramatic Analysis 

Plot 

Animal is a tragedy in form, but like Chinchilla it is also a 

didactic drama. By recreating the world of the ape, believed to be one 

of man's nearest relatives in the animal kingdom, McGrath has invented 

a microcosm of human society, allowing his audience the luxury of a 

distanced view from which they might pass judgment on themselves. 

Thought is the unifying principle, compelling viewers to make this 

comparison. The two lines of action, human and animal, consist of the 

anthropoids representing the masses and Lynn, Dieter and Base, standing 

in for the elite, scientific ruling class, the two actions run parallel 

throughout most of the play, converging at high points such as in Act 

1, when Lynn removes her clothing and joins the animals out in the 

storm. Again the two lines merge when the tribe, led by Lorne, closes 

in on Dieter and Lynn. Dieter does the expedient thing by dropping 

down on all fours and presenting his rump to Lorne. Lynn follows suit, 

and the animals are mollified. With the death of Nerves the two lines 

mix as: 

LYNN LEADS THE TRIBE OFF To\.JARDS THE CLEARING, FEMALES IN 
ADVANCE. AS THEY GO, THEY PICK UP NERVES' DEAD BODY AND CARRY 
IT ON THEIR SHOULDERS TOHARDS THE RIDGE. THEY SETTLE . . . 
AROUND THE BODY. THEY WHIMPER, UNSURE OF \mAT TO DO . . • 
LORNE RAISES THE ARMS AND THE HEAD, TRIES TO GET THE LEGS TO 
MOVE . . . SHE \mIMPERS. BLUE BEGINS TO COVER THE BODY \vITH 
LEAVES AND BRANCHES. THE OTHERS COpy HIM. 

( Ac t 2, Sc. 6, p. 28) 
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Animal and human action converge most dramatically at the play's climax 

when Blue begs the gun from Lynn to kill himself. Alt~ough the converg

ence is only periodic, the eventual effect overall is that Science, 

both past and present, penetrates the society under obser~ation, chang

ing the basic structure by its very presence. Figure 4 i]lustrates. 

Born 

Science 

Figure 4. The Universe of Scientific Penetration. 

The period of time covered by the drama is the exact time it 

takes to enact the play upon the stage. Nevertheless, McGrath demon

strates a passage of time of undetermined length by engaging a narra

tor, Blue, to establish a long flashback in which h~ himself partici

pates from time to time. According to Smiley, narrators are generally 

used sparingly except in didactic drama (Smiley, 1~?71, p. 99). The 

sense of time passing is achieved through a repeated series of daily 

rituals. Just as activities in life blur and run togrtherl, causing one 

Christmas to seem like every other, so the dail¥ rituals of the 
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anthropoids overlap, subtly suggesting, finally, evolutionary time of 

some length. DeviaLions become apparent, unobtrusively. When the 

flashback is over, the play reverts to present time, with Blue taking 

his place within the current action. His death leaves the spectator 

without a guide and commentator, and the action is over. 

The circular movement of repeated activity is again analogous 

to time-photography. The end product, the picture, by itself is not 

enough; the process of "becoming" is equally important. The process is 

evidence of time, and length lends weight to the theme. 

The configuration built by circularity is one of height and 

depth rather than the linear progression of most mimetic drama using 

story line as the unifying agent. Tension arises from within charac-

ters rather than events. The ritualistic events, on the other hand, 

serve as a descriptive rounding out of the society under scrutiny. The 

changing conditions of the society are more important than the situa-

tions between its members. The culture as a whole becomes a tragic 

figure with its assumption of human characteristics. By the end of Act 

1, the audience has been witness to incest, murder and cannibalism. By 

the play's end, murder within the tribe has occurred, and male leader

ship is overthrown. Blue's final act of suicide may be McGrath's way 

of signifying that the humanization of the anthropoids is complete. 

Leading up to this train of reversals was Lynn's indulgent, never

ending supply of food. As the need to hunt and share the food supply 

diminished, the animals became increasingly selfish, aggressive and 

pleasure-seeking. These changes are accompanied by physical infirmi-

ties and a loss of sexual interest. 
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With the exception of the protagonist, Blue, and the 

antagonist, Lynn, the characters are most important for the role they 

fill in the society, such as leader,advisor, mother, scapegoat, youth, 

the elderly. They are the Greek chorus in the tragedy. with lit tIe 

definition as individuals. Performing as one, their movement requires 

choreography, whether the tribe is engaged in the rites of living with 

its almost imperceptible changes or in the actual choral chant and long 

march at the end of Act 1. Tribal action represents the rhythmic dance 

of life. 

McGrath surmounts the problem of a hero without language by 

engaging a conditional law of probability that says, in essence: if a 

more intelligent ape could speak it would probably sound like Blue. 

Thus Blue, spokesman for a tragic race of anthropoids becomes, 

indi vidually, the tragic hero of the play, struggling to communicate 

danger. 

In The Structure of Action, Smiley suggests that the ethical, 

logical and emotional proofs of rhetoric are as much the material of 

persuasive drama as they are of persuasive speaking (Smiley, 1971 

p. 50). He further contends that didactic drama will often be arranged 

in the rhetorical disposition of exordium, argument, proof and 

peroration. Likewise, dramatists employ deliberative, forensic or 

ceremonial modes of address. McGrath invokes the deliberative 

political mode in order to illuminate the condition of contemporary 

society. 

True to the tragic form, the action moves from balanC(~ La 

disturbance to disaster. The protagonist, Blue, progresses from a 
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state of ignorance to one of greater self knowledge, as he strives to 

restore balance. His inability to communicate points to the fatal flaw 

precipitating his downfall. McGrath offers a glimmer of hope for the 

future in Lorne, foil to Blue, who leads her tribe away from the 

impending slaughter by the Barbs. 

The major focus of the action is on the daily rituals of the 

anthropoids, while only minimal time is allotted to the human line of 

action. The imbalance suggests, perhaps, that McGrath is depending on 

the viewer to make the necessary comparisons out of the storehouse of 

his own experience. The occasional bits of humor injected through the 

ape-play antics of daily life relieve tension without threatening the 

seriousness of the theme. 

Character 

The two lines of action, human and animal, delineate but one 

society. Blue and the barefaced tribe of anthropoids represent the 

masses existing in a tactile, 'dog eat dog' jungle. Communication is 

largely non-verbal and emotional. The human line, consisting of Lynn, 

Dieter and the male voice from Base, personifies the dispassionate 

elitest element of scientific thought which has dominated the twenti-

eth century like a god. Base is the voice of god speaking from ~It. 

Olympus, checking on his children, sent like missionaries to carry out 

his work to the far corners of the earth. Dieter, the established 

professional, a recognized, dedicated cog in the great wheel, has boen 

sent to check on the novice, Lynn. Nightly, after Lynn js asloep, Ill' 

kneels as if in prayer to make his reports to headqu[lrtcrs v i<1 lhe' 
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transmitter. Lynn, the pseudo-scientist and new-woman, finding her way 

in what had previously been a man's world, has been sent in the hopes 

that her "open mind • • • might throw some new light on the nature of 

stone age man" (Act 1, Sc. 2, p. 5). Her presence will eventually 

replace the old scientific detachment with greater involvement, both 

emotional .and physical. Rationally uninvolved, filled with questions 

and syntactic conclusions, they are the enemy. Clearly McGrath states, 

in the words of Blue, "The enemy was not the Barbs • I knew our 

weakness had come from the strangers" (Act 2, Sc. 7, p. 28). They talk 

without communicating. Strangers to life, the self-appointed experts 

have forgotten how to touch, how to love, how to interact. They would 

rather observe, fill out forms, make reports. 

DIETER: 
LYNN: 

Photographing animals. That's my passion in life. 
I'm sure we'll get on well together. 

(Act 2, Sc. 1, p. 16). 

Nevertheless, their dumb observer, Blue, perceives their need. One 

evening as Lynn and Dieter sit thoughtfully together, he tries to teach 

them how to nest. 

ENTER BLUE. HE CARRIES GRASS AND BRANCHES. APPROACHES THE 
HUMANS, THRO\vS HIS STUFF DO\vN IN A PILE IN FRONT OF THE~1. 
DIETER REACHES CAREFULLY FOR HIS CAMERA. BLUE SPREADS OUT THE 
VARIOUS MATERIALS • • • CONCENTRATING. HE SEEMS TO BE TRYING 
TO ARRANGE THEM A PARTICULAR \.JAY. TAKES A BRANCH AND ~IESSES IT 
UP, IRRITATED. SITS DO\m AND STARTS TO T\vIST THE GRASS 
TOGETHER THRo\VING ANXIOUS GLANCES AT DIETER AND LYNN • • • GETS 
BEATEN BY THIS TOO. THRo\.JS GRASS DOHN. ANGRY. MAKES BRANCHES 
AND GRASS INTO A PILE • • • MOVES BACK FROM IT, HOOTS AND 
STOMPS. DIETER TAKES HIS PHOTOGRAPH. RUSHES FORHARD AS IF 
CHARGING DIETER AND LYNN. PICKS UP PILE AND THRo\.JS IT OVER 
THE~I, EXITS INTO A TREE. • THEY START TO LAUGH AND PICK 
THE GRASS OUT OF EACH OTHER'S HAIR. IT RESEMBLES THE ANINALS' 
GROOMING. THEY ARE SNILING AT EACH OTHER. 



DIETER: 
LYNN: 
DIETER: 

LYNN: 

DIETER: 
LYNN: 

Base. 

Have you ever heard of ape fever? 
No. What's that? 
It's a voodoo spell. Those who fall under its power 
believe they are turning into apes. 
(SHAKING HAIR VIGOROUSLY) Magic is the science of the 
jungle! 
Why not? 
I didn't come all the way here just to get involved 
with a man. 

(Act 2, Sc. 5, p. 24) 
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The disembodied male voice from home base (Mount 

Olympus--the transmitter) depicts a kind of collective attitude prizing 

objectivity--intellectually confident and distantly caring, though not 

always a good listener. In three conversations between Lynn and Base, 

McGrath ascribes four dominant characteristics to science. The first, 

curiosity coupled with doubt, is an end in itself, and comes in the 

form of seemingly endless questions: "Where are you?" "\.Jhat do you 

mean?" "Where have you been?" "Have you made contact?" "Any 

aggression?" "Have you plenty of ammunition?" "What kind of rifle?" 

Next, the communication flow tends to be one-directional. Base_ (or 

science) always comes through "loud and clear," but getting through to 

the 'god' is more difficult. More often than not, Lynn's responses are 

lost in misunderstandings or disbelief. 

LYNN: 

BASE: 

LYNN: 
BASE: 
LYNN: 
BASE: 

Something amazing has just happened. I think I'm on 
the verge of a breakthrough. 
Breakdown? (SOUND OF RAIN INCREASES. LYNN HAS TO 
SHOUT) 
One of the apes has just drawn a man. 
Just what a man? 
Drawn him. 
Lynn, are you feeling alright? 

( Ac t 1, Sc. 3 , p. 15) 

The third feature is a reluctance on the part of science to be prescrip-

tive. At great expense, science sends extensions of itself throughout 
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a chaotic and suffering world, more to satisfy a lustful curiosity than 

to relieve suffering. The final trait is the position of power that 

science holds over mankind. Unchecked and supremely confident, power 

will have its way. 

LYNN: 
BASE: 
Lynn: 
BASE: 

LYNN: 
BASE: 
LYNN: 
BASE: 
LYNN: 
BASE: 
LYNN: 

BASE: 

LYNN: 

Lynn. 

Yes, I can hear you. Loud and clear •••• 
Where are you? 
I've arrived. I've reached my destination. 
Why didn't you make contact sooner? We were worried 
about you. 
It was a rough journey getting here. 
What do you mean? 
The trains were packed with refugees. 
It's the same allover. 
And the porters wouldn't come this far. 
Why not? 
They call it the dark place and they think it is 
dangerous. 
No backbone these people. They're not paid to be 
scared. 
I don't blame them really. The last man to come here 
had his eye ripped out. 

(Act 1, Sc. 2, pp. 4-5) 

McGrath draws his chief antagonist from the group of 

gentle, sincere, well-meaning, attractive good people that makes them 

difficult to identify as mischief makers. A clear-cut villain such as 

Blue describes from memory, with a firestick in his arms killing their 

young, is much easier to recognize and combat than the kindly blunder-

ing of this pretty young woman. Because man generally perceives others 

as they perceive themselves, Lynn's most dangerous and deceptive 

quality is her belief in herself, that she is doing good, making accu-

rate assessments and a val ua ble contri bu tion. Her belief in herself 

clouds the vision of the spectator to the rea] danger that Lynn intro-

duces to the anthropoids. 
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Lynn is cognizant of the difference between Blue and the others 

almost immediately. She woos the human spirit in him, singles him out, 

makes sure he receives his share, responds to his communication 

attempts. Wiser than she, Blue does not succumb; he never accepts the 

handouts and the caretaking that eventually blind the others. Yet some-

thing in him does succumb. His fears are blunted by her good deeds: 

BLUE: • . • but this ape was different • • • it did not have 
a stick with fire • • • did not build up walls against 
us. It gave us food, offered no threats. It did not 
seem to have a fear of us. It means no harm. 

(Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 10) 

Had Dieter, with his guns and barricades been the first to arrive, Blue 

would have identified him immediately as the enemy and would probably 

have killed him. His declaration that the strangers are the enemy is 

corroborated by a simple listing of some of the events Lynn is respon-

sible for: the debilitating food supply causing dependence; introduc-

tion of eggs in to Beard's diet, causing him to sicken and die first, 

giving a loaded gun to Blue. Part of her problem results from her lack 

of training. "I'm not a scientist," she announces. "Before I came 

here, I worked as a secretary. They said they needed someone with an 

open mind" (Act 1, Sc. 2, p. 5). Innocent though it may be, her 

observations are all contaminated by her participation in the events. 

Lynn appears to represent all of the pseudo-scientists, male 

and female, who invade the problem areas of society, offering capsule-

quick panaceas, enhanced by a colossal belief in themselves. McGrath's 

unisex characterization of Lynn begins with a name used interchangeably 

by both sexes. Understandably, for the jungle setting Lynn wears mule 

attire, no makeup and a straight, simple hair style. lipan arrival, she 
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says that coming here was a little like entering a nunnery. Her 

celibacy is maintained by her rejection of Dieter's romantic advances. 

The success of the pseudo-scientist may in part be due to the 

passion and dedication he brings to his calling. Lynn gives herself to 

this new task as a novitiate does to her vows or a mother to her 

family. No mother knowingly makes mistakes. She simply blunders her 

way into them, as Lynn does with the anthropoids. Instead of being an 

observer, she is a participator; instead of reporting events, she initi-

ates them. So persuasive is her "mother knows best" attitude that even 

Dieter, who knows better, goes along with her suggestions, getting 

caught up in the excitement she creates. 

Dieter, the trained and recognized authority on animal observa-

tion, is a threat to Lynn and is a constant intruder in her world. She 

is as annoyed by his pipe as if the jungle were her immaculately kept 

house. As she sits "ticking off boxes on a computerized form," Lynn is 

less than enthusiastic over Dieter's offer of newspapers, a reminder of 

reality. She asserts her right to be there: 

DIETER: 

LYNN: 
DIETER: 

LYNN: 

The jungle at night. There's nothing quite like it is 
there? (PUFFS) You can never recapture it when 
you're home. 
(WRITING) This is my home. 
(PUFFING SOME MORE) There was an old Afrikaaner that 
I knew. He said, "This is not man's country, it's 
God's country." 
(SEARCHING THROUGH SOME OTHER PAPERS) I couldn't 
believe it wh~n they said you'd agreed to come. 

( Ac t 2, Sc. 2, p. 19) 

Lynn's failure to respond may indicate her disagreement. She has just 

declared that this is her home. She does belong, by "squatter's 

rights" if nothing else. McGrath may be saying, in essence t "fool s 
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rush in where angels fear to tread." Lynn's commitment is further 

evidenced by her giving up the tent in favor of sleeping in the open. 

She tells Dieter the tent is too confining; it cuts her off. Witness-

ing the violence to Barbie just prior to Dieter's arrival had had a pro-

found effect, causing Lynn to give herself to the jungle in a strangely 

ritualistic act, part of which she relates in verse. 

It's strange that I do not feel afraid. 
Before I came here I thought I might. 
But the jungle sucks me in. As if it 
tries to speak to me. It asks me to 
come close to it, and I seem to remember 
something--something about myself which 
I cannot put my finger on. 
(PAUSE) And I want to move closer. 
I want to be taken into it. 
I want to understand what I feel it is 
trying to say 
SHE TAKES HER CLOTHES OFF AND \~ALKS UP TOHARDS THE SLOPE. SHE 
IS VERY CALM. 

(Ac t 1, . Sc. 3, p. 14) 

The storm begins, and Lynn is like newly baptized by the rain 

until she runs to get an umbrella from the tent. Now protected from 

getting wet, she squats beneath the umbrella and reports to Base. 

"GIANT COVERS HIS EARS. BEARD COVERS HIS EYES. SPIKE COVERS HIS 

MOUTH. BLUE COUGHS AND SHIVERS. ALL STARE OUT AT AUDIENCE" (Act 1, 

Sc. 3, p. 15). The anthropoids have chosen to be deaf, dumb and blind 

to their crime, just as Lynn overlooks it by assuming it is the way 

things are among the anthropoids. 

On . the positive side, Lynn has an innate sense of hO\,' to 

respond to brute strength. Furthermore, the animals are always testing 

her. Although she has come unarmed, she never shOl,'s fcar, oftcn 

looking the other way when threatened. McGrath may intend for Lynn to 
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represent the feminine way of outsmarting the aggressor. Certainly she 

stands in contrast to Dieter, with his arsenal and fences. She takes 

her stand against strongarm tactics when Base questions the make of her 

rifle. Lynn replies, itA peashooter." Assuming that she is joking, 

Base responds, "Glad to hear you are in good spirits. But be careful, 

Lynn. 

(Act 1, 

A woman on her own out there shouldn't take unnecessary risks" 

Sc. 2, p. 7). She has enough "ape-sense" to know that no 

weapon will protect her if the animals find her a threat. While Dieter 

may not agree with her methods, he is no doubt impressed with the speed 

with which Lynn has made contact. If the animals are devious in luring 

her out in the open to examine her, she is just as devious in winning 

their trust. After playing a little game with Beard and some bananas, 

Lynn finally holds up the entire bunch and waves them in the air, like 

"A STRIPPER DANGLING HER BRAS. SHE FLINGS BANANAS ALL AROUND THE SITE. 

DRUMS STOP. SILENCE. THE TRIBE EMERGES SLo\.JLY FROM HIDING. THEY ARE 

ALL AROUND LYNN. THEY SEEM TO MENACE. THEN THEY FALL UPON THE FRUIT. 

SETTLE TO EATING WITH NOISY PLEASURE. SHE GIVES BLUE A BANANA, SPIKE 

TAKES IT" (Act 1, Sc. 2, p. 9). 

Lynn becomes more and more forceful, and by Scene 6 of Act 2 is 

once again dra\'TI into the group action. After Spike kills Nerves in 

order to take her bananas, Lorne, dragging her mother's body behind 

her, challenges the males for leadership and wins. Menacingly, she 

leads the tribe to encircle Lynn and Dieter, cutting them off from the 

cage and his guns. Suddenly, Dieter drops to all [ours and presents 

his rump to Lorne; Lynn [01 lows , and Lorne is placated. The next scene 

finds Lynn leading the tribe toward the ridge, fernalesin adv<1l1ce, 
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picking up Nerve's body as they go and carrying it on their shoulders, 

in rude burial rites (Act 2, Sc. 6, p. 28). 

Although Lynn represents the pseudo-scientist developing her 

own methods of research and blindly causing much harm, she also stands 

for the modern woman. Off of her Victorian pedestal, she finds herself 

thrust into responsibilities by a male-dominated society that has thus 

far filled the world with refugees. Nevertheless, she has reached her 

"destination" after a rough journey; she is here by choice and intends 

to stay. 

Although Lynn is guilty of grievous errors by the play's end, 

she has not given up. Nor has she been dominated by the anthropoids or 

Dieter. By bowing to the superior might of the tribe, she has won 

acceptance and taken part in their grief. Hi th time and patience on 

both sides, Lynn may yet learn the lessons of life. At least she has 

been able to stop Dieter's certain destruction of the anthropoids while 

continuing to work side by side with him (diplomacy). Meanwhile, up on 

the ridge, her anthropoid counterpart, Lorne, has also assumed a posi-

tion of leadership. 

Dieter. Dieter is the true interloper in the jungle. In 

contrast to Lynn, who cannot seem to get close enough, he cannot erect 

enough barriers to feel safe. Hith Dieter's arrival come the 

paraphenalia of civilization: pipe, guns, newspapers, eggs, fences. 

His dialogue is sparse and characterized by vagueness. For instance, 

Dieter answers obliquely to Lynn's query concerning Blue's drawing: 

LYNN: 
DIETER: 

So they are treating it as important. 
You could say that. 

(Ac t 2, Sc. 2, p. 19) 
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To Lynn's positive statement about the jungle, "This is my home," comes 

another oblique response: "There was an old Afrikaaner that I knew. He 

said, 'This is not man's country, it's God's country'" (Act. 2, Sc. 2, 

p. 19). 

Dieter plays it safe by seldom going out on a limb with a 

direct statement that might bring confrontation or for which he could 

later be held accountable. Even as a would-be lover, he lacks author

ity as he asks Lynn where he should sleep. Later when both feel the 

stirrings of "ape fever" magic, Dieter fails to make a positive direct 

approach or even an indirect second approach. Instead, he goes to the 

same tree Spike had earlier kicked in frustration at rejection. Dieter 

punches it lightly. Like Spike, his male ego is bruised; but Dieter 

suffers no emotional damage because his feelings are not involved. 

Only when threatened by the tribe, led by Lorne, does Dieter 

show his native adaptability. He understands force; without a weapon 

within reaching distance, he is forced to do the expedient thing and 

presents his rump as a sign of recognition of her authority. 

Nonetheless, Dieter views it as humiliating and says, strongly, "I'm 

not going to let it happen again" (Act 2, Sc. 6, p. 28). With help 

from Lynn, he constructs a protective cage for himself. Later when the 

tri be comes to at tack they "ENTER IN SUCH A \-JAY AS TO CUT THE HUNi\NS 

OFF FROM THE CAGE" (i\c t. 2, Sc. 6, p. 29). 

Thus, in a modern sense Dieter is a symbol of force. From his 

German name, to his barricades and guns, to his readiness to use them, 

he is power, and hence the most overtly dangerous of the enemy forces 
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to the anthropoids. McGrath never hesitates to tell his audience 

directly what he wants them to know; Dieter is to be feared. 

BLUE: The sight of it bristled my hair and spiked my fur 
on end. There was a stab of fear in my ape gut. 
But I could not grasp it. 

(Act 2, Sc. 2, p. 20) 

Although interpreter and proxy for the science-god among men, Dieter is 

nonetheless human, subject to emotional likes and dislikes and to fear. 

Fear is the emotive trigger to his personality. Like most men, Dieter 

fears the unknown. What' he fears most in this "might makes right" 

jungle are the animals. While cleaning his gun, Blue comes close to 

him, growling: 

LYNN: 
DIETER: 

What's wrong with him I wonder? 
He's crazy. That's what's wrong with him. We 
shouldn't let him get so close. I've seen animals 
gone weird like him before. You can't trust them. I 
brought some fencing in the boat with me. B'ut I left 
it back down at the river because it was too much to 
carry. I think I'll go down and get it. 

(Act 2, Sc. 3, p. 22) 

Unlike Lynn, Dieter has come well armed for his encounter with 

the jungle. His response to fear is to shoot first and ask questions 

later. Moreover, he is ill at ease with the rough-housing that goes 

on, and when Spike makes a threatening move "HE PICKS UP THE RIFLE. 

PUTS IT TO HIS SHOULDER. LYNN RUNS TO HIM. CLASPS HIS ARM. A LOOK 

BET\~EEN THEM • . • BLUE \~ATCHES DIETER AS HE PUTS GUN BACK" (Ac t 2, Sc. 

3, p. 21). Blue is furious as he says: 

BLUE: Who asked you to come here stranger? 
Why do I fart my anger at the sight of you? 
Blue. Blue. I am Blue. 
Who do you what do you take me for? 
An animal? A dumb beast? 
Did you think I was some zebra or giraffe 
some all-fours fleeter you could throw your rope upon? 



Lassoo? Well yahoo cowboy you were wrong. 
Do you feel ~y arms? Can you feel my shoulders? 
I could smash your chicken skull to pulp 
and have your precious brains for breakfast. 
Gazelle! Gilloot! Get out of my reserve 
or I'll have you done for vivisection--I'll have 
erections on your entrails for inspection 
in my kitchen, 
you hairless hippo, you gumsy crocodile •• 

(Act 2, Sc. 4, p. 22) 
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Later, Lynn takes the gun from Dieter that was used to kill 

Beard, refusing his demand for its return when the tribe threatens. 

DIETER: 
LYNN: 
DIETER: 
LYNN: 

DIETER: 
LYNN: 

Gun. 
No. 
Either you give me it or you yourself use it. 
Try to keep calm. Sit down. And don't talk any more. 
It's making them jumpy. 
They are making me very jumpy. Give me the gun. 
Sit dmm. 

(Act 2, Sc. 6, p. 29) 

Again when Blue tries to speak and "ONLY HOARSE STRANGLED NOISES CONE 

OUT," Dieter demands the weapon: 

DIETER: 
LYNN: 

Gun. 
No, Dieter Can't you see? He is trying to speak. 

(Act 2, Sc. 6, p. 30) 

Interestingly, Lynn entrusts Blue with the gun that she denied to 

Dieter but a moment before. Dieter is thus made powerless by Lynn, 

emasculated for his own eagerness to wield the gun. He is forced back 

to his cameras, where he is only truly excited by the prospect of photo-

graphing a battle engaged in by others. Like Chick, his thrills are 

vicarious. 

Role Reciprocity-Group Image. Like ancient frescoes on 

forgotten walls, the anthropoids perform their ritual music in a dance 

of life itself--h~ppy and sad, the good tainted with evil. Thus, post 

becomes present as once more the "happy savage" exists ina "surv ivaI 
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of the fittest" world. Now caught in a moment of transition initiated 

by the introduction of human observers, the teamwork by which they 

survive deteriorates as the anthropoids adopt more human 

characteristics. By the play's end, they are nearly wiped out. 

McGrath creates group image largely through the enactment of communal 

living and by the running commentary of their spokesman, Blue. Nearly 

half of the play's text is devoted to a detailed description of the 

accompanying mime. Thus, how convincingly the actors are able to 

interact on a non-verbal level determines the success of the play in 

the theatre. 

The audience receives its first impression when the animals 

come romping in from the trees, giving a brief demonstration of tribal 

life. They hoot and hug and shake the trees for food. Giant manifests 

his authority by pinning Spike to the ground for nipping in and steal-

ing some of his fruit. Beard placates Giant by "putting his hand in 

his groin." Spike presents his rump to Giant and gets patted. With 

peace restored, the others "WHOOP IN ON THE FRUIT BUT BLUE GETS PUSHED 

BACK. HE STANDS." (Act 1, Sc. 1, p. 1). 

After identifying himself as one of the anthropoids, Blue estab-

lishes the underlYing paradox upon which the play proceeds: 

I have a tongue (HE STICKS IT OUT) but 
I cannot speak. Though I will speak 
to tell my tale to you. 

My name is Blue. 

I want to tell you of myself 
and of the apes in my tribe 



and what became of us 
in the days of 
the come of 
the stranger. 
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( Ac t 1, Sc. 1 , p. 1) 

In McGrath's microcosm, characters are most important for the 

societal role they fulfill. Blue designates each one with a tag-name 

as he receives a piece of fruit being passed around the circle in which 

they sit. As the tribal chronicler, Blue's information takes on a 

biblical ring:· 

Our chief was Giant. (GIANT TAKES A BITE OUT OF FRUIT. PASSES 
IT TO BEARD) 
Beard his adviser. (BEARD TAKES BITE, GOES TO PASS IT ON. 
SPIKE TRIES TO TAKE IT. BEARD PUSHES HIM \.JAY AND PASSES FRUIT 
TO NUNKO.) 
Spike was he the other shat upon. (CHANCER RUNS IN AND TAKES 
SOME FRUIT FROM BESIDE GIANT) 
The youngest male was Chancer. (MA AND CHICK MOVE IN AND TAKE 
SOME FRUIT. NERVES AND LORNE DO LIKEWISE) 
Of the females of our Bareface tribe, 
there was Ma and Chick and Nerves and Lorne, 
and each of these were mother and daughter 
- none of us a father knew • (SPIKE TRIES TO TAKE FRUIT 
FROM CLOSE TO GIANT WHO DRIVES HIM BACK. NUNKO PICKS UP FRUIT 
SPIKE WANTED.) 
Nunko was the oldest of our tribe, 
though Giant was its chieftain • . • (BLUE TRIES TO APPROACH 
GIANT BUT IS TOO TIMID. HE STOPS, SHIVERING.) 

(Act 1, Sc. 1, pp. 1-2) 

Toward the play's end, as transition nears completion, the old 

order is overthrown and Blue introduces the new. 

vigorous: 

Our chief was Lorne. 
Ma her adviser. 
Chick was she the others shat upon. 
The youngest male was Chancer 

Their entry is 

THE MALES ENTER SLOWLY, WITH DIFFICULTY. THEY HAVE LOST TIIE1R 
ENERGY, BEARD MOST OF ALL. 



Of the males of our bare face tribe, 
there was Giant and Beard 
and Spike and Nunko. 
And none of them a father knew. 

And in those days they had lost their strength 
and were touched by a weakness 
none of us could understand. 

(Act 2, Sc. 6, p. 28) 
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A comparison of the two speeches reveals that only the names have been 

changed; societal roles and the order of their importance remains the 

same. Interestingly, after leader and the leader's advisor the most 

important role is that of the scapegoat, upon whom frustrations can be 

vented. Fourth in line is that of the youngest male, the hope of the 

future. Those of least importance are lumped together in a single 

sentence. By restating "none a father knew," McGrath indicates one of 

the sources of male weakness. The male image does not include parent-

ing or a demonstration of affection. 

The native curiosity of the anthropoids is a basic trait demon-

strated throughout the play. Furthermore; they exhibit great ingenuity 

in devising ways to satisfy that curiosity. Blue tells how they 

examine the newcomer to their stamping ground. 

It was their instinct 
that they should trap it, 
lure it from its nest 
and have a closer look. 
If it was a fighter, 
it would soon be tested 
- a bit of common apesense 
was all it took. 

(Ac t 1, Sc. 2, p. 6) 

How they lure Lynn from her "nest" is typical of the teamwork by I,hi eh 

they survive. The tribe goes into hiding, leaving Spike alone in the 

feeding area \dth his back to Lynn. Giant, Beard and Nunko arrangl' 
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themselves above her in the trees. As she creeps up on Spike to 

observe him eating the others react: 

GIANT HOOTS. SHE TURNS AND LOOKS UP AT HIM. HE SNARLS AND 
THREATENS. SHE LOOKS AWAY. SAME BUSINESS REPEATS WITH BEARD 
ABOVE HER TO THE LEFT AND NUNKO TO HER RIGHT. AS SHE LOOKS UP 
AT THEM, SHE TURNS AROUND SO THAT HER BACK IS TO SPIKE. HE 
GETS UP QUIETLY, PICKS UP THE BRANCH, S\.JINGS IT ROUND AND HITS 
HER ON THE BACK OF THE HEAD. SHE FALLS. THE TRIBE APPEAR FROM 
HIDING AND GATHER ROUND HER. THEY LOOK AT HER, ·HOOTING, BUT DO 
NOT TOUCH HER. 

(Act 1, Sc. 2, p. 6) 

Anything that invades their stomping ground is subject to scru-

tiny. They uncover Dieter's camera hides; Beard finds Lynn's hidden 

fruit; Blue tries to make the dictaphone work; and three of them make a 

midnight visit to rake through Dieter's belongings: 

BLUE: To us it was the ape with the fire in its mouth. 
(NUNKO STICKS PIPE IN MOUTH) 
It wore a head upon its head 
(BEARD PUTS ON HAT) 
and strange black snouts upon its face that it clicked 
as if eating air. 
(BLUE PICKS UP CAMERA. TAKES PICS OF AUDIENCE. BEARD 
AND NUNKO TRY TO ASSEMBLE THE TRIPOD) 
And where could it get to upon three legs that we 
couldn't reach on four? 

(DIETER STIRS IN HIS SLEEP. BEARD AND NUNKO RUN •.• ) 
The sight of it bristled my hair and spiked my fur 
on end. There was a stab of fear in my ape gut. 
But I could not grasp it. 

(Act 2, Sc. 2, p. 20) 

The history of the anthropoids is filled in by Blue, who remem-

bers their migration from the high lands to the land of the Barbs. He 

recalls another stranger, like Lynn, who fixed his eyes upon them and 

for whom they had no fear. Blue sees him "with a stick of fire between 

its arms. Our young are writhing, screaming on the earth, and we of 

the Bareface tribe feel fear in us. \ve run." (Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 9). 
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A few of the behavioral group norms established for the tribe 

are that cannibalism and incest are strictly forbidden. They are vege

tarians and do not form lifetime relationships. In this society, might 

makes right. Without language, communication within the group is 

carried on through hoots, barks, growls, slaps, and laughter accom-

panied by the appropriate action. 

includes: 

The physical display of emotions 

Affection: Hugging, patting, grooming. 

Social Acceptance: Grooming. 

Anger: Stomping about from foot to foot, or striking •. 

Frustration: Pounding on a tree, throwing things, isolation. 

Appeasement: Presenting rump or fondling the groin. 

Forgiveness: Patting the rump. 

Fear: Sometimes grinning, aggressi venes. The young run screaming to 

their mothers. 

Indifference: Studiously avoiding eye contact. 

Desire: Mating is prefaced by chest-beating and hooting. Intercourse 

is a group activity, with the males taking turns according to 

the pecking order, the leader or strongest first, his advisor 

next, and so on. Although cognizant of the activity, Blue does 

not participate, nor does McGrath offer a reason for thjs. 

Already more human than ape, the evolutionary changes in hjm 

may suffice, perhaps, as an explanation. 
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The Rituals 

McGrath actually begins the group picture of the anthropoids 

with one of the oldest social acts known to man, the sharing of food. 

Eating becomes an almost continuous affair, under which the author 

subsumes the other rituals of life such as mating and warring with the 

Barbs. Through the rituals is disclosed the tribe's gradual descent 

into deviant behavior. In the first episode the animals hoot and hug, 

after which Giant shakes down fruit from a tree. 

MORE HUGS AND HOOTS. BEARD AND GIANT BITE INTO THE FRUIT. 
OTHERS VENTURE CLOSER. GIANT ROARS AT THEM AND THREATENS. 
SPIKE NIPS IN AND STEALS SOME FRUIT. OTHERS VENTURE CLOSER. 
GIANT ROARS AT THEM AND THREATENS. THROWS HIM Dmm. GIANT 
STANDS LOOKING AROUND IN ANGER. BEARD PLACATES GIANT BY 
PUTTING HIS HAND IN HIS GROIN. SPIKE PRESENTS HIS RUMP TO 
GIANT. GIANT PATS SPIKE'S RUMP PLACATINGLY. GIANT IS 
PACIFIED. TIlE OTHERS WHOOP IN ON THE FRUIT BUT BLUE GETS 
PUSHED BACK OUT OF IT. HE STANDS. 

( Ac t I, Sc. I, P . I ) 

The daughters, Chick and Lorne, approach their mothers for food; each 

is pushed aside. They persist, and this time Ma gives in and shares 

her fruit. Nerves, who was rough with Lorne when she pushed, now hits 

her hard in the face. Lorne runs, holding her face, to Nunko; who sits 

"STILL INTENT ON EATING HIS m~N FRUIT, HE PLACES HIS HAND BEHIND HIS 

RUMP AND PRODUCES ANOTHER PIECE OF FRUIT WHICH HE GIVES TO LORNE 

WITHOUT LOOKING AT HER." (Act 1, Sc. 1, p. 2). 

Blue has announced that his "story begins in the days when they 

warred with the Barbs." (Act 1, Sc. 1, p. 3). The Barbs' entrance to 

steal their food is a demonstration of a major strength: the teamwork 

by which both tribes survive. 



ENTER THE BARBS. SPIKE HOOTS THE ALARM, BEARD AND NUNKO STAND 
GROWLING • BEARD PULLS AT GIANT'S ARM, POINTING IN THE 
DIRECTION OF THE BARBS. THE BARBS, HALF-APE, HALF-WOLF .•• 
SURROUND THE TRIBE, BARKING. MOST UNWILLINGLY, GIANT LEAVES 
OFF HIS EATING AND TURNS SLOWLY, LOOKING FROM BARB TO BARB. 
BEARD CROUCHES BEHIND HIM. THE LEAD BARB (BAMPOT) MOVES TO 
GIANT. BEBOP APPROACHES FROM THE SIDE. BOO MENACES THE OTHER 
APES MAKING THEM KEEP THEIR DISTANCE. EACH TIME GIANT LUNGES 
TOWARD BAMPOT, BEBOP ATTACKS BEARD AND BEARD RETREATS, HOOTING 
IN ALARM, FORCING GIANT TO MOVE BACK TO PROTECT HIM. BOO 
WITHDRAWS AND WAITS. SAME BUSINESS. BARBIE RUNS THROUGH THE 
CAMPSITE AND GATHERS UP THE FRUIT. SHE RUNS OFF WITH IT. BOO 
FOLLOWS. BEBOP AND BAM POT BREAK FROM THE FIGHT AND RUN AFTER 
THEM. 

(Act 1, Sc. 1, p. 3) 
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The frequency with which eating occurs and the miniscule size 

of the aberrations cause audience awareness generally to be subliminal. 

In the next scene, for instance, the abnormality is in the acquisition 

of the food. While unpacking, Lynn opens a box of bananas and lays two 

on the table. Beard "Hoots at the sight of them" and drops down into 

the site, ready to charge the enemy much as the Barbs charge them. 

Upon demand, Beard shares his prize with Giant. As Lynn flings her 

bananas to the crowd like "a stripper dangling her bras" (Act I, Sc. 3, 

p. 9), the whole tribe emerges to get something for nothing. The Barbs 

appear as before, but now simply to settle down peacefully to eat. 

Only when Boo interrupts the friendly contact between Lorne and Barbie 

do the two tribes momentarily resume their natural antipathy; they 

resettle to eat. Alarmed by his memory of the previous stranger, Blue 

tries to warn his tribe, but without success. Next he snatches the 

dictaphone from Lynn's hands, pushing the buttons as if to communicate 

as Lynn does. The machine only gives back the garbled sounds of a fast 

playback. 
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The third and extended feeding becomes the roller-coaster ride 

to disaster. Beginning in much the same way as the previous feeding, 

the animals enter; Lynn puts out the food. When Beard comes back for a 

second helping, he goes to Lynn, taking a banana from each of her 

pockets, and then looking her over for more, feels of her breast. 

Amused, Lynn says to him, "Hey, that's not a banana." Amusement, too, 

may cloud momentarily the viewer's cogni ti ve awareness of a slight 

change in Beard's behavior, from passing the fruit around to taking all 

he can find for himself. Nerves' irritation with her daughter .Lorne 

becomes even more pronounced. She ends Lorne' s repeated attempts to 

get a banana with a vicious blow. Lorne's appeals to Nunko and others 

for pity this time go unheeded, and she runs from camp. 

~1a and Chick enter the scene late, well after the others are 

settled eating. Ma wears on her backside a special attachment repre

senting a swollen vagina. Giant notices and rises in excitement. The 

sexual ritual begins with hooting and beating of chests, as all of the 

males encircle Ma: "GIANT MOUNTS HER FROM BEHIND. ONE HAND IS FULL OF 

FRUIT, RESTING ON HER BACK, THE OTHER IS ON THE GROUND ••• TO KEEP 

HIM BALANCED. HE LOOKS NONCHALANT ABOUT THE \mOLE BUSINESS, AS IF HIS 

MIND IS ELSEWHERE HE DISMOUNTS FROM MA, SITS DmoJN AND EATS SO~1E 

FRUIT" (Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 11). Ma waits patiently while the others take 

their turn with her. Chick, nervous over the activity t tries to stop 

them. As Chancer approaches for his turn, he is flattened by GianL. 

He runs from the campsite to escape Giant's pounding fists. Find ing a 

tree to pound and kick, he vents his own frustration. Meanwhile, hack 

at the camp, Gian t roars a warning to Spj ke' s ea ger move tt)\m rd ~b. 
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Obviously, as leader, Giant has upheld the mores of the tribe, although 

the playgoer can only guess at the aborted infraction. 

The next incident of eating takes place up on the ridge where 

the alienated have sought retreat. Here Lorne finds Barbie, and the 

two happily engage in a game of tag until spotted by Chancer. As if to 

say "this is really important," McGrath has Blue stand and watch 

Chancer's move on Barbie. Lynn, too, watches, taking notes. 

LORNE SEES CHANCER AND BACKS OFF, WHIMPERING. BARBIE TURNS AS 
IF TO PLAY WITH CHANCER TOO. CHANCER JUMPS TOWARDS HER, A 
TWO-FOOTED JUMP, SLAPPING HIS HANDS AGAINST HIS THIGHS AND 
HOOTING. BARBIE IS PARALYSED • • . WITH FEAR . . . THE TRIBE 
MOVE OUT. • RUN UP THE SLOPE, LORNE SCREAMS. ANIMALS 
ADVANCE ON BARBIE, SLAPPING THEIR HANDS AGAINST THEIR THIGHS. 
BARBIE • SUDDENLY RUNS TmvARDS THE RIDGE, CHANCER IN 
PURSUIT. HE CATCHES HER . . • KNOCKS HER DmvN • • . TRIBE 

WATCHNG AND HOOTING IN A LOW TONE. 
(Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 12) 

In faSCination, the group watches without interference, thumping their 

feet in rhythm to Chancer's movements as he kills Barbie and proceeds 

to eat her flesh. They move in, holding out their hands to him, 

begging. Chancer fends them off, Giant included, until Ma presents her 

rump. He mounts her, still eating meat, while the other close in on 

Barbie. 

Conformity to the group is a major motivation to the tribe, 

whether for good or ill. For instance, when one male becomes inter-

ested in a female the rest of the males follow suit. \vhen Chancer 

attacks Barbie and eats her flesh, mob action attends, with the whole 

tribe partaking in cannibalism. Signifying a moral breakdOlm, Lhe 

event is succeeded by a tribal depression chanted in a long, slow marcll 

to the ridge, underscored by thunder and darkening skies. 
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Deep deep dark depression 
deep dark deep depression 
dark deep deep depression 

reap reap rip repression 
reap rip reap repression 
rip reap reap repression 

steep steep stark suppression 
steep stark steep suppression 
stark steep steep suppression 

bleak bleak black depression 
bleak black bleak depression 
black bleak bleak depression 

(Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 14) 

The human source for enlarging the group image is unreliable. 

Untrained and unscientific, Lynn's well-meaning interference constantly 

contaminates events and distorts observations. McGrath e~phasizes this 

point after the death of Barbie by juxtaposing the reactions of Lynn 

and Blue in such a way that he discredits her interpretation. 

BLUE: 

LYNN: 

BLUE: 

LYNN: 

BLUE: 

LYNN: 

BLUE: 
LYNN: 

BLUE: 

When I saw Chancer 
Face up to Giant 
entrails of Barb 
hanging from his teeth: 
(INTO DICTAPHONE) It would appear that the 
anthropoids do eat meat. 
When I saw my tribe with their mouths and hands 
stained red with blood 
the brains of young barbarians are a particular 
delicacy. 
And when I saw Chancer mount his mother 
a thing forbidden in our tribe until this day 
I have also had ample opportunity to observe their 
sexual behavior and it would seem that incest is 
sometimes permitted, 
I knew this was a day that had a power to it. 
depending on the resourcefulness of the youngster 
concerned. (CLICK) 
And I sensed that this power came from the stranger. 
It would soon be my time to act. 

(Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 13) 
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The point is reinforced by the arri val of the photographer, 

Dieter. After scouting suitable places to set up camera "hides," he 

warns Lynn not to expect results too quickly. "The last expedition 

took close to six months to get some decent shots." (Act 2, Sc. 1, p. 

16). Although surprised at Lynn's suggestion that his first "hide" be 

there in the camp, Dieter follows it. Soon he is getting shot after 

shot of the animals literally eating out of her hand. Clearly the 

pictures will not be representative of the animals in their natural 

habitat. Wi th the entry of the Barbs and the ensuing fight, Dieter 

becomes truly excited, implying perhaps a more significant action to 

film, but also his own love of violence. 

Dieter's arrival in Act 2 initiates a series of distinct 

changes in the eating habits. The first incident occurs when Lynn, 

helping him to unpack, gives two of his eggs to Beard. Introducing 

eggs to his diet seems innocent enough. Nevertheless, Beard is the 

first to sicken and die. The intimation is polio; the only human 

contact, Lynn and Dieter. After giving him the eggs, while Dieter is 

within the camera hide, Lynn holds out two bananas to Beard. As he 

takes them, Dieter goes to work. 

SNAP. THEY FREEZE FOR A MOMENT IN PHOTOGRAPHIC STILL EFFECT. 
WHOLE TRIBE ENTERS SITE, WITH THE EXCEPTION OF BLUE, \mO 

REMAINS OUTSIDE OF CAMP WATCHING WHAT IS GOING ON. HE MOVES 
MORE SLOHLY AND LOOKS WEAKER THAN HE DID BEFORE. ACTORS HlPRO
VISE GENERAL EATING, GROOMING, SKIRMISHING SCENE IN HHICH 
DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS OF BEHAVIOR ARE EXE~lPLIFIED. E.G. 
NERVES HAS A TUSTLE WITH BEARD ABOUT A BANANA. BEARD GETS HAD 
AT HER AND GOES TO STRIKE HER. SHE PRESENTS HER IWNP TO IIIH. 
HE GIVES HER A HUG. DIETER TAKES VARIOUS SNAPSHOTS. • . 
LYNN HAS BEEN RUNNING THE SHOi" , MAKING SURE ALL OF TilE ANHlALS 
HAVE FRUIT, LURING A COUPLE OF THE~l NEARER TO DIETER' S CA~1ERA. 

(Act 2, Se. 1, p. 17) 
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Beard's behavior over bananas has moved from sharing to taking 

to fighting. In the next scene the animals fight to eat inedible 

objects. Spike, the outcast, tussles with Dieter over the rag from the 

camera lens. At a safe distance, Spike sits down to examine it. 

SMELLS RAG. PUTS IT IN HIS MOUTH. CHEWS IT THOUGHTFULLY. 
DIETER TAKES A PHOTOGRAPH. ENTER BEARD AND GIANT, NUNKO AND 
CHANCER. SURVEY THE SCENE. GIANT GOES TO SPIKE. WATCHES HIM 
CHE\~ RAG FOR A MOMENT. TEARS IT OFF HIM. • •• BEARD AND 
GIANT SIT DOWN TO CHE\~ THE RAG TOGETHER. • • • MA AND CHICK 
PICK UP AN EMPTY BANANA BOX. TEAR IT TO PIECES. CHEW ON IT. 

(Act 2, Sc. 3, p. 21) 

Once again humor softens the onlooker's perception of the distorted 

happening, easing him into the aberrations of the next sexual 

encounter. The action commences with the entrance of Nerves and Lorne, 

who wears the swollen vagina on her rump. Chick notices, and with 

noisy delight tries to draw Beard's attention to Lorne. Lorne runs to 

hide behind Nerves, who pushes her roughly toward the males. They 

encircle her. Giant forces Lorne to the ground while the other males 

hoot encouragement. Chick, now very excited, pushes herself hard 

against Giant's body as he penetrates Lorne, who is howling with pain. 

The action is repeated with all of the males except Spike, the outcast. 

Each time, Chick presses herself against Lorne and her partner to 

achieve her own vicarious thrills. In frustration over repeated rejec-

tions, Spike destroys Dieter's hide, knocks over the camera, and chews 

on the leg of the tripod. Dieter raises his gun but is stopped by Lynn 

as "ANOTHER MALE MOUNTS LORNE. SHE HOHLS. SPIKE CHEWS ON THE CMIERA, 

NERVES CHEWS ON CARDBOARD. BLUE \~ATCHES DIETER" (Ac t 2, Sc. 3, p. 21). 
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The final ritual change occurs just after Blue's introduction 

of the new ruling class. The crippled males relinquish their place at 

the top of the structure they swing on, to the females. Following her 

rejection by the females, Chick, wearing the swollen vagina, presents 

herself to the males. 

THEY ARE UNINTERESTED. GIANT FINGERS HER VAGINA AND SMELLS HIS 
HAND WITHOUT ENTHUSIASM. SHE PRESENTS HERSELF TO BEARD. BEARD 
TRIES TO MOVE ••• BUT CANNOT, REVEALING THAT HE IS CRIPPLED. 
CHICK SCREAMS • SHE LIES CENTRE-STAGE, WHIMPERING AND 
GROOMING HERSELF. CHANCER CALLS TO HER. SHE JOINS HIM ON THE 
STRUCTURE. HE GROOMS HER CAREFULLY AND GENTLY, PATTING HER 
VAGINA AND COMFORTING HER. THEIR FACES MAKE CONTACT AS IF THEY 
ARE KISSING. 

(Act 2, Sc. 6, pp. 28-29) 

Leadership 

In the world of the anthropoids, the masses are as fickle as 

they are in man's world. The criteria for leadership is flexible, 

changing from Giant's physical strength, to Spike's loud noise with the 

paraffin cans, to Lorne's righteous anger. Emotive force for leader-

ship is fear. 

Both Spike and Lorne are drawn as individuals alienated from 

the rest of society. While both are ostracized, Lorne's suffering is 

the more profound and is brought on by external forces, rather than of 

hel own making. Rejected and abused by her mother, Lorne's grief seems 

to suggest that even a bad mother is better than no mother at all. Her 

sorrow demonstrates an ability to love and forgive. Nevertheless, 

being a victim to gang-rape and helpless witness to the murders of her 

friend and her mother pushes Lorne to the breaking point. In rebellion 

she seizes power. Spike's exclusion, on the other hand, appears Lo he 

brought on by his own generally obnoxious behavior. The audicncc is 
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left with the conclusion that whatever the cause, alienation may be one 

of the ingredients for the acquisition of power. 

Collectively, the anthropoids are a social, physically expres-

sive tribe, strongly motivated by group conformity. Ce'rtain roles, 

necessary to their sur vi val such as leader, advisor and scapegoat, 

always emerge. The old are tolerated but are of little use in the 

society. Female role expectations are to bear and care for the young. 

Male role expectations are to sire the young, and to provide food and 

protection from the enemy. They are without familial responsibility-

nei ther gi ving nor recei ving love. Their na ti ve cunning and 

resourcefulness make them readily adaptive to new or changing 

environments. This quality of adaptability enables them to be 

sympathetic and cooperative one minute and to succumb to their baser 

instincts the next. 

Blue. Blue is weaker and less robust than his brothers. 

According to McGrath, "The others whoop in on the fruit but Blue gets 

pushed back ou t of it. He stand s shi ver ing, hugging himse lf ." (Ac t 1, 

Sc. 1, p. 1). "Blue stands shivering, holding himself" again on pp. 9 

and 20. On page 15, he "coughs and shivers," and on p. 17, "moves more 

slowly and looks weaker than he did before." Finally, on the last page 

he speaks of the weakness affecting all of the males: "\ve are dying. 

But we do not have a word for it. Our bodies shiver but we can't say 

what that is. Inside us something is taking place. A weakness. He 

can feel it but we can't give it a name" (Act 2, Sc. 6, p. 30). Blue 

appears to be an apt name for one who is depressed, shivers and coughs, 

and is a tragic figure. 
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Many attributes single Blue from the crowd and point to him as 

protagonist. The most apparent, perhaps, is his role as inter~ediary 

with the audience. Of the speaking roles, Blue has the most to say. 

He is somewhat akin to the philosopher-fool in Shakespeare's King Lear, 

using his wits, as some would use brute strength, to get his way. This 

facet of Blue's character is disclosed only once very early in the 

play. While talking to the audience, the fruit has been passed. 

Timidly Blue holds out his hand, but the others ignore him. 

BLUE CONTORTS HIMSELF INTO A WEIRD SHAPE, MAKES A FUNNY FACE, 
CLASPS HIS LEFT EAR WITH HIS RIGHT HAND BY CROSSING HIS HAND 
BEHIND HIS HEAD. GIANT NOTICES AND LAUGHS A LITTLE. BLUE 
CONTORTS HIMSELF FURTHER. GIANT LAUGHS SOME MORE. MA NOTICES 
BLUE AND LAUGHS. NUNKO NOTICES HIM AND LAUGHS. BLUE TUMBLES 
HEAD OVER HEELS. GIANT GUFFAWS. BLUE REPEATS TUMBLE. TRIBE 
BREAKS INTO UNCONTROLLABLE LAUGHTER. WHILE THEY LAUGH, BLUE 
NIPS IN AND TAKES SOME FRUIT. RETREATS TO A SPOT OUTSIDE OF 
THE CIRCLE. SITS DOWN AND EATS. 

(Act 1, Sc. 1, p. 2) 

Clearly the use of humor is intellectual. As the key agent to making 

discoveries, Blue is li~ewise the only character desirous and capable 

of communicating, and thus, whose raison d'etre is to restore balance. 

Set apart by his superior brain, Blue couches his insights in verse or 

riddles, thus insuring a position of eminence with the spectator. 

In our world's no yesterday. 
No thought of tomorrow. 
Only this moment. The sky grows dark. 
Our souls of ape grow dark to match it. 

We have seen the bones exposed in the sun. 
The squirming maggots, the feeding jaws and tongues. 

(Act 2, Sc. 6, p. 30) 
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Speaking in poetic line elevates Blue, not only above his fellow anthro-

poids, but above the humans as well. The subtle implication to the 

audience is that within this ape rests the soul of a poet, an artist 

trying desperately to communicate. In desperation, Blue draws the like-

ness of man, an artistic communication that finally gets through to 

Lynn and brings response. 

The characteristic that separates Blue most distinctly from the 

rest of the tribe, however, is his ability to resist conforming to the 

group. Hhether to group sex or cannibalism, his refusal to follow 

blindly is an indication of reasonable judgment. Blue's distrust of 

the humans in their midst is an example of his judgment based on the 

memory of their past history, which he begins with "I have a picture, 

there, behind my eyes," and concludes, "These pictures tell me I have 

seen this kind of ape before. But how can I tell my brothers?" (Act 1, 

Sc. 3, p. 9). Blue's first effort to communicate his fears is to 

Giant, leader of the tribe. Giant is first indifferent then angry. 

In spite of the danger he feels, Blue's intelligence identi-

fies with Lynn when he reflectively questions: 

How could any ape so weak 
ever be a danger? 

But I sensed there was something in this stranger 
that was stronger than muscle, 
something I glimpsed within myself 
but--having no words--could not pin down. 
Something that I almost knew. 
And so I did not trust the stranger. 

As for my brothers--well, 
it didn't take the strange ape long 
to find a way 
to win them over. 

(Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 8) 
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Food is the persuasive element. While the tribe falls upon the fruit, 

Lynn makes a special effort to include Blue. "Only Blue does not 

accept the offering. He stands shivering." (Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 9). 

The "something stronger than muscle" which Blue identifies with 

in Lynn is a bond of intelligence. Lynn notices the difference between 

Blue and the others almost immediately. She records on her pocket 

dictaphone his first attempt to warn Giant of impending danger. 

LYNN: It would seem these animals are more intelligent than 
was previously suspected. Today I saw one do the most 
incredible thing--in order to communicate with another 
of its tribe, it tried to draw a sign. It did not 
succeed, but it was en.ough to show that the ability 
was there, and the urge--to communicate. 

(BLUE SCUTTLES ACROSS THE SITE, LOOKING OVER HIS SHOULDER 
NERVOUSLY AT HER) 

(Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 10) 

Almost as if Blue knew Lynn 'was talking about him, he challenges her 

for the dictaphone. Perhaps the little magic box will communicate with 

him or he with it: "(BLUE RUSHES TO\~ARDS HER, THREATENINGLY AND 

SNATCHES THE DICTAPHONE FROM HER HANDS. STANDS WITH IT. PRESSES 

SWITCH \~HICH GIVES FAST PLAYBACK. LISTENS TO GARBLED SOUND. DROPS THE 

DICTAPHONE(! »" (Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 10). 

Perhaps in an abstruse way the garbled noise emanating from the 

dicta phone typifies the one-way communication man receives from the 

scientific world which regards him as lit tle more than an animal. 

Moreover, like Blue, he has no language and no open lines of 

communication on which to send back a response. 

Another indication that a human intelligence resides wi lhi n 

Blue is his capacity to compare and contrast his past experiences Idtll 
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humans with the present, and to differentiate between Lynn and Dieter. 

Of Lynn, he remarks: "But this ape was different from the other apes 

who came before. It did not have a stick with fire and it did not 

build up walls against us. It gave us food, food in abundance, offered 

no threats. It did not seem to have a fear of us. It meant no harm." 

(Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 10). Blue's reaction to Dieter is quite different: 

BLUE: Smile, would you? 
I'll soon knock the smile off your face, 
you pale disgrace. 
I'll scream in your ears 
and devour your dreams 
with my mad hungers. • • • 

(Act 2, Sc. 3, p. 22) 

As he chronicles the last days of his tribe, Blue makes a discovery: 

BLUE: And in those days they had lost their strength 
and were touched by a weakness 
none of us could understand. 
But I almost knew. 

The enemy was not the Barbs. 
Not the males and not the females. 
I knew our weakness 
had come from the strangers, 
though how it had come on us 
I could not say. 

(Act 2, Sc. 7, p. 28) 

The motivation for Blue's final act of suicide is unclear. 

Generally suicide is perceived as a deed of despair, or a choice made 

by the powerless to get attention or revenge. Suicide can be viewed as 

a way of dealing or not dealing with problems, or as hatred turned 

im.,rard. Sometimes the terminally ill will choose suicide over the 

long, drawn out dying by inches. Blue's superior intelligence 

certainly knows what the others do not know: 



BLUE: We are dying. But we do not have a word for it •. 
Inside us something is taking place. A weakness. We 
can feel it but we can't give it a name. 

We have seen the bones exposed in the sun. 
The squirming maggots, the feeding jaws- and tongues. 
The utter stillness when the life has gone. 
We cannot name it but we have seen it. 
And we know when it touches us. (SHIVERS) 

For a while we resist. Then we do not resist. 
We curl into ourselves and bear it. 

Waiting to die or to feel our life again. 
But we do not have a word for it. 

(Act 2, Sc. 6, p. 30) 
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If the emotions are part of what separates man from animals, 

perhaps McGrath has chosen suicide as a way to demonstrate Blue's 

humanity--the final mark of mankind. The tribe has dropped into the 

site, cutting off the humans from the protective cage. Although the 

males are weak and crippled, the females are vigorous, and Lorne seems 

determined to get rid of the human enemy in their midst. More human 

now than ape, Blue may be offering his life as a distraction in order 

to save his kind, Lynn and Dieter. Blue's last tremendous effort to 

communicate brings only strangled noises, to which Lynn says, "Can't 

you see? He is trying to speak." At that moment Blue manages to say: 

My name is Blue. 
I almost knew. 
I almost spoke, 
to tell my tale to you .•.• 

(Act 2, Sc. 6, p. 30) 

Before turning the gun on himself, Blue tries one last time "to make a 

mark on the earth with the gun." What would Blue's final message have 

been? McGrath leaves the viewer to puzzle the answer. 
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Lorne. The audience has watched what appears to be a complete 

metamorphosis in this character. Beginning as a giggling adolescent 

who loved to play tickling games with her best friend from the 

neighboring tribe, Lorne enters a cocoon of 'suffering. After many 

rebuffs, she knows that there is no one to depend on but herself. She 

emerges streetwise and tough, and foil to both Blue and Lynn. 

Like Blue, Lorne is smart enough to recognize the enemy in Lynn 

and Dieter; but • .. :hile Blue is riddled with indecision and overcome, 

like Hamlet, with his own inaction, Lorne knows exactly what to do. 

Get rid of them, and anyone else who gets in the way. 

As Lynn's counterpart, Lorne also represents the modern young 

woman finding her place in the new order more by circumstance than by 

design. When male authority fails to do the job or proves inept, 

female leadership will emerge from the ranks to do what has to be done. 

Lorne is a survivor. 

Nunko. Although Nunko is the oldest male in the tribe, and 

therefore the least important, he is never excluded from the ritual of 

sex as Spike is. He is the kindest of the tribe, taking pity on Lorne 

and sharing his fruit with her after she is abused by her mother. One 

interesting bit of action indicates Nunko's concern over the changes in 

their eating habits. The incident occurs shortly after Dieter's 

arrival. Lynn has been feeding the animals, while Dieter takes 

pictures. Nunko moves moves off to their old feeding area and climbs 

up on it. Beard and Lynn both notice his leaving. Lynn notes it in 

her book. Up on the feeding platform: 



NUNKO BREAKS OFF A nnG AND STICKS IT INTO THE EARTH. PULLS IT 
OUT AND STARTS TO HOOT EXCITEDLY. BEARD AND SPIKE GET UP AND 
LEAVE THE SITE. THEY GO OFF TO\.,TARDS NUNKO. THEY CLIMB UP ON 
THE FEEDING AREA BESIDE HIM. HE. STICKS TWIG INTO EARTH AND 
OFFERS IT TO BEARD. BEARD EXAMINES TWIG. BUT THERE IS NOTHING 
ON IT. HE BREAKS IT AND THRo\.,TS IT TO THE GROUND. HOOTS AT 
NUNKO. NUNKO TAKES ANOTHER TWIG AND DIGS IT INTO THE GROUND. 
HOOTS EXCITEDLY. BEARD EXAMINES MOUND. KICKS IT. SITS Do\.,TN 
AND PUTS HIS HEAD IN HIS HANDS. SPIKE AND NUNKO SIT DOvJN AND 
GROON. LYNN AND DIETER HAVE MOVED UP RIDGE TO WATCH AND PHOTO
GRAPH THESE SCENES. 

(Act 2, Sc. 1, pp. 17-18) 
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Nunko may be trying to say, "We used to pull roots from the ground to 

find food and there I s still food to be found that way." Perhaps he is 

suggesting, as must have been done somewhere in the evolutionary pro-

cess, that they begin planting and harvesting their food. At any rate, 

he does not get through to Beard any better than Blue got through to 

Giant, proving once more the inadequacy of non-verbal communication 

when there are problems to be solved and serious issues to be 

considered. 

Giant. The old order when "might made right" is depicted in 

Giant. He is not very bright, but he does not need to be when brute 

strength is the order of the day. Besides, various members of the 

tribe take turns pointing out important things like who to fight next, 

or which female is in heat. In one of the skirmishes with the Barbs, 

Giant is still stomping around angrily looking for a Barb to fight long 

after they have made their get-away. He belongs to the class of "good 

old boys," loyal and protective of his brothers. He would never desert 

them in a crisis as they eventually desert him. A traditionalist, he 

upholds the old order and enforces the rules when young lawbreakers 

like Chancer want to try a little incest. 
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Beard. The most inquisitive, outgoing, and naively trusting, 

he leads the tribe into accepting Lynn by being the first to try her 

bananas and sharing them with Giant. When the two leaders set the 

example, the others feel safe in accepting the handouts as well. That 

Beard was the only one to try eggs, and the first to contract polio may 

be the proof that c;aution is still the better part of valor. As 

advisor to Giant, he is second in the pecking order of importance as 

the play begins, and the link between Giant and the rest of the tribe. 

At the end, crippled and unable to move, he calls to Giant. Giant 

looks at him and then looks away. Beard calls again •.• nothing. 

Spike. Spike epitomizes the amoral opportunist in every 

society who may find temporary success if he is lucky enough to find a 

pair of paraffin cans with which to make a bigger noise than anyone 

else. He is lithe sound and the fury signifying nothing." From begin

ning to end, Spike does not improve; he remains the one "others shat 

upon." 

Chancer. A willingness to take chances, even to the flouting 

of authority, is Chancer's most valuable trait. While it makes him 

capable of change, he is the only character whose tribal position 

remains unchanged from beginning to end. Chancer is fourth in the 

order of importance, and rising. For good or ill, he is the last 

chance for the survival of the anthropoids. His flexibility is a neces-

sary quality for future survival. Although at one point he gives way 

to his baser side, the same characteristic allows him to break the male 

norm of no show of emotion. Near the play's end, Chancer ca 11 s the 

rejected Chick to come to him for comfort and affection. Only those 
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who exhibit the ability to put the needs of others before their own 

survive. To escape the Barbs, Lorne leads the members of the tribe 

that can walk to the safety of the ridge. Chancer stops to mount 

Chick, thus indicating to the audience that the race will continue. 

Chick. Unlike Lorne, who had to grow up fast to survive, Chick 

is immature. She makes herself unpopular, especially with Lorne, by 

being a silly busybody. Nonetheless, she has had good mothering and 

will be a good mother to her own off spring. Held in check by the 

society, Chick will be one of the mothers of the new race. 

Ma. As a kind_of universal mother, Ma is happy and uncomplain

ing whatever her calling. Always a good follower no matter who leads, 

Ma will be important to the continuity of the tribe in the future and 

as an example to others. Under the old rule, Ma. accepted all of the 

male sexual advances eagerly. She was equally content and loving with 

her offspring. The needs of others always come first. As the new 

order begins, Ma has shifted position to become second only to the 

chief. 

Nerves. The needs of others never come first with Nerves. She 

is a bundle of nerves, raging around in opposition to the whole tribe. 

Because Lorne's needs and expectations impinge on her the most, Nerves 

vents her anger and frustration more intensely on her. \vithout 

mothering instincts and apparently incapable of ch8nge, Nerves is 

doomed in the evolutionary process to extinction. Had Spike not killed 

her when he did, she ""ould have been eliminated eventually by Clnothcr 

source. There is no place for her in the new society. 
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Thought 

The uniqueness of didactic drama, according to Smiley, results 

chiefly from its use of persuasion (Smiley, 1971, p. 121). Although 

persuasion governs the composition of the entire play, it must operate 

through a constructed action. Thus, dianoetic drama unites Aristotle's 

Rhetoric and Poetics by its dependence on both. Smiley further 

suggests that any study of didactic drama must recognize the two 

functions of thought (1971, p. 121). First, as in mimetic drama, 

thought works as a qualitative part, acting as form to diction and 

material to plot and character. Second, thought is the governing 

control of didactic drama; thus, plot and character become material of 

thought. Because the principles of thought in rhetoric closely 

resemble the use of thought in dianoetic drama, this discussion will 

show rhetorical principles functioning within the play Animal. 

The three modes of persuasion, 

explication, are Ethos (character), 

or proofs significant to this 

Pathos (emotion), and Logos 

(logic). In drama, ethos might be most profitably viewed as the social 

and institutional images revealed through social interaction. Pathos 

encompasses the feelings that are aroused when man's aspirations 

conflict with his human limitations. Logos is the highest attainable 

level of those aspirations. Stated another way: 

Ethos (they): Interaction, or how they are addressed. 

Logos (it): The ideal, or how the world ought to be. 

Pathos (me): How I feel. 
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The persuasive power of dianoetic drama is most often depen

dent on the positive ethos of its chief character, a+though a !contras

tive negative ethos in the central character is sometimes employed, as 

in Richard III or The Little Foxes. Generally the negative ethos is 

reserved for the opponents of the protagonist, ap in Animal. A 

positive protagonist should be admirable, sympatheti~ and int~lligent. 

If Blue has faults, the audience is never made awar~ of them~ He is 

simply drawn to portray only his virtues. Even his inability to 

communicate is more of a virtue than a flaw, for who r in any aludience, 

has not struggled as Blue struggles for understanping, only to be 

frustrated by indifference or a closed mind. His need to relate the 

story of the anthropoids seems to be based on the not~on that those who 

forget the past are doomed to repeat it, a fairly so~histicated notion 

for an ape. Although it is too late for most of his tribe, perhaps it 

will not be too late for others, a truly admirable mqti vation.1 During 

the time he unfolds the history of the anthropoids tq the audience, he 

continues to invent new and ingenious ways to try ~:o get through to 

Lynn. Thus, McGrath reveals the higher intelligence and good will of 

his protagonist without ever letting him succumb to her enticements. 

His morality is impeccable. 

Ethos. The god-science is cleverly depicteq in the ethos of 

the holy trinity, God the Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost. [0 doubt 

the word of Base, Lynn or Dieter or their right to be Uhere is 

comparable to heresy. They wear an aura of goodn~ss 1i ke a ha I 0, 

unaware that they are the enemy. Beca use the y ha Vie ,been san t 1 i ke 

missionaries by the father, they asume they have a right.' to Ill' 
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there--that their observations and pictures must have a heavenly stamp 

of approval. That the role of science is divided into three parts 

reveals that science, too, is made up of individuals. They are not 

xeroxed copies of the master. Lynn, for instance, is not afraid like 

Dieter; her concern is genuine. Moreover, they are capable of change. 

Dieter finds change humiliating and makes a decision against it. 

McGrath presents science as science presents itself; yet he seems to be 

saying that science must be error-correcting, just as the evolutionary 

process itself is error-correcting. Lynn's momentary survival is only 

temporary. Unless she proves to be error-correcting, she will be 

winnowed out along with Dieter. Those who cause or allow the 

destruction of the specie cannot long be tolerated. The flicker of 

hope for Lynn is her realization that the male anthropoids contracted 

polio through her. For the audience, the positive aspect of a divided 

antagonist is the opportunity to take an active part in the evolution 

of science by selecting the better part and discarding the lesser. The 

final decision is thrown back to the spectator, just as in rhetorical 

persuasion the final answer is in the hands of the listener. 

Pathos. The power to stimulate emotion is applied more 

directly to the audience in didactic drama than in mimetic drama 

(Smiley, 1971, p. 122). The Brechtian narrator-actor, such as \vilder 

created for Our Town, can bring the issues straight to the audience 

unswervingly, just as Blue does. Blue enlists the sympathies of the 

playgoer immediately by his desire to tell his story. They sop til(' 

events through his eyes and from his point of vjew. Fear and pity arc 

the dominant emotions aroused by the author of this tnlgcdy. Bv 
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confiding his fears of the stranger, Blue puts the viewer on guard as 

well. Then Blue relates the sad history of the anthropoids: 

There is a picture, 
there, behind my eyes, 

A stranger carne close to us, 

Like this one, it put its eyes upon us. 
It saw our young, our mothers and our warriors, 
still we had no fear. 

I see the strange ape 
with a stick which is of fire 
between its arms. 
Our young are writhing, 
screaming on the earth, 
and we of the Bareface tribe 
feel fear in us. We run. 

(Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 9) 

McGrath draws upon his own knowledge of history, knowing that every 

audience anywhere in the world has a tale of death and destruction in 

its background that will be stirred by these images. 

While Dieter cleans his gun, Blue rages his fear: 

Blue. Blue. I am Blue. 
Who do you what do you take me for? 
An animal? A dumb beast? 
••• you are wrong. 
Do you feel my arms? Can you feel my shoulders? 
I could smash your chicken skull to pulp 
and have your precious brains for breakfast. 

(Act 2, Sc. 4, p. 22) 

In truth, he rages for every person who has ever been treated as less 

than human, made inferior by a theory, or destroyed by machines. 

Moreover, Blue arouses a sense of power in the audience by remind i ng 

them that collectively, they are bigger and stronger than the man Id th 

the gun. Perhaps, he seems to suggest, thosc brains that j nvcnt and 
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use powerful weapons to kill are not so "precious" after all. Perhaps 

they should be destroyed. 

Finally, McGrath arouses pity in Blue's touching "We are dying" 

speech. 

Inside us something is taking place. 
A weakness. • We recognize its touch but we do not have a 
name fQr it. 
In our worlds no yesterday. 
No thought of tomorrow. Only this moment. 

(Act 2, Sc. 6, p. 30) 

The tragedy of the anthropoids is that without memory of the past there 

is no trajectory into the future. Those in power--the advantaged--are 

resistant to change. The disadvantaged have nothing to lose by change. 

The anthropoids represent two world views: the apocalyptic, awaiting 

their doom passively, and the hopeful, who keep trying. Blue's tragedy 

is to remember the past--to recognize the danger--without finding a way 

to get his message across to either side. An overwhelming helplessness 

prevails throughout the final scene, as the destruction begins. 

Ultimately the viewer is compelled to examine his own world, to 

spell out the dangers and identify the enemy. Will he remember the 

past, heed the warnings and 'rage against the dying of the light,' 

before it is too late, or will he turn a deaf ear, waiting passively 

for the end to come? If arousing emotional thought in the theatre 

causes the same pattern of thought to be applied outside the theatre, 

leading to a decision and positive action, then the playwright has 

achieved his purpose. Pathos is the chief way for thought to influence 

a didactic play (Smiley, 1971, p. 123). 
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Logos. The heart of persuasion is logic. Besides representing 

the ideal, logic encompasses the power of proving a truth. In 

dianoetic drama logic is especially useful for arranging proof and 

refutation in rhetorical arguments between characters. Al though the 

political, legal and ceremonial divisions named by Aristotle do not 

correspond exactly to all didactic drama, their principles affect the 

structure to some degree (Smiley, 1971, p. 124). 

McGrath's play was designated earlier in this discussion as 

deliberative or political, an exortation against war but also against 

an overcrowd~d society that has forgotten how to love and touch and 

care for its members. Germane to how thought operates within per sua-

sive drama are the principles of Disposition found in Book III of the 

Rhetoric. Aristotle arranged the material of a speech into the 

following parts: (1) exordium, or introduction; (2) exposition, or 

statement; (3) proof, or argument; and (4) peroration, or conclusion. 

The rhetorical arrangement has been found useful in many didactic 

plays, according to Smiley (1971, p. 126). The form is employed by 

many playwrights, including McGrath in the play Animal. 

Exordium. The verbal introduction begins just after the 

rousing attention-getting of the animals--swinging in, shaking the 

trees, fighting, and eating. 

announces, seriously: 

My name is Blue . 
I want to tell you of myself 
and of the apes in my tribe 
and what became of us 

Blue stands, walks downstage, and 



in the days of 
the come of 
the stranger 

(Act I, Sc. 1, p. 1) 
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With the hint of imbalance already delivered, Blue introduces the 

members of the tribe by name and rank, concluding with, "My story 

begins in the days when we warred with the Barbs (Act 1, Sc. 1, p. 3). 

Exposition. McGrath is swift to state the nature of the prob-

lem. Potentially on stage from the beginning in her bundle of camping 

gear, Lynn is brought in as soon as the main line of action has been 

introduced. \vhile she is setting up her transmitter, Blue describes 

the reactions. He ends the speech with a question containing the 

essence of the problem. 

It was a type of ape they had not seen before. 
They did not know the way it moved 
or what it held in its short arms, 
what it said with its eyes and teeth 
they did not understand. 

Its skin and fur were mysteries 
the like of which they'd never touched. 
And it had a scent they'd never smelt before, 
a Flesh they had not tasted. 

But there was a fear within my breath 
which told me I had seen this type of ape before, 
and I sensed it was danger. 

Why had it come to our stomping ground? 
(Act 1, Sc. 2, p. 4) 

Blue's question is answered in the next few pages, which concen-

trate on Lynn getting settled and establishing contact with Base. Then 

Blue restates the problem, lest anyone has forgotten, at the end of his 

long historical narration which tells where he has seen man before. 

The exposition terminates with a kind of solution, "how can 1 tel J my 
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brothers?" (Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 9). At the completion of the exposition, 

nearly one-third of the play has transpired. The bulk of the play is 

gi ven to argument--proving Blue's fears are correct: the humans in 

their midst are a danger to the well-being of the anthropoids. 

Argument. McGrath offers the evolutionary process of changing 

relationships as proof that science often exacerbates existing problems 

while creating new ones. If error-making and error-correcting are the 

basis for selection in the evolution, then only those systems that are 

predominantly error-correcting will be selected, and those that are 

inadequate will not. The introduction of the strangers speeds up the 

procedure. Without passing moral judgment, McGrath manifests how those 

who do not give or put the good of the tribe first, perish. Those who 

survive at the end appear to have a sense of relationship to the 

whole--a sense of responsibility for their species' continuity. 

\.,rhile the evolution of the anthropoids takes center stage, a 

secondary evolutionary process takes place between the two representa

tives of science. Dieter's militant stand may not at first glance seem 

to be without merit. To go without adequate protection into unxplored 

terri tory and take unnecessary chances as Lynn does, would appear by 

most standards to be foolhardy (if not idiotic). Nevertheless, for 

this time and place it proves to be the right choice. 

The trade-off of differences between the old and new scientific 

approaches is revealed in the discussion between Dieter and Lynn about 

their environment. Lynn calls the jungle "home," "'hile Dieter is 

content to call it "God's country." Meanwhile he carries facsimiles of 

home to remind him of what and \vhere it is. Nevcrthe less, Lynn's 
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adaptability is also the cause of her identity loss. She feels at home 

with the anthropoids. When she first arrived she said: 

And now that I am here, I wonder why I came. • • • Days and 
weeks and months ahead of me without another human for miles. 
What will it do to me? My friends thought I was off my head. 
And it is a bit like going into a nunnery, I suppose. You 
could die out here in the jungle and only the hyenas would 
notice. Perhaps it's just as well that I've got work to do. 
It won't be easy. The sun's hot, the hills are steep. It's 
rough underfoot. The thick long grass cuts into my skin. 

( Ac t 1, Sc. 2, p. 5) 

Deprived of family and friends, Lynn assimilates, turning whoever is 

there into her surrogate family and circle of friends. 

Dieter's passion for filming violence without interfering to 

stop it illustrates the old newsman's dictum: keep rolling no matter 

what happens. Eventually the spectator realizes, after repeated happen-

ings, that Dieter will reach for the gun at the slightest provocation 

as long as it is there. The temptation is too great not to. Further-

more, force is a way of dealing with opposition that he is used to and 

the way the males of the tribe are used to. Females and the disen-

franchised, on the other hand, seldom win anything by brute force, and 

will generally try all other means first. In Animal, each female 

displaying leadership acquires it in her own unique way. Lynn uses a 

combination of bribery and bravery to win the apes, while Lorne' s 

righteous anger is the key to her ascendancy. Blue and Nunko should be 

included in this group because they too are disenfranchised; they too 

seek something without force, something "stronger than muscle." Blue's 

use of wit gains him food; his use of signs gains him Lynn's attention. 

But he fails to get his message across, just as Nunko' s twig in the 

mound of earth fails to communicate the idea of agriculture to the 
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others. The ideas and the efforts must start somewhere. By trial and 

error and need, some ideas will survive, some messages will get through 

eventually. 

Dieter's love of a good fight, in a larger sense, may be repre

sentative of modern culture as a whole, rather than just the male 

ethos. His decision not to bow to Lorne's authority is typical of the 

pride exhibited by nations. Just as Spike rules only so long as the 

symbols of his power--the paraffin cans--are within easy reach, so 

nations build arsenals of loud noises, and the balance of power teeters 

back and forth. Science, which once stood for man's endea vor to 

uncover natural laws in order to benefit mankind, has been corrupted by 

power, bringing the world to the brink of annihilation. By posing the 

conflict between Lynn and Dieter, McGrath may be saying that the danger 

of extinction must become the mechanism for survival; that it is time 

to realize that security cannot be found in big noises, or the best 

cage, or in brute strength of any kind. The time has come to realize 

that man is not a separate entity, but rather part of a single 

organism, the tribe. McGrath seems to suggest that science must be 

error-correcting, just as biological evolution is error-correcting, for 

the preservation of the species. Perhaps wisdom will be the new 

criterion of fitness to survive, and only those with a prophetic sense 

of destiny who are willing to use memory of the past as a trajectory 

into the future will make it. 

"Thought as sensation, reaction, idea, deli beration. argument. 

and overall meaning is present in all plays, even those which seem Lo 

hove no philosophic intent" (Smiley, 1971, p. 127). The vision of tilt' 
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author and what he considers significant in human behavior is disclosed 

by the particular characters he creates, their milieu, and the events 

in which they participate. 

Peroration: The conclusion begins with Blue's announcement of 

the new leadership, which brings the audience full circle to where the 

story began. The announcement is coupled with an update on the males, 

"And in those days they had lost their strength and were touched by a 

weakness. • . ." and a restatement of the problem, " I knew our 

weakness had come from the strangers. ." (Act 2, Sc. 6, p. 28). 

Blue has completed his mission to tell his tale. The audience may not 

be overtly aware that the history lesson is over--so smooth is the 

shift into current time. Perhaps the main clue is speed. The long, 

lazy repeti ti ve circles of ritual are over. The action veers into a 

straight-line, full-speed-ahead declension that continues to inform. 

For instance, in the folloWing exchange Lynn and Dieter discover their 

responsibility for the plight of the anthropoids, but demonstrate 

different responses: 

DIETER: 
LYNN: 
DIETER: 
LYNN: 

DIETER: 
LYNN: 

He is crippled. 
Yes. 
What do you think it is? 
I think it's polio. There was an outbreak in the 
villages. 
They don't go near the Villages. 
The only humans they have been in contact with are us. 
PAUSE. I'm going out there ..• 

(TAKE IN BEARD SPONGE/EGG ACTION, p. 29) 

DIETER: The insects would have eaten his guts out. (liE 
REHOVES SILENCER FRml GUN.) 

LYNN: Give me the gun. (HE HESITATES) Give me the gun! 
(HE GIVES IT TO HER) I want to bury him. 



DIETER: 

DIETER: 
LYNN: 
DIETER: 
LYNN: 

Lynn! 
(LORNE AND MA DROP DOWN INTO THE SITE, AND CHICK AND 
CHANCER. THEY LOOK AGGRESSIVE AND ENTER IN SUCH A WAY 
AS TO CUT THE HUMANS OFF FROM THE CAGE.) 
Gun. 
No. 
Either you give me it or you yourself use it. 
Try to keep calm. Sit down. And don't talk any more. 
It's making them jumpy. 

(Act 2, Sc. 6, p. 28). 
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Blue states the final outcome. "We are dying. But we do not 

have a word for it." The rest of the long speech is an eloquent elabor-

ation on their failure to communicate adequately to each other or to 

the scientific observers. With infinite sadness, Blue's last words 

are, "I almost knew. I almost spoke. II "Almost" is never enough; and 

so the tale of the anthropoids is over; and yOet it is not over. 

Another generation is on the way. Will they remember the mistakes of 

the past and learn from them? Will they find a way to communicate? 

Will wisdom be the way of the future? 

Diction 

Just as wood, nails and glue are the materials of the carpenter 

for building a chair, and paint and canvas the materials with which an 

artist creates a painting, so words are the concrete material of the 

writer. Patterned words verbalize ideas, and thus are the material of 

thought. All of the words in the play, including the stage directions 

and title, embody the thoughts, comprising the characters which in turn 

are the material for rendering plot. Action is possible without words, 

as the play Animal discloses. Nonetheless, well developed plays depend 

on appropriate diction. The most prized qualities in contemporary 

dialogue are directness and verisimilitude, rhythm and allusiveness 
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(Smiley, 1971, p. 161). The stylistic principles of dialogue are 

determined mainly by four major limitations: (1) the thought; (2) the 

nature of the character and his motivation; (3) the circumstances; and 

(4) the effect to be achieved (Smiley, 1971, p. 129). 

The title Anitnal honestly represents the entire play. It is 

informative without being misleading. Yet the title piques interest by 

not gi ving away too much. Curiosity evokes mental images from the 

verbal symbol, causing the playgoer to ask himself what kind of animal 

is the play about, and is it a human animal? The simplicity of the 

single-word title is memorable and seems appropriate for a tale about a 

tribe still without language, as well as being in keeping with the 

primitive subject matter, moreover, the sparse style of the dialogue 

and its sometimes archaic construction. Finally, in a metaphoric sense 

"Animal" refers to the way man is often treated by those who 'study' 

him. 

The thought to be expressed has just previously been discussed. 

Tying in well with the notion of a world on the point of extinction are 

the circumstances of the primitive jungle. Immediate barriers to 

normal conversation are imposed on the dialogue, first by the inability 

of the anthropoids to speak. Thus, Lynn speaks to herself or to the 

animals, but without expectation of response, much as a mother talks to 

her babies. Her conversations with Base are mostly one-directional and 

fraught with misunderstanding. The only conversations approaching 

verisimilitude are between Lynn and Dieter, and they speak more to hide 

feelings than to reveal them. Being more used to isolation than to 

company and representing differing views seem to lend a sparLan-likl' 
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economy to their sentences. Dieter talks about the anthropoids and 

about Blue in his presence as though he is dumb and cannot understand. 

He is wrong, of course, and Blue is infuriated. Since Blue can only 

communicate with the audience, his angry soliloquies must be delivered 

to them. The overall effect for the audience is that the whole world 

of the play in front of them has a communication problem. They all 

struggle for understanding and search for someone who will listen. 

Blue's character places certain restrictions on the diction 

that enhance rather than hinder the creation of his dialogue. Without 

the need for verisimilitude to everyday speech, McGrath has the freedom 

to invent an innovative, sometimes lyrical style for him. Blue's 

speech must convey the primitive culture and awkward construction of 

one just learning to speak though possessed of a higher intelligence 

and the soul of an artist. Most of Blue's grammar is amazingly good. 

McGrath uses only an occasional clumsy construction such as ". • • and 

what became of us in the days of the come of the stranger" (Act 1, Sc. 

1, p. 1) in order to set the style. He is careful not to overdo, 

however, and thus make Blue an object for laughter. When he decides to 

let Blue be deliberately funny, McGrath does it in a big way, as in the 

scene when Nunko and Beard help him ransack Dieter's belongings, adding 

mime to Blue's childlike descriptions: 

BLUE: To us it WdS the ape with fire in its mouth. 
(NUNKO STICKS PIPE IN ~10UTH) 
It wore a head upon its head 
(BEARD PUTS ON HAT) 
and strange black snouts about its face that it 
clicked as if eating the air. (BLUE PICKS UP CM1ERA. 
TAKES PICS OF AUDIENCE) 

( Ac t 2, Sc. 2, p. 20) 
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As chronicler for the tribe, Blue slips into his storyteller 

style of speaking with the biblical flavor, ". • • and in those days • 

• • was he the others shat upon • • • and none of us a father knew. • • 

• " (Act'l, Sc. 1, pp. 1-2). Thus McGrath is able to inject an enormous 

amount of variety and contrast into the diction of his protagonist, 

remaining always causally probable. Even Blue's poetic capabUities 

are multifarious. From the simple nursery rhyme level of: 

My name is Blue. 
I almost knew. 
I almost spoke, 
to tell my tale to you .••. 

( Ac t 2, Sc. 6, p. 30 ) 

to the complicated expressions of his fury: 

Blue. Blue. I am Blue. 
Who do you what do you take me for? 
An animal? A dumb beast? 

you pale disgrace. 
I'll scream in your ears 
and devour your dreams 
wi th my mad hungers. • • • 

to the stoically powerful: 

In our world's no yesterday. 
No thought of tomorrow. 

(Act 2, Sc. 3, p. 22) 

Only this moment. The sky grows dark. 
Our souls of ape grow dark to match it. 

We have seen the bones exposed in the sun. 
The squirming maggots, the feeding jaws and tougues. 
The utter stillness when the life has gone. 
We cannot name it but we have seen it. 
We know when it touches us. 

(Ac t 2, Sc. 6, p. 30) 

Few plays rely as heavily upon non-verbal communication as does 

Animal. With only four out of seventeen characters speaking, and al J 

severely limited, one might assume the dialogue would lack variety and 
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Such is not the case: McGrath instills as much subtle 

variance wit~in the antagonist Lynn as he does in Blue. Moreover, the 

diction problems she poses are just as challenging. Lynn is the 

declared enemy, yet she is also the closest thing to a heroine the 

audience is going to see. For McGrath the demand is a mixture of good 

and evil that never puts her clearly in one camp or the other. She 

must do harm without turning the audience against her; she must have 

enough warmth and flexibility to inspire confidence. In her, McGrath 

combines intellect with intuition, the missing element in much of 

science. She is revealed first through her link with the scientific 

world. 

Lynn. Lynn's conversations with Base show her in the subser-

vient position in two ways, First, as the novice scientist she is 

answerable to a greater power, whose barrage of questions keeps Lynn 

always on the defensive. The second and less discernible domination is 

in the form of male over female. When Base quizzes her about guns and 

ammunition; for example, he assumes she is joking when she tells him 

she has a peashooter and concludes with, ". • • be careful, Lynn. A 

v.'oman on her o,,,n out there shouldn't take unnecessary risks" (Act 1, 

Sc. 2, p. 7). Later when she reports Blue's drawing, Base 

misinterprets "breakthrough" for "breakdown," and then asks, "Lynn, are 

you feeling alright?" The conversation is interrupted when the Barbs 

come in, shaking everything up as they look for food. They knock the 

radio speaker from her hand; the rain and thunder increases. Base's 

last comment is, "\<Jhat in God's name can have happened to the gi r1? 

We'll have to check her out. .• "(Act 2, Sc. 3, p. 15). Concern for 
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her safety is not unusual. The telling point is made with Dieter's 

arrival when she says: 

LYNN: 

DIETER: 
LYNN: 
DIETER: 
LYNN: 
DIETER: 

LYNN: 
DIETER: 

I couldn't believe it when they said you'd agreed to 
come. 
I had agreed before you asked me. 
(PAUSES IN HER WORK) I don't follow. 
They asked me first. 
They did? 
Yes, It was after you put through your report about-
you know--the ape doing the drawing. 
So they are treating it as important. 
You could say that. 

(Act 2, Sc. 2, p. 19) 

Dieter does not give Lynn a direct "yes," possibly because he 

has been sent to "check her out"; how important they consider it will 

depend on what he says in the secret reports he makes after she is 

asleep. Furthermore, why should Base cease to contact Lynn after 

Dieter's arrival except that they trust him as a more reliable source. 

Her perceptions are no longer important. 

After her initial introduction with Base, Lynn has a soliloquy 

in which she reveals her background and why she is here. By inference, 

she manifests unusual courage and strength of character. The first 

inkling of bravery is heard in her reply to Base's irritation over the 

porters' fears. 

BASE: 

LYNN: 
BASE: 
LYNN: 

No backbone these people. They're not paid to be 
scared. 
I don't really blame them. 
What? 
I said I don't blame them. The last man to come here 
had his eye ripped out. 

( Ac t 1, Sc. 2, p. 5) 

The natives are afraid, and the last man had an eye ripped out, but 

Lynn is undeterred from her mission. She wonders, in her long speech, 

what will happen and how the isolation Idll affect her. "You could die 
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out here in the jungle and only the hyenas would notice" (Act 1, Sc. 2, 

p. 5). With that grim reality before her, Lynn says it is good that 

she has got work to keep herself busy: 

It won't be easy. The sun's hot. The hills are steep. 
It's rough underfoot. The thick long grass cuts into my skin. 
It will probably take months before I make contact. 

(Act 1, Sc. 2, p. 5) 

Four economic lines tell the audience that Lynn is not easily 

frightened, is unafraid of hard work, has no need for luxuries, and 

possesses both physical and emotional endurance. In this soliloquy, 

McGrath alters the rhythm by interspersing the long sentence with the 

lean, terse simple sentences that somehow suggest the hard work ahead. 

While this speech has been la~gely informational, her next 

soliloquy is devoted to feelings. Sentences are mostly long and smooth 

and poetic. 

It's strange that 1 do not feel afraid. 
Before I came here I thought 1 might. 
But the jungle sucks me in. As if it 
tries to speak to me. It asks me to 
come close to it, and 1 seem to remember 
something--something about myself which 
1 cannot put my finger on. (PAUSE) 
And 1 want to move closer. I want to be taken into it. 
1 want to understand what I feel it is 
trying to say •.•• 

(Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 14) 

"1 want • . 1 want • I want"; so saying, Lynn takes off her 

clothes and walks up the slope in the rain to move closer, to ~e taken 

in, to understand, to be baptized. The warmth of this speech is 

counterbalanced by the duet just before in which she and Blue give two 

different accounts of Barbie's desecration. In that discourse, Lynn's 

perceptions appear superficial and inaccurate. By juxtaposing the two 
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scenes back to back, McGrath reminds the audience that nice, intelli-

gent, well-meaning people are sometimes wrong, even stupid. The effect 

is humanizing and adds probability for the dual purpose she must 

fulfill as a character. 

Nevertheless, MtGrath takes care that her observations about 

Blue are discerned as accurate. For example, Blue's attempts to get 

Giant's attention by making signs in the earth with a branch fail. To 

insure against failure with the audience, McGrath has had Lynn watching 

and making notations. Because eyes follow movement, it acts as a 

signal from the author, telling the spectator where to direct his gaze. 

Next, he underscores what they have seen by having her describe into 

the dictaphone what has just transpired: 

LYNN: It should seem these animals are more intelligent than 
was previously suspected. Today I saw one do the most 
incredible thing .••• 

(Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 10) 

Blue responds with an immediate endorsement, as though he understands 

even though he cannot speak. First he snatches the dictaphone and 

tries to work it himself. Then he says: 

BLUE: But this ape was different from the other apes who 
came before. It did not have a stick with fire and it 
did not build up walls against us. It gave us food, 
food in abundance, offered no threats. It did not 
seem to have a fear of us. It meant no harm. 

(Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 10) 

Regardless of his approval, Blue must stick to his ethical values and 

hold out against her bananas. The quality that perhaps enhances Lynn's 

credibility with the audience most is her cognitive awareness of Blue's 

difference, and her watchfulness over him. This unspoken rapport 

between them is the basis for Blue's final approach to beg the gun. lie 
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Throughout the play Lynn has 

tried to give him things--the one time he asks, she is not likely to 

refuse. A moment, before Lynn wisely stopped Dieter from using the 

gun. The moment of wisdom is followed by a moment of idiocy, in which 

she gives the loaded gun to an animal, or at best a depressed person. 

When he shoots himself she rushes to hold him in her arms; then lays 

him down and clinically makes a notation in her notepad. Lynn's final 

example of poor judgment and lack of responsibility followed by cool 

detachment alerts the audience to what the future holds in store. 

A comparison of Lynn's conversations with others reveals 

attitudinal differences in her personality. Her defensi veness and 

pique with Base are already established. Once the anthropoids are won 

over, Lynn's disposition with them is one of relaxed good-humor. The 

scenes are mostly non-verbal, as when Beard first approaches the 

bananas laid out deliberately on the table as a lure. She gives him a 

simple hello. Giant soon follows aggressively. Lynn says, "I'm not 

even going to bother saying hello to you. Alright, alright I 

know what you're after." (Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 8). Then flinging the 

bananas all around the site, she cries like a mother to her brood "Come 

and get them!" (Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 9). \.Jhen Blue converges on her after 

the dictaphone scene she says to him, "So are you going to help me 

clear up this mess?" (Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 10). To Beard, who has been 

taking all the bananas he could find and feels of her breast, she says, 

"Hey. That's not a banana." (Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 11). Lynn's attitude 

toward the anthropoids is established in this series of scenes within 

approximately the first one-third of the play. 
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The conversations with Dieter begin with warm enthusiasm, 

becoming progressively less enthusiastic, and end with Lynn in command. 

At Dieter's entrance, Beard, who has been socializing with 

Lynn, scut tIes away. Her bright chattiness in the following exchange 

contrasts with her more guarded tone in subsequent scenes. 

DIETER: 
LYNN: 

DIETER: 

LYNN: 

DIETER: 

LYNN: 

DIETER: 
LYNN: 

DIETER: 
LYNN: 

I'm sorry. I didn't know you had company. 
That's alright. He'll get used to you soon enough. 
He's the most forward of them all when it comes to 
strangers , the first one I got to know. I hope you 
don't mind. I gave him some of the eggs you brought. 
He loved them. Did you have a good look around? 
Yes. I found a couple of spots. Last expedi
tion it took close on six months to get some decent 
shots. 
I saw your photographs from the 
they were fantastic. 
Thanks. Photographing animals. 
life. 

Amazon. I thought 

That's my passion in 

I'm sure we'll get on very well together. (DIETER 
FILLS UP HIS PIPE, BUT HE HAS TO PUT IT DOWN IN THE 
WAVE OF LYNN'S ENTHUSIASM). But your first hiding 
place should be right here. 
In the camp? 
Yes. Well, you saw him eating the eggs. That's mild 
to some of the action this camp has seen. Would here 
suit you alright? 
Yes, fine. 
I need most of the area you see. When the whole tribe 
assembles here, they need a lot of space. 

(Act 2, Sc. 1, p. 16) 

She "needs" most of the area--this is her territory. After they build 

a hide together, Dieter wraps a rag around his camera lends, saying: 

DIETER: 
LYNN: 

Tends to glint in the sun. Might put them off. 
It takes more than that to put them off. You wouldn't 
believe the amount they'll get up to in the course of 
a morning. (DIETER TAKES THIS IN HORE THOUGHTFULLY 
THAN LYNN REALIZES) ••.. 

( Ac t. 2 , Sc. 1, P . 17) 

Wild picture-taking ensues; their next encounter finds Lynn and 

Dieter like an old married couple spending a quiet evening at home. 
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The "bloom is definitely off the rose," as they chat about newspapers, 

her lack of enthusiasm, whose country they occupy and what brought him 

there. As the light lowers, the animals in the trees up on the ridge 

make up their nests and prepare for sleep. Dieter too prepares his 

'nest,' but parries with words, careful not to commit himself, just as 

Lynn is careful. 

DlETER: 
LYNN: 
DIETER: 
LYNN: 

DIETER: 
LYNN: 
DIETER: 

Is that where you usually sleep? 
Yes. 
Out in the open? 
Yes, 1 find the tent too confining. It cuts me off. 
(PAUSE) Where were you thinkinguf sleeping? 
Where do you suggest? (PAUSE) Over here? 
Wherever you feel most comfortable. 
l' m so exha usted I could sleep up in the trees if 
necessary. Once 1 stretch out, l' 11 be asleep in no 
time ..•. 

(Act 2, Sc. 2, p. 20) 

The contrast of the animals nesting together in the trees 

above, and the humans apart is clearly marked. The diction in these 

conversations between Dieter and Lynn contains hints of Lynn's quiet 

power building toward confrontation. She has already given herself to 

the jungle, and in turn claims the territory for her own. This is her 

home; she makes the decisions. 

As Blue is trying to teach them to nest, Dieter demonstrates 

his first "passion" by taking his picture, which angers Blue. McGrath 

seems to be saying that nunneries and celibacy are not normal behavior 

any more than complete absorption in one's job is normal. Thus, the 

"experts" making behavioral judgments have so skewed their o\\'n behavior 

that they no longer have a working knOl.,.ledge of anything approachi ng 

"normal" behavior themselves. Dieter's explanation to Lynn of "ape' 

fever" in essence describes her 0I,'fl loss of hlenti ty. The aut! iCllCl' 
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knows that she was ca ught under the spell the night she took off her 

clothes and was baptized by the rain. She knows it too, when she says 

the only epigram in the play, "Magic is the science of the jungle." 

(Act 2, Sc. 5, p. 24). Lynn's rejection of Dieter is a knowing rejec-

tion of her role as a woman, a conscious opting for "ape fever." 

In the final power struggle between Lynn and Dieter, the 

diction is arranged in short staccato bursts of word fire. 

LYNN: 

DIETER: 
LYNN: 
DIETER: 
LYNN: 

DIETER: 
LYNN: 

Gi ve me the gun. Give me the gun! I want to bury 
him. (LORNE AND THE OTHERS DROP INTO SITE, AGGRES
SIVE •..• ) 
Lynn! Gun. 
No. 
Either you give me it or you yourself use it. 
Try to keep calm. Sit down. And don't talk any more. 
It's making them jumpy. 
They are making me very jumpy. Give me the gun. 
Sit down. 

(Ac t 2, Sc. 6, p. 29) 

Dieter. Besides being the counterpart of the professional 

scientist, Dieter parallels the male anthropoids in his refusal to 

change and his subsequent loss of power. Like them, he neither gives 

nor receives love. Nor will he, as an observer rather than a partici-

pant of life, ever propagate. Dieter says lit tIe and communicates 

less. His dialogue has already been discussed, generally in relation 

to other events and characters. Like Lynn, his diction is character-

ized by verisimilitude to everyday speech. The audience will not find 

Dieter unlikeable, particularly at first, or unfamiliar. His prototype 

is everywhere. He tries to be pleasant by never taking issue over 

things he disagrees with, until he feels really threatened near tile end 

of the play. An examination of Dieter's lines reveals only two feeling 

statements: " . Photographing animals. That's my passi on in I i fe" 
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(Act 2, Sc. I, p. 16), and "They are making me very jumpy" (Act 2, Sc. 

6, p. 29). 

Although the word 'economy' sums up McGrath's use of diction, 

he found unusual ways to inject variety and interest. His careful 

plotting of the two lines of action lends more than just a sense of 

balance between the verbal and non-verbal scenes. McGrath orchestrates 

the lines, sounds, and spectacle in such a way that life on stage 

achieves a rare musicality. Meaning comes through both literal and 

figurative use of words and characters. His most important thoughts 

are framed poetically and are elevated by an archaic construction, 

gi ving fresh impact to simple words. Although words in the human 

sector are used sparingly, they create a likeness to ordinary speech 

through sentence fragments, hidden meanings, and particularly in the 

changing ways words are used as the characters adjust to each other. 

Music 

Although the anthropoids are without speech, they are not 

without sound. A whole litany of sounds emanates from the tribe 

wherever they go. The sound suggesti vity of voices encompasses the 

euphonious chirps and chatterings of happy socializing to the cacaphony 

of hoots, howls, roars and screams. With tones of varying pitch and 

vibration, with pause and vocal transition, McGrath h~s created rhythms 

that control tempo and time, emotion and thought. Voices counterpoint 

with the sounds of slapping thighs and marching feet, with drums and 

the incidental sound effects of rain, and thunder, and the stat ic of 

shortwave radio reception. The auditory rn.ilieu aU gncd with t.he 
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written text functions as the qualitative part of drama that Aristotle 

called melody or music. Whether sound functions musically or not is 

not the issue; the effect of sound as support or disturbance is 

material to the other organic elements of drama, and is the element 

most often neglected by playwrights (Smiley, 1971, p. 186). 

McGrath's musical background, perhaps, is the basis for what 

might be termed a composition of environmental sounds. So perfected is 

the score that it provides more than mere enrichment to the playscript; 

it is, rather, an integral part, serving as subtext, emotional expres-

sion and intellectual reinforcement. This aspect of the play is so 

well integrated that no sound is incidental or accidental. Moreover, 

each sound serves a dual purpose. The warning use of drums in Act 1 

preceding Lynn's handouts suggests a psychological sense of place, as 

well as creating suspense. The drums are the hint of excitement or 

danger followed by the pause before fulfillment. 

McGrath's most dynamic "musical" interpolation occurs at the 

climax of Act 1, after Barbie's death and Blue's announcement that this 

was an event with power in it. Now guilt descends upon the tribe, much 

like the guilt of the holocaust enveloped the German people. In unison 

they chant on their long migration to the ridge of "deep dark depres

sion, reap reap rip repression, steep stark steep suppression, black 

bleak bleak depression H (Act I, Sc. 3, p. 14). From the series of 

words come sound patterns that project like a musical phrase, a single 

idea. The chanting beat, punctuated by thunder, falling rai nand 

marching feet becomes an orchestra of sound building to a crescendo. 

The rhythm and instruments serve meaning through the heaviness of till' 
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sound as its relentless duration, a climatic underscoring for an event 

that marks the end of an era for the anthropoids. As such, it 

functions as a caesura, or mid-way pause, in which the audience can 

digest all that has transpired, before going on. 

Spectacle 

The element that sets drama apart, making it unique among other 

poetic forms, is spectacle. Without it, drama is another word poem. 

Few plays are as dependent as this drama upon the physica1ization of 

sounds, words, characters and ideas. A1 though performance is the 

necessary end of all plays, most can be enjoyed and are often studied 

from the printed page alone, to great benefit. McGrath has so 

synthesized the verbal and physical, the auditory and the visual, that 

spectacle is crucial to comprehension. 

Generally those stage directions are considered best that are 

essential, functional, clear and lean (Smiley, 1971, p. 219). The 

first step in the invention of spectacle is the choice of a scenic 

metaphor. Without describing a literal jungle and strategically 

placing its various levels, McGrath simply refers to the different 

areas, leaving their execution to other artistic collaborators. 

A CLEARING IN A JUNGLE. A BUNDLE OF CAMPING EQUIPMENT LIES TO 
ONE SIDE. SIGNS OF A RECENT ARRIVAL. 

(Ac t 1, Sc. 1, p. 1) 

THE ANIMALS APPEAR AND DISAPPEAR. A FACE PEEPS OUT. SHE MOVES 
TOWARD IT. . . • IT HIDES ITSELF. • • • SHE MOVES OUT OF THE 
SITE ON TO THE SLOPE WITH THE ANIMALS MOVING FURTIVELY ABOUT 
HER . . • THE TRIBE MOVE INTO THE LONG GRASS LEADING To\~ARD TilE 
FEEDING AREA . . • AS SHE GETS CLOSER TO THE FEEDING AREA, THE 
TRIBE GO INTO HIDING. ONLY SPIKE SITS IN THE FEEDING AREA, 
EATING \VITH HIS BACK TO HER. 

(Act 1, Sc. 1, p. 6) 



. • LORNE RUNS OUT OF THE CAMPSITE AND UP ON TO THE SLOPE • . 
· BARBIE ENTERS ALONG THE RIDGE, COMES DOWN SLOPE. 

(Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 11) 

• • . NUNKO GETS UP AND LEAVES THE SITE. . • . HE MOVES OFF 
TOWARDS THE FEEDING AREA. CLIMBS UP ON IT. • • . UP ON THE 
FEEDING AREA NUNKO BREAKS OFF A TWIG AND STICKS IT INTO THE 
EARTH. 

(Act 2, Sc. 1, pp. 17-18) 
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Standing trees are used for exits and entrances, as well as other 

purposes such as: 

SPIKE MOVES TO A TREE AND POUNDS HIS FIST AGAINST IT. 
(Act 1, Sc. 1, p. 2) 

Much later the same tree is again in use: 

DIETER GETS UP AND GOES TO A TREE 
LIGHTLY. 

DIETER PUNCHES IT 

(Act 2, Sc. 5, p. 24) 

McGrath also envisions a structure that represents trees, for he says: 

BEARD IS PERCHED ABOVE THE TENT 
SITE AND CONFRONTS HER. 

Later, he refers to it again with detail: 

. THEN DROPS DmVN INTO THE 

(Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 8) 

· . • THEY S\HNG ON THE CENTRAL BAR . • . AND MOVE UP TO THE 
TOP PART OF THE STRUCTURE OCCUPIED BY BEARD AND GIANT IN THE 
FIRST HALF.. CHANCER S\HNGS UP ON TO THE OTHER SIDE OF 
THE STRUCTURE. . 

(Act 2, Sc. 6, p. 28) 

An unusual detail occurs when: 

SPIKE RUSHES UP FRONT RAKE. STOPS. STARES TO BACK OF 
AUDITORIUM. 

(Act 1, Sc. 1, p. 3) 

Thus, by raking the front of the stage and having one of the charac-

ters walk upon it, McGrath carves out a clearing as if he were a sculp-

tor that suggests uneven terrain. Moreover, he builds his [ami] y of 

apes a split-level house, as versatile as the Elizabethan stage for 
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swift changes of scene. Within these environmental parameters, the 

spectacle moves. 

Besides stage directions that set the environment, some are 

aimed at developing character. For instance, the description of how 

the apes lead Lynn into their territory for examination demonstrates 

two group traits, curiosity and ingenuity. For an individual trait, 

the following stage direction reveals Giant's dullness of mind. It 

takes place just after a brief skirmish with the Barbs over food. 

IT TAKES A MOMENT FOR IT TO DA\oJN ON GIANT THAT THEY HAVE GONE. 
HE IS STOMPING ABOUT FROM FOOT TO FOOT, HIS HAIR ON END, READY 
TO CHARGE. SUDDENLY HE NOTICES THAT BAMPOT IS NO LONGER THERE. 
HE STOPS, CONFUSED. • CHECKING IT (the 8i te) OUT FOR 
FRUIT. HE STOMPS AGAIN AND ATTACKS SPIKE •. 

(Ac t 1, Sc. 1, p. 3) 

A characteristic of the young is evidenced in another raid for food by 

the Barbs following Lynn's first banana fling. Having all of the 

bananas they can eat for once is such a heady feeling that the anthro-

poids fail to notice the entrance of the Barbs. 

BARBS ENTER, SETTLE AND EAT BANANAS. LORNE-BARBlE MAKE 
FRIENDLY CONTACT. BOO BREAKS THEl'1 UP. THEY CO~1E TOGETHER 
AGAIN. BOO ATTACKS LORNE. TRIBE AND BARBS SCATTER NOISILY AND 
RE-SETTLE. CARRY ON EATING. 

( Ac t 1, Sc. 3 , p. 9) 

Obviously the younger generation would forget old grudges if the older 

generation would let them. This scene also exhibits a feature of all 

people--that want is often the author of enmity. When there is enough 

food to go around, no one ha2 to steal from anyone else. During this 

pantomime, Blue has narrated the history of the anthropoids, and their 

flight from a former habj tat to the land of the Barbs. Putting "um 

and two together," it is reasonable to assume that the Barbs fcc] jusli-
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fied in their raids on the interlopers whenever the land cannot sustain 

two tribes. 

Stage directions generally fall into the three categories of 

introduction, environment and character. But because of the peculiar 

nature of this play, the mime also contains prime discoveries and 

disturbances necessary for the progression of the plot and the 

unfolding of thought. The previous description, for instance, 

exemplifies the first step of Maslow's hierarchy of needs. With their 

physical wants supplied, the readiness of the anthropoids to move up 

the ladder toward power and self-aggrandizement is foreshadowed. 

McGrath has carefully integrated the two lines of action to 

avoid the monotony of a regular pattern in the arrangement of human and 

animal action. He appears to have followed the dictates imposed by the 

dramatic needs for amplification of plot, character, or thought. In 

short, the playgoer cannot anticipate the next scene coming up, animal 

or human, on the basis of the previous one. A brief synopsis of the 

disposition discloses the folloWing: 

Scene I introduces the animals. Their problem is foreshadowed 

by the bundle of equipment. The scene is largely given to mime, with 

bits of narration as needed. Spike anticipates Lynn's entrance in 

Scene 2 by rushing up on the front rake and staring to the back of the 

auditorium; he turns and hoots alarm at the others. They respond by 

hiding around the site. 

Scene 2 introduces the enemy, Lynn and Base. Since this is 

Blue's tale, he describes her in terms of how she looked to his tribe. 

The first half of the scene is given to talk \vith Uttle action. TIll' II 
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the two forces are introduced to each other when the animals lure Lynn 

up to their feeding ground in a long piece of pantomime action, with 

only a short preparation by Blue, beginning "It was their instinct that 

they should trap it. ." ( Ac t 1, Sc. 2, p. 6) • The conclusion 

reunites Lynn and Base. As she prepares to give food in Scene 3, the 

sound of drums is heard in the distance. 

Scene 3, the longest in the play, is the revelation of Lynn's 

effect upon the anthropoids, beginning with how she wins them over. 

The rituals are exhibited and action predominates. The drums are heard 

three more times in relation to the distribution of bananas. The 

climax of Act I is seen in the murder of Barbie, followed by a long 

denoument including Lynn's baptism by jungle rain and the depression 

march of the tribe. Blue performs his drawing of a man, sending Lynn 

back to her transmitter with a report to Base, while Beard, Giant and 

Spike freeze into a "hear no evil, see no evil, speak no evil" pose. 

McGrath welds action to commentary by weaving Lynn and Blue in and out 

of the action. 

In Act 2, the first scene is evenly balanced between the two 

factions. New baggage marks the arrival of a new enemy. After 

Dieter's introduction, the photography session takes over without a 

set-up from Blue or later commentary. The audjence is now expected to 

follow without help. The end of the scene finds group reciproci ty 

destroyed as Giant fights the Barbs without help from his brothers, 

while the enemy silently records and takes notes, strictly adhering on 

the surface to the rule of non-interference. 
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Scene 2 is almost entirely accorded to Lynn and Dieter. Only 

at the end of the scene do Blue and his cohorts come in to make fun of 

the sleepers and remind the onlooker that the humans are the enemy: 

"The sight of it bristled my hair and spiked my fur on end. There was 

a stab of fear in my ape gut." (Act. 2, Sc. 2, p. 20). 

Scene 3 is consigned to the animals in a replay of rituals, 

this time gone awry. When they finish the bananas, they eat the box 

and chew the rag. Lorne is gang-raped by the males, with encouragement 

from Chick, while Dieter gets it all on film. Provoked by Spike, 

Dieter draws his gun. 

observers. 

Blue is the silent observer of the human 

Scene 4 picks up where Scene 3 left off. While Dieter is clean-

ing his rifle, Blue approaches him on all fours and angrily castigates 

him. Lynn listens intently as though trying to understand. The scene 

again belongs to the animals, although it is evenly divided bet\veen 

talk in the first half and action in the latter part depicting Spike's 

grab for power with the paraffin cans. 

Blue spends the first half of Scene 5 silently trying to show 

Lynn and Dieter how to build a nest. After his angry exit, Lynn turns 

Dieter down in an exchange of seven lines; Dieter acts out his 01>'0 

frustration against the tree before signing off with a report to the 

god--science. 

Scene 6 again belongs to the animals. This is a longer scene 

than the others in Act 2; and although it is broken up with speoking, 

the speaker is mainly Blue. Spike begins the panlomime by demonst rat

ing how power has corrupted him. He steals everyone's fruit, killing 
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the one who defies him. That act separates Spike from his cans. When 

Lorne takes over, the rest of the tribe backs her up. She leads them 

to encircle the humans. 

Cut off from his gun inside the cage, Dieter is like Spike 

without his cans: powerless. Thus, the pantomime indicates that the 

only kind of. power that means anything comes from the consent of the 

governed. Still, no talking. Lynn and Dieter present their rumps to 

Lorne. Nerves is carried to the ridge in a burial procession led by 

Lynn. Speaking begins as Lynn hel ps Dieter build another cage and 

says, "I'm sure none of this is necessary," and he responds with "I've 

been humiliated once. I'm not going to let it happen again." (Act 2, 

Sc. 6, p. 28). Blue introduces the new order, and the males, with the 

exception of Chancer, reveal in pantomime first a disinterest in sex, 

and then that they are crippled. Lynn and Dieter discuss the cause-

polio--and compete for the gun after Dieter kills Beard. The remainder 

of the scene belongs to Blue, his farewell speech and suicide. The 

rest is pantomime; the Barbs enter to attack, the crippled males sit in 

a group trying to fend them off, while the tribe moves up the ridge. 

Lynn and Dieter record. 

Space is a continuous condition of life, relating to the 

physical world through time and light. These are the phenomena that 

all dramatists must deal with as they give action to thought. 

McGrath's demonstration of evolutionary time through rituals has 

already been explained. The passing of time is further illustrnted by 

his use of light. As day passes into night and night .int 0 dn)' 
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throughout the scenes, he creates a sense of daily time passing with 

the rising and dimming of light. 

The style or presentational mode of a play is most apparent in 

spectacle. When spectacle is conceived as an integral part of the 

drama, rather than treated as a stage emhellishment to be provided by 

others, its mode or style is more likely to be in keeping with the 

other facets of the drama. McGrath has so manipulated all of the 

elements of drama to distort reality through exaggeration and 

fragmentation that the style might be said to be presentational rather 

than representational. Animal appears to be staged to provoke insight 

into the human condition as opposed to creating an illusion of life. 

The presentational mode is best suited to the non-illusory abstract 

drama of the last twenty-five years (Smiley, 1971, 216). So adroitly 

has the manipulation occurred that the demands on other dramatic 

artisans such as director, designer, choreographer and musician are 

intensified rather than lessened. 

The jungle gym structure representing trees in the Festival 

production, for instance, cleverly provided the safety of sturdy steel 

construction for the lithe gymnastics of the tribe, while branches of 

trees helped to suggest a jungle, without attempting a literal transla

tion. The movement of the anthropoids was specially choreographed by 

Stuart Hopps while Chris Parr directed the entire play. Hopps trained 

the actors to move, not so much with uniform grace, but rather with the 

careful timing of trapeze artists. Furthermore, they performed with 

ensemble spiri t. By improvising with the inflections, inuendoes and 
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touch of their own special language, the group simulated a dialogue 

that seemed to strike at the heart of communication. The creativity of 

others was so enhanced by McGrath's detailed stage directions that at 

one point, while Ma and Nerves were chattering across to each other 

from their respective tree perches, Parr had them suddenly break into a 

typical Glaswegian housewife conversation "across the back fence." The 

interpolation added the spice of regional humor, but more importantly, 

it tautened the string of relationship between the spectator and the 

anthropoids. In a like manner, Hopps saw the similarity of the tribe's 

natural gymnastics to the bar exercises classical ballet. Thus, he 

momentarily hal ted the irregular beat and pat terns of movement; the 

jungle resounded suddenly \Vi th the strains of a symphony orchestra. 

Assuming the stance and balletic grace of a class at the bar, the 

animals exuberantly performed in unison, the standard series of plies. 

The effect was, likewise, the same: humor and comparison to modern 

life. Yet the insertions of business into the play are kept as 

strongly presentational as all of its parts. By functionally adapting 

sound, spectacle, rhythm and diction to the total intention, McGrath 

has given his work what Smiley calls "dramatic texture" (Smiley, 1971, 

p. 186). 

Response 

Animal was as successful at the Festival box-office in 1979 as 

it was with the critical reviewers. As one of two plays officially 

commissioned by Festival Director John Drummond to be produced by the 

Traverse, it received extensive publicity and a venue with a large 
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seating capacity. Main stage performances are, therefore, always 

assured advance ticket sales; some are even sold out before the 

Festival begins. Critical reviews, nevertheless, do affect attendance. 

Furthermore, the Scots are unmercifully blunt in their responses as 

critics. Thus, the two commissioned plays receiving the same advance 

publici ty, professional productions by the same company in the same 

venue (alternating nights), and often reviewed in the same column, 

might be expected to attain comparable audience appeal. When the 

Festival was over drama attendance was reported down, "some playing to 

half-empty halls" (Evening News, Sept. 8, 1979, p. 1). The three plays 

that sold out before their runs were up, garnering not just posi ti ve 

but "rave" reviews, were two productions brought by Russia's Rustaveli 

Theatre and Animal. 

The Observer's critic, Steve Grant, began his review with the 

following comment: 

The excellent Traverse Theatre has joined the official festival 
for the first time in 12 years with two productions. . . one 
of which is superb and the other very near to being execrable 

(reprinted in SSP, September 1979, p. 13) 

Allen Wright was much kinder, giving four out of fourteen column inches 

to Red Runner and the remaining ten to Animal. John Barber's comment 

in the Daily Telegraph suggesting that because of official sponsor-

ship, 

. • an odd minor play has been transformed into a disturbing 
experience. 

(reprinted in SSP, September 1979, 
p. 13) 
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is probably misleading. Parr was eager to produce McGrath's drama. 

Without the official venue, doubtless he would have given it the same 

careful production and would have included it along with their regular 

Festival repertory of plays, as they did the previous year with two of 

McGrath's plays, The Hard Man and The Android Circuit. The play would 

not have had as large a venue and total audience. 

The most outstanding single quality that impressed all who 

wrote about Animal appears to be spectacle: 

They react as a pack. Their movements and behaviour, bril
liantly choreographed by Stuart Hopps, suggest the mysterious 
dignity, the simple cunning, the private morals and the manic 
fears of the tribe. 

(reprinted in SSP, September 1979, 
p. 13, Barber-)-

. • . a tribe of apelike anthropoids given stunning life by a 
company whose sensitivity is matched only by their athleticism. 

(reprinted in SSP, September 1979, 
p. 13, Grant)---

To say that this production by Chris Parr is more visually than 
verbally effective is not to suggest that it is a triumph of 
design over content. The play makes its point through the 
movement, the grouping, and the demeanour of the actors rather 
than through what most of them say. • •• The choreography of 
the jungle • • • has given them the power to enlage our under
standing. No scene is more outstanding than that in ,,'hich 
Beethoven's "Hymn to Joy" bursts from the branches of every 
tree. 

(Wright, The Scotsman, Monday, 
August 20) 

Even the critic who found the drama wanting in other respects remarked: 

The scene is a jungle clearin~ where a group of apes live, eat, 
love, fight, and die, their mannerisms and behaviour portrayed 
as realistically as possible by an agile and hard-working cast. 



But the p13Y's strong point is also, unfortunately, it's 
[sic] flaw. • any moral intended to be drawn from these 
events is obscured because the physical elements completely 
upstage the intellectual. 

(B. H., Evening News, Monday, 
August 20, 1979) 
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Besides spectacle, McGrath's use of humor was noted. B. H. wanted 

more: 

There are lighter 
have helped to 
followed by peals 

moments, but a little more comic relief might 
counter-balance the portentous statements 

of thunder. 
(B. H., Evening News, Monday, 
August 20, 1979) 

Barber and Grant, on the other hand, appear to have had no trouble 

perceiving McGrath's message: 

The actors, virtually naked below the navel, s\Ving on jungle 
branches or twitter together picking fleas or thorns from hair 
or foot, or suddenly fly into rages or squawking fights. 

But nothing is merely comic ••.• 
(reprinted in SSP, September 1979, 
p. 13, Barber-)--

••. [it] is, in fact, a \Vitty, disturbing and moving study of 
the rules of power, the virtues of instinct and the barbarous 
side of civilization. 

(reprinted in SSP, September 1979, 
p. 13) 

Wright gets to the heart of the play in his comments on 

diction, saying that anyone reading the script \Vould find it virtually 

unin telligi ble: 

. . • with more than half the cast communicating in squeals and 
grunts. • • • Not many words are spoken, and some of them seem 
lamentably trite, but the ideas explored by the play, and the 
skill with which it is executed, are very stimulating ••. 

(The Scotsman, August 20, 1979) 

B. H. found the dialogue disconcerting: 



When any of the 'apes' speak--either as narrator or in cameo 
sketchs showing the beastly side of human nature--it doesn't 
seem quite right. 

(Evening News, August 20, 1979) 
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Group performance caused more comment than did individual 

roles. However, Barber found Benny Young as Blue worthy of comment, 

and Jill Fenner as the girl anthropologist was "wonderfully gentle and 

sympathetic." The 'human' characters were viewed more as a single 

entity by Wright and Grant. 

While bringing out the many similarities between Man and these 
creatures, Tom McGrath dwells on at least one important distinc
tion. The observers are more destructive than the observed, 
and they contaminate the primeval paradise into which they have 
stumbled. 

(The Scotsman, Wright) 

The ensuing saga of gradual destruction at the unwitting hands 
of curious mankind is far from being the usual Tarzan-Jane 
subanthropo10gy •••. 

(SSP, p. 13, Grant, September, 1979) 

Barber expresses gratitude for the play and hope for its 

future, while Grant concludes in a similar futuristic fashion by 

saying: 

And the whole piece echoes with eerily credible hints of the 
possible holocaust to come. 

Faultlessly 
original piece 
showing outside 

directed by Chris Parr, it remains a genuinely 
of theatre and certainly merits an extended 
the Festival. 

(SSP, pp. 13-14, September 1979) 

Animal was revived in 1981 after McGrath's return from America, 

with Hopps as choreographer and Parr and Kenny Ireland as co-directors. 

Summary 

Chapter 4 describes the play Animal by Tom McGrath as a 

didactic tragedy of the presentational styJe. Society is represellted 
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by a tribe of anthropoids, whose spokesman, Blue, acts as intermediary 

with the audience and tribal historian for his race, now on the razor 

edge of extinction. Science, standing for those endeavors that uncover 

natural laws for the benefit of mankind, has sent in a young woman, 

Lynn, who is uncontaminated by the old scientific methods of observa

tion, to study the society of anthropoids. What she lacks in prepara

tion for her job she makes up for in courage, endurance and dedication. 

Always curious, never satisfied, Base headquarters sends out one of the 

old guard, Dieter, to observe the observer. 

Communication is the major problem of both worlds--animal and 

human--or rather, man and his godlike scientific elite. A language 

barrier prevents understanding between the two major groups. 

Nevertheless, interpersonal communication problems also exist from the 

outset within both groups. Leadership messages, in both, flow from the 

top down; upward flow seldom gets through to the isolated, insulated, 

impervious top. Messages that do get through the noise and -interfer

ence, as with Lynn's to Base, are riddled with doubt and disbelief. 

The missionaries of science, Lynn and Dieter, under different 

circumstances, might have been lovers, or at least a team whose differ

ent approaches could complement each other, an idea suggested at the 

end. As human beings, they have lost touch with reality, forgetting 

how to touch, how to love, be affectionate. Their speech is aimed more 

at hiding feelings than at disclosure. Professionally, each guards his 

territory jealously, assuming that he is right and that god (science) 

will be on his side. 
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Dieter, the proponent of the old methodology, is clinically 

distanced, never a participator in the culture he is there to study. 

Thus, like the eye of the camera he uses, Dieter is a ga therer of 

surface information only. Moreover, he is as fearful of being contami

nated as he is of contaminating. Therefore, if a subject gets too 

close, close enough to touch, Dieter panics. When fences and 

barricades fail to make him feel safe, he turns with traditional male 

pride to guns. He would rather fight than assimilate than accultur

ate. As clever science has grown cleverer still at designing 

sophisticated weaponry, it has loaded the dice in Dieter's favor. 

Without Lynn there to stop him, he would have wiped out the entire 

tribe on more than one occasion. 

Lynn, on the other hand, goes to the opposite extreme. She 

focuses all of her female, mothering instincts on her task, to the 

point of losing her identity as an individual. Like an indulgent, 

over-compensating parent, she tries to satisfy all of the tribe's 

physical wants, when discipline and independence are the true dictates 

of the situation. In a sense, Lynn buys her way to the top echelon of 

the ruling class. There, she profoundly changes the structure of the 

society she is there to observe. Thus, not only identity is lost, but 

her sense of purpose as well. Lynn's insidious danger to the tribe is 

that by accepting her gifts they have become dependent. As an enemy, 

Dieter is at least clearly marked and fightable. 

The tribe, which seems at first to communicate very well on 3 

sensory level at least, is a macho-male dominated society that solves 

problems by knocking heads together. Less combati ve dissenters wi til 
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serious messages are simply ignored. Thus, Blue, who sees and knows 

all but has no language, cannot warn his tribe of their peril any 

better than he can warn the well-meaning enemy of what she is doing. 

The play ends with man, the anthropoids, once again an endangered 

species on the point of annihilation and evolutionary change. 

Meanwhile the scientist and pseudo-scientist join forces, hopefully to 

modify each other enough to do a better job for mankind and earn their 

own right to survival. 

Most drama is evaluated in terms of plot, character and 

thought, the three inseparable dramatic elements. McGrath's play 

might, more accurately, be called a tone poem for its unique blending 

of all of the dramatic elements including music or sound, diction and 

spectacle. This play is a truly "theatrical" composition in the most 

exact sense of the world, written to move the audience on all levels, 

that they might be compelled to act outside of the theatre. He would 

persuade them that while it is too late for Blue, it is not too late 

for man. He does not have to sit passively like the anthropoids, 

waiting for disaster to strike. Man can learn from the past. He has 

language. Now he must find the words and determination to warn, 

persuade, cajole, discipline; but he must not give up. 



CHAPTER 5 

TIlE JESUIT 

By Donald Campbell 

Background 

Although Donald Campbell was born in Wick, Caithness, his 

family moved to Edinburgh by the time he was five. Brought up and 

educated there, he counts himself among the native Edinburgh folk. 

Among his best known plays are The Jesuit (1976), Somerville the 

Soldier (1978), The Widows of Clyth (1979a), Blackfriar's Wynd (1980), 

and Til All the Seas Run Dry (1981). Like many dramatists, Campbell 

began his artistic career as a poet. Besides publishing four volumes 

of verse, he participated in poetry readings throughout Scotland in the 

ancient tradition of the Greek rhapsodes. His personal friend, the 

late poet Hugh MacDiarmid of the Scottish renaissance, described 

Campbell as "A man alive in his own time and responding to its creative 

and social needs" (Widows of Clyth program notes, 1979d). 

Now in his early forties, Campbell functions as a professional 

writer in all aspects of journalism with over a hundred articles, 

reviews and essays ,in British and American books and journals. He 

worked for the Scottish Art Council \Vriters Bursary in 1972 and was 

writer-in-residence to schools in the Lothian Region-The Young \Vriters' 

Project in 1978-79. Besides his full-length dramas, Campbell has 
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contributed more than twenty-five radio scripts to the BBC Radio 

Scotland drama series. 

Of the writers chosen for this examination, Scottish ethnicity 

is most apparent in Campbell. His settings are Scottish; his themes ae 

historical, for which he is sometimes criticized by his fellow Scots. 

At least part of every cast of characters speak with a Scottish accent. 

Campbell believes the answer may rest partly in his love of spectacle. 

A stage that takes him to another time and place, peopled with charac

ters in clothes different from his own, has always been more interest

ing visually to him than the jeans and t-shirts of the modern world 

(Campbell, interview, 1979d). 

Somerville the Soldier (1977) is about a trooper in the Scots 

Greys who made a public stand for human rights during the revolutionary 

l830s who suffered a brutal flogging as a result, and became a national 

hero. His subsequent use for political purpose by unprincipled men is 

the theme of the play. 

Although the Widows of Clyth (1979) was the result of a 

Scottish Arts Council Travel Grant, it is in a sense Campbell's own 

story. Set on the rugged coast of Caithness in the last quarter of the 

nineteenth century, this play is about the struggle of five women to 

survive the aftermath of a fishing disaster that has taken their men, 

five brothers. As a descedent of one of the "widows," Campbell remem

bers the tale from his earliest years (Campbell, interview, 1979d). 

The story line is generally familiar to most playgoers as well, for it 

begins where Riders to the Sea, the famous one-act play from the Abbey 

Theatre by John Millington Synge, ends. How the women remain jn their 
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homes, independent of those who would assume responsibility, and 

educate their twenty-six children becomes a tribute to the strength and 

courage Scottish women have always exhibited in times of stress. 

BlackFriars Wynd is not exactly a musical, although it is "a 

play with songs," nor is it a biography, though it features "a charac

ter who bears a close resemblance to the young R. L. S." (Robert Louis 

Stevenson) (Campbell, letter, July 11 1980). The play does concentrate 

on Victorian Edinburgh and some of the low-life that has always 

fascinated Campbell. His next major play, Til All the Seas Run Dry, 

premiered here in America at the First Festival of Scottish Music and 

Drama held in Norfolk, Virginia in March 1981. The play is about Burns 

"as he is seen through the eyes of his wife, Jean Armour" (Campbell, 

let ter, 1980). 

The Jesuit, Campbell's first play to draw the attention of the 

public, concerns a Scotsman sent to the gallows in 1615 in the service 

of his faith. It was produced at the Traverse in 1976, coincidentally, 

about the same time that the Roman Catholic Church canonized Father 

John Ogilvie (The Jesuit, introduction, p. 6). After completing the 

research, Campbell wrote the play in three weeks. Much of the dialogue 

between Spottiswoode and Ogilvie is almost verbatim from the transcript 

of the trial, according to the author (Campbell, interview, 1980). The 

policy at the Traverse Theatre Club has been to produce several plays 

well in advance of the Festival with the intent of reviving the best 

for their repertory on the Fringe. These are presented in larger 

venues rented specifically for the occasion. Thus, The Jesui twas 

produced first in May 1976 and was revived in August. Since that lime, 
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The Jesuit h~s been produced in Ireland, studied in a course of 

religious drarpa at a university in Madrid, revived in Scotland and 

adapted for production on BBC Radio Scotland. 

Synopsis 

After spending most of his life abroad, John Ogilvie, a Jesuit 

Priest, returns to his mllti ve Scotland in 1614 to "un teach heresy." He 

begins his work by holding mass, which is against the law in this 

Episcopalian country. The deed is not punishable by death, however, 

unless loyalty to King James is in question. The Archbishop of 

Glasgow, John Spottiswoode, has had his men arrest Ogilvie. The action 

begins at fouI' on a cold October afternoon. Spottiswoode's soldiers, 

Andrew and Will, bring Ogilvie through a murderous mob to the anteroom 

of the provost's house •. The trip has been hazardous, and Ogilvie, who 

was badly mauled, collapses as they enter. Andrew, the older, seasoned 

soldier, does his job objectively; not unkin~ly, neither is he sympa

thetic. Youn~ Will, ne~{ly come to the service, is hotly against the 

"pope's man." 

Spotti~woode's investigation is to learn if the Jesuit has been 

sent to carry out a plot against the king's life. His interrogations 

reveal the twq men are well matched in intelligence, stubborness and 

quick Scottish temper. As days stretch into months, Ogilvie's determi-

nation to be a martyr becomes clear. His wri t ten responses Lo the 

King's questions are so full of arrogance that Spottiswoode warns him 

they will send him to the gallows. Without changing the essence of the 

answers, he suggests framing them in a more tactful manner. \~hen 
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Dgilvie refuses to heed his advice, the Archbishop threatens physical 

tor ture, the boots, again without success. Determined Ogilvie should 

not be a martyr, he finally resorts to sleep deprivation as a tech

nique to pressure Ogilvie into modifying his deposition enough to keep 

the court from sentencing him to death. The duty of keeping the 

prisoner awake falls to Andrew, Will, Sandy and Wat, all in the service 

of the Archbishop. Ogilvie endures for nine days without breaking, 

earning the respect of all. 

After a month in recovery, he is visited by the Archbishop's 

wife on the night before the trial. Lady Spottiswoode arrives with two 

goblets and a bottle of wine for "a wee social visit." Unwittingly, 

Ogilvie betrays to her the depth of his bitterness against his step

motlher. By sending him abroad for a Catholic education, his mother's 

dying wish, she was able to sieze the title and property for her 0\10 

children. "Well, very soon now," Ogilvie says, "I shall be given a 

greater title, and believe me, madam, there's none of them will have 

any part in that!" (Act 2, Sc. 1, p. 60). Later, Rachel tells her 

husband that Ogilvie may argue principle but he cares only for himself. 

Spottiswoode fears that Ogilvie's death will so rally the Catholic 

element to rebellion that his dream of religious coexistence in 

Scotland will perish. 

Ogilvie is found guilty and is sentenced to hang for refusing 

all«~giance to the king. Spottiswoode makes a final visit to offer an 

eleventh hour escape plan, but the offer is refused. Ogilvie makes his 

far«~wells, including correspondence with "his brothers," with \.Jill and 

the doctor as couriers. Feeling is running high among the mOll. Andrew 
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is angry that some of them may die this day with Ogilvie. Wat is 

cynical, sure that the Father is a coward and at the last will have to 

be pushed off. Will, who is now truly fond of the young priest, is 

defensi ve and sad. \vhile Andrew and Sandy escort Ogilvie to the 

gallows, Wat wagers a bet with Will. Moments later, Sandy returns to 

report the Father, indeed, had to be "pushed off." Jubilantly, Wat 

tries to collect; Will draws his sword instead. The two begin to fight 

as Andrew enters. Throwing the men aside, he announces angrily, "It's 

finished! And that's an end tae it!" (Act 2, Sc. 6, p. 94). 

Dramatic Analysis 

Plot 

The Jesuit is a melodrama. Although often discredited as a 

dramatic form, it is the most widely used in the twentieth century, 

particularly by the film and television industries (Smiley, 1971, p. 

47). The action is serious, arising from an obvious, though temporary, 

threat to the wellbeing of others. Like most melodramas, The Jesuit is 

mimetic, using story to render its plot. And like most historical 

dramas, the audience is already well aware of the outcome before the 

curtain rises, thus reducing the importance of story. The major focus, 

therefore, is not on what happens as much as why it happens. 

Emotive forces are fear and hate in situation involving good 

under attack. The fundamental moral choices of the major characters 

were deterined before the dramatic action began and remain relatively 

unchanged throughout the play. The drama aims at penetrating the 

motivations of one particular character, John Ogilvie, the Jesuit. The 
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purpose is to gain insight into the lure of self-sacrifice for a cause 

greater that one's self that leads some men and women to seek martyr

dom. Appealing primarily to reason, The Jesuit like the other plays in 

this study, is didactic. 

Two interdependent lines of action are established in the 

opening scene. The sub-story concerning the soldiers of the Archbishop 

is begun by Will and Andrew. Joined later by Wat and Sandy, they repre

sent the common man. Lying dormant within Ogilvie's unconscious form 

is the educated, politically minded ruling class, ready to pit 

principle against principle, to argue and coerce, to invoke God to the 

side of right, as soon as he wakens. 

The linear, causal progression of the action through chronologi

cal time employs a few leaps, but no flashbacks or flashforwards. The 

action covers six months, from October 1614 to March 1615. Tension 

arises between, rather than within individuals. Affecting the lives of 

all other characters are the division and antagonism, crisis and threat 

of death arising between Ogilvie and Spottiswoode. Most of the events 

in the Ogilvie narrative occurred before the dramatic action of the 

play begins, as revealed in Figure 5. 

From this long chain of events, Campbell has chosen to drama

tize only the tiny segment occurring after Ogilvie's arrest. He seems 

to care more for the preparation of the trial than for the trial 

itself. He is more curious about why Ogilvie is hanged than in the 

hanging. Thus, the two most dramatic events, which the cinema would no 

doubt filin, are left to eye-witness reports, in the manner of Greek 

drama. Campbell, on the other hand, is intensely interested to learn 
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what motivates honorable, intelligent, courageous men to oppose injust-

ice with violence, to the point of sacrificing their very lives. 

Dramatic Action 

Figure 5. Timeclock of Dramatic Action. 

Mother 
Dies 

They cannot expect to escape unscathed from the conse
quences of their desperate actions. Just as the excessive 
violence has an ultimately brutalising effect, so too does 
extremism breed its own form of debilitating cancer--a certain 
attitude of mine which rejects all other attitudes and despises 
the people who hold them. Whenever a man resorts to desperate 
measures--in no matter how worthy a cause--he is in danger of 
succumbing to the life-denying (and, ultimately, self-destruc
tive) attitude (Campbell, The Jesuit, introduction, p. 5). 

He goes on to say that Ogilvie was no villain: "On the contrary, the 

Roman Catholic Church, with every justification, has proclaimed him to 

be a saint" (Campbell, The Jesuit, :i.ntroduction, p. 5). Notwithstand-

ing, neither does Campbell see Ogilvie as a hero. Thus, his choice of 

events is structured to reveal a dual personality by building up the 

hero-side before turning the tables. Likewise, he musl invenl 
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characters that Ogilvie would logically interact with, in scenes that 

logically could have happened. Into the structured action, Campbell 

weaves the necessary exposition, a little at a time, over the first few 

scenes. 

Spottiswoode and Ogilvie personify the two strong moral codes 

placed in adversarial positions. Their counterparts in the sub-story 

are Andrew and Wat, two strong representatives of men without faith. 

Andrew as an extension of Spottiswoode and Wat, bonded through pain to 

Ogilvie. While most melodramas feature obvious heroes and villains, 

part of the suspense in The Jesuit results from the see-sawing of these 

roles between two apparently admirable characters, both of whom are not 

without human frailties. The surface conflict between the institutions 

of church and state interacts with the ethos of individuals, 

Spottiswoode and Ogilvie. As Will and Andrew begin the action, they 

are struggling to get the almost unconscious Ogilvie inside and away 

from the angry mob. Will betrays an attitude sympathetic to the mob 

when he says: "Aw Jesus Christ! (KICKS OGILVIE IN THE KIDNEYS AND SPITS 

ON HIM) Ye Papish bastard! Damn ye . . ," (Act 1, Sc. 1, p. 14). \~hen 

Andrew professes not to understand what the young man, or any man for 

that matter, could possibly do to turn the town folk into such a gang 

of animals, Will tells him: 

"That bugger there's a Pope's man! ••• Here, ye're no gonnae 
stert feelin sorry for him, are ye? He's a dangerous Jesuit 
priest! He's been saying the Mass aa owre the place! 
B' Christ, hingin' s owre guid for the like a that! See if it 
was me, I'd burn him. I'd pit the bastard on that fire here 
and nou! Papes, they're bast3rds! Bastards!" 

(Act 1, Sc. 1, pp. 15, 16) 
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Campbell is quick to set the issue straight. This is not a play about 

religion, he says, in the following exchange: 

ANDREW: 

WILL: 
ANDEW: 

WILL: 

ANDRE\v: 

WILL: 

ANDREH: 

I'm sorry tae disappoint ye, son. He'll no hing. No 
for saying masses. 
Will he no? Whit for no? 
Because it's the law! This is his first offence-
he'll maybe no even get the jile. Likely he'll get 
off wi a fine. 
A fine! It's no right, Andro, it's no right! 
(PAUSES AND) Listen, Andro, if his kind got back, if 
the papes got the pooer • . • 
Wullie, Wullie, Wullie! (GENTLER) Hullie! Hou often 
dae I hae tae tell ye, son? ye're gonnae be ony kind 
of sodger--for Christ's sake, son, dinnae tak onythin 
tae dae wi politics! 
Politics? Whae' s talkin aboot politics? This is 
religion! 
Politics, religion, whit's the fuckin difference in 
this day and age? 

(Act 1, Sc. 1, p. 16) 

The theme, then, is politics and religion, but Campbell narrows it 

still further when Spottiswoode questions Ogilvie's authority to 

preach. The Father traces his authority back to Christ. 

SPOTTISWOODE (WITH A SIGH): Aye •. The Petrine Claim. 
OGILVIE: The Truth. 
SPOTTISWOODE (STERNLY): That, Master Ogilvie, is treason! 
OGILVIE (EQUALLY STERNLy): That, Haster Spottiswoode, is 

faith! 
SPOTTISWOODE (SNAPPING): And we would sign a declaration to 

sic effect? 
OGILVIE (HOTLY): In my own blood if need be! 
SPOTTISHOODE: I hardly think so. Faither Ogilvie. I hardly 

think so. I hardly think that that will be neces
sary. Plain ink, no doubt will do just as well! 

(Act 1, Sc. 1, p. 21) 

The refined issue is the blood of fanaticism versus the tolerance and 

reason of the law. Campbell takes pains to keep the audience from 

being sidetracked by periodiC reminders of that controversy. 



OGILVIE: In your eyes, I am a potential assassin. Why should 
you seek to allow me to escape with my life? 

SPOTTISWOODE: There are larger issues at stake. 
OGILVIE: Larger than the King's safety? 
SPOTTISWOODE: Larger than the life of one extremely ineffec

tual conspirator! Look, Ogilvie. If you are ban
ished, I will be quit of ye--alive or dead, it's aa 
the same to me! 

OGILVIE (WITH A DEEP BREATH): Then I am afraid that it will 
have to be dead. For I cannot and will no change my 
deposition. 

SPOTTISWOODE: Damn you, John Ogilvie, for a bloody fanatic! 
(Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 33) 
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By giving equal strength to the protagonist and antagonist, 

Campbell builds tension within the mind of the playgoer, forcing him to 

weigh one man against the other. The vacillation between Spottiswoode 

and Ogilvie for the protagonist and antagonist positions is achieved 

through a series of reversals and discoveries that demand constant 

evaluation. Resolution can be determined on the basis of which man 

tries to avoid disaster and restore balance. With Ogilvie rushing head-

long toward the gallows, Spottiswoode is clearly the protagonist. 

Balance implies stress (Smiley, 1971, p. 54). The stablity at 

the beginning of the action is precarious. Although the soldiers still 

are in charge, their conversation reveals a state of strained equilib-

rium. The Jesuit's sleeping figure contains all of the potential for 

discord. The initial disturbance that plays havoc with existing rela-

tionships is Ogilvie's coming to consciousness. All of the characters 

reflect the disruption introduced by his presence. Andrew and \Yill 

await the arrival of the Archbishop. He will know what to do. His 

plan for setting things right begins immediately. He will try Ogilvie, 

and send him into exile. Campbell points to the plan even before 

Spottiswoode's appearance, through Andrew, when he apprises \.Jill of 
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what he can expect to happen to the Priest. Furthermore, he prepares 

the audience for Spottiswoode's philosophy of compromise when he tells 

Will "Well jist you keep an eye on the gUid Airchbishop, that's aa! 

God, I whiles think he's hauf-roads tae bein a Pope's man himsel--and 

if we ever get anither Catholic King, I'll gie ye three guesses whaell 

be the Airchbishop 0 Glesca! See if you want tae keep yer job " 

(Act 1, Sc. 1, p. 17). 

Spottiswoode's plan to avoid bloodshed in Scotland is thwarted 

by a series of obstacles presented by the antagonist priest. The most 

prominent is Ogilvie's fascination with martyrdom first reported by 

Will: " .--tellt me aince that he didnae mind the jile! Nae kiddin, 

Aye! Said he was servin his destiny, fulfillin his destiny--" (Act 1, 

Sc. 2, p. 26). Ogilvie, himself, points to his own end when he says to 

Will: 

WILL: 
ANDRE\~: 

••• he says "It's past joking when the head's aff!" 
I wonder--maybe his heid'll really be aff efter 
they've done wi him in Embro. 

(Act 1, Sc. 2, p. 26) 

Spottiswoode's temper gets in the way of his own peacemaking efforts at 

times, which Ogilvie quickly learns to provoke. 

OGILVIE: This is preposterous! \oJhat are you charging me with? 
If you're looking for traitors, (SHOUTING 
ALMOST INTO SPOTTISWOODE'S FACE) What about Robert 
Bruce? What about Robert Bruce? Answer me, you 
imposter, answer me you God-damned king-worshipping 
Heretic! 

SPOTTISWOODE KNOCKS OGILVIE DOWN WITH A FULL-BLOODED PUNCH TO 
THE JAW. HE STANDS OVER HIM, PANTING WITH RAGE. 

(Act 1, Sc. 2, p. 26) 

Andrew had alluded earlier to the ease with which the Archbishop could 

change faith. He has been criticized by others on this very point, and 
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obviously it is a sore spot with him. Later, talking to his wife, he 

will justify his behavior. Hand-in-hand with Spot tiswoode' stemper 

goes Ogilvie's, the third obstacle; and hand-in-hand with the third is 

the fourth, Ogilvie's pride. Campbell points to it several times, 

first when Andrew tells Will that the nobility, rich men like Ogilvie 

really irritate him. 

ANDREW: --I've seen Ogilvie's like afore nou! He can caa 
hissel a Jesuit, a pape or whitever ye like--at the 
hinner end, he aye minds that he's Sir Wattie 
Ogilvie's son. And nae matter whit he's suffered 
here in Glesca, he kens up here (TAPS HIS TENPLE) 
that the men that'll be sittin in judgment on him in 
Embro are his ain kind--gentlemen like himsel! sae he 
argies the toss, stands up tae the Airchbishop--aw 
he's the brave, brave boy richt enough! Crackin 
jokes and aa the rest 0 it! But aa the time, Wullie, 
he kens that he can say the ward and walk oot 0 here 
free as air! And he thinks that efter he's been in 
Embro and aa the talkin's done, that's jist exactly 
whit he's gonnae dae! But that's jist where he I s 
mistaken, son. 

(Ac t 1, Sc. 2, p. 28). 

Later Spottiswoode takes up the refrain as he lays the alternatives on 

the line to Ogilvie: 

SPOTTISHOODE: Father Ogilvie, 1'11 leave ye without any 
doubts. The answers ye have given to these ques
tions will send you to the gallows. You are going to 
hang. 

OGILVIE: I am not afraid to die. 
SPOTTIS\~OODE: Aye, I thocht ye' d be pleased! • But I am 

nocht concerned with the smaa-boukit ambitious of 
your vanity! 

(Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 31) 

Seemingly devoid of pride himself, the Archbishop pl~ads with Ogilvie: 

SPOTTISWOODE: Certes man--there maun be plenty of considera
tions to gar a man die for his faith--there's nothing 
byordnar about that! But this is phraseology, a 
trick of speech, no mair nor that! With just a wheen 
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God, man--ye cannae die for an attitude, a pose! Hou 
in the warld can sic a thing be justified? 

OGILVIE: It can be justified because I justify it! That is 
enough. 

SPOTTISWOODE: Pride! 
OGILVIE: Not pride but dignity! The dignity of Mother Church. 

(Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 34) 
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Reluctantly, Spottiswoode plays his last care, "the boots"--torture. 

Wattie is called in for measurements and a discussion of how he would 

proceed. 

WAT: Fower splints, m' lord. Ane here, (INDICATING THE 
INSIDE OF THE LEG) and here, (INDICATING THE OUTSIDE 
OF THE LEG) and here (INDICATING THE BACK OF THE LEG) 
and ane here (INDICATING THE FRONT OF THE LEG» 
Fower tichteners. Ane at the ankle, ane on the 
shin-- jist ablow the knee--ane on the thigh-- jist 
abune the knee--and ane on the thigh again, jist 
ablow the hip. There's been a wheen airgument aboot 
the best place tae dri ve in the wedge--Oh! (TAKES A 
WOODEN WEDGE FROM THE INSIDE OF HIS TUNIC AND HOLDS 
IT UP· FOR THEM BOTH TO SEE) this is the wedge. As I 
say, there's been a bit 0 airgument aboot the best 
place to drive it in. Some say that ye're better wi 
the ootside 0 the leg (LAUGHS)--I think that's daft. 
I mysel prefer to drive the wedge in on the inside. 
Ye get mair purchase, mIlord. D'ye understand? 
(DEMONSTRATES ON HIS OWN LEG.) The wedge has gat 
mair tae drive intae. Purchase is the secret in this 
game mIlord. 

SPOTTISWOODE (ALL BUT CRYING OUT TO OGILVIE): Three blows of 
the mallet will gar the marrow spurt from your banes! 

(Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 36) 

Visibly shaken but undaunted, Ogilvie counters Spottiswoode's plea with 

a valid point and wins the argument. 

SPOTTIS\~OODE: There would be no need for the boots--nor, 
indeed any other method--if ye would but purge the 
arrogance and pride from this deposition! Ogilvie, I 
beseech ye--in the name of Lord Jesus Christ I 
beseech ye--do not make me do this thing to you. 
Change your deposition! For the love of God, man, 
have some sense! 



OGILVIE: Sense? Who are you to talk of sense to me? We are 
beyond that now. Good Lord, Spottiswoode, even if I 
had been willing before to do as you ask, I cannot do 
so now. Can't you see that? If I did, I would seem 
to have been moved and led by feeling like a beast-
and not by reason, like a man. 

(Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 37) 
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If this last speech is not an admission of pride , Ogilvie's next is 

unmistakable: "I know myself born for greater things than to be over-

come by sense! I put my trust in the Grace of God and you can do 

whatever you like! I will ask you for nothing--and I will neither 

alter nor add to anything I have said!" (Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 38). 

Although virtually helpless in the face of such determination, Spottis-

woode gives a name to the crown Ogilvie is seeking (martyrdom) with 

typical Scottish forthrightness. Moreover, he points to the thinness 

of Ogilvie's criteria by suggesting that being a martyr requires more 

of a man that mere physical pain: "Very well. Only mind on this--the 

pain ye suffer wilna be the pain of the martyr. Ye maun think what ye 

like--you are no martyr, John Ogilvie, and aa the suffering in the 

warld winna make ye ane!" (Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 38). 

The arrangement of events in The Jesuit employs a pattern of 

suffering, discovery and reversal. Until the scene just under discus-

sion (Scene 3), Ogilvie has been the chief sufferer at the hands of the 

state. Audience sympathies reach out to this idealistic young man 

willing to die for his faith. He compares most favorably to the stern 

representative of law and order who threatens torture with ease and 

changes religions depending on which way the wind is blowing. But 

after witnessing the intense suffering of the Archbishop as he strug-

gles to prevent disaster and at the same time save a life entrusted to 
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his care, the audience discovers a new dimension to the man. "These 

are troubled times we live in, Faither," he tells Ogilvie (Act 1,_ Sc. 

3, p. 33). Spottiswoode's pragmatic flexibility appears reasonable--

becomes a virtue. Saving his "flock" any way that he can does not 

diminish him as a man of God; thus Campbell accomplishes a surprise 

reversal. As the viewer reassesses the information, he must accept the 

namesake of the playas antagonist, Spottiswoode as protagonist. 

The same pattern of suffering, discovery, and reversal occurs 

for Ogilvie. Spottiswoode's may 'carry a big stick' when he threat-

ens the boots, but he does not care for torture any more than Andrew: 

ANDREW: I'm a sodger--I'm trained tae fecht, no torture. Naw 
sir, I dinnae care for the buits. 

SPOTTISWOODE: I'll be frank with ye, Andro. Neither do I. 
(Act 1, Sc. 4, p. 42). 

The boots are abandoned in favor of sleep deprivation. As the final 

scene in the first act begins, Ogilvie has been kept awake nine days. 

At 4:00 a.m. Andrew has j~st come on guard. Ogilvie tells him he was 

hoping it was one of the others because he, Andrew, is the worst. He 

gives a synopsis of the hours he spends with each of his guards. Will 

is the best for he is kind and considerate. Sandy rattles on and on, a 

colossal bore, while Wat invents new little tortures as eagerly as a 

"devoted father with gifts for his new baby" (Act 1, Sc. 5, p. 45). 

Andrew is the worst, since he hardly says a word. Ogilvie finds 

physical torture easier to bear than silence. Ogilvie asks if he is a 

heretic. He has observed that Andrew does not seem to care for here-

tics. At last Ogilvie drags a surprise admission from Andrew that is 

"at once angry, embarrassed and evasive" (Act 1, Sc. 5, p. 45). lie is 
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shocked to learn that Andrew never worships. By keeping quiet and 

staying out of politics, Andrew has unwittingly become the source of 

intense suffering for Ogilvie. The discovery precipitates a major 

crisis and turning point in the play. The discovery of Andrew's 

Catholic origins is reinforced by a later disclosure when Wat almost 

goads Andrew into a fight. 

ANDRE\.] 
WAT: 

ANDRE\.] 

WAT: 

(VERY QUIETLY): And what dae ye mean bi that, son? 
I mean that you're a pape--I mean that you're a 
Pope's man. I mean that I wadnae trust ye as far as 
I can throw ye! 

(STIFFENS, GOES VERY QUIET): I hope you're feeling 
lucky, son! 
Ha! Listen tae the hard man! I dinnae need luck for 
you, ye tired auld priest's (SANDY VERY QUICKLY DRA\']S 
HIS SWORD AND PRODS WAT IN THE BACK WITH IT) bastard! 

(Act 2, Sc. 4, p. 78) 

Surprises of lesser magnitude precede the climax of the play. 

Lady Spottiswoode, for instance, is an unforseen character the audience 

has not been prepared for. Not only is her existence a surprise, but 

the extraordinary strength and warmth Campbell is able to imbue her 

with in only two scenes, is also amazing. Her concern for her hus-

band's distress, which is the purpose of her visit to Ogilvie, is 

admirable and understandable. Nevertheless, her sense of humor and 

interest in Ogilvie add depth to her character and to Spottiswoode's, 

that a person of such warmth loves him. 

Through Rachel the audience makes a major surprise discovery 

concerning Ogilvie. The most intense suffering, changing the course of 

his entire life, is revealed during her unusual visit to the prisoner. 

As she chats about homecoming, Ogilvie discloses how his father, 

step-mother and entire family received him. 



OGILVIE: Look, my lady. My father was asked to make a choice 
--years ago--between his title and his land on the 
one hand and his faith on the other. Well you know 
the choice he made. And if he were asked to make a 
similar choice--between his property and his blood-
which do you think he's choose? 

RACHEL: Puir Johnnie! Puir, puir Johnnie Ogilvie! No had 
much 0 a homecoming, have ye, son? 

OGILVIE (WITH IRONY): It certainly has left a lot to be 
desired! 

(Act 2, Sc. 1, p. 59) 
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Ogilvie had told her earlier that his family was hardly pleased at his 

return, had prepared "no fatted calves." No\V she suggests: 

RACHEL: Still, your faither maunnae hae been sae bad! I 
mean, ye'd shairly hae been a heretic yourself gin he 
hadnae sent ye 

OGILVIE: Oh that! That, madam, is the greatest irony of all! 
I t \Vas the dying wish of my mother--my real mother, 
tha t is--tha t I should be gi ven a Ca tholic educa
tion. That desire was never honoured until my father 
married my step-mother--the Lady Douglas--and she saw 
the opportunity to· rob me of my heritage--to seize 
the title and the property that should be rightfully 
mine and give them to her own bastard brats! Well, 
very soon now, I shall be given a greater title--and 
believe me, madam, there's none of them will have any 
part in that! 

(Act 2, Sc. 1, pp. 29, 60) 

The pain of abandonment never healed in Ogilvie. Thus, this tiny bit 

of family history lends insight into his unreasoning resolve to die for 

the Church. 

Besides the storyteller's use of surprise, Campbell builds 

suspense through a pattern of hint, wait, fulfillment. "The boot" is a 

good example. The first reference is in the opening lines of the play 

when Andrew tells Will not to talk to him: "If he \Vinna move, gie him 

yer fuckin buits!" (Act 1, Sc. 1, p. 13). The next mention is also 

casual, but specific to a method of torture without detail: "\"'hen ye 
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were arrested in Glasgow--on that same night--I scrieved a letter to 

the King. I thocht-- and still think--that ye were involved in a plot 

to murder His Majesty. • •• I would hae given ye the boots--and micht 

yet! But His Majesty thocht otherwise" (Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 32). 

their conversation gets hotter, Spottiswoode cries out: 

SPOTTISHOODE: Hill ye suffer the boots? 
OGILVIE: Oh stop making those threats! Hhatever you are going 

to do to me, do it! 
(Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 35) 

As 

The wait to find out if Ogilvie gets the boots is a prolonged one. The 

whole process is described in gory detail. The soldiers discuss the 

mat ter, and Spot tiswoode discusses it with Andrew. The scene ends 

still undecided with Spottiswoode and Andrew retiring upstairs to have 

a blether about it. The audience does not find out until the last 

scene of the first ac t, that he has been deprived of sleep instead. 

The suggestion is that this is a subtler and crueller punishment than 

the boots. Nevertheless, the audience breathes a sigh of relief that 

bloody torture has been averted. 

Andrew's Catholic sympathies are divulged in another hint, wait 

fulfillment progression. Again, the groundwork is laid in the opening 

scene. To Hill's distress that the Father has been saying masses in 

Scotland, Andrew is mocking: "The ~lass? Dae ye tell me that? 

(HHISTLES THROUGH HIS TEETH) Ha, that maun be a gey wanchancy thing 

tae dae, eh? Dangerous man, that. Aye, oh aye! Masses, eh? Jesus 

Christ. Dearie me. They'll shairly hing him for that." \vhen \Vill 

shows a tougher line and suggest burning the Papes, Andrew forgets his 

fondness for the boy momentarily: "ANDRE\oJ SEIZES lIHl BY TIlE LAPELS OF 
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THE TUNIC AND PULLS HIM TO HIS (ANDREW'S) FACE. "Ye little (HE 

IS SO FULL OF ANGER THAT HE CAN SAY NO MORE. HE PUSHES WILL AWAY FROl1 

HIM WITH A GESTURE OF CONTEMPT) I'm sorry tae disappoint ye, son. 

He'll no hing. No for saying masses" (Act I, Sc. I, p. 16). This hint 

that Andrew's feelings are more than just tolerant of Catholicism is 

fulfilled when he admits his parents were Catholic. The final fillup 

is Watts revelation that Andrew is a priest's son. Andrew's life is 

intimately affected by religion, although on the surface he appears 

indifferent. 

The sub-story concerning the soldiers of the Archbishop has no 

independent story line of its own. Collectively, the men illustrate a 

cross-section of religious thinking, as valid today as for the period 

in which the play is set. Individual scrutiny finds Andrew depicting 

the reasonable man who, after observing the emotional harm and carnage 

carried out in the name of God, decides that life without religious 

parameters is safer. Nonetheless, he is different in every respect 

from his counterpart without religion, Wat. 

cynicism and cruelty is manifested in Wat. 

The amoral epitome of 

Yet even \.Jat appears to 

have a limited affection for Will, the most likable of the men. The 

majority of the masses are delineated in Will and Sandy. Both are kind 

and enthusiastic, good followers, conscientious to duty. But whereas 

Sandy is content with his lot, easly led and often dull and boring, 

Will is a thinkin8 man seeking to better his life and is willing to 

change when given cause. 

choices. 

He asks questions, he listens, he makes 
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The Jesuit is a play that delves deeply into the motivations of 

two decisive men whose actions have become recorded Scottish history. 

Drama is the art concerned with the relationship between human 

character, in this case as they represent public institutions and human 

action. If it is true that a man is a summary of his ethical decisions 

and that decision is action leading to further action, then 

understanding the forces that impel individuals to cope with situations 

as they do is paramount to the perception of drama. How education and 

environment translate into beliefs, ideals, duties and actions, what 

instincts rouse a man to anger or to love, how self-control becomes 

self-destruction, are all part of the complexity known as man. So 

entwined are Spot tiswoode and Ogilvie for their brief moment in time 

that to discuss one without the other is impossible. The major test of 

each in Campbell's play is in his conflict with the other. Neverthe

less, for the sake of explication, an attempt will be made to separate 

the two, as each is discussed according to his physical, dispositional 

and motivational traits. 

Spottiswoode 

The term protagonist denotes implication in a long struggle or 

passion, whose problem, more than any other, is central to the oganiza-

tion of the entire plot (Smiley, 1971, p. 96). "A long struggle, 

central to the plot" applies equally to both Ogilvie and Spottiswoode. 

Both are men of strong religious beliefs whose Ii ves are devoted to 

serving God. Thus the protagonist-antagonist dilemma for the viewer is 

a natural one. The decision on the issue is purposely delayed by some 
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of Spottiswoode' s early statements casting doubt over his ethics in 

order to build suspense. Both men are empowered with ~olition, but 

only Spottiswoode strives for the restoration of order. Ogilvie, in 

fact, seems to strive for the opposite as he says: 

• . . the very day I was taken into capti vity--I realised that 
I had to be very strong, that I had to raise my voice and 
shout. I knew that if I did otherwise, I was lost! That is to 
say, my cause was lost--there was never any hope for me person
ally and I knew it. I knew that I had to be strong, I expected 
nothing from my jailors but blows and abuse. I certainly never 
expected charity. 

(Act 2, Sc. 5, p. 82) 

Spottiswoode's relationships with Andrew, with his wife and 

with his church are the keys to penetrating his complex motivations and 

actions concerning Ogilvie. He is first introduced by Andrew, his 

foil, who also serves as spokesman for the author. The speech is seem-

ing1y derogatory, masking the equality and comradery between the two 

men. 

ANDRE\.]: The Airchbishop--can get stuffed! (TAKES OFF THE 
DRINK) Bluidy man, he can take a runnin fuck as 
hissel! And 1'11 tell him tha when I see him anaa, 
you see if I dinna! Jesus Bluidy Christ, he's aff 
his fuckin heid! • . • Twa men--twa men. A haulf
airsed wee laddie and a buggered auld man, no even 
twa real men tae tak a prisoner through thon rammy! 
Wu1lie, the man's a heid-case! 

(Act 1, Sc. 1, p. 14) 

Andrew identifies the Archbishop's problem on the next page: 

ANDREW (TURNS HIS ATTENTION TO OGILVIE): Look at him! 
(LAUGHS) That's him! That's the lad! That's the 
lad that sterted aa the trouble! (LAUGHS AGAIN) 
Christ, if this wasna sae serious, ye could piss 
yersel laughin at it! Whit that mob werenae gaun tae 
dae tae that puir bugger lying there! And whit for? 
Whit for, eh? 

(Act 1, Sc. 1, p. 15) 
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Physically, Campbell describes the Archbishop as a "biggish, 

heavy-set man of middle age. He wears a long black cloak and a tight-

fitting skull cap. Apart from the merest hint of a smile his face is 

quite expressionless" (Act 1, Sc. 1, p. 17). The hint of a smile 

betrays a disposition that is generally affectionate and good-humored. 

Before dismissing the men, f0r instance, Spot tiswoode says with mock 

sternness to Andrew: 

SPOTTISWOODE: Gif ye think it is necessary to bawl at the top 
of your voice anent sic matters as the richts and 
wrangs of the orders I see fit to give ye--will ye 
please make an effort to moderate your language? It 
is--nocht seemly for the Airchbishop's man to be 
heard effing and blinding aa owre the Toun House of 
the Provost of Glasgow. (HE TURNS HIS HEAD TO LOOK 
STERNLY OVER HIS SHOULDER AT ANDREW) 

ANDRE\~ (WITHOUT EXPRESSION): M'lord. 
SPOTTISWOODE WAVES THE SOLDIERS AWAY. WHEN THEY HAVE GONE, HE 
SUDDENLY SMILES \~ARMLY AND SHAKES HIS HEAD. 

(Act 1, Sc. 1, p. 18) 

The attitude displayed in this speech tells the audience that the Arch-

bishop is cognizant of Andrew's ordeal. Moreover, his good humor over 

the castigation suggests a bond of affection just as Andrew's drinking 

from the Archbishop's goblet is a similar indication on his part. The 

link is further strengthened by Spot tiswoode' s need to discuss wi th 

Andrew what to do about Ogilvie, thus providing an opportunity for 

deliberation. 

SPOTTISWOODE: Andrew. It's about Ogilvie. \~hat d'ye think? 
ANDREW: He'll brak gif ye gie him the buits, m' lord. Shair 

as daith! . 
SPOTTISWOODE: Mm. Ye dinnae care for the boots, do ye Andro? 
ANDRE\~: I'm a sodger, sir. It's aa in the days wark. 
SPOTTIS\~OODE: Aye, aye, aye. But ye dinnae care for them, do 

yeo Yersel, I mean! It's no a job ye like? 



ANDRE\v: Wattie's yer man for the buits, mIlord. No me. 
(HESITATES.) As I say, I'm a sodger--I'm trained tae 
fecht, no torture. Naw sir, I dinnae cae for the 
buits. 

SPOTTISWOODE: 1'11 be frank with ye, Andro. Neither do I. 
And in this case--in this case I question their effec
ti veness. I'm thinking that it micht be better to 
consider something else. 

ANDREW: Whatever ye say, mIlord. 
SPOTTISWOODE: Come away up the stair. We' 11 hae a blether 

aboot it. 
(Act 1, Sc. 4, p. 42) 
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At the end of Ogilvie's nine-day ordeal, Spottiswoode's dependence on 

Andrew is apparent as well. Spottiswoode enters his room with the 

doctor to find the priest in a state of collapse. Although the doctor 

seems the logical person ,oor him to turn to, it is of Andrew he asks, 

"What's the trouble?" When Sandy answers, Spot tiswoode' s response is 

again to Andrew: "Andro. What d'ye think?" (Act 1, Sc. 5, p. 53). The 

two men also share a similar way of reacting to frustration by getting 

angry at someone who cares enough to overlook the outburst. In the 

following scene, for exam~le, Spottiswoode is really angry at Ogilvie 

and at himself for losi~g his temper and hitting him, but he takes it 

out on Andrew: 

SPOTTISWOODE: • Andro! Andro! Take this man out of my 
sight! 

ANDREW: Aye, aye, mIlord. Whaur tae? 
SPOTTISWOODE (ANGRILy): The Castle, ye fool! 

Get me lowse of him! 
Where ither? 

(Act 1, Sc. 1, pp. 24, 25) 

When Andrew and Will bring Ogilvie on stage for the first time, Camp-

bell describes their reactions: 

BOTH ARE PLAINLY FRIGHTENED BUT DISGUISE THEIR FEAR IN DIFFER
ENT WAYS--\vILL TAKES IT OUT ON OGILVIE AND ANDRE\v TAKES IT OUT 
ON \HLL. 
\.JILL: Aw Jesus Christ! (KICKS OGILVIE IN THE KIDNEYS AND 

SPITS ON HIM) Ye papish bastard! Damn ye ... 



OGILVIE: GROANS AND TRIES TO RISE, BUT CANNOT MANAGE IT. WILL 
KICKS HIM AGAIN AND ANDREW, HURRYING ACROSS THE ROOM, 

ANDREW: That's right, Wullie, that's right! That's whit ye 
draw yer fuckin wages for--staunin there like a spare 
prick at a hooer's weddin! For Christ's sake, 
laddie, catch up at the ither end afore I catch a 
grup 0 you! 

(Act 1, Sc. 1, pp. 13) 
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The obvious advantage of providing a foil for the Archbishop is 

that he presents Campbell with an alternate channel for main ideas or 

for reinforcing them. One or the other of the two men is almost always 

on stage. Thus, the audience is never without Spottiswoode's line of 

reasoning. 

The Archbishop's fatherly concern for Will is another 

indication of the seriousness with which he fulfills his office. When 

he confronts Ogilvie with not even trying to save Will's soul according 

to his own beliefs, Ogilvie says: 

OGILVIE: I thought you said that you would not burden my heart 
with a lost soul! 

SPOTTISHOODE: Nor will I! For Hullie is my responsibility and 
his soul is not lost--nor will it be while I hae ocht 
to do with it! So forget about \vullie--what about 
yourself? 

(Act 2, Sc. 5, p. 8) 

A man's relationship with his wife may, indeed, be the most 

telling of all of his relationships. In an age when women were treated 

more like possessions than as equals, Campbell's inclusion of the 

domestic side of the Archbishop's life allows him subtly to enlarge his 

emotional depth as well as submit the egalitarian position Spotlis-

woode assumes with all people. He informs the audience by charging 

Rachel with two tasks at the end of the scene: to sum up her husband's 

most favorable attributes and to leave him with a suggeslion. 



. RACHEL: You're a clever foo anaa! Ye are. Ye hae great 
faith, great learning, great generosity and great 
compassion. But ye've barely enough imagination to 
fill this cup! Ye're sic car that he'll be condemned 
the morn? 

SPOTTISWOODE: As siccar as I'm standing here ••• 
RACHEL: So. Send the guard awa. Unlock the door. What 

would ye think of that gin you were Ogilvie? 
(Act 2, Sc. 5, p. 8) 
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Later, when Spottiswoode uses her idea, the audience realizes that he 

not only respects his wife's intelligence, but is not too proud to 

admit that he does not have all the answers. 

Most importantly, this conversation with his wife determines 

Spot tiswoode as a man of God. The issue has been in doubt after 

several references to his expedient religious behavior followed by his 

def ensi ve response s. Now Campbell offers an ethical defense. The 

first point in his favor is that the scene begins after midnight when 

Rachel discovers her troubled husband poring over the letters of Paul 

for an answer to his dilemma. 

SPOTTISWOODE: Rachel, I am a man of the cloth! It is my busi
neS$ to take tent of what men say. And they say that 
we were bocht--that we served the King no out of 
conviction but for the stipend. 

RACHEL: Och, John. Ye ken that's no true. 
SPOTTISWOODE: Aye, aye, but • . . --we were taking a gamble 

with our own guid names, with our reputations. \.Je 
kent that it would take time but what we were ettling 
to effect was a reconciliation--we thocht and gif the 
Catholics could bend a wee bit and the presbyterians 
could bend a wee bit, we could bring them aa intil ae 
strang kirk. Ae kirk in Scotland and peace in the 
land! 

RACHEL: Aye. That's what ye've aye wanted. 
SPOTTISWOODE: It was the king's plan but it was us who had to 

carry it out--your father died sti 11 trauchling. . • 
And nou (SIGHS) nou we are going to spoil it aa. 

The morn's morn John Ogilvie will be tried and con
demned and the haill thing--years of work--will aa b,c 
up in the air! 

(Ac l 2, Sc. 3, p. 68, 69 ) 
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Pitting the expedient against the ethical decision is a way of forcing 

the audience to make a decision about Spottiswoode. Campbell estab-

1ishes him as a man of action, willing to make personal sacrifices for 

God when he says: 

I hae given everything--my capabilities, my intellect, my 
honour and my--our gUid name--everything to ae single course of 
action. And the morn's morn, I maun sit doun in that court 
yonder and watch aa the work that I hae done--an, what's 
worse--the work I micht hae done being brocht doun and 
connached by ane fushion1ess fanatic. 

(Act 2, Sc. 3, p. 69) 

Another example of the forced comparison occurs with Spottiswoode' s 

consideration of torture as a method of obtaining a good end, saving 

Ogilvie's life and avoiding the riots that will follow his execution. 

The first idle threat made in the beginning may have been a kind of 

standard procedure that often worked in the past. When Ogilvie calls 

his bluff and tells him to get on with it, Spottiswoode is faced with 

an ethical dilemma. By rejecting physical torture, he is saying that 

how a good end is accomplished really does matter. In short, the end 

does not justify the means. That Spottiswoode is willing to risk his 

own reputation for a good end, but refuses to authorize personal injury 

to another for the same end, indicates careful reasoning on a highly 

deliberative plane. 

Most of the characters in The Jesuit cannot understand 

Spottiswoode's reluctance to hang Ogilvie. He explains it to Rachel: 

I'm feared ••• I'll be hinging him again and again and again. 
Owre and o\vre and owre and owre! Martyrs are a queer-like 
breed, Rachel--they hae a way of turning into saints. Saints? 
Saint John Ogil vie--can ye no imagine it? Oh Rachel, 1 look 
intae that young man's een and I see a dream--a dream that is 
alowe with a bitter hatred. 

(Ac t 2, Sc. 3, p. 70) 
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Campbell has given the Archbishop a dream of his own. With it 

he completes the justification of Spottiswoode's ch~racter as cosmopoli-

tan, moderate and humane in his efforts to restore order, thus insuring 

for him the protagonist position. 

SPOTTISWOODE: ••• I had a dream of my own Rachel, •• I want 
a Kirk in Scotland that will bring Catholic and 
Protestant thegither in the ae faith, in the ae life; 
I want peace in the land and britherhood and goodwill 
amang aa men--as the Guid Lord aye intended it should 
be! That is ~ dream, Rachel, ••• 

RACHEL: Ogilvie can never change that, John. 
SPOTTISWOODE: No, but he can stop the dream from coming true! 

He can set the clock back twenty years! Ogilvie can 
change reality-- .•. (GIVES A BITTER LAUGH) D'ye 
ken what is the maist absurd thing in the haill busi
ness? My auld teacher, my auld lecturer here in 
Glasgow--Andro Melville--preached the doctrine of the 
Twa Kingdoms. The temporal and spiritual. D' ye 
mind? D'ye mind when King Jamie was seventeen year 
auld and auld Maister Andro took a grip of him by the 
arm and tellt him he was 'nocht but God's silly 
vassal'? Nou Andro Melville's in the Tower of 
London for exactly the same reason that John 
Ogilvie's doun the stair! Would it no gar ye laugh? 
Melville, what railed against the 'Harlot of Roine' 
and Ogilvie wha cries 'damn aa heretics' with geynear 
every second breath, are both facing death for 
geynear the exact same reason. Catholic and Protes
tant could aye unite better in death than they could 
in life! [But where's Scotland aa this time--where's 
the sheep that we were aa tellt to feed? They're aa 
starving to death!] 

(Act 2, Sc. 3, p. 71) 

Spottiswoode assumes his customary egalitarian stance with Ogilvie 

which is not only natural and easy for him, but is also strategically 

correct for the resolution of their difficulty. An egalitarian 

relationship is secular, rational and negotiable. 

SPOTTIS\.JOODE: Nou, would ye take a dram? Ye look in sair need 
of it? • . • 

OGILVIE: That is very kind of you. I would be most grateful. 
SPOTTIS\.JOODE PICKS UP THE GOBLET THAT ANDREW HAS USED, EXAMINES 
IT FOR A MO~lENT, PURSES HIS LIPS AND LOOKS SKEPTICALLY To\.JARDS 



THE DOOR. HE TOSSES THE GOBLET IN HIS HANDS, LAYS IT ASIDE AND 
POURS OGILVIE'S DRINK INTO A FRESH GOBLET. 
SPOTTIS\~OODE: Water? 
OGILVIE: Please. 
SPOTTISHOODE: And you are of noble bluid, I understand? 
OGILVIE: I am--and all my people before me. • • • 
SPOTTISWOODE: Sit ye doun, Master Ogilvie, sit ye doun. There 

is no need for you to stand. 
OGILVIE: Thank you--but I prefer it. 

(Act 2, Sc. 3, p. 19) 
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The explosive end of the scene begins the unraveling of the 

mul tiple paradoxical motives guiding the decisions of both Spottis-

woode and Ogilvie. Moreover, it is the prelude to the ethical ambigui-

ties that lie ahead as the two men jockey for the dominant position. 

In the following exchange, for instance, Ogilvie introduces the 

political context. of the controversy and exposes the violence that 

undergirds Spottiswoode's authority. 

OGILVIE: • What are you charging me with? If you're 
looking for traitors, why don't you try Robert Bruce? 
I'm told he lives near here and you have plenty of 
evidence • • • 

SPOTTISWOODE: At this very minute there are twenty-seven • 
OGILVIE: Are you afraid to answer me then? Why don't you 

arrest a presbyterian traitor? Why don't you •• 
SPOTTISWOODE: Jesuit priests working against the well-being. 

OGILVIE: What about the Seventh of September riots? Why don't. 
you drag Robert Bruce in here? 

SPOTTIS\~OODE: .•• and security of this nation. 
OGILVIE (SHOUTING ALMOST INTO SPOTTIS\~OODE' S FACE): What about 

Robert Bruce? \~hat about Robert Bruce? Answer me, 
you imposter, answer me God-damned king-worshi pping 
Heretic! 

SPOTTISWOODE KNOCKS OGILVIE DOWN \~ITH A FULL-BLOODED PUNCH TO 
THE JA\~. HE STANDS OVER HIM, PANTING WITH RAGE. 
SPOTTIS\~OODE: At this very minute, there are twenty-seven 

Jesuit priests working against the guid-keeping and 
security of this nation of Scotland--and I am Arch
bishop of Glasgow and hae no need to answer to any 
one of them! • •• Andro! Andro! 

Take this man out of my sight! •• 
him! ••• 

Get me lo\vse of 



OGILVIE: Who made you my executioner? (SPITS ON THE FLOOR AT 
SPOITISWOODE'S FEET) And who made you Archishop? 
Better butcher than bishop! 

SPOTTISWOODE: ••• Get him away! 
(Act 1, Sc. 1, p. 24, 25) 
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By provoking Spottiswoode to violence, the accused makes his accuser, a 

man interested in tolerance and order, appear to be little more than a 

town beadle. Spot tiswoode has likewise exposed the violence beneath 

Ogilvie's priestly facade. Ogilvie's accusations have opened old 

wounds, for these charges have been made before. The Archbishop is 

forced to reexamine and finally lay to rest the motives behind his 

religious behavior, . as previously discussed. His reflections 

eventually instigate a new approach which Spottiswoode hopes will touch 

a shared motivation, the welfare of others. 

Ye'll be aware, no doubt, that the courageous--if perverse-
manner in which ye hae conducted yourself in the course of the 
various hearings has attracted a certain popular element, a mob 
following. And ye will be aware anaa that there is a certain 
anti-Catholic element in this city. By the morn's nicht, there 
could be riots. We are expecting riots. We ae expecting blood 
to flow on the streets of Glasgow. 

(Act 2, Sc. 5, p. 83) 

Whenever Spottiswoode might seem to have scored, however, Ogilvie can 

win the round by countering with religious transcendence. "That is not 

a consideration that I am in a position to entertain" (Act 2, Sc. 5, p. 

82). Although Spottiswoode strives to enter the religious sphere, his 

argument remains in a social context, never meeting his opponent's. 

Although Ogilvie's familiar platitude may fail to justify needless 

death, it has an impressive and inspiring ring to it. 



SPOTfISWOODE: • ye will appreciate that as a man of God 
and as a spiritual leader of this community, I am 
anxious to avoid needless bloodshed? 

OGILVIE: I, too, am a man of God, Archbishop--but if there are 
riots because of me tomorrow night, it will not be 
the first time that men have spilled blood over reli
gion--nor, I fear, will it be the last. I repeat--I 
am in no position to think about it. 

(Act 2, Sc. 5, p. 83) 
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Ogilvie wins by refusing to enter the relationship. Furthermore, his 

statement reiterates Campbell's main point, that men will continue to 

shed blood until people learn how to end the emotional and physical 

violence that brutalizes beyond repair. 

A closer examination reveals an arrangement of scenes that 

first builds up the saintly side of Ogilvie as the majority of 

onlookers would probably have seen him. The rest of the play effects a 

humanization of the Catholic father. Besides initiating both lines of 

action, the first scene prepares the audience to be sympathetic by 

presenting Ogilvie as the unconscious, beaten underdog while filling in 

some of the background. He continues to engender compassion during 

Spottiswoode's interrogation. 

In Scene 2, three months later, the audience learns more posi-

tive things from a discussion between Andrew and Will about their now-

famous prisoner. Despite discomfort and filth, Ogilvie remains in good 

spirits and jokes with \oJill. The first disquieting note is when \oJill 

reports that Ogilvie says he is fulfilling his destiny. Andrew 

describes the superior attitude of the rich which he detects in the 

young priest. 
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The second confrontation between Spottiswoode and Ogilvie takes 

up the whole of Scene 3. Here the tide begins to turn as the audience 

gains new insight from Ogilvie's steadfast refusal to consider Spot tis

wood's suggestions. Wat is called in for a description of "the boot," 

and Ogilvie takes the martyr's stand. Spottiswoode declares that no 

matter how he suffers, he will never qualify as a martyr. 

Scene 4 divulges Andrew's 'everyman'-type personality, first 

with Hill as they examine the approaching application of "the boots," 

and then with Spottiswoode when he seeks Andrew's advice for a way to 

avoid using them. 

The result of that private consultation is evidenced in Scene 

5, where Ogilvie has already endured nine days without sleep. Through 

Ogilvie's irrational, hallucinating con~ciousness, Campbell illuminates 

the inner emotional man. Al though Ogilvie demonstrates he will hold 

out until the end, this experience is a turning point for him, for the 

drama, and the climax of Act 1. 

In the first scene of Act 2, Ogilvie is visited by the Arch

bishop's wife, Rachel Spottiswoode on the evening before the trial. 

The purpose of her call is to try to get across the message her husband 

has thus far failed to get across, that of co-existence betwen the 

various religious beliefs existing in Scotland. Ogilvie is so intent 

on his own either/or course that he does not listen to her any better 

than he does to Spottiswoode. 

The second scene takes place later thal night outside the 

castle. Will, who is on guard, encounters the doctor who atlended 

Ogilvie at the end of his ordeal. He has come to deli vcr a letter to 
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the prisoner from his "brother," who has written in response to a 

let ter delivered by Will. The scene informs the audience of Will's 

growing sympathies, and hints broadly at a possible plot Ogilvie might 

be involved in with brother Jesuits. 

A month later, when Scene 3 takes place, Rachel discovers her 

husband searching the scriptures for the answer to his dilemma over 

Ogilvie. As they discuss the possible repercussions if the priest 

dies, Spottiswoocle' s secular argument for sur vi val through compromise 

is proposed and justified. His dream of a united Scotland, embracing 

all faiths, has been shared with Rachel and her father and the king. 

It explains his defection from the Presbyterian Church. The scene 

concludes with her suggestion that he try leaving the door unlocked and 

unguarded. 

The significance of Scene 4 is three-fold. The first disclos

ure concerns the amount of change taking place in Will. Not wanting to 

turn out like Andrew and Sandy, he has decided to get married and leave 

the service. The second major point comes when Sandy and Wat burst in 

on Andrew and Will to announce that the trial is over and "the pape' s 

to hing!" (Act 2, Sc. 4, p. 74). The third point is Andrew's descrip

tion of Edinburgh's seventeenth of September riots, anticipating what 

might happen this time. 

The night before Ogilvie is to die, Scene 5, reveals Spottis

woode offering the Father a last opportunity to escape, as suggested by 

Rachel in Scene 3. In the course of their conversation, Spottis\voode 

proves that Ogilvie did not really come back to Scotland to save souls 

or unteach heresy. If that were true, he would have made the effort to 
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baptize Will, an easy mark for conversion because of their close, 

friendly relationship. 

The first person the audience sees in Scene 6 is Ogilvie, 

telling the viewer that he did not accept the Archbishop's escape 

offer. He says farewell to the men, forgives the hangman and exits 

with Andrew, Sandy and the hangman. Wat barely has time to make his 

wager with Will that the Father will have to be pushed off before Sandy 

comes bursting in with the news that the Father had to be pushed off. 

Wat and Will fulfill the bloodshed prediction by drawing their swords 

and preparing to fight. They are stopped by Andrew, the man of reason 

and force. 

Character 

An examination of the major characters in The Jesuit discloses 

three main binary systems into which they fit. These categories relate 

to. societal states, religious status and psychological status, with 

each character displaying a major dispositional trait. 

Societal: 

Elite 
Ogilvie 
Spottiswoode 
Rachel 
Doctor 

Common Man 
Andrew 
Will 
Wat 
Sandy 

Psychological: 

Spottiswoode: angry 
Andrew: stern 
Wat: cynical 

Rachel: understanding 
\hll: trusting 
Ogilvie: haughty 
Sandy: eager 
Doctor: worried 



Religious: 

Protestant 

Catholic 

Religious 
Spottiswoode 
Rachel 
Ogilvie 
Doctor 

Secular 
Andrew 
Wat 
Will 
Sandy 
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The foregoing arrangement reveals a strong religious conviction 

belonging to the educated ruling class, thus linking politics and reli-

gion. The common man, on the other hand, appears to have little use 

for religion. If anything, religion is more a transitional phase they 

go through, such as Will's change from hating "the papes," to his 

conversion to one individual, Ogilvie. Andrew, with his Catholic 

upbringine, probably went through a similar conversion to Spottiswoode 

much earlier. 

Ogilvie and Spottiswoode might also be discerned as two rad-

ically different spheres of influence, the sacred and the secular. In 

this instance, although given to strong beliefs, Spottiswoode deline-

ates the pragmatic secular world of social order, while Ogilvie 

illustrates the world of obedience to a divine order. Wat orbits in 

the field of blind obedience with Ogilvie, not as a believer. The rest 

of the characters may then be arranged as satellites orbiting around 

the two spheres of logic. As shown in Figure 6, the balance weighs 

heavily in favor of the secular. 
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Ogilvie 

Secular Sacred 
\ / 

9 
Figure 6. Social and Divine Spheres of Influence. 

The Men 

Collecti vely, the men represent the common man; individually 

each character stands for one particular aspect of man. Will, for 

instance, is the emotional, spiritual, lovable side. His opposite, 

Wat, depicts the devilishly ~ruel and cunning, cynical and hateful part 

in man. Holding the reins of balance for Plato's metaphoric horses, is 

Andrew, the voice of reason. He has traveled the emotional road of 

Will, earlier in his life. As a man of the sword he has inflicted pain 

and death, and rejects it. ~bjective and cool, he steps in judiciously 

only as needed. Chat tering incessantly, Sandy is the well-meaning, 

blundering child who never grows up. 

Part of Spottiswoodel's ethical quality is his ability to risl' 

above his own emo~~ion and play the last card in his hand, an elcvl'nth 
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hour escape plan: "The locks hae been removed from aa the doors and my 

men hae their orders. Gin ye should dec~"de to leave the Castle the 

nicht, there's nane will detain ye." Spot; tiswoode might have won the 

entire match if he could have offered Og:i1vie I an eventual return to 

Scotland, as this conversation indicates. 

OGILVIE: And where do you think I could Igo? What kind of 
reception do you think I would receive from my 
brethren were I to run away at this hour? 

SPOTTISWOODE: That would be up to yourself., But ye are yet a 
young man--young for a priest at apy rate. In time . 

OGILVIE: Yes, I suppose I might be aple ttD live it down. I 
would be able to preach agai~--might even be able to 
• . • some day • • . to com~ back to Scotland. (HE 
GLANCES ENQUIRINGLY AT SPOTI'IS\~OODlE.) 

SPOTI'ISWOODE (DOUBTFULLY): Weill 
OGILVIE: No. No. I would never be able to come back to Scot-

land. 
OGILVIE SITS BROODING IN HIS CHAIR, H~S HEPJD TURNED AWAY FROM 
SPOTTISWOODE. THERE IS A SET OF ROS~ARY BEADS LYING ON THE 
TABLE. ABSENTLY, OGILVIE REACHES OVER AIND PICKS THEM UP, 
LAYIING THEM ON HIS LAP. SPOTTISWOODE SENSES: THAT HE IS TEMPTED 
BY THE OFFER OF FREEDOM. 
SPOTI'ISWOODE (WITH PASSION): Ogilvie! Savel yourself, Ogilvie! 

Save yourself! In the name of the' Lord "Jesus Christ, 

OGILVIE 
A\~AY . 

I beseech you . 
TURNS, LOOKS AT SPOTI'ISWOODE WORDLESSLY, THEN LOOKS 

SPOTI'ISWOODE (THROWING HIS HANDS IN THE AIR): Fare ye weel, 
One way or the other, fare ye weel! 

(Act 2, Sc. 5, p. 87) 
Faither Ogilvie. 

When Ogilvie asks for his hand, the Archbishop knows he has lost; he is 

a sore loser. 

OGILVIE (EXTENDING HIS HAND): I would require your hand. 
HE LOqKS NoT THE OUTSTRETCHED SPOTTISWOODE ALMOST RESPONDS. 

HAND AND THEN AT OGILVIE. 
SPOTI'ISWOODE: No. No. This is no g~me, Faither, This is no 

game. 
SPOTI'ISWOODE TURNS AND GOES, LEAVING O\~ILVIE STANDING \~ITH HIS 
HANDS OUTSTRETCHED. SLOWLY, OGILVIE ~ETS HIS AR~l FALL TO HIS 
SIDE. 

(AcL 2, Sc. 5, p. 88) 
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Well matched in religious power and conviction, the contest 

between Ogilvie and Spottiswoode may appear at times to be between 

Protestantism and Catholicism, or between the separation of church and 

state powers. They are, in fact, vying for political power with expedi-

ent vs. ethical weapons a major issue. Although Spottiswoode personi-

fies a religious principle, in his adversarial position h.e stands for 

the secular state against Ogilvie's illustration of the political power 

wielded by religion. 

Rachel Spottiswoode. The archbishop's emotional maturity is 

displayed through the character of his wife, Lady Spottiswoode. Her 

presence produces a softening effect on Spottiswoode's sometimes 

brusque manner. She is strong and outspoken yet comfortable enough 

with criticism that she does not let it rule her life. An example of 

this is found at the beginning of her scene with Ogilvie. 

OGILVIE: Hell! (PAUSES.) I'm afraid that I I m unable to offer 
you any kind of refreshment. 

RACHEL LAUGHS AND RISES. SHE THROHS BACK HER CLOAK TO REVEAL 
THAT SHE HAS BEEN HOLDING A BOTTLE AND THO GOBLETS. 
RACHEL: No need for apologies, Faither! I brocht my ain! 
RACHEL UNCORKS THE BOTTLE AND BEGINS TO POUR. 
RACHEL: Say when, Faither. 
OGILVIE: That will be sufficient, madam. 
RACHEL HANDS HIM THE GOBLET AND POURS OUT A DRINK FOR HERSELF. 
RACHEL (GRINS): Here, I wonder what Mistress Calder and the 

ither douce leddies 0 Glesca toun' d say, gin they 
could see me nou? On my lane wi a man--a Catholic 
priest!--sipping wine at this time 0 the nicht! Tut, 
tut, tut! (CONFIDENTIALLY, COMING CLOSER TO HIM). 
But then Fai ther Ogilvie, Mistress Calder and the 
ither douce leddies 0 Glesca toun consider me a 
harlot and a tippler in any case--so we'll no worry 
about them, eh? 

(Act 2, Sc. 1, p. 57) 

Her warmth here hel ps to add a touch of humor to an otherwise hea vy 

atmosphere. \~hen she tells her husband of her visi t, he too mentions 
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the sweet ladies of the congregation. With the double emphasis, Camp-

bell distinguishes between people like Spottiswoode and Rachel, for 

whom religious principles are a daily part of their Ii ves, and those 

hypocritically sweet' people in every religious community who must 

thrive on gossip in order to feel superior. 

SPOTTISWOODE: Certes, woman! •• What would Mistress Calder 
and the leddies 0 the congregation 

RACHEL (WITH A WAVE OF HER HAND): P-y-e-e-h! 
SPOTTISWOODE: P-y-e-e-h yourself! Rachel! What in creation 

gar red ye do a thing that thon! Ogilvie has set this 
loun on fire! If it is kent--and certes, it will be 
kent!--that Spottiswoode's wife .•. I do not ken 
where ye got the gumption! 

RACHEL: Weill--I maun admit to being a wee think leerie about 
it myself--so I took' a rather large glass of this 
before I went. So they'll maist likely let on that I 
was fou at the time! 

(Act 2, Sc. 3, p. 66) 

Because Spottiswoode is so frustrated by Ogilvie's intractable 

posi tion, his sense of humor rarely has a chance to surface. Wi th 

Rachel, however, Campbell is able to scatter a number of wryly humorous 

expressions, despite the overall serious tone of their conversation. 

RACHEL (THOUGHTFULLY): John, d'ye mind if I tell ye something? 
SPOTTIS\oJOODE: Woman, I'd like fine to see the day when I could 

stop you! 
(Act 2, Sc. 3, p. 71) 

Rachel actually pinpoints the loss of her husband I s good humor to 

Ogilvie, which he denies. 

RACHEL: Is it no? I'm no so sure! John, ye've no been 
yourself this while past--ill-tempered, growling and 
snarling aa owre the place, biding up gey near aa 
nicht, tossing and turning when ye do come to hour 
bed. • Na, na, my mannie, ye' 11 na te 11 me tha 
it I S no John Ogilvie that I s bothertng ye! This aa 
started on the very day he was arrested! Your bad 



humour started then. I had a notion to speak with 
the man that had put ye in sic a humour! So I went 
to see him. 

(Act 2, Sc. 3, p. 67) 
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He gets almost angry with his wife when she tells him of her visit to 

Ogilvie. 

SPOTTIS\~OODE TURNS ON HER, FUMING AND SPEECHLESS. LOOKING AT 
HER, HIS TEMPER FADES AND HE SMILES AND SHAKES HIS HEAD HELP
LESSLY. 
SPOTTISWOODE: Rachel, oh Rachel! What am I to do with ye? 
RACHEL: What am I to do with you, John? 

(Act 2, Sc. 3, p. 67) 

Campbell further enriches the marital relationship with an exchange of 

endearments, and Spottiswoode's warm and loving concern for his wife. 

RACHEL (SARCASTICALLY): Are ye to be examined in them then?-
the morn's morn--tha ye maun bide up Lla nicht in 
preparation? 

SPOTTISWOODE OHTH A FAINT SMILE): Woman, your wit is sour. 
RACHEL: I ken. It's the time of nicht--and the sair trial of 

haeing sic a husband a I hae. 
SPOTTISWOODE (STILL SMILING, RISES AND TAKES HIS GOBLET OVER TO 
THE DRINKS TABLE.): Hae I been sic a bad husband to ye, lass? 
RACHEL (TURNING IN THE CHAIR TO SMILE AT HIM): No, John. No. 

Ye ken better than to speir that. But there was a 
time when ye' d tell me aathing--a time when ye' d 
bring aa your sair bits to me. 

SPOTIIS\~OODE: And do ye think that time has gane? 
RACHEL: It looks like it, John. It shairly looks like it. 

St. Paul, it would seem,' has mair to offer in the way 
of comfort than I. 

SPOTTISWOODE LAUGHS LOUDLY. 
(Act 2, Sc. 3, p 66) 

Rachel illustrates the strength of Scottish women who, when the 

situation warranted, fought alongside their men, sometimes standing in 

the front line of the fray. Her outspoken qualities come from a back-

ground much like her husband's. 



SPOTTISWOODE: Ye ken what men say about me--and what they said 
about your faither? 

RACHEL (HOTLY): And you ken me \~eill enough to ken that I do 
not care a docken for what men say. My faither stood 
fast against the papes--and against the Presbyteri
ans! You have done the same and I'm proud of ye 
baith! 

(Act 2, Sc. 3, p. 67) 
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As a representative of her sex, Rachel is strong and indepen-

dent. As the emotional life of John Spottiswoode, she is good humored, 

loving and concerned. 

John Ogilvie. The aim of Campbell's drama is to discern what 

makes Ogilvie, and men like him, so determined to shed blood for the 

cause they claim as their own. 

SPOTTISWOODE: Oh God! Rachel, how does a man learn sic 
hatred? • • • 

RACHEL (QUIETLY: John, I'm sure I dinna ken. 
SPOTTIS\~OODE: No more do I, love, no more do 1. (SAVAGELy): 

but, shair as dai th, I'd bet ter learn! I'd better 
learn gin my work in Scotland is to mean ocht ava! 

(Act 2, Sc. 3, p. 70) 

Therefore, Ogilvie is given the most complete character. Although as 

protagonist Spottiswoode still claims the most lines, other characters 

contribute to Ogilvie's delineation through their perceptions and 

responses to him. Thus is drawn a man of single-minded purpose who 

maintains superiority and control over Spottiswoode through doctrinal 

correctness and by his refusal to negotiate. His intensely serious 

demeanor is singularly lacking in humor and is marked by rigid control, 

all of which results in his being obtuse in his perceptions of people's 

meaning at times. He has but one meaningful relationship: \~i11. In 

contrast, Spottiswoode has many meaningful relationships, displays wit 

and humor even when discouraged and is spontaneous in his responses. 
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By introducing Ogilvie in the underdog position of one against 

many and his being physically abused, Campbell gives him a decided 

advantage with audience sympathies. 

OGILVIE IS A FAIR-COMPLEXIONED MAN IN HIS MIDDLE THIRTIES. HE 
HAS HAD A BAD MAULING FROM THE MOB--HIS FACE IS A MASS OF 
SCRATCHES, HIS SHIRT IS TORN AND OPEN AT THE WAIST AND A SWORD
LESS SCABBARD IS TWISTED ROUND HIS BACK. HE GRIPS HIS CLOAK 
RATHER DESPERATELY IN HIS RIGHT HAND. HE TAKES TWO STEPS INTO 
THE ROOM AND FALLS, EXHAUSTED, FLAT ON HIS FACE. 

(Act 1, Sc. 1, p. 13) 

When he speaks, he is well-mannered and appreciative. 

SPOTTISWOODE (AMUSED): 
take a dram? 

OGILVIE: That is very 
SPOTTISWOODE: Hater? 
OGILVIE: Please. 

Just so, Master Ogilvie. Nou, Would ye 
Ye look in sair need of it? 

kind of you. I would be most grateful. 

SPOTIISHOODE POURS SOME WATER INTO THE DRINK AND- HANDS IT TO 
OGILVIE. 
OGILVIE: Thank you. 
SPOTTISWOODE: And you of noble bluid, I understand? 
OGILVIE: I am--and all my people before me. 
SPOTIISWOODE (CONVERSATIONALLY): Sir Halter Ogilvie of Drum? 
OGILVIE: My father. 

(Act 1, Sc. 1, p. 18, 19) 

Not only is Ogilvie educated, but he is wellborn as well. He has all 

the earmarks of tragic hero, including hubris or pride as his over-

riding dispositional trait. When Spottiswoode invites him to sit is a 

good example: 

SPOTTISWOODE: Sit ye doun, Master Ogilvie, sit ye doun. There 
is no need for you to stand. 

OGILVIE: Thank you--I prefer it. 
SPOTTISWOODE (\.JITH A SLIGHT SHRUG): As ye please. 

(Act 1, Sc. 1, p. 18, 19) 

In broad and subtle ways this characteristic of haughty superiority is 

reinforced by what others say about him as well as by his own aClions. 
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He answers with the pride of one whose lessons are well learned when 

asked why he has returned. 

SPOTTIS\.JOODE: Master Ogilvie, what garred ye return? 
OGILVIE: My vocation. 
SPOTTISWOODE: Which is? 
OGILVIE: To save souls. (PROUDLY.) To unteach heresy. 
SPOTTISWOODE: Indeed? Sic a michty vocation would of neces-

sity--require a michty authority. But where is 
yours, Master Ogilvie? Since ye did not get it from 
the King or from any of his bishops • 

OGILVIE: The King is a layman--as are all his so-called 
bishops. None of them are competent to place author
ity, spiritual authority that is, on any man. 

SPOTTISWOODE (SLIGHTLY MOCKING): The King is a layman? 
OGILVIE: He has not had his first tonsure--and he is certainly 

not a priest! 
(Act 1, Sc. 1, p. 21) 

Ogilvie and Spottiswoode collide mainly because the divine and 

social orders they represent are irreconcilable. Moreover, their 

methods of argumentation are likewise irreconcilable. An examination 

of Ogilvie's techniques finds avoidance of direct answers, changing the 

subjects, provoking anger and damning. All are demonstrated in the 

next two dialogues. 

SPOTIISWOODE: Well me Father Ogilvie, what is your 
faith? 

OGILVIE (ANGRILY): Surely I have made that plain enough by 
this time! 

SPOTIISWOODE: Ye havena--that's just what I'm saying! Oh, 
ye've speechified and argued and swaggered and 
bragged your way throughout this whole affair--but 
you have just this minute admitted to me that you had 
the chance to save the soul of one young man from 
eternal damnation--and that you did not even try! So 
I want tae ken, John Ogilvie. \.Jhat is your faith? • 

OGILVIE: You want me to recant! 
SPOTTISWOODE (SIGHS EXASPERATEDLY): Since you seem to be unable 

to understand what I mean, let me put it another way. 
Are you a Christian--or are you a Jesuit? 

OGILVIE: ••• You do! You want me to recant! You want me to 
save my life by denying my faith! 



SPOTTIS\~OODE (SNORTS): It's no possible for 8 traitor tq 
recan t. Damn the Pope to hell if ye like, It' 11 d9 
you no good. But is your lealty to the Society of 
Jesus mair important than your lealty to Our Lord Him-
self? Would you live for Christ--or die fof. 
Ignatius? That's the question that I'm speiring at
you! 

OGILVIE: Spottiswoode, • in condemning me, you and YOUf. 
like condemn all our ancestors, all the ancient
bishops and kings, all the priests--and that was onc~ 
the glory of Scotland! Do you not understand tha tQ 
be condemned with all these old lights is a matter of 
gladness and joy for me. God lives, Spottiswoode~ 

posterity lives and the judgment of posterity wi1~ 

not be so corrupt as yours. You call my religion 
treason • • • 

(Act 2, Sc. 5, p. 84) 
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Ogilvie has answered as Spottiswoode called it a moment earlier, w~th a I 

swaggering speech. Not about to be diverted this time, the Archb~shop I 

repeats the question and then tells him what he thinks of his answ~r. 

SPOTTISWOODE (SNAPPING): But what is your religion? 
OGILVIE: I am a Catholic man and a priest. In that faith ~ 

have lived and in that faith I am content to die •.• 
SPOTTISWOODE: Rhetoric. Sheer, empty-headed, bloody-minde~ 

rhetoric. To put Catholicism before Christianity iE; 
bad enough--but no man will ever be condemned tq 
death in Scotland for that! But you put your 
Jesuitism before your Christianity and your 
Catholicism! That is why you are going to hang! 
Certes, Ogilvie, you are an ignorant man! Your 
ignorance appals me. What do you ken of folk--plaiq 
ordinary common Scottish folk! What dou you ken an~ 
what do you care that men will kill and die because 
of you and your illbred pride? What do you ken of 
Scotland--guidsakes man, what garred you return after 
all these years? Ye canna even speak the language! 
What do you ken of religion? Oh aye, ye've been well 
trained and can quote Holy Scripture by the mile--but 
you hae d gey funny notion of how to feed sheep! 
You'd feed sheep by killing kings! And that's what 
it all comes doun to--your religion, I mean. Chris
tianity is a religion of life--the god you serve is a 
god of daith! 

(Act 5, Sc. 5, p. 85) 
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Ogilvie does not allow Spottiswoode to put him in a defensive position. 

His recourse is to religious accusation and name-calling: "And who are 

you ~o accuse me of betrayal, you--you! Judas! You who betrayed your 

own cause to the sinful vanity of a decadent and Godless King!" 

Ogi 1 vie's trump card transcends reason altogether. He can damn, a 

maneuver he resorts to after Spottiswoode learns to bear mere insults 

with equanimity. 

OGILVIE: • it's as well that I'm going to the gallows 
because you're going straight to hell! 

SPOTTISWOODE, STRUCK DUMB WITH HORROR, STIFFENS AND BALLS HIS 
FISTS. OGILVIE IMMEDIATELY REGRETS HIS WORDS. 

(Act 2, Sc. 5, p. 86) 

The qualities through which Ogilvie maintains an advantage over 

Spot tiswoode are his doctrinal correctness and a singlemindedness of 

purpose from which he is never distracted. In their first encounter, 

the Archbishop probes Ogilvie to learn his stance on papal authority. 

Without hesitation Ogilvie denies allegiance to the King in all 

temporal and religious matters but offers it to the Pope. Further, he 

demonstrates doctrinal correctness in his answer to Spottiswoode's 

query concerning the Pope's rights of excommunication over heretics. 

OGILVIE (WITH A LONG-SUFFERING SIGH): A simple analogy. An 
outlaw is outside the law as far as the protection of 
the law is concerned--but he can be apprehended and 
tried and convicted by and according to the law. In 
just the same way, a heretic is outside Mother Church 
as far as her blessings are concerned but is still 
subject to her justice--and to her punishment. 

SPOTTISWOODE: I see. We are aa spiritual outlaws then? 
OGILVIE: Yes. 
SPOTTISWOODE: Even the youngest bairn baptised the day by a 

Calvinist minister? 
OGILVIE: Yes. Yes. The Pope acquires his authority 

by baptism. Man enters Christ's flock 
baptism and the Pope is the shepherd of that 

over man 
through 

flock. 



SPOTTIS\.,rOODE (SIGHS): Man, d' ye ken what ye' re saying? 
There's scarce a man in Scotland' d have his bairn 
bapt~sed under sic conditions! 

(Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 30) 
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Ogilvie maintains his reason for returning to Scotland is to 

save souls. Spottiswoode later disproves his claim by trapping Ogilvie 

with his own argument on papal authority. 

SPOTTISWOODE: Faither Ogilvie. Will is damned. Will is going 
straight to the fires of hell! 

OGILVIE (OUTRAGED): That's a terrible thing to say! 
SPOTTISWOODE: Aye, maybe! But I dinna say it--you do! 
OGILVIE: I have never said any such thing! 
SPOTTISWOODE: Have ye no? And what have ye been saying this 

last half-year? You tellt me--in Embro last January 
that even the youngest bairn baptised by a presbyte
rian minister was damned! 

OGILVIE: I never said that--I said that he was within the 
Pope's authority as far as ••. 

SPOTTISWOODE: ••• punishment is concerned. I ken. And what 
if he bides outwith the Pope's authority? What if he 
never becomes a Catholic? He's damned! You said 
that, Faither Ogilvie, you believe that! You had the 
chance to save \vullie' s soul--according to your own 
beliefs--and you threw it away. Ye didna try! 

OGILVIE: Do not seek to burden me on the gallows with a lost 
soul! There are other priests! 

SPOTTISWOODE: Aye. There are other priests--or will be. 
- (Act 2, Sc. 5, p. 88) 

Spottiswoode may win on logic, but Ogilvie wins by side-stepping the 

argument altogether. 

The Father's absolute obedience to the divine, as well as his 

need to be correct, are evident when asked if he would support the 

pope's right to depose a king for heresy. 

OGILVIE (GUARDED): I do not know whether the Holy Father has, 
or would claim such a right. It is true that many 
learned doctors of the Church have asserted that this 
is the case . . . 

SPOTTIS\.,rOODE: Never mind the doctor~ of the Kirk, Faither. 
I'm speiring at you! 



OGILVIE: It is not an article of faith. If and when it 
becomes so, I will die for it--and gladly. Until 
then, I do not need to pass an opinion to anyone--and 
certainly not to you. You have no right 

SPOTTISWOODE: Aye, Aye, I ken. I'm a layman. No had my first 
tonsure. I've no bloody rights ava! 

(Act 1, Sc. I, p. 22) 
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Again, the eager readiness to die for his beliefs, a noble trait since 

the death of Socrates. But in this case, he is talking about a belief 

he does not even hold yet. If and when it is made official, Ogilvie 

will adopt it in the twinkling of an eye, and put his life on the line 

for it. He goes on to assert that as a Christian and a Catholic, he is 

opposed to regicide as he is opposed to the murder of anyone. Neverthe-

less, when asked as a Jesuit how he feels about regicide, Ogilvie 

avoids a direct answer by exploding in anger over the execution of 

Father Garnett for his part in the Gunpowder plot against the king, he 

never returns to the question. 

For Ogilvie, being correct and on guard against being incorrect 

at all times takes serious concentration; it is not to be treated 

lightly. Others may joke; true believers must not be distracted from 

their goal. Although Will reports that Ogilvie jokes and laughs, the 

audience is not actually privy to a sample, except by hearsay. The one 

joke Will relates seems, by modern standards, to fit into what is 

called black humor. 

He's lying there, aa clairy and bleary-eyed among the rats and 
the shite (LAUGHS) and his feet're stuck hauf-roads up tae the 
ceilin wi this bluidy chyn! I gets in there and I say tae him 
I says "Hello there, Faither! Hou're ye daein the day?" And 
ye ken whit? He's lying there (LAUGHS AND SHAKES HIS HEAD) and 
he says tae me, he says "Oh, Will" he says--aa englified ken?-
"Oh Will!" he says "It's past joking when the heid's aff!" 



Oh Jesus--Andro, I geynear creased mysel! It was the 
way ye said it, ken? Aa English and that (MIMICS) "Past joking 
when the heid's aff," Aw Christ! 

(Act 1, Sc. 2, pp. 16, 17) 
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As if wearing blinders to all but surface meaning, Ogilvie 

often mis~es the point of a message. An example occurs during Rachel's 

visit. After he betrays bitter anguish over his disinheritance, 

Ogilvie expresses his determination to get an even better title than he 

lost; and his family will have no share in it. Rachel tells Ogilvie he 

reminds her of the ca t tIe thief who was gi ven the choice of marrying 

the owner's ugly daughter or hanging. Before she can finish her story, 

Ogilvie interrupts to say: (HUFFILY) I fail to see the analogy, madam. 

I am no criminal" (Act 2, Sc. 1, p. 60). Rachel explains that was not 

her point; that the thief, after all, decided to make the best of 

things. He married the ugly daughter, and it was not a bad marriage. 

Even though it was a shotgun wedding, she was a good wife to him; and 

in time he learned to love her. The unseeing Ogilvie responds, "Madam, 

I could never learn to love heresy" (Act 2, Sc. 1, p. 61). Rachel 

could have stretched the analogy out for him, explaining that instead 

of taking all of the cattle or souls, the Catholic Church could decide 

to accept only a portion and just get along with the rest. Seeing that 

it would fallon deaf ears, Rachel says "Faither, I fear ye dinna take 

my meaning yet! Guid nicht wi ye!" (Act 2, Sc. 1, p. 61). Were 

Ogilvie to entertain the idea of getting along with the enemy, his goal 

at the end of the tunnel (getting even) would have to be abandoned, 

along with Catholic exclusi vism and Ogilvie superiority. It is much 

safer not to see, not to understand. 
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Nevertheless, Spottiswoode almost breaks through the barrier on 

two occasions. If he could have offered an eventual return to Scotland 

with his eleventh hour escape, Ogilvie might have accepted, for on this 

point he hesitated. The other occasion occurred when Spottiswoode 

urged moderation in language. 

SPOTTISWOODE: Ye can just say what ye've just this minute said 
to me--ye are only a humble priest, no very impor
tant, and ye have no opinion in the matter. 

OGILVIE: And such a reply would release me? 
SPOTTISWOODE: No from the King's Justice. There's aye the 

matter of the masses ye have said--ye maun be tried 
and punished for that. But ye'll no hang for saying 
masses. 

OGILVIE: I see. (THINKS ABOUT IT FOR A MOMENT.) You are, of 
course, aware that I have yet to stand trial? 

SPOTTISWOODE (IRRITABLY): Ye'll stand trial when the nature of 
your crime can be determined. It is the purpose of 
the King's Commission to gather evidence for the 
trial. This (INDICATES THE DEPOSITION) would make 
any trial for treason a formality! 

OGILVIE: And if I answer as you advise? 
SPOTTISWOODE: In any trial for treason, the process of law 

would be open to yeo In practice, I.doubt very much 
whether sic a charge would be brocht. 

OGILVIE: But I would be charged with saying masses? 
SPOTTISWOODE: Of course. Charged, convicted and banished from 

His Majesty's dominions. 
OGILVIE: You seem remarkably sure of the outcome! 
SPOTTIS\~OODE: These are troubled times we live in, Faither 

Ogilvie. 
(Act 1, Se. 3, p. 33) 

Ogilvie continues to entertain the idea until Spottiswoode says irri-

tably "Lobk, Ogilvie. If you are banished, I will be quit of ye--alive 

or dead it's all the same to me!" On the issue of banishment, Spottis-

woode loses. Perhaps it recalls the pain of an earlier banishment; 

perhaps it merely obliterates all possibility of revenge. At any rate, 

Ogilvie makes his decision: (WITH A DEEP BREATH) Then I am afraid it 

will have to be dead. For I cannol and will not change my deposi lion" 
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(Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 33). Campbell reinforces the point once more. In a 

speech that begins with a patient sign, Ogilvie works himself into a 

sudden burst of anger triggered by the idea of being sent from his own 

land. 

(SIGHS. ) . We speak in diff ereng tongues, Spot tiswoode. 
You and I, we speak in different languages. When you accuse me 
of attitudes and poses, you do no .more than judge me by your 
own standards. You call yourself Archbishop of Glasgow--what 
is that but a pose? What is that but a cynical attitude 
towards a noble and ancient office? You are no more Archbishop 
of Glasgow than I am--but it's little you care about that! You 
are quite happy to be an imposter as long as it serves your 
purpose. So I can expect nothing from you. (SUDDENLY ANGRY.) 
But I know very well what you expect from me! You would have 
me go before this illegal commission and--what' s the 
expression--play the daft laddie! That's it, isn't it? That's 
what you want. Then you would spank the daft laddie's bottom 
and kick him out of the country--kick me out of my own 
country--

(Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 34) 

Campbell solves the problem of going beyond Ogilvie's facade of 

rigid control by dramatizing the end of his nine-day ordeal. Without 

restraints, the audience witnesses an Ogilvie of rare perception and 

feeling, a man of passion and spontaneity. For instance, his frustra-

tion with Andrew's lack of response results in an unusual insight into 

the older man. 

OGILVIE: 

ANDREW: 
OGILVIE: 

\vhy don't you answer me? Why don't you say some
thing? Why do you just stand there and smirk? 
Naethin to say, Faither! 
That 1 s what you always say! (MIMICS) "naethin to 
say, Fai ther." Don't try to fool me, Andrew. Don't 
try to pretend to me that you are a man of few 
words-- because I know different! (TURNS \vEARILY 
A\.JAY, WORN OUT BY HIS FURY BUT TURNS BACK ALMOST 
IMMEDIATELY IN A MORE COMPOSED, IF INTENSE, VEIN.) I 
know, you know. I know why you won't talk to me. I 
know. You will not talk to me, you refuse to talk to 
me, you are afraid to talk to me because you (POINTS) 
are Catholic'! 

(Act I, Sc. 5, pp. 46, 47) 
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Andrew's scornful, embarrassed laugh encourages Ogilvie to press on, 

finally dragging from the reluctant Andrew: "(ANGRY AND EMBARRASSED AND 

EVASIVE ALL AT THE SAME TIME) My Faither was! My mither was!" (Act 1, 

Sc. 5, pp. 46, 47). Not only does Ogilvie touch a nerve in Andrew, but 

the mention of "mother" discloses a significant motivating force in 

himself • 

OGILVIE (WITHOUT NOTICING THE EVASION): Your mother--your 
mother was Catholic? Is that right? Is that right 
now, Andrew? (TURNS AWAY AS IF IN A DREAM.) So was 
mlne, Andrew. So was mine. Oh Andrew, it is the 
Catholic women who are the backbone of the faith--the 
Catholic women. There are many--I myself have known 
many, a great many who are as holy a.s my mother. 
(CLOSES HIS EYES AS IF IN PRAYER.) Oh you are a 
woman of great faith. What you have desired will be 
accomplished for you. 

(Act 1, Sc. 5, p. 47, 48) 

Ogilvie has added, in his mind at least, support for his course of 

action from the one person who probably truly loved him unselfishly. 

He continues his pursuit of Andrew and is incredulous to learn 

he no longer worships. Finally, to stop him, Andrew says: 

ANDREW (SAVAGELy): 
that! 

Faither, I hae nae faith. Leave it at 

OGILVIE: But Andrew--a man cannot live without faith! 
ANDREW (TURNS SAVAGELY ONCE MORE, SUDDENLY SMILES GENTLy): 

Faither, I am forty-twa year auld. 
(Ac t l, Sc. 5, p. 48) 

The indifference of men like Andrew is deeply threatening to divine 

obedience and thus to the delicate balance Ogilvie maintains within 

himself. The major crisis of the play occurs when, suddenly grasping 

his head, Ogilvie staggers and screams; then he delivers a speech 

parallel to Watts description of the boots (see Discussion, Chapter 5). 



You, you you, what are you doing? What are you doing to me? 
What are you doing? You are driving a wedge into my mind! You 
are ~rushing my brains and my reason is running from my skull 
in rivers of grey! (PUSHES HIMSELF AWAY FROM ANDREI,] WHO NOW 
SEEMS CONSIDERABLY ALARMED.) You are driving me mad! You take 
my mind, you take my body, you take my reason, you take my 
comfort. Very well, then! Take it--take it all! I have no 
use for it, for any of it! I tell you only this (GATHERS 
HIMSELF TOGETHER IN ONE LAST DEFIANT BELLOW). You shall not 
have my faith! 

(Act 1, Sc. 5, p. 49) 
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Perhaps the loss of identity Ogilvie suffered as a boy again threatens. 

Having filled the gap with his Catholic training and faith, he clings 

to it now more adamantly than to life. Emotionally, Ogilvie is not 

equipped to face such an ordeal a second time. Nonetheless, as he 

continues to plead with Andrew, Ogilvie starts to hallucinate. As if 

speaking with his own father, he says: 

Oh, I know you do not love me as you must have done once--I 
know you do not love me now as you did then. Only turn from 
your sins and do as you did then--turn from your sins, I 
beseech you, turn from your sins! For if you do not turn from 
your sins I will come and I will find you and I will leap upon 
you like a thief in the night! Listen to me, Andrew! Listen 
to me if you have ears! Listen to me if you have ears! Listen 
to me if you have ears! 

(Act 1, Sc. 5, p. 52) 

Rachel is the first to question Ogilvie's faith, while linking 

it to his personal distress: "The man has faith enough, I daresay! 

Faith of a kind--but is it the Christian faith? I beg leave to doubt 

it. I jalouse that even a papist micht beg leave to doubt it! That 

man cares for nobody but himself--him ain hurts and grei vances! And 

how can he hae any sympathy with the concerns and conditions of 

ordinary folk?" (Act 2, Sc. 3, p. 67). And when Spottiswoode says he 

has looked into the young man's eyes and seen sllch hatred, and then 

asks "How does a man learn such hatred?" the audience knows. TIll' 
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answer has already been given. Furthermore, the question Spottiswoode 

'spiers' at Ogilvie periodically throughout the play, "What garred ye 

to return?" is also answered. The Archbishop sums it up when he says 

to Rachel: "When he mounts the gallows • • • he'll hae got • • • what 

he returned to Scotland for. Glory, Rachel, Glory and a place in the 

bloody history of our country! What does he care if the rivers of 

Scotland run black with the blood of her people, as long as he gets his 

glory!" (Act 2, Sc. 3, p. 69). The secular view of sought-after 

martyrdom is stated bluntly by an angry and frustrated Spottiswoode: 

"He pants after the martyr's croun like a dog at a bitch! And they'll 

gie it to him, thae men that you tell me no to take tent of!" (Act 2, 

Sc. 3, p. 69). 

Whatever Ogilvie's suffering and dreams of vengeance might have 

been, they relate directly to an at ti tudinal speech on physical pain 

directed toward Andrew. He begins his description with what appears as 

a predictable attitude: 

(HOLDS OUT HIS HANDS TO ANDREW.) Have you seen this, Andrew? 
Have you seen Wat's latest? Clever wee Wattie's latest trick 
to torment Father OgilVie? He took ten nails, Andrew, ten 
nails and drove them--one at a time, with his mallet--right 
under my fingernails! Oh, the cunning little bastard, why did 
he have to do that! [His ingenuity, his bestial ingenuity 
knows no bounds!] (PAUSES TO RECOVER HIS SOMEWHAT FRAGILE 
COMPOSURE.) (Act 1, Sc. 5, p. 45). 

Ogilvie describes to Andrew his confrontation with physical pain at the 

hands of Watt hoping to make him understand why Wat's physical torture 

is preferable to Andrew's refusal to engage. Other than \.Jat's antjp-

athy for 'papes,' there is nothing personal in the pain hcinfl iets. 

\.Jat is merely doing his job--and takes pleasure in n job well dOll<'. 
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His understanding of pain enables him to bring originality to his 

work. Equally inventive, Ogilvie devises a way to bear the emotional 

damage torture wreaks upon the human spirit. 

Wattie doesn't think of me as a human being at all--that's why 
he can approach his work with so much equanimity. But, you 
see, it works both ways--I don't think of him as human either! 
No! And when he was hammering those nails into my hands, there 
was a part of me--. • a small part--that was enjoying it 
every bit as much as he was! You see, Andrew, when Wat was 
tapping in the nails • there were no complications, no 
extraneous considerations. There was a confrontation going on, 
a divine confrontation, that had nothing to do with Wat or 
myself, with the logic or wisdom of my beliefs or the logic or 
wisdom of his, with his cruelty or my pain. • • • We were only 
the instruments, •.. the weapons of a conflict that was ulti
mately between the Almighty on my side and the Devil on his. 

(Act 1, Sc. 5, pp. 45, 46) 

As the natural process of repression takes over under normal 

conditions, most of this knowledge slips into Ogilvie's subconscious. 

Nevertheless, herein lies the crux of Campbell's argument--that any 

future conflict situations will be reduced in Ogilvie I s mind to a 

contest betHeen good and evil, between Ogilvie and the Devil. Now 

suffering merges; clear lines of demarcation have ceased to exist 

betHeen parental rejection, identity lost, physical pain and the 

current struggle Hith Spottiswoode. The issues blur; standing fast is 

all. Thus, in decision-making situations, where Ogilvie appears to 

have enormous volition, he has none. Somehow, Campbell seems to be 

saying, extreme suffering casts the die in favor of extre~e measures. 

Spottiswoode's arguments, however sound, have fallen on deaf ears. His 

mistake was made at the expedient level of how to break Ogi 1 vie. An 
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ethical rejection of suffering altogether as means to an end should 

have been the Archbishop's decision. 

Near the end of the last encounter between Spottiswoode and 

Ogilvie, the latter surprisingly apologizes for damning the Archbishop, 

saying: 

Pardon me, m 'lord. That was not well said. Whatever our 
intentions, it seems that we always end up shouting at each 
other. I know that you did not change your church for material 
gain--and I believe that you know, that you must know in your 
heart that I am no death worshipper! God knows I do not want 
to die! I am as in love with life as any man! But there is no 
way out of my situation--no way at all. 

(Act 2, Sc. 5, p. 86) 

For Ogilvie there is no way out. He is trapped; and Spot tiswoode' s 

eleventh hour escape plan is doomed from the beginning. 

A comparison of emotional affect displayed by Spottiswoode and 

Ogilvie shows both men driven to angry outbursts. The repressed side 

of Ogilvie's nature, however, makes his motivations to anger more 

obscure than the Archbishop's. The viewer has witnessed the benign, 

gently smiling priest become suddenly haughty and arrogant. Arrogance 

might turn to blind fury without interruption or input from an outside 

source. 

In contrast with both the damning and the gently smiling priest 

is the one that, all alone, weeps uncontrollably, beating his fist on 

the table and saying, "I am not afraid! I am not afraid! I am not 

afraid!" (Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 38). Only once does Ogilvie strive to curb 

his emotions in a fit of anger. When he is not in rigid control, they 

control him. In short, his conduct appears incongruent with the othcr-

wise priestly behavior he seems to have laid out for himself. As 
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dangerous as his situation is, and as troubled as his behavior suggests 

he is, Ogilvie never seeks outside counsel. He apparently has absolute 

faith in the rightness of his decisions however difficult they may be 

to carry out. 

Spottiswoode, on the other hand, writes to the King, turns to 

the letter ::If Paul, listens 1.0 his wife, seeks counsel from Andrew. 

Moreover, he becomes angry and frustrated in the same manner most 

playgoers can readily identify with. In contrast to Ogilvie, Spot tis-

woode responds to situations spontaneously, without any preconceived 

notion of how an Archbishop ought to behave. Emotionally, he is 

genuine, treating all people alike. He appears to regard Ogilvie's 

last request for his hand as an empty gesture, adopted to fulfill the 

role of the dying man, forgiving of his captors. Refusing him his last 

satisfaction, Spottiswoode says, "No. No. This is no game, Faither. 

This is no game" (Act 2, Sc. 5, p. 88). Another example of Ogilvie's 

guarded behavior intended for a particular audience occurs just before 

his execution. He plays the first part of the scene like a hero in an 

old-fashioned melodrama until Andrew, like Spot tiswoode, refuses to 

deliver his lines. The following excerpt is also a summary of the 

varous attitudes toward Ogilvie held by the men. 

THE HANGMAN APPROACHES OGILVIE WITH Bm~ED HEAD. OGILVIE GOES 
TO MEET HIM, TAKING HIH LIGHTLY BY EACH SLEEVE. 
OGILVIE: Be of good heart, my friend. I have forgiven you 

already. Will ••. 
HILL TURNS AS HE CALLS. OGILVIE GOES TO HHl AND EMBRACES HIM. 
OGILVIE: Take care, my son! ~ly time has come. Take care. 
HILL, CHOKED \.JrTH EMOTION, TURNS AWAY. 
OGILVIE: Sandy! Goodbye to you! 
SANDY PUMPS OGILVIE'S HAND 
SANDY: He~e's tae ye, Faither. Here's tae ye! 



OGILVIE: Hat! 
HAT TURNS AHAY AND SPITS. 
OGILVIE: Andrew! Can I just say that • 
ANDREH (ROUGHLY): Say naethin, Faither! The time for words is 

past! 
(Act 2, Sc. 6, p. 89) 
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They are nearly out the door when Ogilvie st.ops. Hithout thought to 

\nll, who truly loves him and might possibly be the only one to pray 

for him, he makes one last effort to coerce Andrew into playing "the 

game": "Hait! (LOOKS POINTEDLY AT ANDREW, \~HO MAKES A PAINED EXPRES-

SION.) I have one last word for you all. If there are any hidden 

Catholics among you, I would welcome your prayers--but the prayers of 

heretics I will not have!" (Act 2, Sc. 6, p. 89). Refusing to play 

along, Andrew only explodes with anger, saying "Get him oat a here!" 

In a few minutes Sandy returns wi th the message that it is allover. 

He gives the following account. 

SANDY: 

HAT: 
SANDY: 

The Faither--he goes up there quite checko, ye ken? 
Kisses the scaffold--aye, kisses the bluidy scaffold. 

Aye, weel, Ogilvie's chant in awa at this Latin 
prayer aa the time. The hangman gets him up--and he 
says tae him "Say it, John, Lord have mercy on me. 
Lord, receive my soul" and Ogilvie says it "Lord, 
have mercy on me. Lord, receive my soul". And then 

Aye! Aye! Hhat happened then! 
Aw, Christ I dinnae ken! There was a struggle 
the hangman couldnae manage • • . Andro had tae sclim 
the ladder and shove the Faither aff! 

(Act 2, Sc. 6, p. 93) 

The ambiguity surrounding the execution leaves the audience with 

several possible interpretations. Has the Father a coward, after all, 

as Wat suggested? Was it a reflex action? Or was this final struggle 

an indication that he was at last overcoming the darker side of his 

nature? Perhaps the father-figure he found in Andrew and Spottiswoode, 
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sternly trying to save him yet not succumbing to his manipulations, had 

finally begun to work. 

Ogilvie's character receives further rounding through the men. 

One thought they all share together as the "common man" is puzzlement 

over Spottiswoode's purpose in postponing Ogilvie's trial and his use 

of torture. 

ANDRE\~: 

WAT: 

Ogilvie? Ach, the sooner we're shot 0 him the 
better! I dinnae ken wit wey they dinnae jist hing 
the bugger and be done wi it! 

• They should hae hung that bugger months syne! 
(Act 2, Sc. 6, p. 93) 

Will expresses the sentiment for all except Wat concerning torture for 

Ogilvie. 

\VILL: 

ANDRE\~: 

Ach, it's a shame! The Faither's no sic a bad sort 0 

cheil, ye ken! It's an awfy pity! Ach, whit wey dae 
they hae tae torture him, anywey? They ken he's a 
priest, a Jesuit! That should be mair nor enough tae 
hing him! Whi t wey dae they hae tae gi him the 
buits? 
Poli tics, \~ullie. [I've tell t ye afore. Naethin tae 
dae wi us. Mair nor likely, Ogilvie kens somethin 
and Spottiswoode wants tae find out.] Politics. 

(Act 1, Sc. 4, p. 40) 

Ogilvie affects all of the men emotionally, and in turn is 

affected by them. The most significant contribution from this group to 

his character development is from \hll, who began as one who fights 

what he does not know or understand. Do you remember what you were 

like, Andrew asks Willie, as he describes his maturation. 

ANDRE\~: 

\~ILL : 

Wullie, ye' re a changed laddie, dae ye ken 
that? . Jist a few short months syne ye were aa 
for burnin every pape in sicht! D' ye mind when we 
brocht Ogilvie in? D'ye mind whit ye were wanlin lae 
dae tae him then? 
I didnae ken the Faither then. 

(Act 2, Sc. 2, p. 70) 
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Will has learned to separate the man from the symbol. Moreover, he has 

gained compassion from seeing torture, from Ogilvie's kindness and 

humor (reserved only for him) and from the cool grace with which the 

Father receives the arbitrary treatment of the men. Most importantly, 

however, is the reciprocal nature of the relationship. Throughout the 

play, Ogilvie has stood aloof, refusing to enter into transactions with 

others. The Father describes his friendship with Will and its effect 

to Andrew. 

Will's the best! The only one of the whole damned lot of you 
with a morsel of charity in him. He's a good boy, • • a very 
good boy. Now don't mistake me! • He does his job, he 
keeps me awake-- • • . (SOFTER.) But he's kind. He's consid
erate. He talks to me--he talks to me without shouting, 
without argument, without--without-- •• what's the word! What 
I mean. . when he talks to me he listens to what I say, 
there are no barriers between us, no implacable stone walls! I 
have not talked to another living being, the way that I some
times talk with Will, for many a long, long day. And perhaps I 
never will again. And if he could just--if I could get him to 
--Oh, no, no, no, it's useless, useless! He will not listen. 
He's a heretic, another damned heretic just as you . • • just 
as you (GIVES ANDRE\.] A SHIFTY SUSPICIOUS LOOK) all are! 

(Act 1, Sc. 5, p. 44) 

Campbell places high importance on the therapeutic effects of more than 

just decent behavior, of genuine friendship and love, by having Ogilvie 

repeat essentially the same message to Spottiswoode much later. 

OGILVIE: I certainly never expected charity. 
SPOTTISWOODE: And yet ye got it from Wullie? 
OGILVIE: Yes. Yes. I never asked for it, I certainly never 

begged for it--and yet, without I myself doing any
thing at all, Will changed--he changed from a rough
tongued, bigoted youth into a warm-hearted and decent 
fellow man. I do not know hO\v I would have kept my 
sanity and my courage without him. And I? I gave 
him nothing! Oh he \vould occasionally ask me a 
question about faith or behaviour and I would give 
nothing! 

(Ac t 2, Sc. 5, p. 82) 
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Ogil vie does gi ve, however; and with giving he changes. In Will, he 

has found reason to trust another human being. At their final leave-

taking, Ogilvie realizes that Will is truly grieving for him. The 

experience profoundly influences him to offer genuine love and comfort. 

This is evident despite the traditional religious terminology. 

OGILVIE: Nomine Patris et Filis • . • The Lord bless you and 
keep you. (\vILL GIVES A SMALL, CHOKED SOB.) Oh 
Willie. Willie! Arise, my son, arise! (OGILVIE 
TAKES HIM BY THE SHOULDERS AND BRINGS HIM TO HIS 
FEET, TALKING TO HIM GENTLY AND KINDLY.) You must 
not grieve for me, Will! Do you not remember when I 
told you--a long time ago--that this is my destiny? 
Tomorrow my destiny will be fulfilled. Tomorro\v-
they are going to put a crown of precious stones upon 
my head! (HE LOOKS AT WILL INQUIRINGLY. WILL NODS.) 
So no tears, boy. Go now. Go and give my messages 
and my story to my brethren that the world shall know 
what happened here. 

(Act 2, Sc. 5, p. 82) 

Ogilvie stirs emotions in Andrew as well but in a different 

way. He senses through Andrew's impartiality, a distaste for heretics, 

wringing from him an admission of his Catholic background. By 

recalling his own mother's faith and love and holiness, he seems to 

conjure up a similar memory in Andrew. Al though Andrew never again 

allows Ogilvie to invade his privacy, nor is re-activated religiously, 

he admires and expresses society's loss. 

ANDREIV: In ither wards, he pit the raip around his ain 
thrapple! I thocht he wad. And it's a bluidy waste, 
d'ye ken that? A man wi he's smeddum and brains 
could dae a haill lot 0 guid! 

(Act 2, Sc. 4, p. 76) 

Moreover, Andrew becomes his defender. His answer to \Vat's sneering 

question, what is good about a priest, is actually an explanation of 

the kind of vigor meant by the word he used earlier, "smeddum": 
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"( COLDLy) He had echt days and nine nichts of pure bluidy hell in 

Embro. You ken that, torturer, you gave him the maist 0 it--and he 

never even looked like breakin! In spite of yer nails and yer mallet 

and yer clairty wee mind, he never came near tae beggin for mercy!" 

(Act 2, Sc. 4, p. 76). 

Andrew, on the other hand, stimulates in Ogilvie the same 

feeling of frustration, anger and hopelessness that Ogilvie arouses in 

Spot tiswoode. Wi thout the rhetorical skills to stay out of Ogilvie's 

verbal traps, Andrew simply maintains silence. As physical exhaustion 

takes its toll, and Ogilvie's tight rein on emotion weakens, he strug-

gles to keep them under control. They surface anyway. The refrain 

from speeches throughout their scene together says indifference is the 

worst. 

OGILVIE: 

ANDREW: 
OGILVIE: 

. • • you're the worst, Andrew, did you know that? 
[The worst, the very worst. Now do you understand 
why I hate you more than the others?] (SHAKES FIST 
AT HU1.) ••• You! You! Oh you! I might as well 
try to communicate with a rock as bother with you! • 

(HE HAS WOUND HIMSELF UP ALMOST TO BREAKING 
POINT AND No\.J BEGINS TO WEEP.) Why don't you answer 
me? Why don't you say something? Why do you just 
stand there and smirk? 
Naethin to say, Faither! 
That's what you always say! (MINICS) "naethin to 
say, Faither" 

(Act 1, Sc. 5, p. 43, 45, 46) 

Indifference is as devastating to intellectual notions as it is to 

relationships. Ideas, like people, thrive on strong emotion. Even 

bestiality is preferable to indifference. 

Between Ogilvie and Wat, for instance, exists a bond based on 

pleasure, perverted though it may be. Each is obedient to the higher 

law he serves; Ogilvie to Catholicism, Wat to the state. Wat is like a 
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technician who so understands his work that he becomes truly creative 

on an abstract level when given the proper equipment. He must receive 

a grant and a subject for which he tailors his theories. Thus he can 

test and perfect his theories on pain until he knows they operate 

successfully. His is the pleasure of a job well done, all in the line 

of duty; he could. not have experienced this pleasure without Ogilvie, 

his partner in sadism. 

Ogilvie, on the other hand, is so accustomed to suffering 

emotional pain, attributed to his father, that a switch to physical 

pain is as pleasurable as switching from beer to vodka; the message is 

the same--it just happens faster. For Ogilvie there is a new challenge 

to overcome and rise above, for the ultimate pleasure of superiority, 

sanctified in the name of a cause greater than himself. Even the name 

of the persecutor, Wat, is the same as his father's name. Ogilvie has 

become like the gambler who keeps raising the stakes to get the same 

effect. The stakes are now dangerously high. He would like to stop, 

but the bet has been placed. Part of the challenge is to devise a 

Christian way of responding to another human being who takes pleasure 

in inflicting pain. Like Wat, Ogilvie studies the subject; he learns 

the method by which Wat dehumanizes the activity and adopts it as his 

own. As zealots for whom the end justifies the means, Ogilvie and Wat 

represent the extremes in human behavior. Hmvever damaging such a 

relationship may be, he who inflicts pain is always worse off than he 

receives it. 

Sandy's role of objective reporter is maintained by Campbell by 

never allowing the audience to see Ogilvie and Sandy illteract. Thd r 
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superficial relationship comes through as a report from Ogilvie to God: 

"I have made you known to the men you gave me," Ogilvie rages 

incoherently (Act 1, Sc. 5, p. 51). Each will have his own private 

confrontation with God because of Ogilvie's message. 

In spite of the emotional climate surrounding Ogilvie, he 

remains a man distanced from the world because of his obsession with 

vengeance. On the surface, he justifies his behavior through strin

gent doctrinal correctness. Beneath the surface, hidden in the vast 

blind region of the unknown self, are the raw and bitter feelings of 

abandonment relentlessly driving him toward self-destruction on a 

course where the end justifies the means. In this belief at least, 

Spot tiswoode and Ogilvie are united. Had ei ther man abandoned the 

belief and adopted parameters beyond which he would not go, Ogilvie's 

death might have been avoided. 

Andrew. As a foil to the protagonist, Andrew is expected to 

both contrast and complement Spottiswoode. He is a sympathetic compan

ion with whom the Archbishop may deliberate over his problems. At 

other times he may hold ideas or perform tasks that are unsuitable for 

Spottiswoode. 

A professional soldier in his mid-forties, Andrew is the 

unquestioned leader among the men. Nevertheless, he asserts his 

authori ty sparingly, sometimes merely by the use of "son." Yet he 

never hesitates to take charge if the situation calls for it, such as 

the end of the play when he stops the fight between Wat and Will. 

Andrew has never married. His social life consists of getting drunk, 

getting in a fight, getting a whore. 
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Campbell establishes Andrew as an impartial character between 

the secular and religious factions by giving him a Catholic background, 

a distaste for Protestants and absolute loyalty to Spottiswoode and the 

crown. He is the rational man with his emotions under control. Thus 

unhampered by the biases of others, Andrew dispells Will's concern that 

the Catholics might hold sway again in Scotland, with a reasonable 

explanation of the political climate. 

The papes are nae comin back because the gentry--Faither 
Ogilvie's ain kind--'ll never let them. Christ, the reason-- I 
winnae say the other reason--why the papes got kicked oat of 
the country in the first place was so's thae buggers could get 
their hauns on the ferms and the big hooses and aa the property 
and treisour that belanged tae the Roman kirk. Ye' 11 no tell 
me that they're gonnae hand aa that back for a daft-like thing 
like religion? 

(Act 2, Sc. 4, p. 74) 

Campbell has given Andrew the sword as his symbol. Holding it 

aloft, he says: "(HOLDS THE NAKED S\.JORD UP BEFORE HIM.) The haun that 

hauds this sword has killed mair men nor I hae years 0 my life" (Act 2, 

Sc. 4, p. 74). Although Andrew is usually buckling it on or taking it 

off, or examining the blade for sharpness, he seldom uses it. When he 

does, it settles all arguments. Andrew is angered, for instance, by 

Wat's slur against Will, suggesting it would be dangerous to turn his 

back to Will since he's been so friendly with Ogilvie. He says to Wat: 

"(ANGRILY) That's the trouble wi aa you buggers--ye've aa got opinions! 

Weill, I've an opinion anaa! (PICKS UP HIS SWORD AND HITS THE TABLE 

WITH IT.) That's it there! And if there is trouble, Wattie, and 1 see 

you turnin yer back on onybody', I'll soon enough gie yo my opinion, 

son! You bet I will!" (Act 2, Sc. 4, p. 75). Hhcn \.JaL decid('s t.o test 

Andrew by calling him a tired old priest's bastard, Sandy quickly pill l~ 
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his sword on Wat himself and offers to disarm him for Andrew. Later he 

says to Wat: "Christ, Wattie, that was a daft-like thing tae try. 

But ye're a lucky bugger tae be sittin there the nou. Andro's a haurd 

man, Hat. He's no lived as lang as he has for naethin. His sword' d 

have been through your guts afore ye' d got yer ain clear 0 the scab-

bard! Jist dinnae try that again, son. I'm warnin ye!" (Act 2, Sc. 4, 

p. 79). Andrew's prowess in war is likewise made known through Sandy 

to Ogilvie: "Oh, I know all about you, Andre,v--what a great warrior you 

were, all the battles that you fought! Sandy makes it sound like some 

great legend (LAUGHS)--a great legend that goes on and on and on and 

on!" (Act 1, Sc. 5, p. 43). 

Wat's attitude that if Will is not actively against the Catho-

lics, he must be for them, is not an uncommon belief for people to have 

in general. The decisiveness of the either/or position strengthens 

Spottiswoode's stand for tolerance. Andrew reinforces the notion. 

WAT (HIPING HIS CHEEK WHERE ANDREH STRUCK HIM): I might hae 
kent that the pair 0 ye wad hing thegither. 

ANDRE\.J: He aa hing thegither! He aa hing thegither--or we aa 
end up deid! That's the rule, Hattie. For Christ's 
sake, get it intae yer thick heid and forget aboot 
papes and protestants and bein feart aboot turnin yer 
back! He'll forget aboot this--you jist mak shair it 
disnae happen again, richt? (HAT MAKES NO ANSHER.) 
RICHT? 

HAT (RELUCTANTLY): Aye. 
(Act 1, Sc. 5, p. 78) 

Andrew is also able to voice a position against religion that the major 

character cannot: "Ach, whit gars me grue the maist is the fact that aa 

this argy-bargy is aboot sweet fuck-all! Hhit some bluidy jyner said 

or didnae say in Palestine hundreds 0 years syne! Chrisl, it gj es me 

the boke tae think 0 it!" (Act 1, Sc. 5, p. 76). Continuing:in t1wL 
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same vein, Andrew informs the audience that both sides of a controversy 

usually invoke God to their side. He does this by recalling the seven-

teenth of September riots in 1596. 

The seventeenth 0 September. In Embro. There was a mob 0 

thousands that day--a bearin wappins and wantin tae kill the 
King. And at the heid 0 them aa was the meenisters. Bruce. 
Welsh. Black. "For God and the Kirk" they cried "For God and 
the Kirk!" And on the ither side--on the ither side, there was 
ani ther mob. And they were shoutin "For God and the King!" 
God and the King! The bluid and the snot ran through the 
streets 0 Embro like a torrent that day!. 

(Act 1, Sc. 5, p. 76, 77) 

One of the most significant points is made when Andrew reminds the 

audience of who does the fighting and the dying in religious wars. 

The King's on his throne and the meenisters are in their 
pulpits yet! It's aye the same--the meenisters and the priests 
and the high-heid anes'll dae the argyin and the stirrin up-
but when it comes tae the killin and the deein, weill there's 
nane 0 them can lift up the deid they left on the streets 0 

Embro that day. And they're never satisfied. When Ogilvie 
hings we'll hae anither riot, this time on the streets 0 

Glesca. And it'll no be the meenisters that'll dae the fechtin 
or the killin or dein--it'll be you and me and Sandy and young 
laddies like Wullie! 

(Ac t 1, Sc. 5, p. 77) 

Al though AndreI" lives up to the "manly" meaning of his name by 

being honest, reasonable and loyal, his work as a soldier has none the-

less had a brutalizing effect. The lives of all of the men who perform 

peace-keeping tasks in this drama are devoid of personal love and 

I.;armth. \.Jhen Will tells Andrew of his decision to leave the service 

and get married, he says: 

\-JILL: Nae offence and aa that, Andro, but I dinnae want tae 
end up like you and Sandy--or, worse yet, like 
\vattie. 

(Act 1, Sc. 5, p. 73) 
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As the common man who lives by the sword, Andrew has done the 

killing and witnessed the dying. He understands that religious confron

tations are led by people striving for political power and believes no 

religion is worth dying for. 

\~at. Like Andrew, Wat is a man without religious faith who 

li ves by the sword. But whereas Andrew holds himself aloof from 

issues, Wat is as avidly against Catholicism as Ogilvie is for it. 

Subject to a higher law, Wat takes his orders for the moment from the 

Archbishop. By combining hatred with native cruelty, supported by an 

'end justifies the means' philosophy, Campbell has created one of the 

most dangerous elements in society, the potential terrorist. He is 

described as enjoying his work and smiling "wolfishly" in anticipation 

of applying the boots to Ogilvie (Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 37). His similari

ties to Ogilvie are: they are both zealots, they dehumanize, and they 

form a sadist-masochistic relationship. 

Although Wat is a part of the common man, he is treated as less 

than equal and someone to be shunned. They all make disparaging 

remarks about him or his trade at one time or another. For example, 

Will says: I Signed on for a sodger--no a bluidy torturer!" (Act 1, Sc. 

4, p. 41). Sandy tells Andrew, as they walk Ogilvie to keep him awake: 

"Ye can say whit ye like, Andro. It's jist no right that professional 

sodgers like you and me should be asked tae tak on duty like this. 

This is Wattie's game, this. The torture tredd. It micht be arricht 

for Wattie--aye, it micht be aa very weill for \.Jattie!" (Act 1, Sc. 5, 

p. 50). Spottiswoode and Andrew confess to each other their dislike 

for torture. Later Andrew warns \~at: "You stick tac yer buits Bnd Yl'r 
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mallet and yer nails! Because the next time you try onythin like thon, 

the best you can hope for is tae be flung in a cell withoot a door on 

it. D' ye understand?" (Act 2, Sc. 4, p. 78). 

Wat, the cynic, is a natural adversary of Will, the man of good 

will and feeling. A confrontation between the two is inevitable. Wat 

begin~ in a nice enough way by telling Will that because of his friend-

ship with the prisoner, he is no longer reliable. 

WAT: 

WILL: 

WAT: 
WILL: 

WAT: 

WILL: 

I'm gaun up tae the gallows tae hing a man--wi a big 
mob like that ane ootby--and the boy that's meant tae 
be helpin me's greetin like a wean [crying like a wee 
one--a baby] cause the prisoner's tae be hung? • 
Ye took up wi that pape and there's nane 0 us can 
depend on ye! 

I'll no deny I thocht a lot on Faither Ogilvie 
--but I'm no ashamed 0 that! He's a guid man. 
Is he • • . 
You shut yer mooth! He's worth ten 0 you ony day 0 

the week! 
Aw, is that right? Weel, listen son, I'll tell ye 
somethin about your precious Faither Ogilvie. He's a 
crappin bastard! He's got a big yellae streak rinnin 
aa the wey doun his back! 

Listen, d'ye want me tae prove it tae ye? I'm a 
torturer, son--and part 0 my tredd' s kennin when a 
man's feart and when he I s no. I kent he's kind the 
minute I clapped eyes on him. 
Aye, when ye went tae meisure him for the buits! 

(Act 2, Sc. 6, p. 91) 

Wat's delight when his prediction comes true is more than \.Jill can 

stand. Hot-headedly he takes on the torturer, a fight he would surely 

have lost without Andrew's intervention. Will's comment that he least 

of all wants to end up like Wat may be Campbell's way of suggesting 

that there is a potential \~at in everyone waiting to come out. The 

individual must shun that side of his nature and make decisions that 

guard against it. 
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Hill. As a char ac ter who exhi bi ts change, Hill depicts, at 

first, those people whose prejudice is based on ignorance and fear. 

Basically intelligent, however, Hill changes his opinion with the intro-

duction of new information. The emotional individual in need of 

caution is also illustrated by Hill. Because of his ability to change, 

he may in the future be the one to strike the happy medium between 

reason and emotion. At least by the play's end, Hill has chosen to 

marry and leave the service in his efforts to improve his life. 

Hill's impulsive behavior brings forth caring qualities from 

others. Even Hat's advice on friendship with prisoners is well-inten

tioned. Unwisely, Hill requests to help Andrew on the scaffold without 

thought to how painful it would be. With unusual gentleness, the older 

man responds: "I'm no wantin ye! (SOFTER.) Listen, son. Ye ken 

there's gonnae be trouble--bound tae be. There's no an awfy lot 0 room 

up by the scaffold thonder. Mair nor twa 0 us and we'd just be gettin 

in ane another's road. Best leave it tae Sandy and me, son--we're auld 

hands at this gemme" (Act 2, Sc. 6, p. 89). Because of his eagerness 

to help the Jesuit, Will allows Ogilvie to take advantage of him. He 

acts as courier and delivers letters which the priest says are for his 

father and brothers. The later implication is that he was referring to 

brothers in the order of Jesuits. The incident is revealed on the 

night before the trial when the Doctor tentatively discloses his Catho

lic sympathies to Will. 



DOCTOR: JuSt canna get to sleep, Wull! I keep thinkin about 
the trial the morn. • • • Will they hing him 

DOCTOR A TRIFLE GUARDEDLY, TURNS AWAY. 
WILL: 

DOCTOR: 

WILL: 
DOCTOR 

WILL: 

DOCTOR: 
\HLL: 
DOCTOR: 

It looks like it, doctor. Aye. It shairly looks 
like it! 
Mmm. It strikes me ye wadna be aathegither happy 
about that, Wulli. 
What d'ye mean bi that? 

(INNOCENTLy): Naethin! Just that Faither Ogilvie and 
yourself seem to get on sae weill thegither that I'd 
had thocht . • • 
Ogilvie's a prisoner. I'm a gaird. Naethin chynges 
that! 
Na? That's no what I heard. 
Aye, and whit did ye hear? 
I'm no shair if I can say, Wullie. I t concerns a 
patient 0 mine, ye see. It michtna be ethical for me 
to tell onybody what I ken. Still, a doctor's no the 
same as a priest, is he? Whiles, a doctor micht feel 
it's his duty to betray a professional confidence 

(Ac t 2, Sc. 2, p. 62) 
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The Doctor's oblique statements leave Will adrift as to meaning, 

forcing the doctor to become more direct. Even though he chides Will, 

the Doctor looks out for him as well. 

DOCTOR: I'm talkin about a patient 0 mine--a man cried Mayne. 
John Mayne. Ken what I mean? 

WILL (SHOCKED RIGID): Oh! 
DOCTOR: Aye. Oh Wullie, Ye've been an awfy silly laddie! 
WILL: I didna mean ony hairm! It was just a wheen letters 

for his freins--his faither and his brithers and that 
-- just tae let them ken hou he was! There was nae 
hairm • • . 

DOCTOR GOES TO HIM AND LAYS HIS HAND ON HIS SHOULDER. 
LOOKS ABOUT HIM BEFORE DRA\HNG A YELLm.J PARCHMENT FRml THE 
INSIDE OF HIS COAT. 
DOCTOR: Only there's a wee complication. Ane of Fai ther 

Ogilvie's brithers has sent him a reply! 
(Ac t 2, Sc. 2, p. 63) 

The two men are interrupted by Wat' s sudden appearance and demand Lo 

see the parchment. The Doctor turns away in fear, wailing for \vat Lo 

finish his examination. 



\oJAT: 

DOCTOR: 
WILL: 

Naethin the mai tter wi this! See, you take it, gie 
it tae the bishop the morn. (TURNS TO THE DOCTOR.) 
Save ye a trip back, eh doctor? . Nae other! 
(BURPS AND CLAPS WILL ON THE SHOULDER.) I'm awa tae 
my bed! 
Right! I think I'd better get awa nou, Wullie ... 
Just a second, doctor. I'll deliver tis • . . tae 
the Faither. But I'm thinkin tha you want tae be 
grateful, doctor, that nane 0 us can read. 

(Act 2, Sc. 2, p. 62) 
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This incident is referred to vaguely one more time, the night before 

the execution, when Spottiswoode happens in on Ogilvie and Will just as 

Ogilvie has given him letters, and says: 

OGILVIE (RATHER TOO EAGERLY \VHEN \.,1ILL HAS GONE): Will has been 
very good to me. I am most indebted to you for 
put ting him at my disposal. I have given him some 
let ters for my family, he has promised to see that 
they are delivered safely ••• 

OGILVIE LETS HIS ;tATHER GUILTY WORDS TRICKLE AHAY INTO SILENCE. 
SPOTTISWOODE: Family? The Heretics? Ye make a damned poor 

liar, John Ogilvie. Did ye ken that? 
(Act 2, Sc. 5, pp. 80, 81) 

The possibility of plots and counter-plots helps to muddy the 

waters and leave no one blameless. The important thing to gather about 

Will is that he hasn't learned anything from the last experience. He 

still lets himself be used, Ogilvie still USeS him, and someone still 

looks out for \.,1ill, in this instance Spottiswoode. \h th this many 

people to look out for him, perhaps \hll will never change--if he 

survives his own impulsiveness. 

The most important service Hill renders for Campbell, however, 

may be the unqualified love he feels for Ogilvie. The healing, humaniz-

ing effect of such love on Ogilvie's lonely, battered spirit, lranscend-

ing belief systems, is the only experience significanl enough lo make 

Ogilvie want to change. Given enough time, love mighl hLlVl' g i Vl'll 
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Ogil vie the desire to li ve that all the pressure techniques in the 

world could not affect. 

Like all of the characters representative of the common man, 

Will too is a follower of a human being rather than an ideology. 

Although Ogilvie gives much to consider, Will is not the blindfaith 

follower that Sandy is. His trusting good nature and ability to love 

are Campbell's answer to the problem posed by men like Ogilvie. In all 

of Spottiswoode's striving for persuasive techniques, he did not think 

to try honest affection. 

Sandy. Sandy's main function in The Jesuit is to act as 

messenger and report the scenes the author has chosen not to dramatize. 

He has all of the qualities of an inveterate gossip who has found his 

niche in life. He takes his orders chiefly from Andrew and has a child-

like admiration for him. They have been comrades in arms together for 

many years. He is loyal, hard-working and a good follower. Andrew is 

sometimes a little short with him, as in the scene following the trial. 

SANDY: 
ANDREW: 

Aye, he will anaa! He will! (PAUSE.) Andro •.. 
Aaricht, Sandy. Aaricht. I can see that I'm gonnae 
get it aa sooner or later--I can see ye' re fair 
burst in tae let it aa oot--sae it micht as well be 
nou. Whit happened at the trial? 

(Act 2, Sc. 4, p. 75) 

The following excerpt demonstrates the irritation, explosion and regrel 

that characterizes their filial relationship as they keep Ogilvie 

awake. 



ANDREW: Shut up, Sandy! Shut up! Gie yer fuckin erse a 
chance, will ye? Christ, ye never stop! 

SANDY (HURT BY ANDREW S REBUKE): I'm sorry, Andro. I didnae 
mean tae ••• Will we tak anither turn? 

ANDREW: Naw, naw, it'l1 dae nae guid. We'd jist tire ana 
anither oot. ~ve' d better gie tghe drap anither try 
tho. Are ye ready? 

(Act 1, Sc. 5, pp. 51, 52) 
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Sandy's portion of the common man, is to represent the large 

number of people content to follow unswervingly a leader of admirable 

qualities, as opposed to being guided by an abstract set of beliefs. 

The Doctor. The presence of the doctor in The Jesuit is to be 

a representative of the group of hidden Catholic sympathizers often 

referred to in the play by a variety of characters: 

WILL: I didnae ken the Fai ther then; I didnae ken--I had 
nae idea 0 hou mony folk in Scotland wer still papes 
at hert. 

(Act 2, Sc. 4) 

OGILVIE: And there are many morein Scotland than you, perhaps, 

WAT: 

SANDY: 

imagine. 
(Act 1, Sc. 3) 

Ye want tae have seen the greetin in the coort the 
day, Andro--eh, Sandy? No aa weemen either? 
Aye, Ogi I vie's taen the trick wi them richt enough. 
Wadnae mind bettin there'll be a puckle trouble nou! 

(Act 1, Sc. 3, pp. 74, 75) 

Thus, Campbell gives credence to the generality by having one indivi-

dual step from the ranks of these vague numbers and act as a courier. 

Nany of the trai ts and ideas developed in this discussion of 

individual characters relate directly to the next section on Thought. 

The inseparable interaction between them is the basis of dramatic 

action. Thought in drama begins as sentience in character. 
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Thought 

Thought is made up of all of the notions expressed and unex

pressed, all of the feelings generated within viewers as well as within 

characters, and all of the written text including stage directions. A 

portion of this information has already been detailed through plot and 

character. Discerning the final, ultimate thought left with the 

audience remains. 

Much of the thought is rendered in an overt dialectic not 

simply incarnated into symbol to be felt by the viewer. Ogilvie and 

Spottiswoode grapple with the sacred/secular dichotomy like late 

medieval theologians. 

beings exist at the 

According to traditional Western thought, human 

intersection of the divine and the material 

spheres. Man bears the aspirations of the spirit and the limitations 

of the beast. Thus he is never fully in the animal world, nor is he 

free of all bestial constraints despite the exercise of his divine 

gifts: speech and reason. 

In all of man's earthly acts, he is at the mercy of two radic-

ally different logics. One is the logic of the di vine order--an 

epistemic structure which evaluates choices in terms of their relation

ship to God. All acts are arranged in an order of correspondences to 

the divine, an absolute hierarchy of choices. The second logic, the 

logic of the social order, is a system of perception in which ideas are 

evaluated in terms of pragmatic function. The values are those of 

survi val, mastery, order, cooperation, and lack any of final meani ng 

apart from a particular social context. The first logic is the logic 

of obedience. The second has an inner dynamic of rational calculation. 
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The logics, always in collision, are irreconcilable. In literature, 

these orders estrange people from people, character from character and 

often war within the same character. 

The church/state dilemma of the play is more subtle than the 

overt confrontation between Spottiswoode and Ogilvie. The inner 

conflict of the Jesuit order itself exhibits it. From their origin in 

France in 1534, the Society of Jesus, better known as the Jesuits, have 

distinguished themselves in three principle areas: schools, foreign 

missions and their study of science and the humanities (Columbia Ency

cylopedia, 1950, p. 1009). The founder, St. Ignatius of Loyola, first 

named the brotherhood Campana de Jesus (Columbia Encyclopedia, 1950, p. 

1008). The military symbol was again carried out when he was elected 

their general upon receiving recognition from Rome in 1540. A mythol

ogy of unsubstantiated claims has swirled around them from the 

beginning, among the most prevalent that as a force to stem the rising 

tide of the Reformation, they were dedicated -to political revolution 

and received special papal privileges concerning confession and the 

dispensing of sins, and that they adhered to a doctrine of the end 

justifying the means. 

\~hat can be proved is that the Jesuits were a group given to 

intrigue and commerce, and that one of the biggest problems they under

took was to reclaim Protestant Europe from the influence of the Refor

mation. One of their boldest efforts was the English mission begun in 

1580 (Columbia Encyclopedia, 1950, p. 1009). The actions of the great 

Jesuit theologian, Cardinal Bellarmine, illustrate til(' dill'lIuna wi t hi n 

the Soc ie t y and wi t hi n the Ca thoHc Chu rc h. As Cn r d i nLl I, he ('11('011 r,lgt'd 
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Galileo to pursue his revolutionary astronomy. As Pope, he found it 

necessary to silence Galileo and suppress his works. 

As a member of Jesuit order, Ogilvie is naturally suspect the 

moment he sets foot in Scotland, particularly in light of the Jesuit 

plots preceding his arri val. The background is set; the two world 

views are ready to clash any time they are set in motion. Yet Camp-

bell tells the audience that religious principles are not the major 

concern. 

SPOTTlSWOODE: Principle is necessary, m' dear, in any under
standing--and so is argument. Flesh and blood 
survive and flourish in the guid maintenance of 
baith. • What troubles me in this matter is no 
Ogilvie's faith--l have never doubted nor grudged him 
that for an instant. He is a man of great faith, of 
great courage--and of not inconsiderable intellect. 
Really, Rachel, John Ogilvie is a maist byordnar man. 
I wish we had a few like him in our Kirk. 

(Act 2, Sc. 3, p. 68) 

Furthermore, he is not opposed to dying for one's beliefs when neces-

sary. As cited earlier, "There maun be plenty of considerations to gar 

a man die for his faith--there's nothing byordnor about that! But this 

is phraseology, a trick of speech My god, man--ye cannae die for 

an attitude, a pose. Hou in the warld can sic a thing be justified?" 

(Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 34). Twice, the audience has seen Ogilvie pause and 

entertain a change of course. He knows how to change if he wants to. 

Twice, something snaps Ogilvie back into the collision course he is on. 

Campbell's point throughout the play is to explore what quality of mind 

causes some men to be more than just willing martyrs--to actually seck 

it. The big effort to stop Ogilvie is explained by Spottiswoodc: 

"--\.Jhen he mounts the gallows, the Scottish Catholic community' U take 
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him to their hearts and there will be blood. It 'll be war aa owre 

again!" (Act 2, Sc. 3, p. 69). The discovery of the feelings and 

hatreds that initiate the dreams of martyrdom in otherwise good men is 

the principle thought of The Jesuit. Only by understanding the causes 

can men like Spottiswoode deflect the collision and restore order. 

Moreover, Campbell is saying, how a man survives is important. 

Those who teach the values necessary for the cooperative survival of 

society, as Spottiswoode does, must beware of adopting the same desper-

ate methods they oppose. 

The conclusion seems to be that the end does not justify the 

means and will do damage to those who conduct their lives on such a 

dangerous premise. Spottiswoode's efforts to dissuade Ogilvie from the 

gallows should have stopped short of the psychological pain inflicted 

by sleep depri vat ion • Spottiswoode suffers gUilt and remorse as a 

result of his decision. The audience sees his regret in the scene 

following, in the private quarters Ogilvie now occupies with a bed and 

desk and books. Rachel remarks on it when she pays him a visit. 

RACHEL: Weill, Fai ther, this is hardly what I I d been led to 
expect. (SHE STOPS ONE STEP AHAY FROM THE END OF THE 
BED AND TURNS TO ADDRESS OGILVIE DIRECT.) Ye seem to 
be byordnar comfortable here. They maun be treating 
ye better nou nor they did when ye were in Embro! 

OGILVIE (PLEASANTLY): Madam, it is still .•. 
RACHEL: Is that richt, Andro? Ye'll hae been tellt to treal 

the Faither a wee thing kinder here in Glesca nor ye 
did in Embro? 

(Act 2, Sc. 1, pp. 55, 56) 

Campbell highlights the change of treatment further by having Wat, the 

expert on torture, explain to Will what he thinks happened. 



WAT: 

WILL: 
\~AT: 

Aye, he didnae get the buits though, did he? He got 
somethiri worse, I reckon. And I'm no shair but that 
that didnae brak him. I'm no shair but he didnae 
cough his load tae the Archbishop. 
Balls! Whit the hell are they hingin him for then? 
I dinnae ken. But I ken this; mind when he was in 
Glesca first, just efter the arrest? What was he 
like? Eh? Ye ken yersel. Doun in the dungeon amang 
the rats and aa the shite and filth 0 the day! A 
twa-hunner pund wecht chyned til his leg! Aye. And 
hou's he been this past while? A different story. A 
wee room 0 his ain, a table, a chair, a bed, visitors 
tae see him, buiks tae read, wine tae drink, Lady 
Spottiswoode. • Even you have tae admit there IS 

somethin twisted about that! 
(Act 2, Sc. 6, pp. 91, 92) 
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Spottiswoode's first bout with guilt was expressed overtly--that he had 

been bought. Moreover, it was justified overtly as a means of an 

eventual uniting of religions in Scotland. His second bout with guilt 

goes unstated and is dealt with covertly because it cannot be 

justified. Spot tiswoode tries to make amends by providing physical 

comfort without offering a defense for what he knows is indefensible. 

If the playgoer is to believe the authority on pain, he must 

accept Wat' s conclusion that Ogilvie broke under the strain of the 

refined, psychological torture. Will's question, then why are they 

hanging him, can be answered by a second look at Ogilvie's hallucinat-

ing speech just before he collapses. 

What are you doing? You are driving a wedge into my mind! You 
are crushir.g my brains and my reason is running from my skull 
in ri~ers of grey! You are driving me mad! You take my 
mind, you take my body, you take my reason, you take my com
fort. Very well, then! Take it--take it all! I have no use 
for it, for any of it! I tell you only this. • You shall 
not have my faith! 

(Act 1, Sc. 5, pp. 48, 49) 

With the loss of mind and reason, Ogilvie's spirit is broken; his will 

to live destroyed. Faith becomes the last vestige of identity, 
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narrowing Ogilvie's field of vision even further. Dying for that faith 

becomes a last assertion of identity. The true climax of the play 

occurs here at the end of the first act. Spottiswoode' s penalty for 

believing the end justifies the means, besides losing, is that he must 

now live the rest of his life with a guilt that can never be assuaged. 

Campbell appears to cast his vote in favor of Spottiswoode's 

secular world view by weighting the scales with all but the least desir

able representative of the common man in Spottiswoode's hemisphere. In 

doing so, he may be suggesting that man, depicted here by a group of 

misfits, none of whose needs are being met by religion, has little use 

for the logic of absolute authority and obedience. Some might inter

pret this as an indictment of organized religion for failing to serve 

the needs of the people, while others might call it an indictment of 

Scotland for its faithlessness. 

Regardless of one's view, the composite common man in The 

Jesuit reminds the playgoer that the world is made up of misfits, each 

isolated in a stony prison of his own choosing. Moreover, Campbell 

suggests that perhaps those who cloak their behavior in principles, 

right or wrong, <Ire mot i vated by emotion. As an indi vidual, man is 

psychologically fragile and limited in the amount of suffering he can 

endur~ before he breaks. 

By maintaining a certain amount of equilibrium between Ogilvie 

and Spottiswoode, with never all of the right or wrong on either side, 

Campbell strongly implies that no man is infallible. Thus, if the 

playgoer has learned anything at all from his own past mi stakes, Iw 
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must finally reject the promise that a good end justifies whatever 

means he finds necessary for its accomplishment. 

Man's survival is ul timately the concern of both spheres of 

logic. Imperative to them both is finding a way to circumvent the 

argument and the shouting that leads to force, to bloodshed and for 

some, to martyrdom. Through Will's example, Campbell seems to intimate 

that the time is ripe for man to mature from his bigoted youth into a 

caring adult. The whole world is in dire need of decency and considera

tion, of people who listen, not to persuade, but simply to understand 

another point of view. In the end, Campbell says that survival may 

actually depend on those who will weep for the pain of others and 

unselfishly tend to their needs while maintaining a passionate opposi

tion to violence, both physical and psychological. 

Diction 

Although plays can exist without dialogue, dialogue exists for 

the development of thought, character and plot, rather than for its own 

sake. A character cannot speak without first having thoughts; thus 

words are the material of thought (Olson, 1961, p. 89). Besides 

clarity and interest, words should be appropriate to the time, place, 

character and ideas, if the play is to achieve probability. Word 

selection is limited by the principles the playwright consciously 

chooses to guide him (Smiley, 1971, p. 129). 

As mentioned earlier, The Jesuit is the only play in this 

examination of Scottish drama to employ the use of the Scots dialect. 

Campbell, himself, seems most at ease when writing in the dialecL of 
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his own upbringing (Interview). Thus, his first restriction is made 

known. He is, nonetheless, adept at other dialects as well and 

includes them for variety. Other guiding principles are the status of 

his characters and where they are from. Campbell explains how hl.s 

characters should sound in his notes on the language. 

NOTES ON THE LANGUAGE 

OGILVIE speaks English with an officer-class accent. 

SPOTTISWOODE speaks Scots, although I have used conventional 
English spelling for many of the words. This is to allow the 
actor freedom to modulate the degree of Scots in Spottiswoode's 
speech at diferent points in the play. For the sake of uni
formity, I have used a similar orthography with Lady Spottis
woode. 

THE SOLDIERS all speak an Edinburgh dialect of Scots. 
(Act 1, Sc. 1, p. 12) 

Over the musicality of the Scottish tongue, Campbell has cast a 

colorful sprinkling of expressions in broad Scots, including the 

pronoun "ye" for authenticity of time. He forestalls dialectical prob-

lems, however, by adopting words available in an unabridged dictionary 

and by writing them as they should sound such as "Embro" for 

"Edinburgh," "canna" for "cannot," and "dinnae" for "didn't." Much of 

the meaning of unusual or foreign words can be found in the context of 

its use. Campbell uses repetition to make his strange words familiar 

for even Scottish audiences have difficulty with some of the archaic 

symbols used in the older orthography. Thus if the viewer failed to 

catch a word, the first time around he will get it on the second or 

third run, as shown in the following examples. (Because of the large 

number of examples in this section, full references are omitted; page 

numbers only will be cited.) 
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~: Compel or force (Webster's Third New International Dictionary, p. 

935) 

Master Ogilvie, what garred ye return? 
(p. 20) 

Certes man--there maun be plenty of considerations to gar a man 
die for his faith--there's nothing byordnar about that! 

(p. 34) 

byordnar: Byous, extraordinary (Webster's, p. 307) 

Wullie Scott. 
of course. 

a cattle thief. Naethin byordnar in that, 

(p. 60) 

John Ogilvie is a maist byordnar man. 
(p. 68) 

spier: ask, inquire (Webster's, p. 2170) 

Nane of us has the power to spier sic a thing of yeo 
(p. 29) 

These questions ae spiered at you by no lesser person than his 
Gracious Majesty King James the Saxt. 

(p. 32) 

wheen: Not many, a few, fair amount (Webster's, p. 2602) 

With just a wheen changing of words, ye micht be as fair as 
air. 

(p. 34) 

It was just a wheen letters for his freins. 
(p. 63) 

Another technique to dispense meaning employed by Campbell is 

to use the word and then offer the meaning a sentence or two later, as 

with the word "bumbaze," meaning perplex or bewilder (\vebster's, p. 

295) • 

Faither Ogilvie, whiles ye bumbaze me! never mind . . . Hmm. 
Faither Ogilvie, I fear tha I am unable to understand your 
answer •.. the king .•. will be as bumbazed as I was. 

(pp. 29, 30, 32) 
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Sometimes meaning is embedded within the line following the unusual 

word as in the next example. 

SPOTTISWOODE: Certes man, are ye wyce? 
OGILVIE: Wise or foolish, I wi] I not change my deposi-

tion. 
(pp. 33, 34) 

Words such as "aye," "och" and "daft" have long been identi-

fiable Scottish, thus requiring no explanation, while other words may 

need only a simple gesture. The word "nei veful," for instance, \.,hich 

means fistful, is easily demonstrated. 

And here you come with your assumed name and (SNATCHES UP THE 
PAPERS IN HIS FIST) this neiveful of sedition. 

(p. 24) 

Directors, of course, like playwrights, invent movement to rein-

force meaning. This is particularly true whenever language has passed 

from popular usage as in Shakespearean drama or Restoration comedy. 

Thus, Campbell meets the challenge of creating exciting verbal effects 

without loss of meaning. 

When a play strives for realism in time and place as The Jesuit 

does, any intrusion from the twentieth century, intentional or other-

wise, will clash incongruously. Campbell's use of modern expleti yes 

and cliched expressions is a case in point. Al though the choice was 

made in the belief that validity with the audience would be gained, 

just the opposite is true. The effect is not only jarring to the proba-

bility of the seventeenth century setting, but poses a serious threat 

to the verisimilitude of language as well; and herein lies the major 

problem of the plan. Campbell's liberal use of profanity to 
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differentiate the common man from the elite is justifiable. His 

decision to update the taboo language to the twentieth century is not. 

Actual "damning" in God's name is reserved for the two men with 

some claim to religious authority. Strangely enough, the frequency 

with which "Christ," "Jesus Christ" and "God" occur among the men even

tually negates the sacrilegious nature of invective, establishing 

instead, Christ's constant presence in their lives as a force. Whether 

or not they worship Christ is immaterial to His impact on their lives. 

Moreover, the listener accepts such profanity as coming from any 

period. Campbell's dependency on "fuck" as a descriptive word, how-

ever, has a decidedly modern ring; "fuckin buits," "fuckin wages," 

"fuckin heid case," "fuckin right," "fuckin animals," "fuckin pape," 

"the fuckin difference," "fuckin shame." For variety, he adds "take a 

runnin' fuck at hisself" (p. 14), "Ye daft cunt" (p. 78), "pissed off" 

(p. 79), "a spare prick" (p. 14), "ye stupit fuckers" (p. 94), "hauf

airsed," (p. 94), and "balls" (p. 91), all words and expressions in 

current favor with certain groups. 

The most disquieting obstacle to interesting dialogue is Camp

bell's frequent use of conventional banalities such as "if looks could 

kill" (p. 76), "get stuffed" (p. ILl), "this yucky wee airmy" (p. 76), 

"say when" (p. 57), "a big yellae streak rinnin . . . doun his back" 

(p. 91), "put it there" (p. 93), "Here's tae you, faither" (p. 89), 

"packin it in" (p. 73). Nothing dates dialogue more emphatically than 

the interjection of expressions clearly identifiabl e in time, while 

overuse decreases effectiveness. 
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Nevertheless, and in spite of this obvious hazard to 

probability, Campbell achieves and maintains an elevation of spirit 

throughout the play. The uni versali ty of theme is perhaps the first 

contributing factor to that elevation. The next is a series of 

shifting impressions, demanding that the listener weigh and evaluate 

the ethical arguments proposed by Ogilvie and Spottiswoode, before 

determining their protagonist/antagonist positions. By the time the 

decision is made, sympathy has also been established for Ogilvie as the 

adversary, a reminder to the audience that life, after all, seldom 

places all of the good or all of the evil on one side. Good and evil 

often depend on point of view. 

With accents and expletives, diction delineates status in 

societal groups and between characters. In a more subtle way, dIction 

points also to that elusive problem central to most conflicts: communi-

cation. The notion that a language barrier exists deeper than mere 

accent is alluded to in the third scene of Act 1. Baffled by the arro

gance of Ogilvie's written responses to the King, Spottiswoode urges 

him to amend his answers or he will die for a mere trick of speech--

phraseology. Ogilvie counters with the statement, "\~e speak in 

different tongues, Spoltiswoode. You and I, we speak in different 

languages. When you accuse me of attitudes and poses, you do no more 

than judge me by your own standards" (Act 1, Se. 3, p. 34). The notion 

is repeated on the eve of Ogilvie's execution. 



SPOTTISWOODE: What do you ken of Scotland--guidsakes man, what 
garred you return after all these years? Ye 
canna even speak the language! What do you ken 
of religion? Oh aye, ye' ve been well trained 
and can quote Holy Scripture by the mile--but 
what is your religion to you? 'Feed my sheep' 
said the Lord--but you hae a gey funny notion of 
how to feed sheep! 

(Act 2, Sc. 5, p. 85) 
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Even the Holy Scripture, which might have been a common denominator 

between them, speaks to each man in a different tongue. To the end 

this is so, despite Spottiswoode' s efforts to reach understanding--a 

statement, in effect, that communication requires at least two willing 

parties. One man cannot achieve resolution by himself. The lack of 

resolution to the problem does not diminish the elevation of spirit, 

but rather leaves the audience to ponder the problem. 

The arguments from both men are ultimately long and wordy, 

demanding great skill, as well as maturity from the actors. The 

published script appears to have restored many acting cuts in lines 

made during production. 

The unifying element in diction is the prevailing Scottish 

dialect. Any dialect works the audience a little harder, thus serving 

as an attention getter. The language is colorful and unusual, but 

always clear to the alert listener. The inartistic cliches and modern 

expletives are a technical convention of diction open to debate. Never-

theless, they do not prevent the play from reaching a high level of 

emotion, and spiritual intent. 
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Music 

Music, an intrinsic element in the whole structure of a play, 

is not simply a surface polish superimposed in the stage directions or 

overlaid by the actor's voice. A constant pace sometimes found in the 

simplest, straightforward progression strangles a play, according to 

Styan, yet tempo exists to evoke meaning (Styan, 1960, p. 142). The 

music is created by carefully orchestrating the individual rhythms of 

each character. Before significant meaning is deduced from music then, 

the unique tempo of each personality must be interpreted. 

The grandness of the major theme of two good men in mortal 

combat is, of course, determined by Ogilvie and Spottiswoode. By 

accent, if not by birth, Ogilvie is a foreigner among the Scots. 

Whether speaking in cautiously guarded tones, in an angry fury or 

wildly hallucinating, Ogilvie overall is wound on a tight string. One 

of his minor tempos is demonstrated in tones of superiority and tired 

condescension sometimes assum-ed by elitists. 

and genuine feelings are reserved for Will. 

His most natural tones 

The lilting music of the Scottish accent overlays the rest of 

the characters, lightly counterpointing the often serious, sometimes 

ponderous rhythms of the major theme. Particularly with Spot tiswoode 

is this true. Although his natural bent appears to be warm and lightly 

satirical, the current situation he is forced to deal with weighs 

heaVily upon his soul. In musical terms, these feelings culminate from 

time to time tumultuously in overtures of crashing cymbals as Spot lis-

woode stormily seeks resolution of his problem. His moments of 

gentleness, by contrast, are just ae; e):lreme, revealing a man of depth 
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and passion. Andrew plays approximately the same tune as Spottiswoode 

only in a minor key. In him the storm is more leashed in, the strong, 

steady undercurrent subdued, with loyalty and faith for an individual 

rather than a cause. 

Although Rachel, Will and Sandy have a similar bouyancy to the 

coloration of their music, which together forms a triad of variation, 

they are individual as well. Against Rachel's mature warmth and grace-

ful levity, for instance, Campbell contrasts Will's youthful gaiety and 

growing wisdom. Sandy, on the other hand, displays the flighty, eager 

tempo of one who will never grow up, the child in all men. 

The cacophony of strident tones and erratic rhythms developed 

by Wat are best heard in his speech describing the application of the 

"boot." His cheerful enthusiasm overlays an interesting incongruity. 

The discourse contains many repetitive words and sounds. "Wedge," for 

instance, is used five times, "purchase" three. When re-read aloud, 

the tempo of the following speech seems to hammer away relentlessly 

with plosives and hard consonants, driving home a wedge of its own for 

maximum purchase later on. 

Fower splints, mIlord. Ane here, (INDICATING THE INSIDE OF THE 
LEG) ane here, (INDICATING THE OUTSIDE OF THE LEG) ane here 
(INDICATING THE BACK OF THE LEG) and ane here (INDICATING THE 
FRONT OF THE LEG). Fower tichteners. Ane at the ankle, ane on 
the shin--jist ablow the knee--ane on the thigh--jist abune the 
knee--and ane on the thigh again, jist ablow the hip. (STANDS 
UP AND STRETCHS.) There's been a wheen airgument aboot the 
best place tae drive in the wedge--Oh! (TAKES A WOODEN WEDGE 
FROM THE INSIDE OF HIS TUNIC AND HOLDS IT UP FOR THEM BOTH TO 
SEE) this is the wedge. As r say, there's been a bit of 
aigument aboot the best place to dri ve it in. Some say that 
ye're better wi the ootside 0 the leg (LAUGHS)--I think that's 
daft. I mysel prefer to drive the wedge in on the inside. Yo 
get mair purchase, mIlord. D'ye understand? (DEMONSTRATES ON 
HIS OWN LEG.) The wedge has got mair tac drive inLae. (SNIFFS 
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Gin the wedge was big enough and I get the purchase, I could 
drive it frae the tap 0 the hip-bane aa the way trough tae the 
sowls 0 the feet!--I'll be hammer in awa wi the mallet richt up 
til the minute I'm tellt tae stop. 

(Act 1, Sc. 3, p. 36) 
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The description of scenes under Plot reveals an irregular 

arrangement of the intellectual discussions between Ogilvie and Spot tis-

woode and the scenes wi th the men. Thus despite the overall sombre 

tone of the score, variations in melody are achieved through that 

di versity as well as through humor and accent. Besides the obvious 

contributions of tempo and color that dialogue makes to the musical 

score, it also offers signs, and gives scale and weight (Olson, 1961, 

p. 112). Al though by scale and weight, The Jesui t is on a par with 

grand opera, one point more remains to be made; the major climax of the 

play occurs at the end of the first act. Campbell does an admirable 

job of building a series of minor climaxes in the second act, such as 

the "pushing off." The final one, that Ogilvie's death starts the 

bloodshed anew, is the most significant. A difficult situation exists 

inasmuch as the audience knows from the time the curtain goes up that 

Ogilvie dies. The impending fight depicted at the end is within the 

normal progression of events, thus fulfilling Spottiswoode's 

prediction. Nonetheless, it pales beside the intensity of experiencing 

with Ogilvie, the driving-in of the psychological wedge, the point at 

which he breaks and loses his will to live. Although what follows may 

be anticlimactic, it suffices because it is sHiftly and skillfully 

wrought, is probable and has surprise. Perhaps the poi.nt to remember 

is that in developing a world of its own, each play also develops <l 
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form of its own, not quite like any other. To say that the final 

climax of a play should be strongest because that is how it is usually 

done, may not be the correct decision dramatically or may not be 

possible. Campbell has placed his strongest emphasis with his stated 

objecti ve--to discern the cause that deters some men from life -to a 

course of self-destruction. All else is anti- climactic. Once the die 

is cast, there is no turning back. What follows is but the sound and 

the fury. The music of The Jesuit is still grand opera. 

Spectacle 

The actor acts, according to Olson, to depict the activities of 

someone, solely for the effect it will have upon the audience (Olson, 

1961, p. 12). This aspect of drama recalls the notion that a play is 

not a literary composition, though dialogue often deceives people into 

thinking so. A play is an imitation of an action. As the discussion 

on Animal made clear, a play can have action without dialogue; but 

dialogue without action is no play. Chinchilla, moreover, demonstrated 

how the performing arts are a product of a complex of arts, their 

composer more closely related to music or choreography than to 

literature. Olson compares him to the architect whose plan to affect 

an audience through sensation must be realized by someone else to 

achieve signification (Olson, 1961, p. 13). Nevertheless, the best 

plays contain dialogue, and dialogue becomes dramatic when speeches 

between characters combine synergistically to become verbal action. 

The dramatist translates the verbal interaction into speclacle 

through signs embedded in the dialogue as \vell as in the slagl' 
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directions. Campbell's commitment to representational drama is evident 

in his description of the set for the first scene. 

SCENE ONE 

GLASGOW 1614. AN ANTE-ROOM IN THE PROVOST'S HOUSE AT FOUR 
O'CLOCK ON A BITTERLY COLD OCTOBER AFTERNOON. THE ROOM IS 
SMALL, FURNISHED ONLY BY A TABLE, A CHAIR AND A SHORT BENCH. 
ON THE TABLE (WHICH IS ON THE LEFT SIDE OF THE ROOM) IS A 
DECANTER, TWO GOBLETS AND A JUG OF WATER. OPPOSITE THE TABLE 
IS A SMALL FIRE-PLACE IN WHICH A FRESHLY LIT FIRE IS BLAZING. 
THE BENCH IS BETWEEN THE FIRE AND THE TABLE, LYING ALONG THE 
WALL BENEATH THE WINDOW. THE WINDOW IS OPEN AND THE Hm~LING OF 
AN ANGRY MOB CAN BE HEARD OUTSIDE. 

(Act 1, Sc. 1, p. 13) 

The realistic approach is generally chosen for mimetic drama using a 

chronological time progression. The clock is moved steadily forward 

from October to March through a series of changing scenes that move 

Ogil vie back and forth between Edinburgh and Glasgow. Program notes 

always cODtain time and scene changes as a matter of course Never-

theless, a good playwright will make those changes evident as Campbell 

does. Act 2, for instance, shows Ogilvie seemingly recovered from his 

sleepless ordeal of the scene before as he receives Rachel. Her first 

speech to him gives location when she says, "Ye'll hae been tellt to 

treat the faither a wee thing kinder here in Glesca nor ye did in 

Embro?" At the end of the scene she says at her leave-taking, "I trust 

it'll aa go weill for ye at the trial the morn" (Act 2, Sc.l, pp. 55, 

61), thus informing the audience of what is to come. In the next scene 

outside the castle, the doctor says to Will, "I keep thinkin about the 

trial the morn" (Act 2, Sc. 2, p. 62), telling the listener that the 

scene is later the same night. Settings are often self-explanatory if 

the stage is dressed well. There should never be any confusion, for 
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example, between Spottiswoode's apartment and the soldier's common 

room. 

Campbell's admitted love of spectacle may be partly responsible 

for the many changes of scene. Beyond surface reasons, however, the 

variety of settings provides an aesthetically rich visual tapestry of 

probability against which the intellectual dialogue plays its course. 

Response 

As one of the arts that lives only in performance, a play's 

worth is in suspense until the verdict is in from the third member of 

the aesthetic trini ty--artist, art object and audience. All play-

wrights have in mind at least some vague notion of the audience for 

whom they write. Having lived ostensibly his entire life in Edinburgh, 

Campbell well understands his primary target. With such strong ethnic 

qualities as history, accent and place allied with a powerful theme and 

a good production, it is not surprising that on its first showing The 

Jesuit was called "the most powerful piece of Scottish drama to be 

staged for years . [it] deals with questions of fanaticism and 

bigotry in a most impressive way • [and] deserves an even wi der 

showing" (Right, The Scotsman, 1976). Cordelia Oliver of The Guardian 

said in the same year, "I think it will deservedly become a popular 

success . rich in dialogue .•. works well dramatically." 

The two-year gestation period, careful planning and Campbell's 

lifetime association with his audience account in part for its success. 

Yet a deeper cause exists for the Scottish attraction to lhis play. As 

with all good drama, the whole is greater lhan the SUIII of a II i ls 
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parts. A message wi thin the message is transmitted, picked up and 

interpreted in a subliminal way if the listener is a Scot. Jhat partic

ular wavelength may be closed to him if he is not. 

Beyond the world-view appeal of routing out fanaticism as a way 

toward peaceful coexistence, the play communicates an appeal for the 

Scots themselves to unite--to stop fighting each other and accept their 

differences. Campbell is bonded to Scotland's political needs and 

unrest because they are his needs and his unrest too. Campbell's under

standing that today's drama must stimulate a heightened self-awareness 

rather than suspend it, is evident. Art today is not for art's sake, 

according to Smiley, nor for escape or political argument; "it is for 

the sake of identity" (Smiley, 1971, p. 253). The Scots agree. 

Despite the play's dual subject matter, politics and religion, 

Campbell dislikes the term "political drama." The term, he says, 

suggests that it is possible for a play to be non-political, "and I 

don't think that's true" (STN, December 1982, p. 15). He contends 

further that audiences judge plays in terms of their individual 

prejudices. Because theatre is all about giving impressions, response 

to those impressions cannot help but be influenced by the playgoer's 

political bias. 

Radio series, 

In a review of the adaptation for Stewart Conn's BBC 

A Decade's Drama," Kathleen Rantell compared the 

political theme of The Jesuit to current situations with the IRA, the 

Palestinians and with Khomeini. She named The Jesui t the best in the 

series, calling it "a play for today" (SPP, January 1981, p. 11). 

George Bruce commented in the Sunday Times, regarding the high quality 

of the plot: "the impact of the play grows as il proceeds ... tl1l' 
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distinction is in the play itself, in the intellectual dialogue between 

Archbishop Spottiswoode and the Jesuit .• this play is for today" 

(Bruce, 1976). Wright suggested the play would benefit from some 

judicious cutting, not only for the sake of brevity, but "in the 

interests [sic] of authenticity, for some of the words employed by Mr. 

Campbell were surely not in common use in 1615" (Wright, 1976). ~Jright 

goes on to compare this work with Robert Bolt's A Man for All Seasons, 

drawing parallels between Ogilvie and Thomas More. He praises 

Campbell's decision to use the soldiers to "represent all aspects of 

bigotry, doubt and cynicism," whose coarse squabbles "seem at first 

thrown in for lurid effect but they develop into a tapestry of "rugged 

Scots character" (Wright, 1976). 

How the Catholic community has responded to The Jesuit, 

however, is the true test of Campbell's skill. So well are Ogilvie and 

Spottiswoode balanced that Ogilvie's fanaticism does not appear to 

offend. "The play impresses," says the Universe reviewer; "[it] rises 

above any controversy about canonisation and paints the Blessed John 

Ogilvie in a heroic light." In an article on audiences, Campbell 

remarked that whenever The Jesuit is performed, "the audience is always 

swollen by considerable quantities of nuns" (STN, December 1982, 

p. 13). Commenting on the character of Ogilvie, Rantell said that 

giving his own life for his cause made the play all the more powerful, 

"for he was an innocent, likeable man . Ogilvie attracted sympathy 

for his youthful idealism and admiration for his willingness to suffer" 

(SSP, January 1981, p. 11). 
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Critics of the stage production were in praise of the acting as 

well. Hright singled out the three leading performances as "bril-

liant." 

Michael Burrell has an austere dignity as the Jesuit priest who 
is seen forcing himself to show no fear . . • Henry Stamper ha3 
a growling authority as Spottiswoode who cannot understand how 
anyone else can lack his own capacity for compromise. The lead
ing soldier, played with' extraordinar~ skill and vehemence by 
Roy Hanlon is possibly the most engrossing of all the 
characters in the play. 

(Hright, 1976) 

As previously mentioned, The Jesuit has received the wider showing 

critics said it deserves. "Of the play's historical accuracy I am no 

judge," said Hright; "but of its dramatic force I am in no doubt what-

soever. 

Summarv 

The analysis of the The Jesuit discovers this play to be melo-

dramatic in form and like the other plays in this study, didactic. 

Unlike the others, however, it is mimetic drama with a strong story 

line based on a historical event. John Ogilvie's death by hanging in 

1615 for refusing to give allegience to the king has been viewed as so 

noble a sacrifice as to win canonization by the Catholic Church. Yet 

the repercussions of the sacrifice, when seen from the historical long-

view, might lead to another conclusion. The history of great movements 

discloses that a religious base (a cause greater than one's self) and a 

blood sacrifice or martyr are two of the unifying qualities that give 

impetus and strength to a cause, but may also lead to violence. Camp-

bell chooses to pursue this approach dramatically, as he focuses on the 

moral struggle between Ogilvie and Spot tiswoode. Ihs purpose is to 
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discover the motivations that drive men to care so little for life that 

they actually seek martyrdom, thus perpetuating the violence that 

surrounds them. He dramatizes only the portion of the story dealing 

with Ogilvie's arrest and trial, while the priest's inner struggle is 

only superficially indicated. Campbell's treatment of Ogilvie's arrest 

and trial follows a linear, causal progression, chronologically 

oriented. The dialogue is enriched by his brilliant handling of 

dialect, despite the odd choice of slang and expletives. 

Like the other plays in the study, communication failure is 

central to the conflict. After breaking the law by holding mass, for 

instance, Ogilvie is passively accepting of his fate and closed to 

further communication. Spot tiswoode, meanwhile, is confident that if 

he keeps trying he will eventually discover the key to dissuade Ogilvie 

from his fatal course. Moreover, he never stops trying; yet the fault 

is not entirely Ogilvie's. Spot tiswoode' s determination to try any

thing fails to draw the line at torture. He professes not to care for 

it, yet when "the end justifies the means" he is not above using 

whatever works, religous man though he is. Although Spottiswoode may 

have been ahead of his time in his efforts to bring the religious 

factions together in Scotland, he was very much a man of his times when 

it came to coercion. Having used torture before, however distasteful 

it may have been, made it that much easier to use again. Had torture 

been a line beyond which he would not go, he might have been moved to 

try the coercion of love, as a man of the cloth. His mistake was in 

not realizing that violence begets violence. 
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Ogilvie is no better; his faults are just different. Campbell 

leaves no doubt that the Jesuit order was militant in its stand for 

Catholicism, and Ogilvie does not hesitate to jeopardize an innocent 

Will when he enlists him as his courier. Ogilvie is painted as a man 

of enormous pride and bitterness. A true follower of Christ would 

forgi ve those who wrongfully use him. 

riot over his death. 

He would care that men would 

Ultimately Campbell's message emerges, that the world is filled 

with misfits from all walks of life. Future martyrs and terrorists 

often hide their private terrors in a cause for which dying is no 

sacrifice, but a welcomed release. An elusively recurring theme is 

that compromise is the solution to the di visi ve problems that rack 

Scotland presently. 



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

Introduction 

This chapter will reexamine some of the more notable conclu

sions of this study. I t will summarize the hi story of Scot tish 

theatre, discuss its present difficulties, and review several character

istics revealed through neo-Aristotelian analysis which seem peculiarly 

salient to the issue of Scottish theatrical identity. Finally, some of 

the areas for future research will be considered. 

History of Scottish Theatre 

The three recen';: plays examined in this work are but the late 

harvest of a prodigious amount of dramatic production, a culmination of 

seventy-five years of accelerating activity. This sunburst of 

creativity began with a nucleus of playwrights who were inspired by the 

success of Dublin's Abbey Theatre in Ireland. The desire to establish 

a similar national theatre built upon a drama distinct from English 

drama has been a goal of succeeding generations. 

From the end of theological suppression, Scot tish drama has 

passed through three distinct periods--the period of Rebirth, the 

Inter-war period, and the Post-war period. \.Ji thout indigenous models 

(after a four-century hiatus) to fall back on, writers turned to the 

Scottish caricatures found in English plays. A mawkish Kailyard drama 
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emerged featuring rosy romances of the highlands, peopled with 

melodramatic stereotypes. The 

categories of poetry and prose. 

Kailyard aestheti~ penetrated all 

Not unlike America, Scotland had a 

dependent relationship upon English culture. The beginning of its true 

search for identity had to wait upon England to absorb the changes from 

the continent. Eventually the English model would have to be 

discarded. 

The Glasgow Repertory Company, organized in 1909 to produce 

native drama, had five promising seasons before being forced to suspend 

production by the onset of the First World War. When the war was over, 

Scottish playwriting embraced a return to the Scots vernacular via the 

synthetic Lallans dialect initiated by the Scottish Renaissance of 

Lettres in 1922. Finding a new voice with which to speak strengthened 

the Scots' identity and lessened their reliance on English drama. 

Their translations of the classics into "Braid Scots" proved to be'more 

than just a popular exercise. The audience benefitted by having a 

great play tailored to their taste, while the dramatists developed 

their linguistic and playwriting skills in the process. The final 

outcome was the creation of the sorely missed native drama from which 

the next generation of pl2ywrights would depart. 

Out of this period between two world wars, from the remnants of 

the old Glasgow Rep came the formation of a new group determined to 

perform native drama, the Scottish National Players. Often criticized 

for their poor choice of plays and amateur status, the S.N.P., neverthe

less, trained professionals such as Guthrie, Bridie and MacRae. 

Moreover, their summer tours kept drama alive as well. as built future' 
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audiences. By taking up the torch for a national theare, they kept the 

dream alive in Scotland during an otherwise bleak period. The Players 

were, finally, primarily responsible for organizing the still popular 

Scottish Community Drama Association. 

The growth of drama during this time notwithstanding, the 

quali ty left much to -be desired. The lack of contact between the 

wri ters of prose and poetry and the writers of plays is viewed from 

today's vantage point as an incalculable loss to both, particularly in 

the development of an artistic theory such as occurred in the early 

days of the Abbey with Yeats, Synge and Gregory at the helm. Poor as 

theatre has always been in Scotland, politically inspired drama groups 

came and went during the economic depression of the thirties. When war 

came a second time in the century, drama was strong enough to survive. 

In the last months of \vorld Har II, Bridie endowed Scotland 

with the Citizens' Theatre. Within a couple of years, he had initia

ted the establishment of the Drama College for the training of Scottish 

actors. These two accomplishments along with the advent of the 

Festival in 1947, mark the beginning of the modern Post-war period. 

The Edinburgh International Arts Festival gave impetus to all of the 

arts in Scotland, as well as a livelier interaction between them. For 

drama it meant the influx of experimental work from allover the world 

from which writers could draw new ideas and renewed inspiration. The 

parallel festival called the Fringe offered the chance of performance 

to anyone with the price of a hall, on a first-come, first-served 

basis. Performance gave playwrights the opportunity to see their 

mistakes in action, and thus the opportunity to improve. The size of 
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the Fringe mushroomed from eight performing groups at the first 

Festival until now it is the single largest festival in the world. The 

nature of experimental work, however, is that while some of it is very 

good, much of it not. Festival drama is therefore discredited by some 

as having no real effect on Scottish drama, being a mere window dress-

ing for the tourists. While it is true that drama would exist in 

Scotland with or without the Festival, it is also true that the best 

original drama is produced at the Festival, which means the tremendous 

efforts necessary to ready new plays every year are made, some of which 

might not otherwise be made. 

A nucleus of theatrical professionals again developed, and new 

theatres were established, of which the Traverse (1962) is most note

worthy. Subsidies for the arts and the repertory theatre system were 

also affirmed in the postwar period. As drama moved into the 19605, 

the trend was away from the use of dialect and themes rooted in the 

past. The dream of a national theatre was still alive but it was 

changing. Authors wanted recognition outside of Scotland, and Lallans 

was for a restricted audience. Even in Scotland, few understanL the 

old vernacular, and dialect plays assumed the mark of the museum. 

The failure of a national theatre to evolve has long puzzled 

Scottish critics. Hutchison and Cording have pointed to the lack of 

great playwriting as the chief cause. They concurred that although 

themes and settings were Scottish enough, they never rose above the 

parochial to achieve the universality necessary for great writing. 

When promising authors did appear, they were quickly siphoned off into 

the voracious industries of television and films where artists soon 
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lost their Scottish identity with the rest of the world. Some aspects 

of ethnocentricity by necessity change when an artist changes his 

surroundings. Although he may still wear his cultural identity, it is 

More likely to be through less obvious traits like Barrie's gifted use 

of fantasy and space. The trend in Scotland has been to disown such 

successes rather than to claim them. 

The evaluation of the three plays in this study pays special 

att.ention to how Scottish drama performs in the theatre. The first 

play, Chinchilla by Robert David MacDonald, is a play about the 

performing arts. The mercilessly accurate portrait of the artist is 

meant to discourage the average art-lover from associating with or 

dictating to the artist. Leaving the artist alone to produce his art 

without interference is a benefit to art and therefore to the public. 

The next play, Animal by Tom McGrath, reviews the evolution of 

man to his present condition--on the point of annihilation. This 

man-made situation is in part due to man's worship of science. Man's 

survi val is dependent upon relinquishing his old belief that science 

can do no wrong, and his ability to adapt and change. 

The inter-relatedness of religion and politics is one of the 

themes of the third play, The Jesuit by Donald Campbell. Based on the 

martyrdom of Father John Ogilvie in 1614, Campbell's major exploration 

is into the motivations that lead some men down the path of the martyr. 

Perhaps with such an understanding, man can hope to avert the bloodbath 

of terrorism. 
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Methods and Results 

The descriptive/analytical tool of analysis was Neo-Aristote

This formulary analysis provided a detailed critique of the 

three plays, highlighting what may be a distinctive Scottish aesthetic. 

The Scottish aesthetic does not refer to the use of dialect, oatmeal, 

scotch whiskey, the kilt and other ethnic artifacts perpetrated by the 

'Scotch comics,' but to a more pervasive Celtic influence that seems to 

characterize modern Scottish drama. The incredible daring with which 

the Scots playwright uses time and ~haracter and antisyzygenous expres

sion is identifiable in the three plays and in many of the new plays 

now being written by other Scottish dramatists. 

The oppressive legacy of the Scottish Kirk is still a dominant 

ethnic trait often demonstrated by an inability of a religious figure 

to deal with modern life. Alcohol is still a favorite panacea for some 

of the resulting ills such as guilt and a low self-image. All of these 

themes are exemplified in John Morris's How Mad Tulloch Was Taken Away 

(Edinburgh Festival, 1975). In earlier drama, religious figures were 

more often seen as hypocritical if not downright evil, as in Hogg' s 

dramatized story The Confessions of a Justified Sinner and in the 

Deacon Brodie tales. Heroes and villains are less distinguishable in 

today's Scottish drama. Right and wrong are no longer clear-cut but 

are presented in shades of grey. Modern dramatists appear to be making 

greater descriptive efforts, leaving the playgoer to come to his own 

conclusions. MacDonald, McGrath and Campbell, as well as other 

playwrights, often employ the persuasive elements of rhetoric to ensure 

their point is not missed and to offer guidance to the decisioll-llIakj ng 
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process. Thus, the form or approach may be realistic and didactic, 

while the mode of rendering often is not, as shown in Animal and 

Chinchilla. 

The traditional Scottish dissociation of intellect and emotion 

referred to earlier as antisyzygy is paramount to understanding the 

difference often seen between approach and rendering. The Scots 

consider the yoking of opposites a part of their basic genetic 

structure; the problems of demonstration, the inheritance of every 

Scottish author. The issue may be least perplexing to the wri ter of 

drama who has at his disposal the myriad possibilities of theatrical 

space in which to manifest visually and with sound, as well as with 

words on paper--the limitations of poets and prose writers. The 

frequent use of the fantastic and the high degree of technical skill in 

the Scottish theatre may be directly attributable to an antisyzygenous 

expression. 

The grounds on which the genetic claim is based come from Scot

land's Celtic past. Nora Chadwick made a lifetime study of the Celts 

(Chadwick, 1970, pp. 290-91). In a discussion of Celtic literature, 

she describes the medieval dream convention as a vehicle of transforma

tion between reality and a world of fancy, where anything is possible. 

She finds a Norman French influence of a later period overlaid on many 

medieval poems to the point of almost erasing at times the story's 

rough British beginnings. But when a story is relatively free of conti

nental influence, the boundless imagination of the Celtic bard is then 

apparent. Yet for all of his vigor and abandon, he is not without the 

gUidance of form. The fluid Celtic style adapts form to theme, not 
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theme to the framework. Chadwick surmises that some stories remained 

untouched by foreign influence because. the wealth of imagination was 

too strong; the bewildering transformations of scene and theme was too 

difficult to approach. The ordered Teutonic world which succeeded the 

ancient Celts was one of mathematical certainty in which one event 

followed another logically in a cause and effect sequence. Journeys 

were limited by geographical distance and chronological time. Men and 

animals behaved according to prescribed laws fixed by the written word; 

and knowledge and precision were synonymous. Inevitably imagination 

withered as reality widened and time stabilized, when "writing fixed 

history and memory into words." The old Celtic order resolved those 

limits and restructured them, not according to fixed laws, but rather 

by thematic traditions or as the poet was inspired to reshape his 

subject. Here "memory is flexible, the spoken word more fluid than 

history" (Chadwick, 1970, p. 291). 

The different perceptual worlds of the Scots and the English 

seem clear. In the often closed systems of English drama, the categor

ies of time and space and language in general correspond to the real 

world. These same systems, in the Scottish plays of this study, refuse 

to conform to known laws. With Celtic artistry, the authors shift, 

transform and eerily bend time, space and language, shaping and 

reshaping until they utterly resist closure. Clear messages are some

times difficult to find, or if found difficult to state. They may lie 

buried in the logic of the emotions or hidden for a space in shifting 

time by disoriented clouds of Celtic dust, surfacing unexpectedly as 

they continue to violate convention. 
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Finally, the problem in Scottish drama of transcending the paro

chial in theme and treatment encountered by Cording and Hutchison in 

their studies concluding with the decade of the sixties, must be 

addressed. Perhaps to the Scots themselves, their style of growth is 

not apparent, "living in each other's coat pockets" as they do (David 

Campbell, . intervielv, 1979). Looking as hard and as critically for 

signs of growth as they do, they lack distance. Living in the midst of 

such a period may look and feel suspiciously like regression. Thus, 

the end result has to be the final answer. 

Science is said to represent the endeavor to uncover natural 

laws for the benefit of mankind; religion is man's effort to find and 

li ve by a moral system. Art is the venture to penetrate the bleak, 

chaotic mass of daily experience in order to render a vision of balance 

and harmony. Man's constant struggle to discover truth, goodness and 

beauty is thwarted by time, mystery and death. Drama is much more than 

an object to stir aesthetic pleasure. It is an exploration into exist

ence--into the very nature of man. The dramatists in this study have 

not shrunk from that responsibility. Chinchilla, Animal and The Jesuit 

display a universality of theme touching all men as they relate to 

truth, goodness and beauty. The discussions of how these plays work in 

the theatre reveal that each is producible anywhere in the English 

speaking world without loss of ethnic differences. Moreover, they 

reveal these authors to have a clear understanding of dramatic theory. 

Fairly or not, the accomplishments of Scottish drama must still 

pass comparison to the Abbey. Such an evaluation is justified by 

Cording on the grounds that only by comparing new work to the original 
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inspiration can they assess how well the lessons and ideals of the past 

are understood. Sifted through the interpretations of succeeding 

critics and authors, the lessons and ideals have never been met; 

perhaps never can be met, for like the shifting impressions of drama 

itself, they appear to change. Perhaps it is the process of continuous 

search that is the life, and the heart and soul of Scottish drama. Mac-

Donald, McGrath and Campbell all meet the artistic challenge by delving 

into the great mysteries, by subduing time briefly, by forestalling 

death momentarily. Warnings against the enfeebling effects of histori-

cal themes .not coming to grips with the present should be dispelled by 

The Jesuit and Chinchilla alone. The aesthetic gap between the 

parochial and the universal identified by Cording and Hutchison is no 

longer visible. Through the Festival, Scotland is now at the hub of 

artistic change; its writers in the mainstream of current thought and 

fashionable trends. Yet Celtic imagination is still everywhere 

apparent. 

Future Research 

In Scotland itself there is a growing awareness that drama has 

come of age, its traditions established. Evidence of this is seen in 

the Scottish Theatre Archive at Glasgow University's library and in the 

new course in Scottish theatre history offered by the drama department. 

Professor Jan MacDonald, head of the department, said: 

This drama course • 
of Scottish theatre 
activity. Scottish 
not in a state of 
recent trip to the 

. . is not evidence of a sudden flowering 
but is a sign of a long spell of positive 
theatre, despite a fall in audiences, is 
gloom and despondency. Mayfest, 7: 84' s 
USSR, the Citizens' Company's visit to 



Italy, all indicate that Scotland's international theatrical 
reputation is high and shows the healthy situation we are in at 
the moment. . sadly this ridiculous search for the great 
Scottish play continues. But it is not enough just to recog
nize that we have a theatrical tradition; a tradition is good 
only if used (STN, June 1983, p. 28). 
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Those traditions were revived and staged in Glasgow last year 

in what was called the "C1ydebui1t" season, featuring seldom produced 

plays from lesser known figures like Corrie, Malloch and Brandane, 

reminding the average playgoer of his heritage. 

The Society of Scottish Playwrights has long been engaged in 

gathering, preserving and publishing both past and current drama, 

ensuring that Scotland will never again be found without its dramatic 

traditions intact. They sponsor writer's workshops, hold monthly play 

readings and publish the Scottish Theatre News, all to promote the 

growth and improvement of Scottish drama. The effectiveness of this 

organization will need to be assessed some day. The Scottish literary 

revival opens up an entire new tract for interpretive studies, poetry, 

short story and the novel that is virtually untapped, with the 

exception of a recent dissertation on Hugh MacDiarmid. 

More investigations into all aspects of antisyzygenous charac-

teristics are needed before this trait can be affirmed as chiefly 

Scottish. Rich possibilities exist in the area of language studies 

such as: the Scottish identity in non-dialect plays, the source of 

lyricism in the Scottish dialect, didacticism in Scottish drama and its 

relationship to Brechtian alienation, a comparison of language usage 

between major Irish and Scottish dramatists, communication strategies 
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in Scottish drama and from a rhetorical-critical view, the relationship 

between the Scottish sermon and drama would be a fruitful resource. 

The whole region of historical research is filled with new 

subject matter ready for scholarly exploration. Besides the many 

indi vidual companies such as the Traverse or Pi tlochry, there is the 

whole repertory system, the Scottish Youth Theatre, politica). drama and 

the Scottish Community Drama Association. The music hall contribution 

to the training of Scottish actors might produce new insights into the 

field of actor education. 

American involvement in the Festival Fringe is not only a 

subject of interest but of importance to our own dramatic development. 

In addition, many new female authors have emerged since this study was 

begun. Thus the changing roles of Scottish women as reflected in drama 

is a field related both to drama and to women's studies. One-man shows 

as a topic could point to the work of W. Gordon Smith or to the theme 

of Scotland or to drama written for a specific actor. Each of the 

writers in this study has authored a \vhole body of drama that could 

bear evaluation individually, as well as other respected playwrights in 

Scotland. Relating the parochial theme and voice to the body of world 

dr3ma might juxtapose Scottish drama to a variety of ethnic plays. A 

student of cinematography could begin on the groundfloor with 

Scotland's infant film industry. The relationship of Glasgow's Academy 

of Drama to drama production has never been investigated nor has the 

role of drama in the universities. The impact of the Fringe on 

Scottish Drama would be a study of major importance. 
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American scholarship is on the threshold of a new frontier of 

discovery with Scottish literature. Even as Scotland's dramatists 

explore the very nature of man, they reaffirm their belief in drama as 

an. undertaking of worth· and in their own ability to discover it. By 

destroying the conventional reality of life, they are able to restruc-

ture a new world upon the stage. Every dramatist expresses a 

confidence in the value of life and in his talent to envision a world 

to save it. 

Among all human activities the theatre is one of the first if 
not the greatest. • • • The theatre is not just the expression 
of a people, of a nation, but the most truthful, the most 
vigorous of a civilization (Jouvet. in STN, June 1983, p. 13). 
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